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Abstract
PURPOSE:
Population-based studies on violent crime and background factors may provide an
understanding of the relationships between susceptibility factors and crime. We aimed to
determine the distribution of violent crime convictions in the Swedish population 1973-2004
and to identify criminal, academic, parental, and psychiatric risk factors for persistence in
violent crime.
METHOD:
The nationwide multi-generation register was used with many other linked nationwide
registers to select participants. All individuals born in 1958-1980 (2,393,765 individuals) were
included. Persistent violent offenders (those with a lifetime history of three or more violent
crime convictions) were compared with individuals having one or two such convictions, and
to matched non-offenders. Independent variables were gender, age of first conviction for a
violent crime, nonviolent crime convictions, and diagnoses for major mental disorders,
personality disorders, and substance use disorders.
RESULTS:
A total of 93,642 individuals (3.9 %) had at least one violent conviction. The distribution of
convictions was highly skewed; 24,342 persistent violent offenders (1.0 % of the total
population) accounted for 63.2 % of all convictions. Persistence in violence was associated
with male sex (OR 2.5), personality disorder (OR 2.3), violent crime conviction before age 19
(OR 2.0), drug-related offenses (OR 1.9), nonviolent criminality (OR 1.9), substance use
disorder (OR 1.9), and major mental disorder (OR 1.3).
CONCLUSIONS:

The majority of violent crimes are perpetrated by a small number of persistent violent
offenders, typically males, characterized by early onset of violent criminality, substance
abuse, personality disorders, and nonviolent criminality.
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Abstract
Humour is a vital component of human socio-affective and cognitive functioning. Recent
advances in neuroscience have enabled researchers to explore this human attribute in children
and adults. Humour seems to engage a core network of cortical and subcortical structures,
including temporo-occipito-parietal areas involved in detecting and resolving incongruity
(mismatch between expected and presented stimuli); and the mesocorticolimbic dopaminergic
system and the amygdala, key structures for reward and salience processing. Examining
personality effects and sex differences in the neural correlates of humour may aid in
understanding typical human behaviour and the neural mechanisms underlying
neuropsychiatric disorders, which can have dramatic effects on the capacity to experience
social reward.
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Abstract
This study explores the mechanisms linking the psychosocial characteristics of the workplace
with employees' work-related musculoskeletal complaints. Poor safety climate perceptions
represent a stressor that may elicit frustration, and subsequently, increase employees' reports
of musculoskeletal discomforts. Results from an employee sample supported that when
employees' perceived safety was considered a priority, they experienced less frustration and
reported fewer work-related upper body musculoskeletal symptoms. Psychological hardiness,
a personality trait that is indicative of individuals' resilience and success in managing stressful
circumstances, moderated these relationships. Interestingly, employees with high hardiness
were more affected by poor safety climate.
Copyright © 2013 Elsevier Ltd and The Ergonomics Society. All rights reserved.
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Abstract
High rates of psychotic disorder among special populations of homicide offenders, females,
youth and the mentally disordered, have received much investigation. Personality disorder,
especially antisocial personality disorder, augments the relative risk ratio of violence,
especially in combination with substance use disorder. Few studies of these correlates of
violence and especially homicide have been reported in low- and medium-income countries
(LMIC). Using the structured clinical interview for DSM diagnosis (SCID), personality
disorders were identified in a cross sectional study involving 546 homicide offenders in
Jimma prison, Ethiopia. Predictors of personality disorder were determined using multivariate
analysis of various demographic and clinical variables, for example, age, psychiatric history
and substance use. Out of the 316 offenders who completed the SCID, only 16% fulfilled
DSM IV criteria for personality disorder. The rationale for killing, self-defence, anger and

revenge (52% of offenders), planning involved in offending (50%) and reasonably high level
of relationship functioning (57% married) were different from most data from the highincome countries. Diagnostically relevant cultural factors in LMIC, not in play in high-income
countries, may explain the differences in personality disorders similar to other mental
disorders and the underlying mediators of homicide.
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Abstract
BACKGROUND:
Females who perpetrated violence in the community have important mental health and public
protection implications. There is a dearth of research in this area. This study investigated the
prevalence of psychiatric morbidity, personality disorders as well as victim characteristics and
violence risk factors of women in the community who self-reported violence against others.
METHODS:
The study sample consisted of 8,275 community women aged 16--74 years obtained from the
2000 and 2007 UK national psychiatric morbidity surveys. Self report incidences of violence,
personality disorders and the presence of psychiatric symptoms were assessed by interviews
and/or established structured psychiatric assessment protocols.
RESULTS:
Weighted prevalence of female violence, which primarily involved partners and friends, was
5.5% in 2000 and 5.1% in 2007. Violence-prone women also had significantly higher
prevalence of common mental disorders and comorbidity (adjusted odds ratio 3.3 and 2.9

respectively) than non-violent women. Multivariate analyses identified eight significant risk
factors that characterized violence prone women: young age, residing in social-assisted
housing, presence of early conduct problems, victim of domestic violence, self-harming,
excessive drinking and past criminal justice involvements.
CONCLUSION:
A higher prevalence of common mental disorders and some types of personality disorder was
found among violence prone women compared to their non-violence prone counterparts. The
identified violence risk factors could be used to develop a quick and easily administered rating
tool suitable for use by non-mental health trained frontline workers such as police and social
support workers in the community to identify violence-prone women. Mental health and
support services then can be provided to them for mental health care and violence prevention
purposes.
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Abstract
BACKGROUND AND OBJECTIVES:
The majority of patients with social phobia reports experiencing negative images, usually
linked to memories of earlier aversive social experiences. Several studies have indicated that
such negative self-imagery appears to have a causal role in maintaining social phobia, which
suggests that interventions aimed at dealing with these images could be beneficial in the
treatment of social phobia. One potentially powerful approach is imagery rescripting (IR), a
clinical intervention that focuses on changing the meaning and impact of unpleasant

memories. In the treatment of social phobia IR was only used as part of a broader cognitivebehavioral treatment package. However, we propose that IR alone might also be an effective
treatment for this anxiety disorder. The present study reports an initial evaluation of the
application of IR as a stand-alone treatment for six adult outpatients presenting with social
phobia.
METHODS:
A single case series using an A-B replication across patients design was employed. Following
a no-treatment baseline period, IR was delivered weekly and patients were followed up for 3
and 6 months.
RESULTS:
For all patients, substantial reductions were obtained on all outcome measures at posttreatment, and gains were largely maintained at 6-months follow-up.
LIMITATIONS:
The generalizability of the effects of IR for social phobia is limited by the small number of
patients treated by only one therapist.
CONCLUSIONS:
The results of this preliminary case series suggest that IR as a stand alone treatment is an
apparently effective intervention in the treatment of patients with social phobia, and indicate
that controlled evaluation of its efficacy might be worthwhile.
Copyright © 2013 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.
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Abstract
Aim of this paper was to investigate the subjective responses of abstinent heroin users to both
neutral and negative stimuli and the related hypothalamus-pituitary-adrenal reactions to
emotional experience in relationship to their perception of childhood adverse experiences.
Thirty male abstinent heroin dependents were included in the study. Emotional responses and
childhood neglect perception were measured utilizing the State-Trait Anxiety Inventory Y-1
and the Child Experience of Care and Abuse Questionnaire. Neutral and unpleasant pictures
selected from the International Affective Picture System and the Self-Assessment Manikin
procedure have been used to determine ratings of pleasure and arousal. These ratings were
compared with normative values obtained from healthy volunteers used as control. Blood
samples were collected before and after the experimental sessions to determine both
adrenocorticotropic hormone and cortisol plasma levels. Basal anxiety scores, cortisol and
adrenocorticotropic hormone levels were higher in abstinent heroin users than in controls.
Tests showed that anxiety scores did not change in controls after the vision of neutral slides,
whilst they did in abstinent heroin addicts, increasing significantly; and increased less
significantly after the unpleasant task, in comparison to controls. Abstinent heroin users
showed significantly higher levels of parents antipathy and childhood emotional neglect
perception than controls for both the father and the mother. Plasma adrenocorticotropic
hormone and cortisol levels did not significantly increase after unpleasant slide set viewing
among addicted individuals, because of the significantly higher basal levels characterizing the
addicted subjects in comparison with controls. Multiple regression correlation showed a
significant relationship between childhood neglect perception, arousal reaction, impaired
hypothalamus-pituitary-adrenal axis response and addiction severity. Early adverse
experiences seem to affect the entire interaction between hyper-arousal, reduced hormonal
response to stress and addiction severity. Our findings, although obtained in a small number
of subjects, indicate a significant link between the perception of parental style/ care/ support
during childhood and the ability to cope with stressful emotional stimuli in adulthood and
addiction severity.
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Abstract
"Consciousness" "mood," "identity" and "personality" are all emergent properties from wholebrain organizations; these are typically disturbed in psychiatric disorders. This work proposes
that the underlying etiopathology of mental disorders originates from disturbances to global
brain dynamics, or "Globalopathies" that are divided into three major interdependent types (1)
"Resting-State Networkpathies," in personality disorders, (2) "Entropiathies" in mood
disorders, and (3) "Connectopathies" in psychosis and schizophrenia spectrum disorders.
Novel approaches of processing signals from the brain are beginning to reveal brain
organization in health and disease. For example a "small world network" has been described
for optimal brain functions and breakdown of that organization might underlie relevant
psychiatric manifestations. A novel diagnostic reformulation can be generated based on
pathologies of whole brain organizations, such new brain related diagnostic nosology is
testable and thus can be validated. Once validated Globalopathies can provide for "Globaltherapies" i.e., interventions that can reorganize the brain and cure psychiatric disorders. The
technology for such interventions is becoming available.
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Abstract
Background: Knowledge on psychiatric emergencies in children and adolescents is limited.
The Psychiatric Emergency Departments (PED) in Copenhagen enable the acute examination
of children and adolescents 24 h a day, 7 days a week. However, very little is known about
who presents to the PED, and the reason for their visit. Aim: To describe the prevalence and
characteristics of presentations in PED and treatment provided. Methods: A retrospective
population based study comprising data of more than 4000 visitors presenting to PED from
2001-2010. In 2003 and 2006, two randomly chosen years, a more thorough analysis was
performed, based on the individual emergency charts. Inter-rater reliability was high. Results:
Visits increased nearly threefold during the period. Symptom score for 2003 and 2006
revealed that more than one third of the visitors had suicidal ideation. Depressive and anxiety
symptoms together with suicidal ideation rose significantly (P < 0.001). Psychoses and
suicidal attempts remained unchanged. In one third of the visits, the discharge diagnosis was
anxiety and stress-related disorders, followed by personality, behavioural and emotional
disorders. Between 15% and 20% of the visits resulted in admission and more than 50% in
referral for outpatient follow-up. Conclusions: The number of presenting psychiatric
emergencies has increased over the last 10 years. Comparing symptoms from 2003 and 2006
showed a significant rise in their severity. This study highlights the need for 24-h access for
acute evaluation by physicians skilled in child and adolescent psychiatry, and raises concern
that the severity could increase.
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Abstract
Childhood trauma is a major public health problem which has an impact on personality
development, yet no studies have examined the association between exposure to trauma and

personality in a sample of Chinese adolescents. Four hundred eighty-five students completed
the Childhood Trauma Questionnaire-Short Form (CTQ-SF) and the Eysenck Personality
Questionnaire (EPQ). The CTQ-SF cut-off scores for exposure were used to calculate the
prevalence of trauma. The possible associations between specific types of trauma and the
EPQ subscale scores were examined. The rates of emotional abuse (EA), physical abuse
(PA), sexual abuse (SA), emotional neglect (EN), and physical neglect (PN) were 18.76%,
11.13%, 27.01%, 49.48%, and 68.66%, respectively. Individuals subjected to EA, PA, and
SA had significantly higher neuroticism (EPQ-N) and psychoticism (EPQ-P) scores on the
EPQ compared with those who had not experienced EA, PA, or SA (all p values<0.05).
Significant positive correlations existed between CTQ-SF subscale scores for EA, SA, CTQSF total scores, and EPQ-N, EPQ-P scores (all p values<0.05). Significant number of
subjects in this adolescent sample reported experience of childhood abuse and neglect.
Exposure to childhood trauma is associated with personality development in Chinese
adolescents.
Copyright © 2013 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.
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Abstract
OBJECTIVE:

Previous findings indicate that women with Bulimia Nervosa (BN), when compared to
women with no eating disorder (NED), tend to display elevated methylation in the promoter
region of the DRD2 gene. The preceding would be compatible with evidence of generally
reduced dopamine activity in people with BN. However, altered DNA methylation has also
been associated with adverse environmental exposures (such as to childhood abuse) and with
psychiatric disturbances (such as Borderline Personality Disorder: BPD). In this study, we
examined the extent to which DRD2 methylation was associated with the presence or
absence of a bulimic eating disorder, to childhood abuse exposure, or to comorbid BPD.
METHOD:
Women with a bulimia-spectrum disorder (BSD) and women with NED were assessed for
childhood traumata, eating-disorder symptoms and BPD, and provided blood samples for
methylation analyzes.
RESULTS:
BSD and NED groups did not differ as to mean percent DRD2 promoter methylation.
However, among the women with a BSD, those with BPD showed small, but significant
increases in DRD2 methylation levels compared to women with NED (as indicated by
Hochberg's post-hoc tests). Similarly, women with a BSD who reported a history of
childhood sexual abuse showed a trend-level elevation of DRD2 methylation compared to
our NED group.
DISCUSSION:
Our findings imply that, in people with a BSD, increased methylation of the DRD2 gene
promoter may be more strongly characteristic of comorbid psychopathology than it is a
global correlate of the eating disorder per se. We discuss theoretical implications of our
findings.
Copyright © 2013 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.
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Abstract
Objectives- The purpose of this study was to evaluate neuropsychological test data in schoolaged children whose fetal sonograms revealed mild isolated cerebral ventriculomegaly
without asymmetry of the lateral ventricles. Methods- Nine of 52 children 6 years and older
with sonographic evidence of mild isolated cerebral ventriculomegaly without asymmetry of
the lateral ventricles were able to be recruited for follow-up school-aged neuropsychological
testing. The children received a half-day battery of neuropsychological tests, including the
Wechsler Abbreviated Scales of Intelligence; Beery-Buktenica Developmental Test of
Visual Motor Integration, Fifth Edition; Wide Range Achievement Test, Fourth Edition; and
Integrated Visual and Auditory Continuous Performance Test. Parents completed the
Conners 3 Parent Short Form and the Personality Inventory for Children, Second Edition.
Results- In this small group, other risk factors for neurodevelopmental disorders were often
present, including preterm birth, perinatal hypoxia, and a family history of psychiatric
disease or substance abuse. Within this sample, the proportion of children with a pattern of
test results showing poorer nonverbal intelligence than verbal intelligence scores and poorer
math than reading performance, as well as meeting criteria for a diagnosis of attention
deficit/hyperactivity disorder, was higher than the basal rates of these problems among
children in general. Conclusions- Particularly given the complexity of various factors
affecting neurodevelopment, follow-up neuropsychological evaluation is warranted in
children with sonographic evidence of mild isolated cerebral ventriculomegaly without
asymmetry of the lateral ventricle (eg, in the context of poor school performance).
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Abstract
In this article, we review recent research on mental health in the Caribbean. Three major
themes emerge: (a) the effects of colonialism on the Caribbean psyche; (b) decolonization of
psychiatric public policy, including innovative treatment approaches, deinstitutionalization,
and community and policy responses to mental health issues; and (c) the nature and
epidemiology of psychiatric pathology among contemporary Caribbean people, with
particular focus on migration, genetic versus social causation of psychosis and personality
disorders, and mechanisms of resilience and social capital. Caribbean transcultural
psychiatry illustrates the principles of equipoise unique to developing countries that protect
the wellness and continued survival of postcolonial Caribbean people.
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Abstract
Prior research indicates that disturbance of cholinergic neurotransmission reduces anxiety,
leading to the hypothesis that people with heightened cholinergic function have a greater
tendency toward anxiety-like and/or harm-avoidant behavior. We sought to determine if
people with elevated levels of harm avoidance (HA), a dimension of temperament from the
Temperament and Character Inventory (TCI), have high α4β2⁎ nicotinic acetylcholine
receptor (nAChR) availability. Healthy adults (n=105; 47 non-smokers and 58 smokers)
underwent bolus-plus-continuous infusion positron emission tomography (PET) scanning
using the radiotracer 2-[18F]fluoro-3-(2(S)azetidinylmethoxy) pyridine (abbreviated as 2FA). During the uptake period of 2-FA, participants completed the TCI. The central study
analysis revealed a significant association between total HA and mean nAChR availability,

with higher total HA scores being linked with greater nAChR availability. In examining HA
subscales, both 'Fear of Uncertainty' and 'Fatigability' were significant, based on higher
levels of these characteristics being associated with greater nAChR availabilities. This study
adds to a growing body of knowledge concerning the biological basis of personality and may
prove useful in understanding the pathophysiology of psychiatric disorders (such as anxiety
disorders) that have similar characteristics to HA. Study findings may indicate that
heightened cholinergic neurotransmission is associated with increased anxiety-like traits.
Published by Elsevier Ireland Ltd.
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Abstract
Objectives. We investigated the links between homelessness associated with serious mental
and physical healthy disparities and adverse childhood experiences (ACEs) in nationally
representative data, with Axis I and II disorders as potential mediators. Methods. We
examined data from the National Epidemiologic Survey of Alcohol and Related Conditions
in 2001-2002 and 2004-2005, and included 34 653 participants representative of the
noninstitutionalized US population who were 20 years old or older. We studied the variables
related to 4 classes of Axis I disorders, all 10 Axis II personality disorders, a wide range of
ACEs, and a lifetime history of homelessness. Results. Analyses revealed high prevalences
of each ACE in individuals experiencing lifetime homelessness (17%-60%). A mediation
model with Axis I and II disorders determined that childhood adversities were significantly

related to homelessness through direct effects (adjusted odd ratios = 2.04, 4.24) and indirect
effects, indicating partial mediation. Population attributable fractions were also reported.
Conclusions. Although Axis I and II disorders partially mediated the relationship between
ACEs and homelessness, a strong direct association remained. This novel finding has
implications for interventions and policy. Additional research is needed to understand
relevant causal pathways. (Am J Public Health. Published online ahead of print October 22,
2013: e1-e7. doi:10.2105/AJPH.2013.301323).
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Abstract
A large proportion of prison inmates suffer from mental illnesses or severe personality
disorders; therefore, offender classification is a worthwhile endeavor both for efficiently
allocating mental health treatment resources and security risk classification. This study
sought to elaborate on offender classification by using an advanced statistical technique,
factor mixture modeling, which capitalizes on the strengths of both latent trait analysis and
latent class analysis. A sample consisting of 616 male and 194 female prison inmates was
used for this purpose. The MMPI-2-RF Restructured Clinical (RC) scales were used to
elaborate on a variety of latent trait, latent class, and factor mixture models. A 3-factor, 5class mixture model was deemed optimal in this sample. Remaining MMPI-2-RF scales as
well as scores on external criterion measures relevant to externalizing psychopathology were
used to further elaborate on the utility of the resulting latent classes. These analyses indicated
that 3 of the 5 classes were predominantly different expressions of externalizing personality
proclivities, whereas the remaining 2 indicated inmates with substantial internalizing or
thought-disordered characteristics. Implications of these findings are discussed.
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Abstract
Purpose: Although the effectiveness of Mindfulness-Based Cognitive Therapy (MBCT) for
panic disorder (PD) has been studied previously, data on the predictors of treatment
outcomes in MBCT for PD are scarce. Materials and Methods: Eighty patients with PD were
screened to analyze treatment outcomes such as MBCT completion, treatment response, and
remission after undergoing MBCT for PD. Sociodemographic characteristics, comorbid
personality disorders, and baseline medication doses were examined. The study administered
the Panic Disorder Severity Scale, Hamilton Anxiety Rating Scale, Hamilton Depression
Rating Scale and Anxiety Sensitivity Inventory-Revised to patients at baseline and at eight
weeks. Results: Sixty-five participants were enrolled in the present study. Comorbid
personality disorder was significantly associated with MBCT non-completion. We found that
anxiety sensitivity (AS) improvement after an eight week MBCT program was a statistically
significant factor associated with treatment response. Using logistic regression analysis, AS
improvement after MBCT showed significant association with PD remission after MBCT.
Conclusion: Comorbid personality disorders of participants could be a potential predictor of
MBCT non-completion. Furthermore, AS improvement after MBCT may predict treatment
response and remission after MBCT for PD. However, better designed studies with a larger
number of patients are needed to confirm our findings.
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Abstract
OBJECTIVE:
To investigate if cortisol alone or in interaction with other risk factors (familial risk, the
serotonin transporter genotype, neuroticism and life events (LEs)) predicts onset of
psychiatric disorder in healthy individuals at heritable risk.
MATRIAL AND METHODS:
In a high-risk study, 234 healthy monozygotic and dizygotic twins with or without a co-twin
history of affective disorder (high and low risk twins) were baseline assessed. Participants
were followed up for seven years and then reassessed with a personal interview revealing
whether they had developed psychiatric illness.
RESULTS:
36 participants (15.4%) developed psychiatric disorder. Using Cox proportional hazards ratio
(HR) estimates neither morning nor evening salivary cortisol at baseline did predict illness
onset. In multivariate Cox models, the two-way interaction between morning cortisol and
LEs lifetime before baseline was significantly associated with onset. Further, the HR of onset
was higher concerning individuals carrying the short allele of the 5-HTTPLR and having
experienced more LEs lifetime. Familial risk for affective disorder predicted illness and the
risk of onset was further increased in individuals at familial risk carrying the short allele of
the 5-HTTPLR.
CONCLUSIONS:

Cortisol levels alone do not increase the risk of onset of psychiatric illness but the interaction
of a lower cortisol level and the experience of more LEs do. The 5-HTTLPR genotype seems
to interact and contribute to increased stress vulnerability in combination with other stress
indicators of illness thereby adding to the risk of subsequent psychopathology.
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Abstract
Human sensitivity for social cues is exquisite, as illustrated by the ease with which
simplified point-light movements invoke social and emotional responses. Compared to faces,
these biological motion stimuli only recently started to be used to explore questions
regarding social cognition and anxiety. We presented human point-light walkers that could
be perceived as facing towards or facing away from the observer, and tested whether
participants with high social anxiety would perceive these bistable stimuli differently,
because this type of stimuli has particular relevance for them. The results showed that
observers with high social anxiety tended to see walkers as facing away more frequently than
those with low social anxiety. This may mean that high socially anxious observers are biased
towards the more positive perceptual alternative because they are motivated to protect
themselves against threatening social experiences, but we also explore alternative
explanations. The findings are in line with the evidence for a positivity bias in perception,
also called wishful seeing, but in contrast with the attentional negativity bias often found in
social anxiety. We discuss reasons for this divergence and possible limitations of the current
study.
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Abstract
Elevated rates of borderline personality disorder (BPD) have been found among individuals
with substance use disorders (SUDs), especially cocaine-dependent patients. Evidence
suggests that cocaine-dependent patients with BPD are at greater risk for negative clinical
outcomes than cocaine-dependent patients without BPD and BPD-SUD patients dependent
on other substances. Despite evidence that cocaine-dependent patients with BPD may be at
particularly high risk for negative SUD outcomes, the mechanisms underlying this risk
remain unclear. The present study sought to address this gap in the literature by examining
cocaine-related attentional biases among cocaine-dependent patients with (n=22) and without
(n=36) BPD. On separate days, participants listened to both a neutral and a personallyrelevant emotionally evocative (i.e., trauma-related) script and then completed a dot-probe
task with cocaine-related stimuli. Findings revealed a greater bias for attending to cocainerelated stimuli among male cocaine-dependent patients with (vs. without) BPD following the
emotionally evocative script. Study findings suggest the possibility that cocaine use may
have gender-specific functions among SUD patients with BPD, with men with BPD being
more likely to use cocaine to decrease contextually induced emotional distress. The
implications of our findings for informing future research on cocaine use among patients
with BPD are discussed.
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Abstract
Suicide attempters who met criteria for borderline personality disorder (BPD) comorbid with
major depressive disorder (MDD) were compared to both suicide attempters suffering from
MDD alone and to attempters with comorbid MDD and other personality disorders (PD).
Participants were 239 (158 patients with comorbid PD and 81 patients with MDD without
comorbidity) inpatients consecutively admitted after a suicide attempt made in the last
24 hours. Suicide attempters with comorbid MDD and BPD had more frequent previous
suicide attempts and were more likely to have a history of aggressive behaviors and alcohol
and drug use disorders compared with patients suffering from MDD without Axis II
comorbidity.
© 2013 The American Association of Suicidology.
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Abstract
Abstract Objectives: We investigated relationships between sense of self (SoS) and sense of
others (SoO) and specific interpersonal problems in short-term dynamic and cognitive
therapy. Method: 40 patients with Cluster C personality disorders from a RCT were
included. The Achievement of Therapeutic Objective Scales (ATOS) was used to perform
ratings of videotaped sessions. The Inventory of Interpersonal Problems Circumplex version
was used as the outcome measure. Results: There were significant relationships between
growth in SoS and SoO and reductions of hostile-dominant and hostile-submissive
behaviors, as well as cold, social-avoidant and vindictive behaviors. Increase in SoO was
also related to reductions in non-assertive and domineering behaviors. However, the results
were only present in the STDP treatment group.
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Abstract
Objective: Given the paucity of research among prisoners, this study aimed to examine the
prevalence and psychiatric comorbidity associated with adult ADHD. Method: The study
was conducted at four NSW correctional facilities (2 male; 2 female). Results: Thirty-five
percent of the sample screened positive for adult ADHD, and 17% of the sample met criteria
for a full diagnosis. After adjustment, benzodiazepine dependence, borderline personality
disorder, social phobia, antisocial personality disorder, and a number of lifetime
psychological disorders remained significantly and independently associated with the
diagnosis of adult ADHD. Lowering the threshold on the ADHD Self-Rating Scale to ≥3 (vs.
≥4) increased the sensitivity (80%-93%), but lowered the specificity (55%-47%).
Conclusion: Adult ADHD among NSW prisoners is elevated, with substance use disorders
and psychiatric comorbidity common. A greater acceptance of this disorder among prisoners,
and appropriate treatment, is warranted. (J. of Att. Dis. XXXX; XX(X) XX-XX).
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Abstract
Over the past 75 years, the study of personality and personality disorders has been informed
considerably by an impressive array of psychometric instruments. Many of these tests draw
on the perspective that personality features can be conceptualized in terms of latent traits that
vary dimensionally across the population. A purely trait-oriented approach to personality,
however, might overlook heterogeneity that is related to similarities among subgroups of
people. This article describes how factor mixture modeling (FMM), which incorporates both
categories and dimensions, can be used to represent person-oriented and trait-oriented
variability in the latent structure of personality. We provide an overview of different forms
of FMM that vary in the degree to which they emphasize trait- versus person-oriented
variability. We also provide practical guidelines for applying FMM to personality data, and
we illustrate model fitting and interpretation using an empirical analysis of general
personality dysfunction.
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Abstract
Adult ADHD is a frequent psychiatric disorder affecting relevant aspects of an individual's
life. The aim of our study group was to carry out the first randomized controlled multicenter
study to evaluate the effects of psychotherapy compared to clinical management in
combination with psychopharmacological treatment with methylphenidate (MPH) or placebo
(Plac) in a factorial four-arm design. Here, we present the enrollment procedure and
description of adult ADHD patients recruited for the trial. Four hundred and thirty-three
adult patients with ADHD were randomized at seven study sites in Germany to four
treatment conditions: manualized dialectical-behavioral-therapy-based group psychotherapy
(GPT) plus MPH or Plac, or clinical management (CM) including supportive counseling plus
MPH or Plac with weekly sessions in the first 12 weeks and monthly sessions thereafter.
Assessment for eligibility included standardized scales and instruments. After prescreening
of 1,480 patients, 518 were evaluated for trial participation and 433 were randomized. The
main reasons for prescreening failure were lack of interest in participating (n = 205),
difficulties in meeting the time and effort requirements for participation (n = 186), and
contraindications for psychopharmacological treatment with MPH (n = 194). The full
analysis set (FAS) comprised 419 adult ADHD patients (mean age 35.2 years, males/females
1:1). Fifty-seven percent of the patients suffered from the combined ADHD subtype.
Prevalence of at least one current or lifetime axis-I comorbidity was 66 %. Axis-II
comorbidity rates was 18 % (patients with comorbid borderline and antisocial personality
disorders were excluded). Our network was able to recruit an adult ADHD sample
essentially comparable to community samples. A selection bias was created by excluding
patients unable or unwilling to participate, or who had somatic and psychiatric
contraindications for stimulant treatment (Current Controlled Trials ISRCTN54096201,
Funding: Federal Ministry of Education and Research 01GV0606).
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Abstract
BACKGROUND:
Human personality consists of two fundamental elements character and temperament.
Character allays automatic and preconceptual emotional responses determined by
temperament. However, the neurobiological basis of character and its interplay with
temperament remain elusive. Here, we examined character-temperament interplay and
explored the neural basis of character, with a particular focus on the subgenual anterior
cingulate cortex extending to a ventromedial portion of the prefrontal cortex
(sgACC/vmPFC).
METHODS:
Resting brain glucose metabolism (GM) was measured using [(18)F] fluorodeoxyglucose
positron emission tomography in 140 healthy adults. Personality traits were assessed using
the Temperament and Character Inventory. Regions of interest (ROI) analysis and wholebrain analysis were performed to examine a combination effect of temperament and
character on the sgACC/vmPFC and to explore the neural correlates of character,
respectively.
RESULTS:
Harm avoidance (HA), a temperament trait (i.e., depressive, anxious, vulnerable), showed a
significant negative impact on the sgACC/vmPFC GM, whereas self-transcendence (ST), a
character trait (i.e., intuitive, judicious, spiritual), exhibited a significant positive effect on
GM in the same region (HA β = -0.248, p = 0.003; ST: β = 0.250, p = 0.003). In addition, when
coupled with strong ST, individuals with strong HA maintained the sgACC/vmPFC GM
level comparable to the level of those with low scores on both HA and ST. Furthermore,
exploratory whole-brain analysis revealed a significant positive relationship between ST and

sgACC/vmPFC GM (peak voxel at x = -8, y = 32, z = -8, k = 423, Z = 4.41, corrected p
(FDR) = 0.030).
CONCLUSION:
The current findings indicate that the sgACC/vmPFC might play a critical role in mindful
awareness to something beyond as well as in emotional regulation. Developing a sense of
mindfulness may temper exaggerated emotional responses in individuals with a risk for or
having anxiety and depressive disorders.
PMCID: PMC3794017 Free PMC Article
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Abstract
OBJECTIVE The purpose of this study was to examine racial-ethnic differences in use of
mental health treatment for a comprehensive range of specific disorders over time.
METHODS Data from the National Ambulatory Medical Care Survey and the National
Hospital Ambulatory Medical Care Survey were used to examine adult outpatient mental
health visits to U.S. physicians from 1993 to 2008 (N=754,497). Annual visit prevalence for
three racial-ethnic groups was estimated as the number of visits divided by the group's U.S.
population size. Visit prevalence ratios (VPRs) were calculated as the minority group's
prevalence divided by the non-Hispanic white prevalence. Analyses were stratified by
diagnosis, physician type, patient characteristics, and year. RESULTS VPRs for any disorder
were .60 (95% confidence interval [CI]=.52-.68) for non-Hispanic blacks and .58 (CI=.50.67) for Hispanics. Non-Hispanic blacks were treated markedly less frequently than whites
for obsessive-compulsive, generalized anxiety, attention-deficit hyperactivity, personality,
panic, and nicotine use disorders but more frequently for psychotic disorders. Hispanics were
treated far less frequently than whites for bipolar I, impulse control, autism spectrum,
personality, obsessive-compulsive, and nicotine use disorders but more frequently for drug
use disorders. Racial-ethnic differences in visits to psychiatrists were generally greater than
for visits to nonpsychiatrists. Differences declined with increasing patient age and appear to

have widened over time. CONCLUSIONS Racial-ethnic differences in receipt of outpatient
mental health treatment from U.S. physicians varied substantially by disorder, provider type,
and patient age. Most differences were large and did not show improvement over time.
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Abstract
Suicide is a leading cause of death among adolescents and suicidal behavior is one of the
primary risk factors for youth psychiatric hospitalizations. A number of studies indicate that
depression and substance abuse are associated with suicide risk in this population, but less is
known about the role of borderline personality features or their incremental influence over
other known risk factors in indicating suicidal behavior among adolescents. This study
examined whether borderline features were associated with suicide risk when controlling for
symptoms of depression and substance abuse in a sample of adolescents hospitalized in an
inpatient psychiatric facility. Self-report data from 477 adolescent psychiatric inpatients were
used to test hypotheses about the association of borderline features with suicide risk after
controlling for other common risk factors. Borderline features were significantly related to
suicide risk even after accounting for symptoms of depression and substance abuse. These
findings underscore the clinical value of routinely assessing borderline features among
adolescents. (PsycINFO Database Record (c) 2013 APA, all rights reserved).
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Abstract
BACKGROUND:
Questionnaires are a common tool to assess people's opinion on a large scale or to sound
them out about their subjective views. The caretakers' opinion about animals' "personality"
has been used in many studies. The aim of the present study was to assess whether the
owners' subjective evaluation was effective to detect back disorders. Back disorders have
been shown to have a high prevalence in working horses. Caretakers from 17 riding schools
(1 caretaker/school, 161 horses) were given a questionnaire about their horses' health status,
including back disorders. Out of these 161 horses, 59 were subjected to manual palpation of
the spine and 102 were subjected to sEMG examination all along the spine.
RESULTS:
The results showed that subjective caretaker-reported evaluation via questionnaire survey
was not efficient to detect back disorders: only 19 horses (11.8%) were reported as suffering
from back pain, whereas the experimenters' evaluation detected 80 of them (49.7%) as
suffering from back disorders. While most caretakers under-evaluated back disorders, a few
"over-evaluated" it (more horses reported as affected than found via clinical evaluations).
Horses were less prone to present back disorders when under the care of these "overattentive" caretakers.
CONCLUSIONS:
This study showed that back pain is difficult to evaluate, even for professionals, and that
subjective evaluations using a questionnaire is not valid in this case. The results also
highlighted the real need for observational training (behaviours, postures) outside and during
riding.
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Abstract
Structural brain abnormalities are central to schizophrenia (SZ), but it remains unknown
whether they are linked to dysmaturational processes crossing diagnostic boundaries,
aggravating across disease stages, and driving the neurodiagnostic signature of the illness.
Therefore, we investigated whether patients with SZ (N = 141), major depression (MD; N =
104), borderline personality disorder (BPD; N = 57), and individuals in at-risk mental states
for psychosis (ARMS; N = 89) deviated from the trajectory of normal brain maturation. This
deviation was measured as difference between chronological and the neuroanatomical age
(brain age gap estimation [BrainAGE]). Neuroanatomical age was determined by a machine
learning system trained to individually estimate age from the structural magnetic resonance
imagings of 800 healthy controls. Group-level analyses showed that BrainAGE was highest
in SZ (+5.5 y) group, followed by MD (+4.0), BPD (+3.1), and the ARMS (+1.7) groups.
Earlier disease onset in MD and BPD groups correlated with more pronounced BrainAGE,
reaching effect sizes of the SZ group. Second, BrainAGE increased across at-risk, recent
onset, and recurrent states of SZ. Finally, BrainAGE predicted both patient status as well as
negative and disorganized symptoms. These findings suggest that an individually
quantifiable "accelerated aging" effect may particularly impact on the neuroanatomical
signature of SZ but may extend also to other mental disorders.
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Abstract
Background: The Personality Diagnostic Questionnaire-4+ (PDQ-4+) is composed of a selfreport and an interview, the Clinical Significance Scale, but no studies have reported joint
findings. This study is the first to examine the diagnostic agreement between the Spanish
version of the PDQ-4+ self-report and its corresponding interview. Method: The sample
comprised 235 psychiatric outpatients who were assessed with both instruments. Results:
The interview reduced to one half the number of diagnoses provided by self-report (83.4% to
38.3%; mean number of diagnoses 3.29 to .62). Diagnostic agreement was between fair and
moderate (mean kappa .45 for PDQ-4+ total score). Conclusions: Findings suggest the utility
of jointly administering the PDQ-4+ and its Clinical Significance Scale to screen for the
presence or absence of personality disorders (PDs). Modifications in the diagnostic cut-offs
for individual PDs and the PDQ-4+ total score may improve the efficacy of the instrument.
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Abstract

Impulsive-compulsive disorders (ICDs) are frequent side effects of dopaminergic medication
in Parkinson's disease (PD). Alexithymia, a personality trait characterized by difficulties
identifying and describing feelings and an externally oriented thinking style, has been linked
to various impulse-control problems in the general population. In PD, the prevalence of
alexithymia is approximately twice as high as in the general population. However, whether
alexithymia is associated with ICDs in PD is currently unknown. We examined the
relationship between self-reported ICDs and alexithymia in a sample of 91 PD patients (89
on dopaminergic medication). Additional self-report measures assessed impulsivity,
depression, anxiety, behavioral inhibition/approach, and emotion-regulation strategies. We
observed that alexithymia, and particularly difficulty identifying feelings and difficulty
describing feelings, was significantly correlated with ICDs, even when controlling for
impulsivity, anxiety, and depression. In addition, a group analysis revealed that PD patients
with clinical and moderate levels of alexithymia had significantly more ICDs than nonalexithymic patients, suggesting that even moderately high alexithymia levels increase the
risk for ICDs in PD. Our results identify alexithymia as an independent risk factor for ICDs
in PD. Thus, the inclusion of alexithymia in the neuropsychiatric assessment of patients with
PD may help identify patients at risk for ICDs. © 2013 International Parkinson and
Movement Disorder Society.
© 2013 Movement Disorder Society.
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Abstract

OBJECTIVE:
Binge Eating Disorder (BED) is among the most common psychiatric disorders in bariatric
surgery candidates. The Minnesota Multiphasic Personality Inventory-2 Restructured Form
(MMPI-2-RF) is a broadband, psychological test that includes measures of emotional and
behavioral dysfunction, which have been associated with BED behaviors in bariatric surgery
candidates; however these studies have lacked appropriate controls. In the current study, we
compared MMPI-2-RF scale scores of bariatric surgery patients diagnosed with BED
(BED+) with BMI-matched controls without BED (BED-).
METHOD:
Three-hundred and seven BED+ participants (72.64% female and 67.87% Caucasian; mean
BMI of 51.36 kg/m2 [SD = 11.94]) were drawn from a large, database (N = 1304). Threehundred and seven BED- participants were matched on BMI and demographics (72.64%
female, 68.63% Caucasian, and mean BMI of 51.30 kg/m2 [SD = 11.70]).
RESULTS:
The BED+ group scored significantly higher on measures of Demoralization, Low Positive
Emotions, and Dysfunctional Negative Emotions and scored lower on measures of
Antisocial Behaviors, reflecting behavioral constraint. Optimal T-Score cutoffs were below
the traditional 65 T score for several MMPI-2-RF scales. MMPI-2-RF externalizing
measures also added incrementally to differentiating between the groups beyond the Binge
Eating Scale (BES).
DISCUSSION:
BED+ individuals produced greater elevations on a number of MMPI-2-RF internalizing
scales and externalizing scales. Use of the test in conjunction with a clinical interview and
other self-report data can further aid the clinician in guiding patients to appropriate treatment
to optimize outcome. © 2013 Wiley Periodicals, Inc. (Int J Eat Disord 2013;).
Copyright © 2013 Wiley Periodicals, Inc.
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Abstract
BACKGROUND:
Gene association studies detect an influence of natural variation in the 5-hydroxytryptamine
transporter (5-HTT) gene on multiple aspects of individuality in brain function, ranging from
personality traits through to susceptibility to psychiatric disorders such as anxiety and
depression. The neural substrates of these associations are unknown. Human neuroimaging
studies suggest modulation of the amygdala by 5-HTT variation, but this hypothesis is
controversial and unresolved, and difficult to investigate further in humans.
METHODS:
We used a mouse model in which the 5-HTT is overexpressed throughout the brain and
recorded hemodynamic responses (using a novel in vivo voltammetric monitoring method,
analogous to blood oxygen level-dependent functional magnetic resonance imaging) and
local field potentials during Pavlovian fear conditioning.
RESULTS:
Increased 5-HTT expression impaired, but did not prevent, fear learning and significantly
reduced amygdala hemodynamic responses to aversive cues. Increased 5-HTT expression
was also associated with reduced theta oscillations, which were a feature of aversive cue
presentation in controls. Moreover, in control mice, but not those with high 5-HTT
expression, there was a strong correlation between theta power and the amplitude of the
hemodynamic response.
CONCLUSIONS:
Direct experimental manipulation of 5-HTT expression levels throughout the brain markedly
altered fear learning, amygdala hemodynamic responses, and neuronal oscillations.
© 2013 Society of Biological Psychiatry.
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Abstract
OBJECTIVE:
To review the current evidence about psychiatric symptoms in Wilson's disease (WD).
METHOD:
We searched Ovid, PsychInfo, CINHAL and PubMed databases from May 1946 to May
2012 using the key words Wilson('s) disease in combination with psychiatry, psychiatric,
psychosis, schizophrenia, depression, mania, bipolar, mood, anxiety, personality and
behavior.
RESULTS:
Psychiatric symptoms occur before, concurrent with or after the diagnosis and treatment for
WD. Thirty to forty percent of patients have psychiatric manifestations at the time of
diagnosis, and 20% had seen a psychiatrist prior to their WD diagnosis. When psychiatric
symptoms preceded neurological or hepatic involvement, the average time between the
psychiatric symptoms and the diagnosis of WD was 864.3 days. The prevalence of
psychiatric disorders in WD patients varies wildly (major depressive disorder, 4-47%;
psychosis, 1.4-11.3%). Certain gene mutations of ATP7B may correlate with specific
personality traits.
CONCLUSIONS:
Psychiatric manifestations represent a significant part of the clinical presentation of WD and
can present at any point in the course of the illness. Psychiatric manifestations occurring

without overt hepatic or neurologic involvement may lead to misdiagnosis. A better
understanding of the psychiatric presentations in WD may provide insights into the
underlying mechanisms of psychiatric disorders.
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Abstract
BACKGROUND:
Both the classification of personality disorder in intellectual disability (ID) and its
identification in practice are deemed to be difficult. A simpler approach to classification and
its relationship to challenging behaviours were tested in an adult Jamaican population with
ID.
METHOD:
The study was carried out in Kingston, Jamaica, as part of a programme of field trials to
determine the utility of the proposed revision of personality disorders in the 11th Revision of
the International Classification of Diseases (ICD-11), in a population of adults with ID living
with their families or in supported care homes. Thirty-eight people with borderline (n = 5),
mild (n = 16), moderate (n = 14) and severe (n = 3) ID were assessed at face-to-face interview
and with relatives or staff using the provisional criteria for severity of personality disorder
and its associated domain traits, and challenging behaviour was assessed using the Problem
Behaviour Check List (PBCL) (a 5-point, 7-item scale).

RESULTS:
Using the severity scale 18 patients (47%) had no personality disorder, 7 (18%) had
personality difficulty, 9 (24%) had mild personality disorder, and 4 (11%) had moderate
personality disorder. None of the sample had severe personality disorder in which there is
high risk of harm to self or others. Of the four major trait domains, provisionally named
anankastic, detached, emotional and dissocial, three were evenly distributed in those with
personality disturbance with the antagonistic (antisocial) trait less commonly shown (6 only).
Scores on the PBCL were higher in those with increasing severity of personality disorder
(P = 0.03) and those in the antagonistic personality trait domain had the highest PCL scores.
CONCLUSIONS:
Despite previous difficulties in assessing personality disorder in intellectual difficulties the
ICD-11 classification was easy to administer in practice in this population, and the higher
problem behaviour scores in those with greater severity of personality disturbance support its
construct validity.
© 2013 MENCAP and International Association of the Scientific Study of Intellectual and
Developmental Disabilities and John Wiley & Sons Ltd.
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Abstract
AIMS:
To determine comorbidity patterns in treatment-seeking substance use disorder (SUD)
patients with and without adult Attention Deficit Hyperactivity Disorder (ADHD) with
emphasis on subgroups defined by ADHD subtype, taking into account differences related to
gender and primary substance of abuse.
DESIGN:
Data were obtained from the cross-sectional International ADHD in Substance use disorder
Prevalence (IASP) study.
SETTING:
47 centers of SUD treatment in 10 countries.
PARTICIPANTS:
1,205 treatment-seeking SUD patients.
MEASUREMENTS:
Structured diagnostic assessments were used for all disorders: presence of ADHD was
assessed with the Conners' Adult ADHD Diagnostic Interview for DSM-IV (CAADID),
presence of antisocial personality disorder (ASPD), major depression (MD), and
(hypo)manic episode (HME) was assessed with the Mini International Neuropsychiatric
Interview-Plus (MINI Plus) and the presence of borderline personality disorder (BPD) was
assessed with the SCID II.
FINDINGS:
The prevalence of DSM-IV adult ADHD in this SUD sample was 13.9%. ASPD (OR=2.8,
95% CI 1.8-4.2), BPD (OR=7.0, 95% CI 3.1-15.6 for alcohol; OR=3.4, 95% CI 1.8-6.4 for
drugs), MD in patients with alcohol as primary substance of abuse (OR=4.1, 95% CI 2.1-7.8)
and HME (OR=4.3, 95% CI 2.1-8.7) were all more prevalent in ADHD+ compared with
ADHD- patients (p<0.001). These results also indicate increased levels of BPD and MD for
alcohol compared with drugs as primary substance of abuse. Comorbidity patterns differed
between ADHD subtypes with increased MD in the inattentive and combined subtype
(p<.01), increased HME and ASPD in the hyperactive/impulsive (p<.01) and combined
subtypes (p<.001) and increased BPD in all subtypes (p<.001) compared with SUD patients

without ADHD. 75% of ADHD patients had at least one additional comorbid disorder
compared with 37% of SUD patients without ADHD.
CONCLUSIONS:
Treatment-seeking substance use disorder patients with Attention Deficit Hyperactivity
Disorder are at a very high risk for additional externalizing disorders.
This article is protected by copyright. All rights reserved.
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Abstract
The aim of this study is to understand the nature and characteristics of mental-health-related
stigma among Japanese people. We searched relevant studies in English or Japanese
published since 2001 using MEDLINE and PsycINFO, and found 19 studies that examined
mental-health-related stigma in Japan. Regarding knowledge about mental illness, reviewed
studies showed that in the Japanese general population, few people think that people can
recover from mental disorders. Psychosocial factors, including weakness of personality, are
often considered the cause of mental illness, rather than biological factors. In addition, the
majority of the general public in Japan keep a greater social distance from individuals with
mental illness, especially in close personal relationships. Schizophrenia is more stigmatized
than depression, and its severity increases the stigmatizing attitude toward mental illness.
The literature also showed an association between more direct social contact between health
professionals and individuals with mental illness and less stigmatization by these
professionals. Less stigmatization by mental health professionals may be associated with
accumulation of clinical experience and daily contact with people who have mental illness.
Stigmatizing attitudes in Japan are stronger than in Taiwan or Australia, possibly due to
institutionalism, lack of national campaigns to tackle stigma, and/or society's valuing of

conformity in Japan. Although educational programs appear to be effective in reducing
mental-health-related stigma, future programs in Japan need to address problems regarding
institutionalism and offer direct social contact with people with mental illness.
© 2013 The Authors. Psychiatry and Clinical Neurosciences © 2013 Japanese Society of
Psychiatry and Neurology.
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Is ADHD an early stage in the development
of borderline personality disorder?
Storebø OJ, Simonsen E.
Ole Jakob Storebø, M.A., Ph.D., Psychiatric Research Unit, Region Zealand, and Child and
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Abstract
Background: Several studies report associations between adults with borderline personality
disorder (BPD) and a history of attention-deficit hyperactivity (ADHD) symptoms in
childhood. Aims: To explore the association between BPD and a history of ADHD in
childhood. Method: A comprehensive search of EMBASE, PsychInfo and Medline and
hand-searching yielded 238 "hits". Fifteen articles were found to have sufficient quality and
relevance to be included in the final review. The data were considered in six possible
explanatory psychopathological models of the association between ADHD and BPD.
Results: Most of the 15 articles showed a statistical association between ADHD and BPD.
The data, most strongly provided a basis for the hypotheses that ADHD is either an early
developmental stage of BPD, or that the two disorders share an environmental and genetic
aetiology. Furthermore, one of the disorders seems to give a synergic effect, reinforce the
other or complicate the disorders. In one prospective study, the risk factor for children with
ADHD to develop BPD was as high as odds ratio 13.16. No studies have looked at treatment
of ADHD as a mediator of the risk for BPD. Conclusions: Many studies pointed at shared
aetiology or the risk for development of one disorder, when the other disorder is present. The
data do not evaluate how treatment factors or other factors mediate the risk or how overlap of
diagnostic criteria adds to the statistical association. More research is much needed, in
particular studies looking at early intervention and which treatment of ADHD that might
prevent later development of BPD.
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Specific Personality Traits and General
Personality Dysfunction as Predictors of
the Presence and Severity of Personality
Disorders in a Clinical Sample.
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Abstract
This study examined the associations of specific personality traits and general personality
dysfunction in relation to the presence and severity of Diagnostic and Statistical Manual of
Mental Disorders (4th ed. [DSM-IV]; American Psychiatric Association, 1994) personality
disorders in a Dutch clinical sample. Two widely used measures of specific personality traits
were selected, the Revised NEO Personality Inventory as a measure of normal personality
traits, and the Dimensional Assessment of Personality Pathology-Basic Questionnaire as a
measure of pathological traits. In addition, 2 promising measures of personality dysfunction
were selected, the General Assessment of Personality Disorder and the Severity Indices of
Personality Problems. Theoretically predicted associations were found between the
measures, and all measures predicted the presence and severity of DSM-IV personality
disorders. The combination of general personality dysfunction models and personality traits
models provided incremental information about the presence and severity of personality
disorders, suggesting that an integrative approach of multiple perspectives might serve
comprehensive assessment of personality disorders.
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Abstract
Background: For 30% of anorexia nervosa (AN) patients, conventional treatments are
unsuccessful; this is termed intractable AN. Objectives: This study investigates whether
ablation of the nucleus accumbens (NAc) using stereotactic surgery can arouse the
physiological drive to eat in intractable AN patients. Methods: Eight patients with intractable
AN were included: 6 patients underwent bilateral stereotactic radio frequency ablation in the
NAc and 2 patients received bilateral NAc deep brain stimulation (DBS). Observations were
made for basic vital signs, body mass index (BMI), menstruation, depression, anxiety,
obsessive-compulsive disorder, personality, intelligence, memory, quality of life, social
functioning, as well as complications and adverse events associated with the treatment.
Results: Basic vital signs, BMI and menstruation had recovered 1 year after the operation.
Depression, anxiety and obsessive-compulsive disorder were improved 1 year
postoperatively. There were changes in personality scores for psychoticism, neuroticism and
lie tendencies that seemed to be helpful to the recovery from AN. Intelligence and memory
improved after 6 months postoperatively. Quality of life and social functioning were
dramatically improved at 1 year postoperatively. Conclusions: The results of this study
reveal that ablation of the NAc can increase the AN patients' physiological drive to eat.
Furthermore, there were no severe and/or life-influencing complications associated with the
treatment.
Copyright © 2013 S. Karger AG, Basel.
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Abstract
Recent research and theorizing suggest that narcissism may predict both positive and
negative leadership behaviors. We tested this hypothesis with data on the 42 U.S. presidents
up to and including George W. Bush, using (a) expert-derived narcissism estimates, (b)
independent historical surveys of presidential performance, and (c) largely or entirely
objective indicators of presidential performance. Grandiose, but not vulnerable, narcissism
was associated with superior overall greatness in an aggregate poll; it was also positively
associated with public persuasiveness, crisis management, agenda setting, and allied
behaviors, and with several objective indicators of performance, such as winning the popular
vote and initiating legislation. Nevertheless, grandiose narcissism was also associated with
several negative outcomes, including congressional impeachment resolutions and unethical
behaviors. We found that presidents exhibit elevated levels of grandiose narcissism
compared with the general population, and that presidents' grandiose narcissism has been
rising over time. Our findings suggest that grandiose narcissism may be a double-edged
sword in the leadership domain.
PMID: 24104503 [PubMed - as supplied by publisher]
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Abstract

The current nosography of eating disorders (ED) has various limitations in terms of validity
and accuracy. The changes adopted in the DSM-5 limit some of the current problems, such
as excessive prevalence of ED not otherwise specified (EDNOS) and the lack of longitudinal
stability, but are unlikely to adequately capture the clinical complexity of ED. Many authors
suggest the need for a thorough review of the current nosography to support evidence-based
classification. In this paper, we discuss the validity of the current diagnostic categories and
their possible reorganization. Furthermore, we review the main empirical models of
classification and the diagnostic approach from a personality perspective, with particular
attention to research and to the prognostic and therapeutic implications.
PMID: 24104389 [PubMed - as supplied by publisher]
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Toward a Theory of Distinct Types of
"Impulsive" Behaviors: A Meta-Analysis of
Self-Report and Behavioral Measures.
Sharma L, Markon KE, Clark LA.

Abstract
Impulsivity is considered a personality trait affecting behavior in many life domains, from
recreational activities to important decision making. When extreme, it is associated with
mental health problems, such as substance use disorders, as well as with interpersonal and
social difficulties, including juvenile delinquency and criminality. Yet, trait impulsivity may
not be a unitary construct. We review commonly used self-report measures of personality
trait impulsivity and related constructs (e.g., sensation seeking), plus the opposite pole,
control or constraint. A meta-analytic principal-components factor analysis demonstrated
that these scales comprise 3 distinct factors, each of which aligns with a broad, higher order
personality factor-Neuroticism/Negative Emotionality, Disinhibition versus
Constraint/Conscientiousness, and Extraversion/Positive Emotionality/Sensation Seeking.
Moreover, Disinhibition versus Constraint/Conscientiousness comprise 2 correlated but
distinct subfactors: Disinhibition versus Constraint and Conscientiousness/Will versus
Resourcelessness. We also review laboratory tasks that purport to measure a construct
similar to trait impulsivity. A meta-analytic principal-components factor analysis
demonstrated that these tasks constitute 4 factors (Inattention, Inhibition, Impulsive
Decision-Making, and Shifting). Although relations between these 2 measurement models
are consistently low to very low, relations between both trait scales and laboratory
behavioral tasks and daily-life impulsive behaviors are moderate. That is, both independently
predict problematic daily-life impulsive behaviors, such as substance use, gambling, and

delinquency; their joint use has incremental predictive power over the use of either type of
measure alone and furthers our understanding of these important, problematic behaviors.
Future use of confirmatory methods should help to ascertain with greater precision the
number of and relations between impulsivity-related components. (PsycINFO Database
Record (c) 2013 APA, all rights reserved).
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Schizotypy and personality profiles of
Cluster A in a group of schizophrenic
patients and their siblings.
Torti MC, Buzzanca A, Squarcione C, Salerno C, Mirigliani A, Di Fabio F, Biondi M.

Abstract
BACKGROUND:
Schizotypy, or the set of personality traits related to schizophrenia, is considered an
endophenotypic manifestation that is more represented in first-degree relatives of patients
with schizophrenia than in the general population. The assessment of schizotypy is primarily
based on self-reports, and for this reason it presents several limitations. In order to assess
schizotypy, this study proposes a diagnostic instrument based on clinical reports.
METHODS:
A sample of 66 subjects, composed of 25 outpatients with schizophrenia, 18 siblings of these
patients and 23 healthy controls, was subjected to the personality assessment test SWAP-200
by trained clinical interviewers. To test the hypothesis of the difference between the profiles
of the Personality Disorders within the schizophrenia spectrum, a Multivariate Analysis of
Variance and subsequent planned comparisons were conducted.
RESULTS:
Patients with schizophrenia scored higher than both their siblings and the controls on all
SWAP-200 scales; their siblings, compared to the healthy controls, showed significant
statistical differences, with higher mean scores for paranoid (F(1,63) = 7.02; p = 0.01),
schizoid (F(1,63) = 6.56; p = 0.013) and schizotypal (F(1,63) = 6.47; p = 0.013) traits (PD T
scores of Cluster A and Q-factor scores for the schizoid scale [F(1,63) = 6.47; p = 0.013]).

CONCLUSIONS:
Consistent with previous data, first-degree relatives of patients with schizophrenia scored
higher on schizophrenia-related personality traits than a general population comparison
sample. SWAP-200, as an alternative diagnostic instrument to self-report measures, is able to
reveal the higher prevalence of schizotypal traits in siblings of patients with schizophrenia,
suggesting its possible use as a complementary instrument for the assessment of
schizophrenia.
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Abstract
PURPOSE:
Cancer mortality data allow assessing, at the same time, the risk of developing the disease
and the quality of care provided to patients after the oncologic diagnosis. This study explores
the risk of death caused by a single tumor site in a psychiatric population treated in a
community-based psychiatric service.
METHODS:
All patients with an ICD-10 psychiatric diagnosis, seeking care in 1982-2006 (25 years),
were included. Data were drawn from the South Verona Psychiatric Case Register (PCR).
Mortality and cause of death were ascertained using different procedures and sources.

Standardized mortality ratios (SMRs) were used to compare the observed number of deaths
with the expected number using as reference a population in the Veneto region.
RESULTS:
Having been admitted to the hospital (SMR = 1.32), having a short interval from registration
(1.52), having a diagnosis of alcoholism (2.03), and being a middle-aged male (1.83) were
factors showing an increased risk of death from cancer. Increased SMRs were found for
cancer of the oral cavity (22.93), lymphoma, leukemias, Hodgkin's lymphoma (8.01), and
central nervous system (CNS) and cranial nerve tumors (4.75). The SMR decreased for
stomach tumors (0.49). Patients with alcoholism (5.90 for larynx), affective disorders (20.00
for lymphomas), and personality disorders (28.00 for SNC) were found to be exposed to a
high risk of cancer death in specific sites.
CONCLUSIONS:
Psychiatric patients showed different patterns of site-specific cancer mortality when
compared with the general population. The 20-fold higher risk of dying from hematological
neoplasms needs further investigation. Chronic use of phenothiazines could be involved in
the relative protection from stomach and prostate cancer found in psychiatric patients.
PMID: 24092521 [PubMed - as supplied by publisher]
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The Relationship of Mental and Behavioral
Disorders to All-Cause Mortality in a 27Year Follow-up of 4 Epidemiologic
Catchment Area Samples.
Eaton WW, Roth KB, Bruce M, Cottler L, Wu L, Nestadt G, Ford D, Bienvenu OJ, Crum
RM, Rebok G, Anthony JC, Muñoz A.

Abstract
Subjects from the Epidemiologic Catchment Area Program, interviewed during 1979-1983,
were linked to data in the National Death Index through 2007 to estimate the association of
mental and behavioral disorders with death. There were more than 25 years of follow-up for
15,440 individuals, with 6,924 deaths amounting to 307,881 person-years of observation.
Data were analyzed by using age as the time scale and parametric approaches to quantify the

years of life lost due to disorders. Alcohol, drug use, and antisocial personality disorders
were associated with increased risk of death, but there was no strong association with mood
and anxiety disorders. Results of high- and low-quality matches with the National Death
Index were similar. The 3 behavioral disorders were associated with 5-15 years of life lost,
estimated along the life course via the generalized gamma model. Regression tree analyses
showed that risk of death was associated with alcohol use disorders in nonblacks and with
drug disorders in blacks. Phobia interacted with alcohol use disorders in nonblack women,
and obsessive-compulsive disorder interacted with drug use disorders in black men. Both of
these anxiety disorders were associated with lower risk of death early in life and higher risk
of death later in life.
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Co-occurrence of dissociative identity
disorder and borderline personality
disorder.
Ross CA, Ferrell L, Schroeder E.

Author information:
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Abstract
The literature indicates that, among individuals with borderline personality disorder,
pathological dissociation correlates with a wide range of impairments and difficulties in
psychological function. It also predicts a poorer response to dialectical behavior therapy for
borderline personality disorder. We hypothesized that (a) dissociative identity disorder
commonly co-occurs with borderline personality disorder and vice versa, and (b) individuals
who meet criteria for both disorders have more comorbidity and trauma than individuals who
meet criteria for only 1 disorder. We interviewed a sample of inpatients in a hospital trauma
program using 3 measures of dissociation. The most symptomatic group was those
participants who met criteria for both borderline personality disorder and dissociative identity
disorder on the Dissociative Disorders Interview Schedule, followed by those who met criteria
for dissociative identity disorder only, then those with borderline personality disorder only,
and finally those with neither disorder. Greater attention should be paid to the relationship
between borderline personality disorder and dissociative identity disorder.
PMID: 24377974 [PubMed - in process]
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The MMPI-2 Restructured Form
Personality Psychopathology Five Scales:
Bridging DSM-5 Section 2 Personality
Disorders and DSM-5 Section 3 Personality
Trait Dimensions.
Finn JA, Arbisi PA, Erbes CR, Polusny MA, Thuras P.
Author information:
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Abstract

This study examined in a college sample and a sample of non-treatment-seeking, traumaexposed veterans the association between the MMPI-2 Restructured Form (MMPI-2-RF)
Personality Psychopathology Five (PSY-5) Scales and DSM-5 Section 2 personality disorder
(PD) criteria, the same system used in DSM-IV-TR, and the proposed broad personality trait
dimensions contained in Section 3 of DSM-5. DSM-5 Section 2 PD symptoms were assessed
using the SCID-II-PQ, and applying a replicated rational selection procedure to the SCID-IIPQ item pool, proxies for the DSM-5 Section 3 dimensions and select facets were constructed.
The MMPI-2-RF PSY-5 scales demonstrated appropriate convergent and discriminant
associations with both Section 2 PDs and Section 3 dimensions in both samples. These
findings suggest the MMPI-2-RF PSY-5 scales can serve both conceptually and practically as
a bridge between the DSM-5 Section 2 PD criteria and the DSM-5 Section 3 personality
features.
PMID: 24377431 [PubMed - as supplied by publisher]
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A Unified Protocol for the Transdiagnostic
Psychodynamic Treatment of Anxiety
Disorders: An Evidence-Based Approach.
Leichsenring F, Salzer S.

Abstract
Although there is evidence for the efficacy of psychodynamic therapy (PDT) in anxiety
disorders, results are not yet satisfactory, for example, if rates of remission and response are
considered. To address this problem, a unified psychodynamic protocol for anxiety disorders
(UPP-ANXIETY) is proposed that integrates the treatment principles of those methods of
PDT that have proven to be efficacious in anxiety disorders. In addition, this protocol is
transdiagnostic, implying that is it is applicable to various forms of anxiety disorders and
related disorders (generalized anxiety disorder, social phobia, panic disorders, avoidant
personality disorder). Based on supportive-expressive therapy, the UPP-ANXIETY represents
an integrated form of psychodynamic therapy that allows for a flexible use of empirically
supported treatment principles. UPP-ANXIETY encompasses the following 9 treatment
principles (modules): (1) socializing the patient for psychotherapy, (2) motivating and setting
treatment goals, (3) establishing a secure helping alliance, (4) identifying the core conflict
underlying anxiety, (5) focusing on the warded-off wish/affect, (6) modifying underlying
internalized object relations, (7) changing underlying defenses and avoidance, (8) modifying
underlying response of self, and (9) termination and relapse prevention. Some principles are
regarded as core components to be used in every treatment (principles 3-8). A unified protocol
for the psychodynamic treatment of anxiety disorders has several advantages, that is (1)

integrating the most effective treatment principles of empirically supported psychodynamic
treatments for anxiety disorders can be expected to further improve the efficacy of PDT; (2)
using a unified protocol in efficacy studies has the potential to enhance the evidence-based
status of PDT by aggregating the evidence; (3) a unified protocol will facilitate both training
in PDT and transfer of research to clinical practice; and (4) thus, a unified protocol can be
expected to have a significant impact on the health care system. We are planning to test the
UPP-ANXIETY in a multicenter randomized controlled trial. (PsycINFO Database Record (c)
2013 APA, all rights reserved).
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and DSM-5 Trait Dimensional Diagnostic
Systems for Personality Disorders:
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Author information:
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Abstract
In this Special Section, 7 studies focusing on the PSY-5 model of individual differences
relevant to adaptive functioning are presented. The first study by Harkness, McNulty, et al.
(this issue) describes the development of the revised PSY-5 scales for the MMPI-2-RF,
followed by another article by Harkness, Reynolds, and Lilienfeld (this issue) arguing for the
adoption of a review of systems strategy for evaluating psychological functioning. McNulty
and Overstreet (this issue) describe an alternative hierarchical strategy for organizing the
interpretation of the MMPI-2-RF using the PSY-5 scales. Extending the PSY-5 model to
adolescents, Veltri et al. (this issue) examine the convergent and discriminant validity of the
MMPI-A PSY-5 in predicting violent delinquent behavior. Bagby and colleagues (this issue)
examine the hierarchical structure of the PSY-5 model across nonclinical and clinical samples
and, with a few notable exceptions, find the PSY-5 model to map well onto the DSM-5
personality trait dimensional model. Finn, Arbisi, Erbes, Polusny, and Thuras (this issue)
examine the convergence between the DSM-5 proposed trait dimensions and PSY-5 model

demonstrating the potential for the MMPI-2-RF PSY-5 scales to serve as a bridge between
DSM-5 and DSM-IV personality disorder diagnoses. Finally, Sellbom, Smid, de Saeger, Smit,
and Kamphuis(this issue) directly examine the convergence of MMPI-2-RF PSY-5 scales with
DSM-IV personality disorder categories and proposed DSM-5 trait dimensions further
establishing the potential for the PSY-5 scales to serve as a bridge between DSM categorical
and dimensional diagnostic schemas.
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Quality of life in patients with psychotic
disorders: impact of symptoms, personality,
and attachment.
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Abstract
The aims of this study were to assess the relative contribution of symptoms and specific
psychosocial factors to different domains of quality of life (QoL) in patients with psychotic
disorders. Positive, negative, and depressive symptoms; Five-Factor Model personality traits;
and attachment dimensions were assessed in 110 patients with nonaffective psychotic
disorders. Hierarchical and stepwise regression analyses were conducted. Psychosocial factors
were able to predict all domains of QoL, when symptom severity was controlled for.
Furthermore, the physical QoL domain was best predicted by attachment, personality, and sex
(R = 43.1%); the psychological QoL domain, by personality and depressive symptoms (R =
60.5%); the social domain, by personality and positive symptoms (R = 30.3%); and the
environmental domain, by personality and negative symptoms (R = 27.9%). Our findings
highlight the role that specific individual characteristics play in different aspects of QoL in
patients with psychotic disorders.
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Convergent and Discriminant Validity of
the Five Factor Form.
Rojas SL, Widiger TA.

Abstract
The current study tests the convergent and discriminant validity of a modified version of the
Five Factor Model Rating Form (FFMRF), a one-page, brief measure of the five-factor model.
The Five Factor Form (FFF) explicitly identifies maladaptive variants for both poles of each
of the 30 facets of the FFMRF. The purpose of the current study was to test empirically
whether this modified version still provides a valid assessment of the FFM, as well as to
compare its validity as a measure of the FFM to other brief FFM measures. Two independent
samples of 510 and 330 community adults were sampled, one third of whom had a history of
some form of mental health treatment. The FFF was compared with three abbreviated and/or
brief measures of the FFM (i.e., the FFMRF, the Ten Item Personality Inventory, and the Big
Five Inventory), a more extended measure (i.e., International Personality Item Pool-NEO), an
alternative measure of general personality (i.e., the HEXACO-Personality Inventory-Revised),
and a measure of maladaptive personality functioning (i.e., the Personality Inventory for
Diagnostic and Statistical Manual of Mental Disorders, 5th edition). The results of the current
study demonstrated convergent and discriminant validity, even at the single-item facet level.
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A Further Validation of the Minnesota
Borderline Personality Disorder Scale.
Rojas EC, Cummings JR, Bornovalova MA, Hopwood CJ, Racine SE, Keel PK, Sisk CL,
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Abstract
Previous research indicates that borderline personality disorder (BPD) is well conceptualized
as a dimensional construct that can be represented using normal personality traits. A previous
study successfully developed and validated a BPD measure embedded within a normal trait
measure, the Minnesota Borderline Personality Disorder Scale (MBPD). The current study
performed a further validation of the MBPD by examining its convergent validity, external

correlates, and heritability in a sample of 429 female twins. The MBPD correlated strongly
with the Structured Clinical Interview for DSM-IV Axis II Personality Disorders (SCID-II)
screener for BPD and moderately with external correlates. Moreover, the MBPD and SCID-II
screener exhibited very similar patterns of external correlations. Additionally, results
indicated that the genetic and environmental influences on MBPD overlap with the genetic
and environmental influences on the SCID-II screener, which suggests that these scales are
measuring the same construct. These data provide further evidence for the construct validity
of the MBPD. (PsycINFO Database Record (c) 2013 APA, all rights reserved).
PMID: 24364505 [PubMed - as supplied by publisher]
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Schizotypal Personality Questionnaire Brief Revised: Psychometric Replication
and Extension.
Callaway DA, Cohen AS, Matthews RA, Dinzeo T.

Abstract
The psychometric screening and detection of schizotypy through the use of concise self-report
assessment instruments such as the Schizotypal Personality Questionnaire - Brief Revised
(SPQ- BR; Cohen, Matthews, Najolia, & Brown, 2010) enables an expeditious identification
of individuals at putatively elevated risk to develop schizophrenia-spectrum disorders. Using
2 large, culturally diverse, independent samples, this study expanded the psychometric
evaluation of this instrument by presenting a series of confirmatory factor analyses; reviewing
internal consistency reliabilities; and evaluating the construct validity of the scale by way of
examining group differences in SPQ-BR scores between individuals with and without selfreported family histories of schizophrenia. The results indicate a 2-tier factor solution of the
measure and indicate strong internal reliability for the scale. Findings regarding construct
validity of the SPQ-BR are more variable with the Cognitive-Perceptual Deficits
superordinate factor receiving the strongest evidentiary support. Limitations of this study and
directions for future research are discussed. (PsycINFO Database Record (c) 2013 APA, all
rights reserved).
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EEG Asymmetry in Borderline Personality
Disorder and Depression Following
Rejection.
Beeney JE, Levy KN, Gatzke-Kopp LM, Hallquist MN.

Abstract
Borderline personality disorder (BPD) and major depressive disorder (MDD) share numerous
features, including dysphoric affect, irritability, suicidality, and a heightened sensitivity to
perceived interpersonal rejection. However, these disorders are associated with divergent
profiles of reactivity to rejection: Individuals with MDD are more likely to respond with
withdrawal and isolation, and those with BPD appear to respond with increased approach
behaviors and greater hostility. Potential mechanisms underlying these divergent patterns of
response have not been elaborated. The goal of the present study was to assess whether
prefrontal cortical asymmetry is associated with these behavioral profiles. EEG alpha activity
was recorded at baseline and after individuals with BPD, MDD and healthy controls (HCs)
participated in a rejection task. Although no differences were found at baseline, results
demonstrated that following rejection, individuals with BPD showed greater left cortical
activation, consistent with approach motivation, whereas those with MDD showed greater
right cortical activation, consistent with withdrawal motivation. HCs evidenced a more
balanced cortical profile, as hypothesized. Although BPD and MDD are highly comorbid, are
easily confused, and are phenomenologically similar in a number of ways, individuals with
these two disorders respond in very different ways to perceived rejection. (PsycINFO
Database Record (c) 2013 APA, all rights reserved).
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Personality Pathology and Daily Aspects of
Marital Functioning.
South SC.

Abstract
Personality disorders (PDs) are associated with a host of interpersonal problems, including
unstable and dysfunctional romantic relationships. In previous research, PD symptoms have

been linked to one's own and spouse's self-reported level of marital satisfaction and marital
conflict. The current study extends on this work by examining whether Diagnostic and
Statistical Manual of Mental Disorders (DSM) PD criteria would predict aspects of daily
marital functioning. A total of 99 newlywed couples (N = 198) recruited from the
community were assessed for PD symptoms using a self-report measure and subsequently
completed a 6-day diary protocol. Multilevel modeling was used to examine the association
of PD symptoms with three major aspects of daily functioning: overall relationship
sentiment, serious conflicts with one's spouse, and quality of interactions. Results indicated
that PD symptoms significantly predicted aspects of all three measures of daily functioning.
The individual PDs generally showed the greatest associations with aspects of conflict.
Paranoid, schizoid, avoidant, and obsessive-compulsive PD scores were significantly
negatively related to overall relationship sentiment whereas Cluster A and Cluster C PD
scores negatively predicted various daily interaction behaviors. Findings provide insight into
the mechanisms that might explain the associations between PD symptoms and overall
measures of relationship functioning. (PsycINFO Database Record (c) 2013 APA, all rights
reserved).
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An Examination of the Perceptions of
Social Network Characteristics Associated
With Grandiose and Vulnerable
Narcissism.
Lamkin J, Clifton A, Campbell WK, Miller JD.

Abstract
Two dimensions of narcissism exist, grandiose and vulnerable, which are thought to be
associated with distinctly different patterns of interpersonal behavior. Social network
analysis is a way of quantifying and analyzing interpersonal interactions that may prove
useful for characterizing the networks associated with these narcissism dimensions. In the
current study, participants (N = 148) completed scales assessing both narcissism dimensions
and a measure of the five-factor model of personality. Egocentric network information about
participants' 30 closest friends and family members (i.e., "alters") was also obtained. Both
narcissism dimensions were characterized by negative perceptions of the individuals who
comprise one's social networks, and many of these relations were mediated by individuals'
higher levels of antagonism. Grandiose narcissism also interacted with alter centrality (i.e.,
importance to the network) such that individuals low on grandiose narcissism were less

likely to perceive central alters in a negative light and were more attuned to central alters
than were individuals high on grandiose narcissism. Overall, both narcissism dimensions
were associated with perceiving one's overall social environment negatively because of the
high levels of antagonism that characterize both narcissism dimensions. Individuals high on
grandiose narcissism, however, appear to be more insensitive to the relative importance of
individuals in their social networks. (PsycINFO Database Record (c) 2013 APA, all rights
reserved).
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Sex Differences in Magical Ideation: A
Community-Based Twin Study.
Karcher NR, Slutske WS, Kerns JG, Piasecki TM, Martin NG.

Abstract
Two questions regarding sex differences in magical ideation were investigated in this study:
(1) whether there are mean-level sex differences on the Magical Ideation Scale (MIS), and
(2) whether there are quantitative and/or qualitative sex differences in the genetic
contributions to variation on this scale. These questions were evaluated using data obtained
from a large community sample of adult Australian twins (N = 4,355) that included oppositesex pairs. Participants completed a modified 15-item version of the MIS within a larger
assessment battery. Women reported both higher means and variability on the MIS than
men; this was also observed within families (in opposite-sex twin pairs). Biometric modeling
indicated that the proportion of variation in MIS scores due to genetic influences (indicating
quantitative sex differences) and the specific latent genetic contributions to this variation
(indicating qualitative sex differences) were the same in men and women. These findings
clarify the nature of sex differences in magical ideation and point to avenues for future
research. (PsycINFO Database Record (c) 2013 APA, all rights reserved).
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The Protective Role of Attachment Security
for Adolescent Borderline Personality

Disorder Features via Enhanced Positive
Emotion Regulation Strategies.
Kim S, Sharp C, Carbone C.

Abstract
While studies have documented significant associations between insecure attachment,
emotion dysregulation, and borderline personality disorder (BPD) features, no research to
date has empirically delineated the specific mechanisms by which these constructs are
related. The present study brings together 2 lines of research that have hitherto separately
examined attachment disturbance and emotion dysregulation as they respectively manifest in
the pathogenesis of BPD, and explores the complex relations between the 2 well-established
correlates of borderline traits in a clinical sample of adolescents (N = 228). We examined the
adolescents' use of positive and negative emotion regulation strategies, along with their
maternal and paternal attachment security. Results indicated that positive and negative
emotion regulation strategies were differentially implicated in the link between attachment
insecurity and BPD features. Attachment security functioned as a buffer against adolescent
BPD by enhancing positive emotion regulation strategies, while negative emotion regulation
strategies served to dilute the protective effect of attachment and positive regulation
strategies, culminating in clinically significant levels of borderline traits. Findings are
discussed with regard to interventions in the developmental trajectory of BPD as it unfolds
during adolescence. (PsycINFO Database Record (c) 2013 APA, all rights reserved).
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Psychopathy Variants: Empirical Evidence
Supporting a Subtyping Model in a
Community Sample.
Falkenbach DM, Stern SB, Creevy C.

Abstract
Psychopathy is a personality construct typically related to deficits in interpersonal and
affective functioning and antisocial behavior. Currently, the majority of research focuses on
the omnibus construct of psychopathy as it applies to criminal populations. However,
theories of psychopathy and empirical evidence suggest that there may be different variants

of psychopathy and diverse expressions of psychopathic traits across individuals. Thus, there
is a need to consider psychopathy in terms of subtypes and across more broadly defined
populations. The present study used model-based cluster analysis and garnered support for
the differentiation of primary and secondary subtypes in a college sample. Analysis yielded 6
clusters, 2 of which demonstrated the expected patterns of traits indexed by theories of
primary and secondary psychopathy; the factors of psychopathy, anxiety, borderline
personality traits, aggression, and affect, all differentiated the subtypes. Overall, the results
provide continued support for the existence of psychopathy variants in college samples,
initial empirical support for model of psychopathy, and aid in the understanding of
psychopathy subtypes. (PsycINFO Database Record (c) 2013 APA, all rights reserved).
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Shame-Related Functions of and
Motivations for Self-Injurious Behavior.
Schoenleber M, Berenbaum H, Motl R.

Abstract
Drawing on the self-injury and self-conscious emotion literatures, this study examined the
functions of and motivations for self-injury in 67 women, 25 of whom had a history of
nonsuicidal self-injury (NSSI). Specifically, the present study tested whether women with a
history of NSSI engaged in such behavior in order to reduce shame, in particular, and
whether shame-related constructs represent important motivational factors for NSSI. To do
so, participants completed (a) self-reports of NSSI functions and relevant personality
dimensions (e.g., shame-proneness; shame aversion); and (b) a pain-inducing laboratory task
with assessments of state emotions pre- and post-task. Elevations in aversion to general
negative affect were associated with presence (vs. absence) of an NSSI history. However,
consistent with a role for shame in NSSI, among women with an NSSI history, endorsement
of shame regulation functions was positively associated with the frequency of NSSI.
Moreover, elevations in shame-proneness were associated with more frequent NSSI, even
after taking relevant, broader personality dimensions (e.g., proneness to general negative
affect) into account. Finally, following the laboratory task, women with and without an NSSI
history experienced reductions in state shame. Future directions for and clinical implications
of the present research are discussed. (PsycINFO Database Record (c) 2013 APA, all rights
reserved).
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The Type A Behavior Pattern and
Cardiovascular Disease as Predictors of
Dementia.
Bokenberger K, Pedersen NL, Gatz M, Dahl AK.

Abstract
Objective: Research has suggested that greater psychophysiological reactivity to stress
increases risk of dementia and that those with the Type A behavior pattern (TABP) are
predisposed to elevated stress reactivity and cardiovascular disease (CVD), but no study has
evaluated the associations among TABP, CVD, and dementia, prospectively. Hence, the
present study aimed to investigate dementia risk in relation to TABP and CVD. Methods: A
population-based cohort of 1,069 persons with a baseline mean age of 64.81 years from the
Swedish Twin Registry was followed consecutively for up to 23 years. Based on selfreported items, TABP was measured using 6 scales: Ambition, Stress, Hard-driving,
Neuroticism, Cynicism, and Paranoia. CVD was self-reported and dementia was diagnosed
adhering to Diagnostic and Statistical Manual of Mental Disorders, third edition, revised
(DSM-III-R) or Diagnostic and Statistical Manual of Mental Disorders, fourth edition
(DSM-IV) criteria. Results: TABP was generally not associated with dementia risk.
However, significant interaction effects of stress, paranoia, and cynicism with CVD on
dementia risk were observed. That is, for those with CVD, high scores on stress, paranoia,
and cynicism were associated with increased risk of dementia (hazard ratio [HR] = 1.43,
95% confidence interval [CI] = 0.95-2.15; HR = 1.39, 95% CI = 0.83-2.33; HR = 1.25, 95%
CI = 0.76-2.06, respectively), whereas for those who did not have CVD, high scores on these
measures appeared to be protective (HR = 0.76, 95% CI = 0.50-1.14; HR = 0.55, 95% CI =
0.34-0.89; HR = 0.50, 95% CI = 0.29-0.84, respectively). Conclusion: Some features of
TABP confer an increased risk for dementia in those with CVD, whereas those without CVD
are protected. When evaluating the risk of dementia, CVD and personality traits should be
taken into consideration. (PsycINFO Database Record (c) 2013 APA, all rights reserved).
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Abstract
RATIONALE:
Risperidone use in children and adolescents for the treatment of various neuropsychiatric
disorders (e.g., schizophrenia, autism, disruptive behavior, etc.) has increased substantially in
recent decades. However, its long-term effect on the brain and behavioral functions is not
well understood.
OBJECTIVE:
The present study investigated how a short-term risperidone treatment in adolescence
impacts antipsychotic response in adulthood in the conditioned avoidance response and
phencyclidine (PCP)-induced hyperlocomotion tests.
METHODS:
Male adolescent Sprague-Dawley rats (postnatal days [P] 40-44 or 43-48) were first treated
with risperidone (0.3, 0.5, or 1.0 mg/kg, subcutaneously (sc)) and tested in the conditioned
avoidance or PCP (3.2 mg/kg, sc)-induced hyperlocomotion model daily for five consecutive
days. After they became adults (~P 76-80), they were challenged with risperidone
(0.3 mg/kg, sc) to assess their sensitivity to risperidone reexposure. A quinpirole (a D2/3
receptor agonist, 1.0 mg/kg, sc)-induced hyperlocomotion test was later conducted to assess
the risperidone-induced functional changes in D2 receptor.
RESULTS:
In the risperidone challenge test in adulthood, adult rats previously treated with risperidone
in adolescence made significantly fewer avoidance responses and exhibited significantly
lower PCP-induced hyperlocomotion than those previously treated with vehicle. They also
appeared to be more hyperactive than the vehicle-pretreated ones in the quinpirole-induced

hyperlocomotion test. Prepulse inhibition of acoustic startle or fear-induced 22 kHz
ultrasonic vocalizations in adulthood was not altered by adolescence risperidone treatment.
CONCLUSIONS:
Adolescent risperidone exposure induces a long-term increase in behavioral sensitivity to
risperidone that persists into adulthood. This long-lasting change might be due to functional
upregulation of D2-mediated neurotransmission.
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Abstract
OBJECTIVES:
Chronic subjective dizziness (CSD) is a neurotologic disorder of persistent non-vertiginous
dizziness, unsteadiness, and hypersensitivity to one's own motion or exposure to complex
visual stimuli. CSD usually follows acute attacks of vertigo or dizziness and is thought to
arise from patients' failure to re-establish normal locomotor control strategies after resolution
of acute vestibular symptoms. Pre-existing anxiety or anxiety diathesis may be risk factors
for CSD. This study tested the hypothesis that patients with CSD are more likely than
individuals with other chronic neurotologic illnesses to possess anxious, introverted
personality traits.
METHODS:

Data were abstracted retrospectively from medical records of 40 patients who underwent
multidisciplinary neurotology evaluations for chronic dizziness. Twenty-four subjects had
CSD. Sixteen had chronic medical conditions other than CSD plus co-existing anxiety
disorders. Group differences in demographics, Dizziness Handicap Inventory (DHI) scores,
Hospital Anxiety and Depression Scale (HADS) scores, DSM-IV diagnoses, personality
traits measured with the NEO Personality Inventory - Revised (NEO-PI-R), and
temperaments composed of NEO-PI-R facets were examined.
RESULTS:
There were no differences between groups in demographics, mean DHI or HADS-anxiety
scores, or DSM-IV diagnoses. The CSD group had higher mean HADS-depression and
NEO-PI-R trait anxiety, but lower NEO-PI-R extraversion, warmth, positive emotions,
openness to feelings, and trust (all p<0.05). CSD subjects were significantly more likely than
comparison subjects to have a composite temperament of high trait anxiety plus low warmth
or excitement seeking.
CONCLUSION:
An anxious, introverted temperament is strongly associated with CSD and may be a risk
factor for developing this syndrome.
Copyright © 2013 Elsevier Inc. All rights reserved.
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Abstract
BACKGROUND:
The aim of this comparative study was to investigate the type and frequency of diagnoses
preceding adult bipolar disorder (BD) and schizophrenia (SZ).

METHODS:
A follow-back study of all preceding diagnoses in all patients aged 21-34 years with a
primary, first time diagnosis of BD (N = 784) or SZ (N = 1667) in 2008 to 2010. Data were
taken from the Danish Psychiatric Central Register (DPCR) including ICD-10 and ICD-8
diagnoses.
RESULTS:
The numbers of patients with any preceding diagnoses amounted to 69.3% in BD and 76.6%
in SZ with affective disorders (excluding BD) being the most frequent preceding diagnosis
(46.6 vs. 28.0%), followed by psychoses (PSY) other than SZ (14.2 vs. 41.5%, p < .001), and
substance use disorders (SUD) (16.1 vs. 26.9%, p < .001). Reactions to severe stress were
equally frequent in both samples (26.3 vs. 26.6%) as were personality disorders (21.8 vs.
22.4%) and ADHD (4.2 vs. 3.5%), whereas rates of conduct disorders (1.7 vs. 3.1%) were
rather low in both samples. Very few of the preceding diagnoses had their onset in childhood
and adolescence. Overall patients with SZ had a minor but statistically significant earlier
onset of any psychiatric disorder compared to BD (mean age: 23.3 vs. 22.5, p < .001).
Regression analyses indicated that BD was associated with an increased risk of having
experienced preceding affective disorders, ADHD, and conduct disorders while SZ was
associated with an increased risk of preceding substance use disorders, psychosis, anxiety
disorders, and personality disorders.
CONCLUSIONS:
Specific developmental trajectories of preceding disorders were delineated for BD and SZ
with affective disorders being more specific for BD and both substance use disorders and
psychosis more specific to SZ. There are different patterns of vulnerability in terms of
preceding diagnosis in young adults with BD and SZ.
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Abstract
Objectives: Given that non-suicidal self-injury (NSSI) disorder is being considered for the
upcoming Diagnostic and Statistical Manual of Mental Disorders (DSM-5), it is important to
consider how NSSI occurs with and without borderline personality disorder (BPD).
Methods: Participants were 480 undergraduates who completed online questionnaires and
were assigned to four groups based on NSSI and BPD status. Results: Analyses revealed
BPD-positive self-injurers had higher self-punishment, anti-suicide, and anti-dissociation
functions of NSSI and higher rates of cutting and burning than BPD-negative self-injurers.
Furthermore, difficulty in emotion regulation, not distress tolerance, was most critical in
distinguishing between groups. Conclusion: Differences between BPD-positive and BPDnegative self-injurers provide preliminary support for NSSI as a distinct disorder. However,
more research in this area is needed.
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Abstract
The Diagnostic and Statistical Manual of Mental Disorders (DSM-5) workgroup on
personality disorders initially proposed several revisions to diagnostic criteria and disorder
labels, some of which could have had a direct impact on the perception and sentencing of
criminal defendants. The recent publication of the DSM-5 included these revisions in an
appendix for future research, indicating that the revised criteria require additional research

before implementation. This study examined how the proposed changes, if implemented,
might affect jury members' sentencing recommendations and perceptions of the defendant.
Participants read vignettes in which diagnostic label (antisocial personality disorder vs.
dyssocial personality disorder vs. psychopathy) and crime type (white collar vs. violent
crime) were manipulated. Results suggest that participants perceived white collar offenders
more negatively than violent offenders, and were generally more influenced by crime type
than diagnosis. The diagnostic label was most influential on recidivism ratings and
participants' perceptions of violent offenders. Copyright © 2013 John Wiley & Sons, Ltd.
Copyright © 2013 John Wiley & Sons, Ltd.
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Abstract
The personality traits neuroticism and extraversion are differentially related to
socioemotional functioning and susceptibility to affective disorders. However, the
neurobiology underlying this differential relationship is still poorly understood. This
discrepancy could perhaps best be studied by adopting a brain connectivity approach.
Whereas the amygdala has repeatedly been linked to neuroticism and extraversion, no study
has yet focused on the intrinsic functional architecture of amygdala-centered networks in
relation to both traits. To this end, seed-based correlation analysis was employed to reveal
amygdala resting-state functional connectivity (RSFC) and its associations with neuroticism
and extraversion in 50 healthy participants. Higher neuroticism scores were associated with
increased amygdala RSFC with the precuneus, and decreased amygdala RSFC with the
temporal poles, insula, and superior temporal gyrus (p < .05, cluster corrected). Conversely,
higher extraversion scores were associated with increased amygdala RSFC with the
putamen, temporal pole, insula, and several regions of the occipital cortex (p < .05, cluster

corrected). The shifts in amygdala RSFC associated with neuroticism may relate to the lessadaptive perception and processing of self-relevant and socioemotional information that is
frequently seen in neurotic individuals, whereas the amygdala RSFC pattern associated with
extraversion may relate to the heightened reward sensitivity and enhanced socioemotional
functioning in extraverts. We hypothesize that the variability in amygdala RSFC observed in
the present study could potentially link neuroticism and extraversion to the neurobiology
underlying increased susceptibility or resilience to affective disorders.
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Abstract
Autism spectrum disorders (ASDs) include a heterogeneous group of neurodevelopmental
disorders with early onset in childhood. ASDs should be considered lifelong clinical entities,
although there is a certain variability in developmental trajectories, and therefore should be
considered of great interest also for adulthood psychiatrists. A few studies have been carried
out to explore the clinical picture and course development of these disorders during
adulthood, or their relationship with other mental disorders. Indeed, ASDs often share
overlapping features with other disorders, such as schizophrenia and obsessive-compulsive,
mood, and personality disorders, and as a result misdiagnoses often occur. The aim of this
review is to summarize the available literature on ASDs in adulthood with a specific focus
on the clinical picture, course, and psychiatric comorbidity. It is proposed that a careful
diagnostic screening for ASDs in adults would contribute to clarifying the relationship with
comorbid psychiatric disorders, while improving the possibility of treatment and outcome of
such conditions.
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Abstract
BACKGROUND:
Schizotypy is a complex construct intimately related to psychosis. Empirical evidence
indicates that participants with high scores on schizotypal self-report are at a heightened risk
for the later development of psychotic disorders. Schizotypal experiences represent the
behavioural expression of liability for psychotic disorders. Previous factorial studies have

shown that schizotypy is a multidimensional construct similar to that found in patients with
schizophrenia. Specifically, using the Schizotypal Personality Questionnaire-Brief (SPQ-B),
the three-dimensional model has been widely replicated. However, there has been no indepth investigation of whether the dimensional structure underlying the SPQ-B scores is
invariant across countries.
METHODS:
The main goal of this study was to examine the measurement invariance of the SPQ-B scores
across Spanish and Swiss adolescents. The final sample was made up of 261 Spanish
participants (51.7% men; M = 16.04 years) and 241 Swiss participants (52.3% men; M = 15.94
years).
RESULTS:
The results indicated that Raine et al.'s three-factor model presented adequate goodness-of-fit
indices. Moreover, the results supported the measurement invariance (configural and partial
strong invariance) of the SPQ-B scores across the two samples. Spanish participants scored
higher on Interpersonal dimension than Swiss when latent means were compared.
DISCUSSION:
The study of measurement equivalence across countries provides preliminary evidence for
the Raine et al.'s three-factor model and of the cross-cultural validity of the SPQ-B scores in
adolescent population. Future studies should continue to examine the measurement
invariance of the schizotypy and psychosis-risk syndromes across cultures.
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Abstract
OBJECTIVE:
To characterize predominant typologies of co-occurring personality disorders among adults
with posttraumatic stress disorder (PTSD) and examine their relation to Axis I comorbidities,
health-related quality of life, and course and treatment of PTSD.
METHOD:
Latent class analysis was conducted on the 10 DSM-IV personality disorders in a nationally
representative sample of 2,463 adults with a lifetime diagnosis of PTSD from Wave 2 (20042005) of the National Epidemiologic Survey on Alcohol and Related Conditions.
RESULTS:
Three latent classes of personality disorders were identified: a borderline-dysregulated class
(11.4%), an obsessive-paranoid class (13.1%), and a no/low personality disorders class
(75.5%). The borderline-dysregulated and obsessive-paranoid classes were more likely than
the no/low personality disorder class to have a broad range of comorbid Axis I diagnoses and
to have ever attempted suicide (ORs = 1.50-8.01), and they reported lower mental healthrelated quality of life. The borderline-dysregulated class was less likely than the no/low
personality disorder class to have experienced remission of their most recent episode of
PTSD (OR = 0.54; 95% CI, 0.38-0.75) and was more likely to have been prescribed
medication for PTSD (OR = 1.65; 95% CI, 1.20-2.28) and to have used alcohol and drugs to
mitigate their PTSD symptoms (OR = 2.77; 95% CI, 1.62-4.74). The obsessive-paranoid
class was more likely than the no/low personality disorders class to report sexual assault as
their worst trauma (OR = 2.22; 95% CI, 1.36-3.61) and had an earlier age at onset of PTSD
symptoms compared to the other 2 classes.
CONCLUSIONS:
Among US adults with PTSD, the 10 DSM-IV personality disorders can be classified into 3
"person-based" typologies, which are differentially associated with comorbid Axis I
disorders, mental health-related quality of life, and clinical and treatment characteristics of
this disorder. These results suggest that comprehensive assessment of personality disorders
may help inform etiologic models and treatment approaches for PTSD.
© Copyright 2013 Physicians Postgraduate Press, Inc.
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Abstract
The right hemisphere of the human brain is known to be involved in processes underlying
emotion and social cognition. Clinical neuropsychology investigations and brain lesion
studies have linked a number of personality and social disorders to abnormal white matter
(WM) integrity in the right hemisphere. Here, we tested the hypothesis that interpersonal
competencies are associated with integrity of WM tracts in the right hemisphere of healthy
young adults. Thirty-one participants underwent diffusion tensor imaging scanning.
Fractional anisotropy was used to quantify water diffusion. After the scanning session,
participants completed the Adolescent Interpersonal Competence Questionnaire. Fractional
anisotropy was subsequently correlated with Adolescent Interpersonal Competence
Questionnaire scores using tract-based spatial statistics. Higher interpersonal competencies
are related to higher WM integrity in several major tracts of the right hemisphere, in specific
the uncinate fasciculus, the cingulum, the forceps minor, the infero-fronto occipital
fasciculus, the inferior longitudinal fasciculus, and the superior longitudinal fasciculus.
These results provide the first direct analysis of the neuroanatomical basis of interpersonal
competencies and young adult self-reported skills in social contexts.
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Abstract
Studies on the association between genetic polymorphisms and personality disorders have
provided inconsistent results. Using the "enriched sample method," the authors of the present
study aimed to assess the association between polymorphisms in the serotonergic transmitter
system and comorbid personality disorders in patients recently diagnosed with first-episode
depression. A total of 290 participants were systematically recruited via the Danish
Psychiatric Central Research Register. Diagnoses of personality disorders were assessed by a
SCID-II interview, and polymorphisms in the genes encoding the serotonin transporter,
serotonin receptors 1A, 2A, 2C, and tryptophan hydroxylase 1 were genotyped. The authors
found a significant effect of the length polymorphism in the serotonin transporter gene (5HTTLPR) on cluster B personality disorder (mainly borderline disorder), but no influence on
cluster C personality disorder, and no associations between other polymorphisms and
personality disorders. The study adds evidence to the effect of the serotonin transporter gene
specifically on cluster B personality disorders.
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Abstract
The personality-related construct of behavioral disinhibition is hypothesized to confer a
generalized risk for alcohol and drug dependence. On average, rates of substance use and
scores on measures of disinhibition peak in adolescence and decline as people mature into
adulthood. The present study investigated this developmental change by evaluating the
relationship between disinhibition and substance use disorders using a longitudinal study of
2,608 twins assessed at ages 17, 24, and 29. These ages include the period of highest risk for
substance use disorders (ages 17-24) as well as when substance dependence symptoms
typically decline (ages 24-29). Disinhibition was measured with the Multidimensional
Personality Questionnaire higher-order scale of Constraint, as well as its constituent facet
scales of Harm Avoidance, Control, and Traditionalism. Constraint's relationship with
substance dependence was statistically significant but small and largely genetic, with the
genetic relationship declining from adolescence into adulthood. However, this result
appeared to be almost entirely driven by Traditionalism, a propensity to hold traditional
moral and social values, and not an obvious component of behavioral disinhibition. The
results suggest that personality measures of Control and Harm Avoidance play only a small
role in the development of substance dependence during late adolescence, and previous
findings linking personality measures of disinhibition and substance use may be driven
significantly by social and moral values than deficits in impulse control.
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Abstract

The factors of psychopathy assessment tools diverge in their relationships with numerous
problematic behaviors and psychological disorders. Emotion dysregulation is a pathological
process argued to cut across diagnoses, and may be important in better understanding these
divergent associations. This study sought to clarify psychopathy's association with emotion
regulation difficulties. It was predicted that the Fearless Dominance and Self-Centered
Impulsivity factors of the Psychopathic Personality Inventory-Revised would demonstrate
differential relationships with a multidimensional conceptualization of emotion regulation
difficulties. Ninety-one male undergraduate students and 28 male court-mandated anger
management participants completed self-report questionnaires measuring emotion regulation
difficulties and psychopathic personality characteristics. Hierarchical regression analyses
indicated that emotion regulation difficulties were negatively associated with Fearless
Dominance psychopathic traits, but positively associated with Self-Centered Impulsivity and
global psychopathic traits. In addition, emotion regulation difficulties explained incremental
variance in psychopathic traits over and above negative affect alone. These findings may
have clinical implications for the etiology and treatment of psychopathic personality
disorder. (PsycINFO Database Record (c) 2013 APA, all rights reserved).
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Abstract
GOALS:
This study aimed to analyse the association, commonalities and differences between obesity
and eating disorders (ED).
METHOD:

A total of 150 female patients [50 obese with bulimia nervosa (OB + BN), 50 obese with
binge eating disorders (OB + BED), 50 obese without eating disorders (OB)] and 50 female
healthy-eating/weight control (CG) volunteers participated in this study.
ASSESSMENT:
All participants were assessed by the Eating Disorders Inventory-2 (EDI-2), the Symptom
Checklist-Revised (SCL-90-R) and the Temperament and Character Inventory-Revised.
RESULTS:
In general, all the groups differed significantly and showed linear trends
(OB + BN > OB + BED > OB > CG) on general and eating psychopathology (SCL-90-R and
EDI-2). Regarding personality traits, statistically significant differences across all four
groups were found on Harm Avoidance and Self-Directedness. Whereas some symptoms
were shared in extreme weight conditions, others were specifically related to ED.
CONCLUSIONS:
The presence of binge and purge symptomatology in obese patients is clinically relevant.
These findings help to understand the relationship between Obesity and ED. Copyright ©
2013 John Wiley & Sons, Ltd and Eating Disorders Association.
Copyright © 2013 John Wiley & Sons, Ltd and Eating Disorders Association.
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Abstract
Neuropeptide S is involved in anxiety and arousal modulation, and the functional
polymorphism Asn107Ile (rs324981, A > T) of the neuropeptide S receptor gene (NPSR1) is
associated with panic disorder and anxiety/fear-related traits. NPSR1 also interacts with the
environment in shaping personality and impulsivity. We therefore examined whether the
NPSR1 A/T polymorphism is associated with affective and anxiety disorders in a
population-representative sample. Lifetime psychiatric disorders were assessed by MINI
interview (n = 501) in the older cohort of the longitudinal Estonian Children Personality,
Behaviour and Health Study (ECPBHS). Anxiety (STAI), self-esteem (RSES), depression
(MÅDRS), suicide attempts and environmental factors were self-reported in both the
younger (original n = 583) and the older cohort (original n = 593). Most of the NPSR1
effects were sex-specific and depended on environmental factors. Females with the
functionally least active NPSR1 AA genotype and exposed to environmental adversity had
affective/anxiety disorders more frequently; they also exhibited higher anxiety and
depressiveness, and lower self-esteem. Female AA homozygotes also reported suicidal
behaviour more frequently, and this was further accentuated by adverse family environment.
In the general population, the NPSR1 A/T polymorphism together with environmental
factors is associated with anxious, depressive and activity-related traits, increased prevalence
of affective/anxiety disorders and a higher likelihood of suicidal behaviour.
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Abstract
The fifth edition of the Diagnostic and Statistical Manual of Mental Disorders (DSM-5)
represents a watershed moment in the history of official psychopathology classification
systems because it is the first DSM to feature an empirically based model of maladaptive
personality traits. Attributes of patients with personality disorders were discussed by the
DSM-5 Personality and Personality Disorders Work Group and then operationalized and
refined in the course of an empirical project that eventuated in the construction of the
Personality Inventory for DSM-5 (PID-5). We review research to date on the DSM-5 trait
model, with a primary aim of discussing how this kind of research could serve to better
tether the DSM to data as it continues to evolve. For example, studies to date suggest that the
DSM-5 trait model provides reasonable coverage of personality pathology but also suggest
areas for continued refinement. This kind of research provides a way of evolving
psychopathology classification on the basis of research evidence as opposed to clinical
authority. Expected final online publication date for the Annual Review of Clinical
Psychology Volume 10 is March 20, 2014. Please see
http://www.annualreviews.org/catalog/pubdates.aspx for revised estimates.
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Abstract
BACKGROUND:

Previous research suggests that mental health literacy regarding the personality disorders is
low, with few disorders being recognised.
AIMS:
The current study aimed to examine the effect of a background in psychology as a predictor
of knowledge of the personality disorders.
METHODS:
An opportunistic sample of 165 participants (mean age = 30.12 years, standard deviation
(SD) = 15.27 years) took part in the study. Participants were instructed to read 10 personality
disorder vignettes and other 'filler' items and rate each person in terms of how happy,
successful at work and good at personal relationships they are, as well as whether they have
a psychological problem.
RESULTS: RESULT:
s showed, as predicted, that those with a background in psychology were more accurate at
labelling disorders. In addition, laypeople's mental health literacy was good for identifying
the presence of personality disorders, but was considerably poorer when naming them.
CONCLUSION:
Recognising that people may have a disorder and having a 'correct' or recognised label are
not the same thing.
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Abstract

OBJECTIVE The authors compared the effectiveness of 50 sessions of schema therapy with
clarification-oriented psychotherapy and with treatment as usual among patients with cluster
C, paranoid, histrionic, or narcissistic personality disorder. METHOD A multicenter
randomized controlled trial, with a single-blind parallel design, was conducted between 2006
and 2011 in 12 Dutch mental health institutes. A total of 323 patients with personality
disorders were randomly assigned (schema therapy, N=147; treatment as usual, N=135;
clarification-oriented psychotherapy, N=41). There were two cohorts of schema therapy
therapists, with the first trained primarily with lectures and the second primarily with
exercises. The primary outcome was recovery from personality disorder 3 years after
treatment started (assessed by blinded interviewers). Secondary outcomes were dropout rates
and measures of personality disorder traits, depressive and anxiety disorders, general
psychological complaints, general and social functioning, self-ideal discrepancy, and quality
of life. RESULTS A significantly greater proportion of patients recovered in schema therapy
compared with treatment as usual and clarification-oriented psychotherapy. Second-cohort
schema therapists had better results than first-cohort therapists. Clarification-oriented
psychotherapy and treatment as usual did not differ. Findings did not vary with specific
personality disorder diagnosis. Dropout was lower in the schema therapy and clarificationoriented psychotherapy conditions. All treatments showed improvements on secondary
outcomes. Schema therapy patients had less depressive disorder and higher general and
social functioning at follow-up. While interview-based measures demonstrated significant
differences between treatments, differences were not found with self-report measures.
CONCLUSIONS Schema therapy was superior to treatment as usual on recovery, other
interview-based outcomes, and dropout. Exercise-based schema therapy training was
superior to lecture-based training.
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Abstract
Background: Social anxiety disorder (SAD) has been associated with cluster A personality
disorder (PD) traits, mainly paranoid and schizoid traits. Aim: The aim of the study was to
further investigate cluster A personality pathology in patients with SAD. Methods: Selfreported PD traits were investigated in a clinical sample of 161 participants with SAD and in
a clinical comparison group of 145 participants with panic disorder with or without
agoraphobia (PAD). Results: A diagnosis of SAD was associated with more paranoid and
schizotypal PD traits, and an association between depression and personality pathology
could indicate a state-effect of depression on PD traits. Conclusions: Patients with SAD had
more cluster A personality pathology than patients with PAD, with the most solid indication
for paranoid personality pathology.
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Abstract
BACKGROUND:
Animal and human studies have suggested that hippocampal subfields are differentially
vulnerable to stress, but subfield volume has not been investigated in patients with borderline
personality disorder (BPD). Based on the putative role of stressful life events as vulnerability

factors for BPD, we hypothesized that patients with BPD would exhibit reduced volumes for
the stress-sensitive dentate gyrus (DG) and the cornu ammonis (CA) 3 subfields volumes,
and that these volumes would be associated with traumatic childhood experiences.
METHODS:
All participants underwent 3 T magnetic resonance imaging. Hippocampal subfield volumes
were estimated using an automated and validated segmentation algorithm implemented in
FreeSurfer. Age and total subcortical grey matter volume were covariates. We assessed
traumatic childhood experiences using the Childhood Trauma Questionnaire (CTQ).
RESULTS:
A total of 18 women with BPD and 21 healthy control women were included in the study.
Only 1 patient had comorbid posttraumatic stress disorder (PTSD). The volumes of the left
(p = 0.005) and right (p = 0.011) DG-CA4 and left (p = 0.007) and right (p = 0.005) CA2-3
subfields were significantly reduced in patients compared with controls. We also found
significant group differences for the left (p = 0.032) and right (p = 0.028) CA1, but not for
other hippocampal subfields. No associations were found between CTQ scores and subfield
volumes.
Limitations:
The self-reported CTQ might be inferior to more comprehensive assessments of traumatic
experiences. The sample size was moderate.
Conclusion:
The volumes of stress-sensitive hippocampal subfields are reduced in women with BPD
without PTSD. However, the degree to which childhood trauma is responsible for these
changes is unclear.
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Abstract
Context:Reports on psychiatric morbidity in males with congenital adrenal hyperplasia
(CAH) are lacking.Objective:To study psychiatric disorders in CAH males.Design, Setting
and Participants:We studied males with CAH (21-hydroxylase deficiency, n=253; CYP21A2
mutations known, n=185), and compared them with controls (n=25300). Data were derived
through linkage of national population-based registers. We assessed the subgroups of
CYP21A2 genotype separately (null, I2splice, I172N, P30L and NC), as well as outcomes
before and after the introduction of national neonatal screening in 1986.Main Outcome
Measures:Psychiatric disorders including attempted and completed suicide
(suicidality).Results:Psychiatric disorders (suicidality not included), suicidality and alcohol
misuse were increased in CAH males compared with controls (OR 1.5, 2.3, and 1.9; 95%CI
1.1-2.2, 1.1-5.0, and 1.0-3.5). In the null genotype group, no increased rates were seen; in the
I2splice group, psychiatric disorders, personality disorders and alcohol misuse were
increased; in the I172N group suicide attempt and drug misuse were increased; and in the
P30L and NC group psychotic disorders were increased. In CAH males born before the
neonatal screening, the rate of psychiatric disorders and suicidality were increased, but only
psychotic disorders in those born after. There was no increased risk for any
neurodevelopmental disorder.Conclusions:CAH males have an increased psychiatric
morbidity. Psychiatric morbidity was not raised in the most severe genotype group. Late
diagnosis of CAH may explain some of the findings. Those born before the introduction of
neonatal screening were more affected, which may be explained by the higher age.
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Abstract
OBJECTIVES:
Eating styles have been studied in both obesity (OB) and eating disorders (ED), but they have
not been examined in these two weight conditions together. The present study explores
differences in eating styles in an Anorexia Nervosa (AN) and OB sample, compared to
healthy controls (HC), and it analyses their relationship with Body Mass Index (BMI) and
personality traits.
METHOD:
The total sample consisted of 291 female participants (66 AN, 79 OB and 146 HC).

EVALUATION:
Assessment measures included the Dutch Eating Behaviour Questionnaire -DEBQ- and the
Temperament and Character Inventory-revised -TCI-R-.
RESULTS:
The MANCOVA test showed significant differences among the three groups for all eating
styles, with emotional eating being more typical in the OB group and restrained eating more
typical in the AN group. Partial correlation analyses showed relationships between emotional
and external eating and BMI, as well as relationships with different temperament and
character traits. The stepwise discriminant function analysis showed that the DEBQ correctly
classified 65.6% of the sample into the three weight categories; when combined with the TCIR, correct classification increased to 72.6%.
CONCLUSIONS:
Weight conditions showed different eating behaviour patterns. Temperament and character
traits were related to eating behaviours. DEBQ and TCI-R were able to discriminate between
groups. Differences in eating styles in the weight groups can have implications for
understanding the development and maintenance of OB and ED.
Copyright © 2014. Published by Elsevier Ltd.
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Abstract

BACKGROUND:
Dysfunctional disgust experiences occur in a variety of mental disorders. Previous research
focused on disgust proneness directed towards stimuli in the external environment. However,
self-disgust, the devaluation of one' own physical appearance and personality (personal
disgust) as well as one' own behavior (behavioral disgust) has hardly been investigated thus
far, although it may play a crucial role in specific psychopathologies.
METHODS:
We investigated 112 patients diagnosed with different mental disorders (major depression,
schizophrenia, borderline personality disorder (BPD), eating disorders, and spider phobia) and
112 matched mentally healthy individuals. Participants answered the Questionnaire for the
Assessment of Self-Disgust (QASD) with two subscales 'personal disgust' and 'behavioral
disgust', and the Brief Symptom Inventory (BSI) that provides an overview of patients'
psychological problems and their intensity.
RESULTS:
Compared to healthy controls self-disgust was elevated in mental disorders. Personal disgust
was more pronounced than behavioral disgust in patients, whereas there was no difference in
controls. Patients with BPD and eating disorders reported the highest scores on both
subscales. Findings also suggest that self-disgust is related to specific psychological problems.
In mental disorders psychoticism and hostility were the best predictors for personal disgust,
while anxiety and interpersonal sensitivity predicted behavioral disgust. Additionally, we
found disorder-specific predictors for personal disgust (e.g., hostility in schizophrenia).
Finally, traumatic events during childhood constitute a risk factor for self-disgust.
CONCLUSIONS:
The current study provides first evidence for the differential meaning of self-disgust for
specific mental disorders and symptoms.
Copyright © 2014 Elsevier Inc. All rights reserved.
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Abstract
PURPOSE:
Somatization is a common symptom among the elderly, and even though personality disorders
have been found to be associated with somatization, personality traits have not yet been
explored with regard to this symptom. The aim of this study is to investigate the relationship
between personality traits and somatization, and social inhibition.
PATIENTS AND METHODS:
As part of a cross-sectional study of a community sample, 126 elderly Thais aged 60 years or
over completed self-reporting questionnaires related to somatization and personality traits.
Somatization was elicited from the somatization subscale when using the Symptom Checklist
SCL-90 instrument. Personality traits were drawn from the 16 Personality Factor
Questionnaire and social inhibition was identified when using the inventory of interpersonal
problems. In addition, path analysis was used to establish the influence of personality traits on
somatization and social inhibition.
RESULTS:
Of the 126 participants, 51% were male, 55% were married, and 25% were retired. The
average number of years in education was 7.6 (standard deviation =5.2). "Emotional stability"
and "dominance" were found to have a direct effect on somatization, as were age and number
of years in education, but not sex. Also, 35% of the total variance could be explained by the
model, with excellent fit statistics. Dominance was found to have an indirect effect, via
vigilance, on social inhibition, which was also influenced by number of years in education and
emotional stability. Social inhibition was not found to have any effect on somatization,
although hypothetically it should.
CONCLUSION:
"Emotional stability", "dominance", and "vigilance", as well as age and the number of years in
education, were found to have an effect on somatization. Attention should be paid to these
factors in the elderly with somatization.
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Abstract
Studies on unmet needs during the last decades have played a significant role in the
development and dissemination of evidence-based community practices for persistent
schizophrenia and other severe mental disorders. This review has thoroughly considered
several blocks of unmet needs, which are frequently related to schizophrenic disorders. Those
related to health have been the first block to be considered, in which authors have examined
the frequent complications and comorbidities found in schizophrenia, such as substance abuse
and dual diagnosis. A second block has been devoted to psychosocial and economic needs,
especially within the field of recovery of the persistently mentally ill. Within this block, the
effects of the current economic difficulties shown in recent literature have been considered as
well. Because no patient is static, a third block has reviewed evolving needs according to the
clinical staging model. The fourth block has been dedicated to integrated evidence-based
interventions to improve the quality of life of persons with schizophrenia. Consideration of
community care for those reluctant to maintain contact with mental health services has
constituted the fifth block. Finally, authors have aggregated their own reflections regarding
future trends. The number of psychosocial unmet needs is extensive. Vast research efforts will
be needed to find appropriate ways to meet them, particularly regarding so-called existential
needs, but many needs could be met only by applying existing evidence-based interventions.

Reinforcing research on the implementation strategies and capacity building of professionals
working in community settings might address this problem. The final aim should be based on
the collaborative model of care, which rests on the performance of a case manager responsible
for monitoring patient progress, providing assertive follow-up, teaching self-help strategies,
and facilitating communication among the patient, family doctor, mental health specialist, and
other specialists.
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Abstract
Background: The organization of aftercare is important for a successful outcome; still the
optimal organization has not been fully explored. An intensive transitional post-discharge
aftercare (TA) programme, for a mixed group of non-psychotic patients, was recently
developed. Patients with non-psychotic diagnoses are often discharged with low well-being
while still symptomatic, placing high demands on aftercare. Aims: To evaluate retrospectively
the short and long-term mental healthcare service use during and after the TA programme
compared with the service use of a retrospective comparison group (RC), receiving less
intensive outpatient aftercare. Methods: Number of re-admissions, bed days and emergency
visits after 10 weeks, 6 months and 1 year was retrospectively collected from electronic
patient registers. Descriptive statistics, independent samples T-tests and repeated-measures
analysis of variance was used to compare the groups. Results: The majority of patients in both
groups suffered from affective disorders, followed by personality disorders and a small
number of other psychiatric diagnoses. Service use in the TA group was lower than in the RC
group with fewer bed days after 10 weeks (P = 0.01) and after 6 months (P = 0.003), and
fewer re-admissions after 6-12 months (P = 0.04). Emergency contacts did not differ
significantly between the two groups at any point. Conclusions: The present study indicates

beneficial effects of intensive TA, for a mixed group of non-psychotic patients. The lower
service use in the TA programme group is in line with day treatment programme research for
patients with affective disorders.
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Abstract
INTRODUCTION:
International depression screening guidelines in heart failure (HF) are partly based on
depression treatment efficacy from randomized controlled trials (RCTs). Our aim was to test
the external validity of depression RCT criteria in a sample of real-world HF patients.
METHODS:

HF patients admitted to 3 hospitals in South Australia were referred to a HF psychologist if
not already receiving current psychiatric management by psychologist or psychiatrist
elsewhere. Screening and referral protocol consisted of the following; (a). Patient Health
Questionnaire ≥10; (b). Generalized Anxiety Disorder Questionnaire ≥7); (c). positive
response to 1 item panic attack screener; (d). evidence of suicidality. Patients were evaluated
against the most common RCT exclusion criteria personality disorder, high suicide risk,
cognitive impairment, psychosis, alcohol or substance abuse or dependency, bi-polar
depression.
RESULTS:
Total 81 HF patients were referred from 404 HF admissions, and 73 were assessed (age
60.6±13.4, 47.9% female). Nearly half (47%) met at least 1 RCT exclusion criterion, most
commonly personality disorder (28.5%), alcohol/substance abuse (17.8%) and high suicide
risk (11.0%). RCT ineligibility criteria was more frequent among patients with major
depression (76.5% vs. 46.2%, p<.01) and dysthymia (26.5% vs. 7.7%, p = .03) but not
significantly associated with anxiety disorders. RCT ineligible patients reported greater
severity of depression (M = 16.6±5.0 vs. M = 12.9±7.2, p = .02) and were higher consumers of
HF psychotherapy services (M = 11.5±4.7 vs. M = 8.5±4.8, p = .01).
CONCLUSION:
In this real-world sample comparable in size to recent RCT intervention arms, patients with
depression disorders presented with complex psychiatric needs including comorbid
personality disorders, alcohol/substance use and suicide risk. These findings suggest external
validity of depression screening and RCTs could serve as a basis for level A guideline
recommendations in cardiovascular diseases.
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Abstract
BACKGROUND:
Violent behaviour can be a presenting sign of first-episode psychosis. Duration of untreated
psychosis (DUP) has been a focus of attention because it is a potentially modifiable factor that
may influence outcome.
AIMS:
The aim was to review the literature addressing the following issues: prevalence of violence
or aggression in the first episode of psychosis, violence or aggression during the periods
before and after the initiation of treatment, the DUP and relation between DUP and the level
of violence or aggression in first-episode psychosis.
METHODS:
MEDLINE and PubMed databases were searched for articles using the combination of key
words 'aggression' (limited to humans) and 'first episode' and 'psychosis'.
RESULTS:
Available evidence suggests that the prevalence of violent behaviour in the first episode of
psychosis, particularly schizophrenia, is greater than during the later stages of the illness.
First-episode psychosis is associated with an increased risk of homicide. There is some
limited support for an effect of DUP length on serious violence or aggression. Violent
behaviour frequently develops before the onset of first episode. Substance use disorders are
additional factors that elevate the risk for violence in these patients.
CONCLUSIONS:
Earlier treatment of first episode psychosis might prevent some homicides. Personality factors
and substance abuse may be more important than psychotic symptoms in the development of
aggressive behaviour in patients with first-episode psychosis.
© 2014 John Wiley & Sons Ltd.
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Abstract
Antecedents of personality disorder in childhood and adolescence have been a neglected area
in official taxonomies of mental disorders such as the International Classification of Diseases
or the different editions of the Diagnostic and Statistical Manual of Mental Disorders. An
evolving research field, however, underscores the importance of antecedents for
understanding psychopathology and personality pathology in adulthood. The current article
summarizes the history, updates reviews, and incorporates new research findings into an
integrative scheme for conceptualizing personality pathology in childhood and adolescence.
Implications of this model for assessment, future research, and intervention are discussed.
Expected final online publication date for the Annual Review of Clinical Psychology Volume
10 is March 20, 2014. Please see http://www.annualreviews.org/catalog/pubdates.aspx for
revised estimates.
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Abstract
Patients with eating disorder have relatively high rates of comorbid personality disorder
diagnoses, including both anxiety-based personality disorders (obsessive-compulsive and
avoidant) and borderline personality disorder. However, there is preliminary evidence that the
core cognitions underlying personality pathology in the eating disorders are those related
specifically to anxiety. This article builds on that evidence, replicating and extending the
findings with a large sample of patients with eating disorder (N = 374). There were no
differences in personality disorder cognitions between eating disorder diagnoses. This study
also examines the possibility that there are clusters of patients, differentiated by patterns of
personality disorder cognition. Affect-related personality disorder cognitions were key to
understanding the role of personality pathology in the eating disorders. It is suggested that
those cognitions should be considered when planning psychological treatments.
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Abstract
The aim of this study was to compare the effectiveness of combined treatment-medication
plus psychodynamic psychotherapy-and psychodynamic psychotherapy alone on the

outcome variables of suicidality and impulsivity in a population of adult inpatients with
severe personality disorder (SPD). This is a naturalistic-empirical (observational) study
under the conditions of clinical practice (an intensive specialized inpatient psychotherapeutic
program [SIPP]). The sample consisted of 33 inpatients with SPD who were allocated to two
subgroups (groups A and B). The patients in group A received psychodynamic
psychotherapy and adjunctive pharmacotherapy, whereas the patients in group B received
multimodal psychodynamic psychotherapy only. A statistically significant reduction in
suicidality score was observed in the patients in group A, whereas a tendency for significant
reduction in impulsivity score was observed in group B after the SIPP termination.
Pharmacotherapy combined with multimodal psychodynamic psychotherapy, always within
the SIPP, seems more effective in the case of suicidality rather than impulsivity.
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Abstract
A meta-analysis was conducted to identify the proportion of comorbid personality disorders
(PDs) in patients with eating disorder not otherwise specified (EDNOS) and binge eating
disorder (BED). A search identified 20 articles in the period of 1987 to 2010. For EDNOS
and BED, the comorbid proportions for any PD were 0.38 and 0.29, respectively; for cluster
C PDs, 0.38 and 0.30, respectively (avoidant PD, 0.18 and 0.12, and obsessive-compulsive
PD, 0.11 and 0.10, respectively); and for cluster B PDs, 0.25 and 0.11, respectively

(borderline, 0.12 and 0.10). This pattern converged with findings on anorexia nervosa and
bulimia nervosa, except being lower. Because the comorbidity profiles for EDNOS and BED
were highly similar, their underlying PD pathology seems similar. Few moderators were
significant, except for interviews yielding lower estimates than that of questionnaires. The
variance statistic for any PD comorbidity was wide for EDNOS and narrow for BED, thus
partly supporting BED as a distinct eating disorder category and EDNOS as a potentially
more severe condition than BED.
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Abstract
A proposal for the inclusion of complex posttraumatic stress disorder (CPTSD) in the
upcoming ICD-11 has been put forward. Using self-report, we investigated the resemblance
between disorders of extreme stress not otherwise specified (DESNOS) and both axis I and
II syndromes among 116 treatment-seeking Bosnian refugees. In this sample, the prevalence
of DESNOS overlapped to a large degree with the prevalence of schizotypal and paranoid
personality disorders (PDs). There was, however, also a large prevalence of axis I syndromes
in the group. Thus, DESNOS in the refugees can be categorized as an axis I or II disorder
depending on the chronicity and the severity of functional impairment. DESNOS and PDlike states were even observed among the refugees with no history of childhood
maltreatment. No large differences were observed between DESNOS and PD regarding sex.
The symptom constellation of CPTSD in the ICD-11 is partially supported. However,
CPTSD might resemble PD to a considerable degree.
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Abstract
The field of clinical personality assessment is lacking in published empirical evidence
regarding its treatment and clinical utility. This article reports on a randomized controlled
clinical trial (N = 74) allocating patients awaiting treatment in a specialized clinic for
personality disorders to either 4 sessions of (a) therapeutic assessment (TA) or (b) a
structured goal-focused pretreatment intervention (GFPTI). In terms of short-term outcome,
TA demonstrated superior ability to raise outcome expectancies and patient perceptions of
progress toward treatment (Cohen's d = 0.65 and 0.56, respectively) and yielded higher
satisfaction (d = 0.68). Moreover, patients reported marginally stronger alliance to the TA
clinicians than to GFPT clinicians (d = 0.46), even though therapists perceived the alliance
as equally positive in both groups. No differences in symptomatic ratings were observed.
Results are discussed with reference to treatment utility in this particular patient group.
(PsycINFO Database Record (c) 2014 APA, all rights reserved).
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Abstract
Rejection sensitivity (RS) can be defined as the disposition that one tends to anxiously
expect, readily perceive, and intensely react to rejection. High-RS individuals are more likely
to suffer mental disorders. Previous studies have investigated brain activity during social
rejection using different kinds of rejection paradigms and have provided neural evidence of
individual differences in response to rejection cues, but the association between individual
differences in RS and brain structure has never been investigated. In this study, voxel-based
morphometry (VBM) was used to investigate the relationship between gray matter volume
(GMV) and RS in a large healthy sample of 150 men and 188 women. The participants
completed the RS Questionnaire and underwent an anatomical magnetic resonance imaging
scan. Multiple regression was used to analyze the correlation between regional GMV and RS
scores, adjusting for age, sex, and total brain GMV. These results showed that GMV in the
region of the posterior cingulate cortex/precuneus was negatively associated with RS, and
GMV in the region of the inferior temporal gyrus was positively correlated with RS. These
findings suggest a relationship between individual differences in RS and GMV in brain
regions that are primarily related to social cognition.
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Abstract
Borderline personality disorder (BPD) is one of the most common mental disorders and is
characterized by a pervasive pattern of emotional lability, impulsivity, interpersonal
difficulties, identity disturbances, and disturbed cognition. Here, we performed a systematic
review of the literature concerning the genetics of BPD, including familial and twin studies,
association studies, and gene-environment interaction studies. Moreover, meta-analyses were
performed when at least two case-control studies testing the same polymorphism were
available. For each gene variant, a pooled odds ratio (OR) was calculated using fixed or
random effects models. Familial and twin studies largely support the potential role of a
genetic vulnerability at the root of BPD, with an estimated heritability of approximately
40%. Moreover, there is evidence for both gene-environment interactions and correlations.
However, association studies for BPD are sparse, making it difficult to draw clear
conclusions. According to our meta-analysis, no significant associations were found for the
serotonin transporter gene, the tryptophan hydroxylase 1 gene, or the serotonin 1B receptor
gene. We hypothesize that such a discrepancy (negative association studies but high
heritability of the disorder) could be understandable through a paradigm shift, in which
"plasticity" genes (rather than "vulnerability" genes) would be involved. Such a framework
postulates a balance between positive and negative events, which interact with plasticity
genes in the genesis of BPD.
Copyright © 2014. Published by Elsevier Ltd.
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Abstract
Background: Affective temperaments can be considered the subclinical manifestations of
affective disorders, which have a bidirectional relationship with cardiovascular diseases.
Objectives: Aim of this study was to assess the role of affective temperaments in primary
hypertension, which is the leading risk factor of cardiovascular morbidity and mortality.
Methods: In total, 251 consecutive patients, including 179 patients being treated for primary
hypertension with anti-hypertensives, with chronic disorders without diagnosed depression
were enrolled in a primary care setting. Patients completed the Temperament Evaluation of
Memphis, Pisa, Paris and San Diego Autoquestionnaire (TEMPS-A). Lifestyle-related risk
factors, chronic diseases including cardiovascular complications were also recorded. Logistic
regression analysis was used to determine the relationship of affective temperaments and
lifestyle-related risk factors on hypertension. Results: Dominant cyclothymic temperamentwith instability and rapid mood swings as main characteristics-had a significant association
with hypertension (P = 0.006) even after the adjustment of correlation for known risk factors
such as age, diabetes mellitus and obesity (OR: 11.88, 95%CI: 1.27-111.17). This
association remained significant after controlling for the family wise error rate. The obtained
adjusted P value was 0.024 at a 0.05 error rate. Conclusion: Results indicate that dominant
cyclothymic affective temperament may be an additional risk factor in cardiovascular
morbidity, and it may be worthy of further assessment to identify patients at risk and
formulate a more individualized treatment approach.
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Abstract
OBJECTIVE:
The purpose of the present study was to explore various stakeholder perspectives regarding
factors that impede return-to-work (RTW) after long-term sickness absence related to major
depressive disorder (MDD).
METHODS:
Concept mapping was used to explore employees', supervisors' and occupational physicians'
perspectives on these impeding factors.
RESULTS:
Nine perceived themes, grouped in three meta-clusters were found that might impede RTW:
Person, (personality / coping problems, symptoms of depression and comorbid (health)
problems, employee feels misunderstood, and resuming work too soon), Work (troublesome
work situation, too little support at work, and too little guidance at work) and Healthcare
(insufficient mental healthcare and insufficient care from occupational physician). All
stakeholders regarded personality/coping problems and symptoms of depression as the most
important impeding theme. In addition, supervisors emphasized the importance of mental
healthcare underestimating the importance of the work environment, while occupational
physicians stressed the importance of the lack of safety and support in the work environment.
CONCLUSIONS:
In addition to the reduction of symptoms, more attention is needed on coping with depressive
symptoms and personality problems in the work environment support in the work
environment and for RTW in mental healthcare, to prevent long term sickness absence.
PMCID: PMC3893138 Free PMC Article
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Abstract
IMPORTANCE There has been recent interest in the findings that the offspring of older
fathers have an increased risk of both de novo mutations and neuropsychiatric disorders.
However, the offspring of younger parents are also at risk for some adverse mental health
outcomes. OBJECTIVE To determine the association between maternal and paternal age and
a comprehensive range of mental health disorders. DESIGN, SETTING, AND
PARTICIPANTS A comprehensive, population-based record linkage study using the Danish
Psychiatric Central Research Register from January 1, 1995, through December 31, 2011. A
total of 2 894 688 persons born in Denmark from January 1, 1955, through December 31,
2006, were followed up during the study period. EXPOSURES Maternal and paternal age at
the time of offspring's birth. MAIN OUTCOMES AND MEASURES We examined a broad
range of International Classification of Diseases-defined mental disorders, including
substance use; schizophrenia and related disorders; mood disorders; neurotic, stress-related,
and somatoform disorders; eating disorders; specific personality disorders; and a range of
developmental and childhood disorders. The incidence rate ratios for each mental disorder

outcome were estimated by log linear Poisson regression with adjustments for the calendar
period, age, sex, and age of the other parent. RESULTS The cohort was observed for 42.7
million person-years, during which 218 441 members of the cohort had their first psychiatric
contact for any psychiatric disorder. Based on the overall risk of psychiatric disorders, the
offspring of younger and older parents were at increased risk compared with those of parents
aged 25 to 29 years. When the offspring were examined for particular disorders, the nature of
the relationship changed. For example, the offspring of older fathers were at an increased
risk of schizophrenia and related disorders, mental retardation, and autism spectrum
disorders. In contrast, the offspring of young mothers (and to a lesser extent young fathers)
were at an increased risk for substance use disorders, hyperkinetic disorders, and mental
retardation. CONCLUSIONS AND RELEVANCE The offspring of younger mothers and
older fathers are at risk for different mental health disorders. These differences can provide
clues to the complex risk architecture underpinning the association between parental age and
the mental health of offspring.
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Abstract
OBJECTIVE:
The aim of this study was to determine the role of personality factors in the development of
DSM-IV insomnia coincident with perimenopause.
METHODS:

Perimenopausal women (35 women with DSM-IV insomnia and 28 women with selfreported normal sleep) underwent clinical assessments and completed menopause-related
questionnaires, the NEO Five Factor Inventory and the Structured Interview for DSM-IV
Personality. Logistic regressions determined whether personality factors and hot flashrelated interference were associated with an insomnia diagnosis concurrent with the
menopausal transition.
RESULTS:
Women with insomnia reported higher neuroticism, lower agreeableness, and lower
conscientiousness than controls on the NEO Five Factor Inventory. Moreover, women with
insomnia were more likely to meet DSM-IV criteria for cluster C personality disorders,
particularly obsessive-compulsive personality disorder, on the Structured Interview for
DSM-IV Personality. Women with insomnia were more likely to have had a past depressive
episode and a history of severe premenstrual symptoms. Findings from regressions revealed
that higher neuroticism and greater interference from hot flashes were associated with
insomnia classification even after controlling for history of depression, suggesting that
sensitivity to hot flashes and a greater degree of neuroticism are independent contributors
toward establishing which women are most likely to have sleep problems during
perimenopause.
CONCLUSIONS:
Findings show the relevance of personality factors, particularly neuroticism and obsessivecompulsive personality, to a woman's experience of insomnia as she goes through the
menopausal transition.
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Abstract
The aims of this study were to introduce a novel electronic system for reliable evaluation of
the non-functional tooth contact in patients with temporomandibular disorders (TMDs) and
investigate the possible associations between the non-functional tooth contact and some
characteristics of the patients with TMD. We designed and installed a software program to
send emails regarding the non-functional tooth contact to the subjects' preregistered cellular
phones at intervals of 20 ± 9 min daily for 10 consecutive days. Twelve patients with TMD
and 12 gender- and age-matched healthy subjects responded via emails to one of 3 choices:
no tooth contact, tooth contact during oral functions or tooth contact not associated with oral
functions. The influence of subjective stress, anxiety, depression, personality and daily
activities on tooth contact was then assessed. The frequency of the non-functional tooth
contact was significantly higher in the patients with TMD than in the healthy subjects
(35·0% vs. 9·6%, P < 0·001), while no significant group difference was found for the
frequency of functional tooth contact, the stress, anxiety, depression and personality.
© 2014 John Wiley & Sons Ltd.
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Abstract
This article briefly summarizes the empirical and clinical literature underlying a
contemporary clinical model of pathological narcissism. Unlike the DSM Narcissistic
Personality Disorder (NPD), this clinical model identifies and differentiates between two
phenotypic themes of dysfunction-narcissistic grandiosity and narcissistic vulnerability-that
can be expressed both overtly and covertly in patients' ways of thinking, feeling, behaving,
and participating in treatment. Clinical recognition that narcissistic patients can and often do
present for psychotherapy in vulnerable states of depression, anxiety, shame, and even
suicidality increases the likelihood of accurate diagnosis and effective treatment planning.
This article provides case examples derived from psychotherapies with narcissistic patients
to demonstrate how narcissistic grandiosity and narcissistic vulnerability concurrently

present in patients who seek treatment. (PsycINFO Database Record (c) 2014 APA, all rights
reserved).
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Abstract
Theory of Mind (ToM) is the ability to assign a set of mental states to yourself and others. In
bipolar disorders, alteration of social relationship can be explained by the impairment of the
functioning of ToM. Deficit in ToM could be a trait marker of bipolar disorder and people in
the general population with high hypomanic personality scores would be more likely to
develop bipolar disorders. This study examined 298 participants. Measures of hypomanic
personality were evaluated using the Hypomanic Personality Scale. ToM was explored using
the Yoni task. Participants also completed the BDI-II. Forward multiple regressions were
performed to examine the effect of components of the HPS on the total score in the ToM
task. In the women's group, no subscales of the HPS were included in the model. Conversely,
the analyses performed on men revealed that the mood vitality and excitement subscale was
a significant predictor of ToM abilities. Our study is the first to show the impact of certain
dimensions of hypomanic personality on performance in ToM in a male sample. This result
supports the idea that deficits in ToM can be a trait marker of bipolar disorder in a healthy
male population.
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Abstract
PURPOSE:
Disordered eating has been shown to be more prevalent than full eating disorders diagnoses.
However, research on its prevalence, socio-demographic, psychological correlates, and
patterns of service use in multi-ethnic samples is still limited. This paper explores these
associations in a South London-based (UK) sample.
METHODS:
The South East London Community Health (SELCoH) study is a general population survey
(N = 1,698) of individuals aged 16+. Disordered eating was defined as ≥2 positive answers at
the SCOFF questionnaire. Crude and adjusted logistic and multinomial logistic regression
models were fit to investigate associations between socio-demographic characteristics,
disordered eating, psychiatric comorbidity, and service use.
RESULTS:
A total of 164 (10 %) participants reported disordered eating and the majority were from
ethnic minorities. In adjusted models, Asian ethnicity was associated with purging, loss of
control eating and preoccupation with food. Individuals with disordered eating had higher

odds of screening positive for post-traumatic stress disorder and personality disorders and of
having anxiety/mood disorders, suicidal ideation/attempts, hazardous levels of drinking, and
used drugs in the previous year. Only 36 % of individuals with disordered eating had sought
professional help in the previous 12 months mostly through their general practitioner
(27.4 %), followed by psychotherapists (12.8 %) and mental health specialists (5.5 %).
CONCLUSION:
This study found a high prevalence of disordered eating, especially amongst ethnic
minorities, and associations with a number of psychiatric conditions. Overall few
participants accessed specialist services. These findings suggest that both disordered eating
manifestations amongst ethnic minorities and access to care need better investigation.
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Abstract
PURPOSE OF THE REVIEW:
Persons with intellectual disability come into frequent and underreported contact with the
legal system. Advances in forensic psychiatry help better identify persons with intellectual
disability in forensic contexts, inform evaluation and treatment, and elucidate unique
characteristics of this population. With the release of Diagnostic and Statistical Manual of
Mental Disorders (DSM-5), forensic psychiatrists must adjust to changes in the diagnostic
process.
RECENT FINDINGS:

This review examines the past year's contributions to the literature, including predictors
among offenders with intellectual disability, concurrent diagnoses, efficacy of competence
restoration, means of studying individuals with intellectual disability, and impact of DSM-5.
SUMMARY:
Impoverished personal relationships are found to be an important predictor of offense among
persons with intellectual disability. A Personality Disorder Characteristics Checklist allows
screening for personality disorders (indicative of increased risk of violence) among
intellectual disability offenders. Referrals to specialists for treatment more often occur for
violent and sexual offenses than for other offenses. Competence restoration is historically
low among those with intellectual disability, specially compared with those referred for
substance abuse and personality disorders. However, the Slater Method results in higher
rates of restoration than traditional training methods. DSM-5 alters the definition of
intellectual disability, moving from an IQ-oriented diagnosis system to a multifaceted
approach, introducing more flexibility and nuance.
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Abstract
OBJECTIVE:

Pain symptoms have been associated with a number of psychiatric disorders, particularly
mood and anxiety disorders as well as personality disorders. However, to our knowledge, no
study to date has examined pain symptoms in terms of participants' past mental healthcare
utilization-the focus of the present study.
METHODS:
Using a cross-sectional approach and a self-report survey methodology in a sample of 242
consecutive internal medicine outpatients, we examined pain symptoms at assessment, over
the past month, and over the past year as well as pain catastrophizing in relationship to 4
mental healthcare variables (i.e., ever seen a psychiatrist, ever been in a psychiatric hospital,
ever been in counseling, and ever been on medication for "nerves").
RESULTS:
Only three of the four mental-healthcare-utilization variables were analyzed due to response
rate (i.e., ever been hospitalized in a psychiatric hospital was infrequently endorsed and not
analyzed), and each demonstrated statistically significant relationships with self-reported
pain levels at all three time-points and with pain catastrophizing at the p<.001 level.
CONCLUSIONS:
In this study, primary care outpatients with histories of mental health treatment evidenced
statistically significantly higher levels of pain as well as statistically significantly higher
levels of pain catastrophizing than their peers.
Copyright © 2013 Elsevier Inc. All rights reserved.
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Abstract
BACKGROUND:
Considerable data support phenomenological and temporal continuity between psychotic
disorders and subclinical psychotic-like experiences (PLE's). Although numerous studies
have found similar personality correlates for schizophrenia and schizotypal personality
disorder patients, their unaffected first-degree relatives, and healthy adults characterized for
schizotypal traits, no study has yet investigated personality correlates of PLE's measured by
the Community Assessment of Psychic Experiences (CAPE). Our study sought to examine
personality correlates of PLE's using the CAPE in healthy adults.
METHOD:
The CAPE and temperament and character inventory (TCI) were administered to 415 healthy
adults. Regressions examined links between TCI traits and overall PLE levels as well as
positive and negative PLE's separately.
RESULTS:
Consistent with past studies, lower self-directedness (SD) and reward dependence (RD) and
higher self-transcendence (ST) and harm avoidance (HA) significantly predicted overall PLE
levels. Higher ST and persistence (P) and lower SD significantly predicted higher levels of
positive PLE's while lower SD and RD and higher HA, ST, and cooperativeness (C)
predicted higher levels of negative PLE's.
CONCLUSIONS:
Associations between TCI and PLE's using the CAPE are strikingly similar to past work in
non-clinical and patient samples and provide additional support for phenomenological
continuity between psychotic disorders and sub-syndromal psychotic symptoms.
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Abstract
Although the serotonin transporter length polymorphic region (5-HTTLPR) polymorphism is
an extensively-investigated genetic marker of anxiety related personality traits (neuroticism
and harm avoidance) and affective disorders, effect sizes in meta-analyses are small, if
present at all, and all available primary studies to date lack mandatory statistical power.
Moreover, questionnaire data is prone to confounding by variables such as social
desirability. Therefore, extreme response style (ERS) is suggested as a new approach to
elucidate the relationship between 5-HTTLPR and negative emotionality, as it is more
implicit and of high reliability. N = 1075 healthy subjects were genotyped for 5-HTTLPR
and a flanking polymorphism (rs25531) and filled out the NEO Five Factor Inventory and
the Temperament Character Inventory. As dependent variable the number of extreme
responses across all items was calculated. Using the common genotype or the triallelic
approach (including rs25531) the meta-analytic findings could not be replicated. However,
there was a significant association between 5-HTTLPR and extreme response style. Carriers
of the L-allele or the L'-allele, respectively, had a significantly higher number of extreme
responses than homozygous SS carriers across all items of the NEO Five Factor Inventory.
This finding could be replicated in an alternative personality questionnaire (Affective
Neuroscience Personality Scales, ANPS). There is a long tradition in psychological
assessment indicating that ERS is an implicit measure of personality. Given the positive
findings of the present study, ERS qualifies as a promising endophenotype in future genetic
association studies on personality and affective disorders.
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Abstract
BACKGROUND:
This protocol presents a systematic residential treatment- and research program aimed at
patients who have not responded adequately to previous treatment attempts. Patients
included in the program primarily suffer from anxiety and/or depressive disorders and
usually from one or more comorbid personality disorders. The treatment program is timelimited (eight weeks) and has its basis in treatment principles specified in intensive shortterm dynamic psychotherapy (ISTDP). This treatment modality is theoretically well-suited
for the handling of various forms of treatment resistance presumably central to these patients'
previous non-response to psychological and psychiatric interventions.
METHODS/DESIGN:
The research component of the project entails a naturalistic longitudinal research design
which aims at systematic evaluation of the effectiveness of the program. To our knowledge,
this is one of the first treatment programs and corresponding research projects that
systematically select patients with previous non- or negative response to treatment and
subjects them to a broad and comprehensive, but theoretically unified and consistent
treatment system.
DISCUSSION:

The present paper introduces the project, describes its theoretical and methodological
underpinnings, and discusses possible future implications and contributions of the project. It
thereby serves as a comprehensive background reference to future publications from the
project.
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Abstract
Disruptions in emotional, cognitive, and social behavior are common in neurodegenerative
disease and in many forms of psychopathology. Because neurodegenerative diseases have
patterns of brain atrophy that are much clearer than those of psychiatric disorders, they may
provide a window into the neural bases of common emotional and behavioral
symptoms.Wediscuss five common symptoms that occur in both neurodegenerative disease
and psychopathology (i.e., anxiety, dysphoric mood, apathy, disinhibition, and euphoric
mood) and their associated neural circuitry. We focus on two neurodegenerative diseases
(i.e., Alzheimer's disease and frontotemporal dementia) that are common and well
characterized in terms of emotion, cognition, and social behavior and in patterns of
associated atrophy. Neurodegenerative diseases provide a powerful model system for
studying the neural correlates of psychopathological symptoms; this is supported by
evidence indicating convergence with psychiatric syndromes (e.g., symptoms of
disinhibition associated with dysfunction in orbitofrontal cortex in both frontotemporal
dementia and bipolar disorder). We conclude that neurodegenerative diseases can play an
important role in future approaches to the assessment, prevention, and treatment of mental

illness. Expected final online publication date for the Annual Review of Clinical Psychology
Volume 10 is March 20, 2014. Please see
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Abstract
Background: Epidemiological data indicate that 75% of subjects with major psychiatric
disorders have their onset of illness in the age range of 17-24 years. An estimated 35-50% of
college and university students drop out prematurely due to insufficient coping skills under
chronic stress, while 85% of students receiving a psychiatric diagnosis withdraw from
college/university prior to the completion of their education. In this study, we aimed at
developing standardized means of identifying students with insufficient coping skills under
chronic stress and at risk for mental health problems. Sampling and Methods: A sample of
1,217 college students from 3 different sites in the USA and Switzerland completed 2 selfreport questionnaires: the Coping Strategies Inventory (COPE) and the Zurich Health
Questionnaire (ZHQ), which assesses 'regular exercises', 'consumption behavior', 'impaired
physical health', 'psychosomatic disturbances' and 'impaired mental health'. The data were
subjected to structure analyses by means of a neural network approach. We found 2 highly
stable and reproducible COPE scales that explained the observed interindividual variation in
coping behavior sufficiently well and in a socioculturally independent way. The scales
reflected basic coping behavior in terms of 'activity-passivity' and 'defeatism-resilience', and
in the sense of stable, socioculturally independent personality traits. Results: Correlation
analyses carried out for external validation revealed a close relationship between high scores
on the defeatism scale and impaired physical and mental health. This underlined the role of
insufficient coping behavior as a risk factor for physical and mental health problems.
Conclusion: The combined COPE and ZHQ instruments appear to constitute powerful

screening tools for insufficient coping skills under chronic stress and for risks of mental
health problems. © 2014 S. Karger AG, Basel.
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Abstract
Dysfunction in the dopaminergic and serotonergic neurotransmitter systems has been
demonstrated to be important in the etiology of borderline personality disorder (BPD). We
investigated the relationship of two BPD risk factors, the HTR1A promoter polymorphism 1019C > G (rs6295) and the dopamine transporter (DAT1) repeat allele, with BPD in a
major depressive disorder cohort of 367 patients. Out-patients with major depressive
disorder were recruited for two treatment trials and assessed for personality disorders,
including BPD. DNA samples were collected and the rs6295 polymorphism was detected
with a TaqMan(®) assay. The DAT1 repeat allele was genotyped using a modified PCR
method. The impact of polymorphisms on BPD was statistically analyzed using uncontrolled
logistic and multiple logistic regression models. BPD patients had higher frequencies of the
DAT1 9,9 (OR = 2.67) and 9,10 (OR = 3.67) genotypes and also those homozygous HTR1A
G allele (OR = 2.03). No significant interactions between HTR1A and DAT1 genotypes,
were observed; however, an increased risk of BPD was observed for those patients who were
either 9,10; G,G (OR = 6.64) and 9,9; C,G (OR = 5.42). Furthermore, the odds of BPD in
patients exhibiting high-risk variants of these two genes differed from those of patients in

low-risk groups by up to a factor of 9. Our study provides evidence implicating the
importance of the serotonergic and dopaminergic systems in BPD and that the interaction
between genes from different neurotransmitters may play a role in the susceptibility to BPD.
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Abstract
INTRODUCTION:
A systematic literature review of studies measuring the prevalence of personality disorder in
community secondary care is needed to identify both the met and unmet needs and plan
services accordingly.
METHODS:
PsycINFO, MEDLINE and EMBASE databases were searched using NHS Evidence. Only
studies assessing overall personality disorder prevalence within help-seeking, outpatient
populations were included. Papers were excluded for focusing solely on the prevalence of
specific personality disorders or comorbid prevalence within specific populations.
RESULTS:
A total of 269 papers were identified. Nine papers met criteria and were critically appraised,
showing a high level of heterogeneity with regards to methods, inclusion criteria, source of
information, time of assessment, instruments used and overall quality of research. Prevalence
estimates in Europe varied between 40% and 92%, were more consistently approximated

between 45% and 51% in the USA and differed significantly in the two Asian studies: 1.07%
(India) and 60% (Pakistan).
CONCLUSIONS:
The prevalence of personality disorder in community mental health care appears to be
substantial, but better estimates will only emerge from high quality studies with greater
consistency of method. Implementing screening tools within outpatient or community
services may result in high rates of personality disorder identification, with both clinical and
service implications. Copyright © 2014 John Wiley & Sons, Ltd.
Copyright © 2014 John Wiley & Sons, Ltd.
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Abstract
BACKGROUND:
We investigated whether adolescents with hypomania spectrum episodes have an excess risk
of mental and physical morbidity in adulthood, as compared with adolescents exclusively
reporting major depressive disorder (MDD) and controls without a history of adolescent
mood disorders.
METHODS:
A community sample of adolescents (N = 2 300) in the town of Uppsala, Sweden, was
screened for depressive symptoms. Both participants with positive screening and matched
controls (in total 631) were diagnostically interviewed. Ninety participants reported

hypomania spectrum episodes (40 full-syndromal, 18 with brief episode, and 32
subsyndromal), while another 197 fulfilled the criteria for MDD without a history of a
hypomania spectrum episode. A follow up after 15 years included a blinded diagnostic
interview, a self-assessment of personality disorders, and national register data on
prescription drugs and health services use. The participation rate at the follow-up interview
was 71% (64/90) for the hypomania spectrum group, and 65.9% (130/197) for the MDD
group. Multiple imputation was used to handle missing data.
RESULTS:
The outcomes of the hypomania spectrum group and the MDD group were similar regarding
subsequent non-mood Axis I disorders in adulthood (present in 53 vs. 57%). A personality
disorder was reported by 29% of the hypomania spectrum group and by 20% of the MDD
group, but a statistically significant difference was reached only for obsessive-compulsive
personality disorder (24 vs. 14%). In both groups, the risk of Axis I disorders and personality
disorders in adulthood correlated with continuation of mood disorder. Prescription drugs and
health service use in adulthood was similar in the two groups. Compared with adolescents
without mood disorders, both groups had a higher subsequent risk of psychiatric morbidity,
used more mental health care, and received more psychotropic drugs.
CONCLUSIONS:
Although adolescents with hypomania spectrum episodes and adolescents with MDD do not
differ substantially in health outcomes, both groups are at increased risk for subsequent
mental health problems. Thus, it is important to identify and treat children and adolescents
with mood disorders, and carefully follow the continuing course.
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Abstract
Clinicians make a variety of assessments about their clients, from judging personality traits
to making diagnoses, and a variety of methods are available to do so, ranging from
observations to structured interviews. A large body of work demonstrates that from a brief
glimpse of another's nonverbal behavior, a variety of traits and inner states can be accurately
perceived. Additionally, from these "thin slices" of behavior, even future outcomes can be
predicted with some accuracy. Certain clinical disorders such as Parkinson's disease and
facial paralysis disrupt nonverbal behavior and may impair clinicians' ability to make
accurate judgments. In certain contexts, personality disorders, anxiety, depression, and
suicide attempts and outcomes can be detected from others' nonverbal behavior.
Additionally, thin slices can predict psychological adjustment to divorce, bereavement,
sexual abuse, and well-being throughout life. Thus, for certain traits and disorders,
judgments from a thin slice could provide a complementary tool for the clinician's toolbox.
Expected final online publication date for the Annual Review of Clinical Psychology
Volume 10 is March 20, 2014. Please see
http://www.annualreviews.org/catalog/pubdates.aspx for revised estimates.
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Abstract
BACKGROUND:
Schizotypal personality traits are associated with schizophrenia spectrum disorders, stating
that schizotypal traits may represent a "prodrome" or other developmental precursor of
schizophrenia. Genetic and environmental factors both play importanxt roles in the

development of schizotypal traits. Different levels of schizotypal traits across regions may be
indicative of similar differences in the incidence of schizophrenia.
AIM:
The present study identifying where in a given region, schizotypal personality traits are more
or less level of schizotypal personality scores in Chinese male youth of Sichuan province.
Not only for research purposes but also for the evaluation of new draft and allocation policy
initiatives intended to aid recruitment of mental health employees.
METHODS:
Data from the Psychological Selection Systems for Chinese Recruits, a mental health
screening system used in China, collected in 2011 (67,558 copies) were used to map spatial
distribution of schizotypal personality traits using geostatistics and geographic information
system (GIS) techniques. Correlation analyses were conducted to explore the effects of years
of education and illiterate rate on schizotypal personality traits.
RESULTS:
Maps for three schizotypal personality clinical scales (dissociative, Dit; neurotic, Net and
sensitive, Set) showed similar geographical trends. The highest T scores were distributed
mainly in the eastern and northern counties of Sichuan, with scores decreasing successively
from east to west, with the eastern counties generally showing higher scores. Correlation
analysis showed that t-scores of Set were negatively correlated with years of education,
whereas t-scores of Net were negatively correlated with illiteracy rate.
CONCLUSIONS:
Schizotypal personality traits in male youth showed specific geographical trends in Sichuan
province, providing some evidence that kriging based on GIS can be used to geographically
localize genetic and environmental factors associated with schizotypal personality traits. This
approach could be used to help allocate public health resources to specific areas and could
also have personnel selection applications.
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Abstract
Personality disorders (PDs) reduce global functioning, are associated with high levels of
work disability, and are thus also likely to influence long-term sick leave (LTSL). Previous
research has indicated significant genetic influence on both DSM-IV PDs and LTSL. To
what degree genes contributing to PDs also influence LTSL has not been investigated. The
aims of the current study were to investigate which PDs were significantly associated with
LTSL, to what extent the genetic contributions to these PDs account for the heritability of
LTSL, and to explore the hypothesis of a causal association between PDs and LTSL. The
sample consisted of 2,771 young, adult Norwegian twins, born 1967-1979. PDs were
assessed using the Structured Interview for DSM-IV Personality (SIDP-IV). The age range
for the interview was 20-32. The data were subsequently linked to public records of LTSL
(sick leave >16 days) up to 11 years later. The odds ratio for being in the highest LTSL
category (>15% sick leave) when fulfilling the DSM-IV criteria for any PD diagnosis was
2.6 (1.8-3.8, 95% CI). Dimensional representations of schizotypal, paranoid, and borderline
PD were independently and significantly associated with LTSL. The heritability of LTSL
was 0.50. Genetic factors shared with the PDs accounted for 20% of this. The association
between PDs and LTSL was due to shared genetic and not environmental influences, and
was mainly explained by one common genetic factor. The hypothesis of a causal association
was not supported, indicating that the association is explained by overlapping genetic
liability between PDs and LTSL.
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Abstract
ABSTRACT Background: There is a growing awareness that the treatment of patients with
substance use disorders (SUDs) should target increasing patients' involvement in alternative
pleasant reinforcers that compete with the reinforcing effects of substance use. The present
cross-sectional study sought to identify factors that promote or impede engaging in pleasant
activities. Methods: Patients with SUDs (N = 265) were assessed at treatment entry on sociodemographic characteristics, primary type of substance (i.e., alcohol or illicit drugs),
addiction severity, craving, personality factors, and psychiatric distress. Results: Regression
analyses identified dissimilar predictor sets underlying frequency, enjoyability, and crossproduct ratings, highlighting the multifaceted behavioral nature of activity engagement.
Personality measures had the strongest effects on patients' activity engagement, with
extraversion as the key predictor. Conclusions: The present findings emphasize the
complexity of patients' involvement in pleasant non-substance related activities and further
investigation is necessary to gain more insight into the underlying mechanisms of activity
engagement.
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Abstract
Objective: The aim was to examine associations of age and gender with ADHD subtypes and
subsequently to examine associations of age, gender, and subtypes with comorbid psychiatric
disorders. Method: Odds ratios were calculated and logistic regression performed using
information from a clinical sample of 155 ADHD adults referred to a Danish specialized
ADHD unit from 2010 to 2011. Results: A majority of men (65%) was found in the sample.
Most patients were subtyped ADHD combined (78%), followed by ADHD inattentive
(18%), and ADHD hyperactive-impulsive (4%). No significant differences were found in
gender and age across subtypes. Current comorbid disorders were found in 57% of the
ADHD patients. Significantly more comorbidity was found in the ADHD combined type and
in patients ≥25 years. Significantly more men had substance use disorders and significantly
more women had personality disorders. Conclusion: When assessing adult ADHD patients'
age, gender, subtype, and related comorbid symptom profiles should be taken into account.
(J. of Att. Dis. XXXX; XX(X) XX-XX).
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Abstract
BACKGROUND:
Individuals with borderline personality disorder (BPD) frequently display co-morbid mental
disorders. These disorders include 'internalizing' disorders (such as major depressive disorder
and anxiety disorders) and 'externalizing' disorders (such as substance use disorders and
antisocial personality disorder). It is hypothesized that these disorders may arise from latent
'internalizing' and 'externalizing' liability factors. Factor analytic studies suggest that
internalizing and externalizing factors both contribute to BPD, but the extent to which such
contributions are familial is unknown.
METHOD:
Participants were 368 probands (132 with BPD; 134 without BPD; and 102 with major
depressive disorder) and 885 siblings and parents of probands. Participants were
administered the Diagnostic Interview for DSM-IV Personality Disorders, the Revised
Diagnostic Interview for Borderlines, and the Structured Clinical Interview for DSM-IV.
RESULTS:
On confirmatory factor analysis of within-person associations of disorders, BPD loaded
moderately on internalizing (factor loading 0.53, s.e. = 0.10, p < 0.001) and externalizing
latent variables (0.48, s.e. = 0.10, p < 0.001). Within-family associations were assessed using
structural equation models of familial and non-familial factors for BPD, internalizing
disorders, and externalizing disorders. In a Cholesky decomposition model, 84% (s.e. = 17%,

p < 0.001) of the association of BPD with internalizing and externalizing factors was
accounted for by familial contributions.
CONCLUSIONS:
Familial internalizing and externalizing liability factors are both associated with, and
therefore may mutually contribute to, BPD. These familial contributions account largely for
the pattern of co-morbidity between BPD and internalizing and externalizing disorders.
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Abstract
AIMS:
This study aimed to determine predictors for 10-year good versus poor perceived general
quality of life (QOL) outcomes from baseline variables in people with schizophrenia and
schizoaffective disorder.
METHODS:
We compared patients with poor versus good 10-year QOL outcomes using baseline clinical,
personality-related variables, demographic and background characteristics. Logistic
regression analysis was used for predicting the 10-year QOL outcomes from baseline data.
One-hundred-eight patients completed the Quality-of-Life Enjoyment and Life Satisfaction
Questionnaire, the Positive and Negative Syndromes Scale (PANSS), the Talbieh Brief
Distress Inventory, and psychosocial questionnaires at baseline and 10 years later.

RESULTS:
Logistic regression revealed six predictors of QOL outcomes: paranoid ideations (odds ratio
[OR] 3.1), PANSS general psychopathology (OR 1.1), obsessiveness (OR 0.84), hostility
(OR 0.4), PANSS positive scale scores (OR 0.4), and general QOL index (OR 0.4). This
model classified 80.6% of the sample with good sensitivity (87% correctly identified 'poor
outcome'), and specificity (71% correctly identified 'good outcome').
CONCLUSION:
This study provides a pattern of baseline predictors for long-term QOL outcomes. Identified
predictors are factors that can potentially be ameliorated, and thereby enhance the QOL of
people with schizophrenia and schizoaffective disorder.
© 2014 The Authors. Psychiatry and Clinical Neurosciences © 2014 Japanese Society of
Psychiatry and Neurology.
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Abstract
The current study examined how specific neurological systems contribute to the expression
of multiple personality dimensions. We used individuals with traumatic brain injuries to
examine the contribution of the dorsolateral prefrontal cortex (DLPFC)-a region important
for executive function and attention-to the expression of neuroticism and conscientiousness
factors and facets. Results from Voxel-Based Lesion-Symptom Mapping analyses revealed
that focal damage to the left DLPFC (Brodmann's area 9) was associated with high

neuroticism and low conscientious factor and facet scores (anxiety and self-discipline,
respectively). Compared with lesioned and normal controls, veterans with damage in left
DLPFC also reported higher neuroticism and lower conscientiousness facet scores, slower
reaction times on the California Computerized Assessment Package assessment, and lower
scores on the Delis-Kaplan executive function battery. Findings suggest that while
neuroticism and conscientiousness remain psychometrically independent personality
dimensions, their component facets may rely on a common neurocognitive infrastructure and
executive function resources in general.
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Abstract
Dopamine D3 receptor-mediated pathways are involved in the mechanism of addiction, and
genetic factors play a role in the vulnerability to heroin dependence. The aim of this study
was to examine whether the corresponding gene, DRD3, is associated with the development
of heroin dependence and specific personality traits in HD patients. Eight polymorphisms in
DRD3 were analyzed in 1067 unrelated Han Chinese subjects (566 heroin dependence
patients and 501 controls). All participants were screened using the same assessment tool
and all patients met the criteria for heroin dependence. A Tridimensional Personality
Questionnaire was used to assess personality traits in 276 heroin dependence patients. In
addition, heroin dependence patients were divided into 4 clinical subgroups based on age-ofonset and family history of substance abuse, to reduce the clinical heterogeneity. The rs6280
and rs9825563 variants showed association with the development of early-onset heroin
dependence. The GTA haplotype frequency in the block (rs324029, rs6280, rs9825563) was
significantly associated with early-onset heroin dependence (p=0.003). However, these
significant associations were weaker after Bonferroni's correction. In addition, these DRD3
polymorphisms did not influence novelty seeking and harm avoidance scores in HD patients.
DRD3 is possibly a genetic factor in the development of early-onset heroin dependence, but
is not associated with specific personality traits in these patients among the Han Chinese
population.
Copyright © 2013 Elsevier Inc. All rights reserved.
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Abstract
OBJECTIVE:
To investigate the clinical features of dementia with Lewy bodies (DLB) in a Chinese
population.
METHODS:
Computer-based online searches through China Biology Medicine disc and China National
Knowledge Infrastructure were performed to collect case reports of DLB published between
1980 and 2012. Clinical characteristics were analyzed.
RESULTS:
A total of 18 studies comprising 35 patients (26 males and 9 females) were included. The
mean age at onset was 67.2 ± 9.8 years. Onset was characterized by memory impairment and
accounted for 58.8% of all cases, followed by parkinsonism (11.8%), visual hallucinations
(8.8%), and compulsive personality disorder (2.9%). The other patients (17.6%) presented
two of the three core features of DLB at onset. With disease progression, parkinsonism was
reported in 100% of cases, followed by visual hallucinations (97.1%), psychiatric symptoms
(85.7%), severe neuroleptic sensitivity (81.8%), fluctuating cognition (68.6%), repeated falls
(40.0%), sleep disorders (22.9%), and transient loss of consciousness (17.1%). 26 patients
who were subjected to Mini-Mental State Examination scored ≤ 24. 10 patients presented
relative preservation of hippocampus and medial temporal lobe structures on CT/MRI scan.
Occipital hypometabolism occurred in 2 of 3 patients who underwent SPECT/PET perfusion
scan. 12 patients showed an increasing of slow frequency activity on EEG, prominently in
frontal and temporal lobes.
CONCLUSIONS:
DLB often strikes elderly individuals. Its clinical core features are dementia, fluctuating
cognition, recurrent visual hallucinations and spontaneous features of parkinsonism.
Neuropsychological, neuroimaging and EEG examinations may improve the diagnostic
accuracy and discriminate DLB from other dementias.
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Abstract
BACKGROUND:
Prior work shows individuals with schizotypal personality disorder (SPD) evince temporal
lobe volume abnormalities similar to schizophrenia but sparing of prefrontal cortex, which
may mitigate psychosis and the severe neurocognitive impairments observed in
schizophrenia. This study examined the extent to which frontal-temporal gray matter volume

and neurocognitive performance predict: (1) SPD group membership in a demographicallybalanced sample of 51 patients and 37 healthy controls; and (2) symptom severity in SPD.
METHODS:
Dimensional gray-matter volume (left frontal-temporal regions (Brodmann area (BA) 10, 21,
22)) and neurocognitive performance on key memory tasks (California Verbal Learning Test
(CVLT), Dot Test, Paced Auditory Serial Addition Test (PASAT)), all salient to
schizophrenia-spectrum disorders were examined in a multi-variable model.
RESULTS:
Middle temporal gyrus (BA21) volume and spatial-working memory (Dot Test) performance
were significant predictors of SPD group membership likelihood, with poorer workingmemory performance indicating increased probability of SPD membership. Combining
across regional volumes or cognitive measures resulted in fair-to-good discrimination of
group membership, but including neurocognitive and non-collinear regional volume
measures together resulted in a receiver-operating-characteristic (ROC) curve with improved
diagnostic discrimination. Larger BA10 volume in dorsolateral prefrontal cortex (DLPFC)
significantly predicted less symptom severity in SPD.
CONCLUSIONS:
These findings suggest that temporal lobe volume and spatial-working memory performance
are promising biological/phenotype markers for likelihood of SPD classification, while
greater DLPFC volume may serve as a protective factor.
Published by Elsevier B.V.
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Abstract
Williams syndrome is a relatively rare genetic disorder caused by the hemizygous
microdeletion of a region in chromosome 7q11.23. Individuals with Williams syndrome
typically present with a highly social, overfriendly, and empathic personality. Comorbid
medical and neuropsychiatric disorders are common. Reports of effective pharmacological
treatment of associated neuropsychiatric disorders are limited. The authors describe the
successful treatment of interfering anger, aggression, and hair-pulling with N-acetylcysteine
in a 19-year-old woman with Williams syndrome. The neuropsychiatric symptoms emerged
1 week following an upper gastrointestinal endoscopy, for which fentanyl, midazolam, and
propofol were used as anesthetics. The patient's treatment course and hypothesized
mechanisms underlying the clinical presentation and symptom resolution are described.
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Abstract
The purpose of this study was to investigate the prevalence of gambling disorder and
comorbid psychiatric disorders in a homeless population and identify features related to
potential subtypes. At baseline, participants were administered a structured interview
including socio-demographic sections of the National Comorbidity Study (NCS) interview;
seven diagnostic sections of the Diagnostic Interview Schedule (DIS); the alcohol and drug
abuse sections of the Composite International Diagnostic Interview-Substance Abuse
Module (CIDI-SAM); and the Homeless Supplement to the DIS. At nine months postbaseline assessment, participants were administered additional NCS family history questions
and the South Oaks Gambling Screen (SOGS). Participants were an epidemiologic sample of
275 predominately African-American homeless individuals, grouped as lifetime nongamblers (n = 60), recreational gamblers (n = 152), and problem gamblers (n = 63), recruited

on the street and through homeless shelters. Results indicate that lifetime rates of sub-clinical
problem (46.2 %) and disordered (12.0 %) gambling were significantly higher than in the
general population. Problem gamblers were more likely than non-problem gamblers to meet
diagnostic criteria for antisocial personality disorder, post-traumatic stress disorder, bipolar
disorder, and any psychiatric disorder, and more likely than non-gamblers to use illicit drugs
or meet criteria for abuse/dependence for nicotine, alcohol, or any substance. This study
provides evidence that problem gambling is a significant public health issue among the
African-American homeless population. Homeless services should include assessment for
problem gambling along with psychiatric disorders and referrals to resources and treatment
programs. Future studies should explore the relationship of the onset and course of problem
gambling and other psychiatric disorders with homelessness as well as racial differences in
gambling patterns and problem severity over time.
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Abstract
OBJECTIVES:
Comparing the overall and differential effects of psychodynamic psychotherapy (PDT) versus
cognitive behavior therapy (CBT) for social anxiety disorder (SAD).

DESIGN:
Patients with a primary SAD (N = 47) were randomly assigned to PDT (N = 22) or CBT (N =
27). Both PDT and CBT consisted of up to 36 sessions (average PDT 31.4 and CBT 19.8
sessions). Assessments took place at waitlist: pretest, after 12 and 24 weeks for those who
received longer treatment: posttest, 3-month and 1-year follow-up.
METHODS:
Changes in the main outcome measure self-reported social anxiety composite, as well as in
other psychopathology, social skills, negative social beliefs, public self-consciousness,
defense mechanisms, personal goals, independent rater's judgments of SAD and general
improvement, and approach behavior during an objective test, were analyzed using multilevel
analysis.
RESULTS:
No improvement occurred during waitlist. Treatments were highly efficacious, with large
within-subject effect sizes for social anxiety, but no differences between PDT and CBT on
general and treatment-specific measures occurred. Remission rates were over 50% and similar
for PDT and CBT. Personality disorders did not influence the effects of PDT or CBT.
CONCLUSIONS:
PDT and CBT are both effective approaches for SAD. Further research is needed on the costeffectiveness of PDT versus CBT, on different lengths PDT, and on patient preferences and
their relationship to outcome of PDT versus CBT.
© 2014 Wiley Periodicals, Inc.
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Abstract
Prior research has associated BPD with sleep problems, but the relationship has been explored
primarily in small clinical samples of younger adults. Findings from our lab have
demonstrated that borderline symptoms remain present in later middle age and are associated
with several negative life outcomes. A representative community sample of older adults
(N = 633, Mage = 62.3) was obtained from the St Louis area, and interviewer-reports, selfreports, and informant-reports of personality pathology were completed along with an
insomnia symptoms questionnaire. Cross-sectional analyses revealed that symptoms from all
10 DSM-IV personality disorders were significantly correlated with insomnia symptoms.
However, after statistically controlling for major depression, body-mass index, race and
gender, only borderline personality pathology remained significantly associated with insomnia
symptoms. Our results demonstrate that in addition to other negative health outcomes,
borderline personality pathology is uniquely associated with sleep problems in later middleaged adults in the community. Copyright © 2014 John Wiley & Sons, Ltd.
Copyright © 2014 John Wiley & Sons, Ltd.
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Abstract
OBJECTIVE:
To examine the empirical literature on diagnostic validators in borderline personality and
bipolar illness.
METHOD:

Using principles of evidence-based medicine, the highest levels of evidence were emphasized
in interpretation of similarities or differences between bipolar illness and borderline
personality on the five standard diagnostic validators in psychiatric nosology: symptoms,
course, genetics, treatment response, and neurobiology.
RESULTS:
Bipolar illness and borderline personality were found to be similar in the nosological validator
of symptoms of mood lability and impulsivity, but differed notably on all other diagnostic
validators, especially the course validator of past sexual abuse and the genetic validator of a
bipolar family history. They also differ notably in the symptom validator of parasuicidal selfharm. Treatment response and neurobiological differences were also present and consistent.
CONCLUSION:
This review of the literature indicates that these two conditions, bipolar illness and borderline
personality, are different and can be distinguished. The much stronger biological and genetic
evidence for bipolar illness in particular suggests that the two conditions can be reasonably
seen as different kinds of clinical entities, namely a biological disease versus a psychosocially
caused clinical picture. If this interpretation is correct, similarities between the two conditions,
such as mood lability and impulsivity, are superficial, while differences are profound. Further,
true comorbidity may be much less common than often presumed.
© 2014 John Wiley & Sons A/S. Published by John Wiley & Sons Ltd.
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Abstract
Social cognition and its association with level of personality organization (PO) were
examined in 163 patients with severe somatoform disorders (SFDs) and 151 psychiatric (PSA)
control patients. Social cognition was measured with the Social Cognition and Object
Relations Scale, which assessed both affective and cognitive facets of social cognition. Levels
of PO were assessed using theory-driven profiles of the Dutch Short Form of the Minnesota
Multiphasic Personality Inventory (MMPI). The SFD patients exhibited impairments in the
cognitive facets of social cognition but not more so than the PSA controls. The results for the
affective aspects indicated that the SFD patients exhibited lower levels of emotional
investment yet higher affect tone in interactions than the PSA controls. In contrast to the
control group, level of PO was not associated with social cognition in SFD. Together, the
results indicated that impairments in complexity of mental representations are not specific to
SFD patients, yet impairments in emotional investment may be specific to SFD.
PMID: 24566507 [PubMed - in process]
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Abstract
Reports an error in "Toward a Theory of Distinct Types of "Impulsive" Behaviors: A MetaAnalysis of Self-Report and Behavioral Measures" by Leigh Sharma, Kristian E. Markon and
Lee Anna Clark (Psychological Bulletin, Advanced Online Publication, Oct 7, 2013, np). The
citation for Dougherty et al. (2009) in Table 4 was incorrectly listed as Dougherty et al.
(2007). In addition, the second mention of Dougherty within the text of the article was
incorrectly listed as Dougherty et al. (2007). All versions of this article have been corrected.
(The following abstract of the original article appeared in record 2013-35327-001.)
Impulsivity is considered a personality trait affecting behavior in many life domains, from
recreational activities to important decision making. When extreme, it is associated with
mental health problems, such as substance use disorders, as well as with interpersonal and
social difficulties, including juvenile delinquency and criminality. Yet, trait impulsivity may
not be a unitary construct. We review commonly used self-report measures of personality trait
impulsivity and related constructs (e.g., sensation seeking), plus the opposite pole, control or

constraint. A meta-analytic principal-components factor analysis demonstrated that these
scales comprise 3 distinct factors, each of which aligns with a broad, higher order personality
factor-Neuroticism/Negative Emotionality, Disinhibition versus
Constraint/Conscientiousness, and Extraversion/Positive Emotionality/Sensation Seeking.
Moreover, Disinhibition versus Constraint/Conscientiousness comprise 2 correlated but
distinct subfactors: Disinhibition versus Constraint and Conscientiousness/Will versus
Resourcelessness. We also review laboratory tasks that purport to measure a construct similar
to trait impulsivity. A meta-analytic principal-components factor analysis demonstrated that
these tasks constitute 4 factors (Inattention, Inhibition, Impulsive Decision-Making, and
Shifting). Although relations between these 2 measurement models are consistently low to
very low, relations between both trait scales and laboratory behavioral tasks and daily-life
impulsive behaviors are moderate. That is, both independently predict problematic daily-life
impulsive behaviors, such as substance use, gambling, and delinquency; their joint use has
incremental predictive power over the use of either type of measure alone and furthers our
understanding of these important, problematic behaviors. Future use of confirmatory methods
should help to ascertain with greater precision the number of and relations between
impulsivity-related components. (PsycINFO Database Record (c) 2014 APA, all rights
reserved).
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Abstract
Introduction: The pathophysiologic mechanisms that account for the development and
persistence of anorexia nervosa (AN) remain unclear. With respect to the neuropsychological
functioning, the executive functions have been reported to be altered, especially cognitive
flexibility and decision-making processes. Objectives: The aim of this study was to review the
current state of the neuropsychological studies focused on anorexia nervosa, especially those
highlighting the executive functions. Methods: This was done by means of a searching
process covering three relevant electronic databases, as well as an additional search on
references included in the analysed papers. Eventually we have to mention other published

reviews and a hand-search. Results and discussion: Comparing AN patients and healthy
controls the results remain controversial and so remains the comparison of different eating
disorders with respect to the neuropsychological dysfunction. The role of variables such as
depression, anxiety and obsessionality needs to be clarified. There seems to be some base to
state that some commonalities exist in the so-called extreme weight conditions (anorexia,
obesity). The link between neuropsychological dysfunction in AN and biomarkers remains
unclear. The role of neuropsychological deficits in AN, as initial factors or simply as mere
consequences, remains unclear too. The link between the body image disturbances and the
neuropsychological dysfunction needs to be clarified. The similarities between the AN
neuropsychological dysfunction and that found in other mental disorders may be considered
up to date as a mere approach. The same applies to the relationship between the AN patients'
neuropsychological performance and personality or gender.
Copyright AULA MEDICA EDICIONES 2014. Published by AULA MEDICA. All rights
reserved.
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Abstract
Substance misuse is frequently encountered in the psychiatric emergency service (PES) and
may take many forms, ranging from formal DSM-IV diagnoses to less obvious entities such as
hazardous consumption. Detecting such patients using traditional screening instruments has
proved problematic. We therefore undertook this study to more fully characterize substance
misuse in the PES and to determine whether certain variables might help better screen these
patients. We used a prospectively acquired database of over 18,000 visits made to four PESs
during a 2-year period in the province of Quebec, Canada. One of the variables acquired was a

subjective rating by the nursing staff as to whether substance misuse was a contributing factor
to the visit (graded as direct, indirect, or not at all). Substance misuse accounted for 21% of all
diagnoses and alcohol was the most frequent substance used. Patients were divided into those
with primary (PSM), comorbid (CSM) or no substance misuse (NSM). Depressive disorders
were the most frequent primary diagnoses in CSM, whereas personality and substance misuse
disorders were frequent secondary diagnoses in PSM. Although many variables significantly
differentiated the three groups, few were sufficiently detailed to be used as potential screening
tools. Those situations that did have sufficient details included those with a previous history of
substance misuse, substance misuse within 48 hours of the visit, and visits graded by the
nursing staff as being directly and/or indirectly related to substance misuse. Variables related
to substance misuse itself were the primary predictors of PSM and, less significantly, CSM.
The nursing staff rating, although promising, was obtained in less than 30% of all visits,
rendering its practical use difficult to assess.
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Abstract
Although there are many studies available investigating internalizing and externalizing
behavior in childhood and adolescent manifestations of attention-deficit/hyperactivity
disorder, there is limited information about their relevance in adults featuring persistence of
the disease. We examined a large sample of 910 adults affected with attentiondeficit/hyperactivity disorders (AADHD) for internalizing and externalizing behavior.
Regarding correlates of internalizing behavior, AADHD probands showed significantly higher
scores of the anxiety- and depression-related personality traits Neuroticism and Harm
Avoidance, compared with reference values. The lifetime comorbidity of depressive disorders,
anxiety disorders, and anxious or fearful Cluster C personality disorders (PDs) is elevated in
AADHD patients compared with general population. Regarding correlates of externalizing
behavior, patients affected with AADHD show significantly lower scores of

Conscientiousness and significantly higher scores of Novelty Seeking than the published
German reference values. Emotional, dramatic, or erratic Cluster B PDs were most frequent in
AADHD. Internalizing and externalizing behavior notably affected psychosocial status to a
similar extent. The frequency of both internalizing and externalizing behavior in AADHD
might reflect an underlying emotional regulation disorder.
PMID: 24557851 [PubMed - as supplied by publisher]
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Abstract
BACKGROUND:
The NOURISHED study: Nice OUtcomes for Referrals with Impulsivity, Self Harm and
Eating Disorders.Eating Disorders (ED) and Borderline Personality Disorder (BPD) are both
difficult to treat and the combination presents particular challenges. Both are associated with
vulnerability to loss of mentalization (awareness of one's own and others' emotional state) In
BPD, Mentalization Based therapy (MBT) has been found effective in reducing symptoms. In
this trial we investigate the effectiveness and cost-effectiveness of MBT adapted for Eating
disorders (Mentalization Based Therapy for Eating Disorders (MBT-ED))compared to a
standard comparison treatment, Specialist Supportive Clinical Management SSCM-ED) in
patients with a combination of an Eating Disorder and either a diagnosis of BPD or a history
of self-harm and impulsivity in the previous 12 months.
METHODS:

We will complete a multi-site single-blind randomized controlled trial of MBT-ED vs SSCMED. Participants will be recruited from 3 Eating Disorder Services and 2 Borderline
Personality Disorder Services in London. Participants allocated to MBT-ED will receive one
year of weekly group and individual therapy and participants allocated to SSCM-ED will
receive 20 sessions of individual therapy over 1 year. In addition, participants in both groups
will have access to up to 5 hours of dietetic advice. The primary outcome measure is the
global score on the Eating Disorders Examination. Secondary outcome measures include total
score on the Zanarini BPD scale, the Object Relations Inventory, the Depression Anxiety
Stress Scales, quality of life and cost-effectiveness. Measures are taken at recruitment and at 6
month intervals up to 18 months.
DISCUSSION:
This is the first RCT of MBT-ED in patients with eating disorders and symptoms of BPD and
will provide evidence to inform therapy decisions in this group of patients. During MBT-ED
mentalization is encouraged, while in SSCM-ED it is not overtly addressed. Study of
proposed moderating factors will help elucidate mechanisms of change in the two therapies
and analysis of therapy and interview transcripts will provide qualitative information about
the conduct of therapy and changes in mentalization and object relations.Trial registration:
ISRCTN51304415.
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Abstract

BACKGROUND:
The connection between psychopathology and tinnitus is complex and not adequately
studied. The aim of this study is to investigate the relationship between tinnitus and
psychiatric comorbidities from different points of view: categorical, dimensional,
temperamental, and perceived stress level.
METHODS:
Two hundred and thirty-nine patients affected by tinnitus were recruited between January
and October 2012. Patients underwent a preliminary battery of tests including the Tinnitus
Handicap Inventory (THI), Symptom Check List (SCL90-R), Temperament and Character
Inventory (TCI), and Stress-Related Vulnerability Scale (VRS), and eventually a full
psychiatric evaluation.
RESULTS:
One hundred and fourteen patients (48% of the total sample) presented psychiatric
comorbidity. Among these, a higher prevalence of depression, somatization, obsession, and
anxiety was found. More than 41% of patients affected by decompensated tinnitus reported a
family history of psychiatric disorders. Significant positive correlations between the
psychopathological screening tools (SCL90-R and VRS) and THI were found. Patients
affected by comorbid psychiatric disorder showed specific temperamental and characterial
predispositions.
CONCLUSION:
Psychiatric comorbidity in subjects affected by tinnitus is frequent. Stress can be considered
as a factor leading to damage and dysfunction of the auditory apparatus. The vulnerability to
neurotic disorders and the lack of coping capabilities can play a critical role in the clinical
history of patients affected by severe tinnitus.
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Abstract
Reports an error in "A critique of Gunderson's views of DSM-5: Commentary on "Seeking
clarity for future revisions of the personality disorders in DSM-5"" by Lee Anna Clark
(Personality Disorders: Theory, Research, and Treatment, 2013[Oct], Vol 4[4], 379-380).
The appendices were omitted (The following abstract of the original article appeared in
record 2013-45025-014.) Comments on the original article by Gunderson (see record 201345025-012). This commentary has three sections: (a) gratitude and agreements, (b) factual
issues, and (c) disagreements. Clark first acknowledges potential conflicts of interest: She
was a work group (WG) member for the fifth edition of the Diagnostic and Statistical
Manual of Mental Disorders (DSM-5; American Psychiatric Association, 2013). Clark is
also the author of a trait-dimensional measure for personality disorder (PD) assessment, and
she has worked for PD trait-dimensional diagnosis since 1980, when she was shocked to
learn that although the third edition of the DSM (American Psychiatric Association, 1980)
defined PD in terms of maladaptive traits, PD diagnosis was not based systematically on
traits. (PsycINFO Database Record (c) 2014 APA, all rights reserved).
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Abstract
Spite is an understudied construct that has been virtually ignored within the personality,
social, and clinical psychology literatures. This study introduces a self-report Spitefulness
Scale to assess individual differences in spitefulness. The scale was initially tested on a large
sample of 946 college students and cross-validated on a national sample of 297 adults. The
scale was internally consistent in both samples. Factor analysis supported a 1-factor solution
for the initial pool of 31 items. Item response theory analysis was used to identify the best
performing of the original 31 items in the university sample and reduce the scale to 17 items.
Tests of measurement invariance indicated that the items functioned similarly across both
university and national samples, across both men and women, and across both ethnic
majority and minority groups. Men reported higher levels of spitefulness than women,
younger people were more spiteful than older people, and ethnic minority members reported
higher levels of spitefulness than ethnic majority members. Across both samples,
spitefulness was positively associated with aggression, psychopathy, Machiavellianism,
narcissism, and guilt-free shame, and negatively correlated with self-esteem, guilt-proneness,

agreeableness, and conscientiousness. Ideally, this Spitefulness Scale will be able to predict
behavior in both laboratory settings (e.g., ultimatum games, aggression paradigms) and
everyday life, contribute to the diagnosis of personality disorders and oppositional defiant
disorder, and encourage further study of this neglected, often destructive, trait. (PsycINFO
Database Record (c) 2014 APA, all rights reserved).
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Abstract
Autism spectrum disorder and attention deficit/hyperactivity disorder overlap in several
ways, raising questions about the nature of this comorbidity. Rommelse et al. published an
innovative review of candidate endophenotypes for autism spectrum disorder and attention
deficit/hyperactivity disorder in cognitive and brain domains. They found that all the
endophenotypic impairments that were reviewed in attention deficit/hyperactivity disorder
were also present in autism spectrum disorder, suggesting a continuity model with attention
deficit/hyperactivity disorder as "a light form of autism spectrum disorder." Using existing
data, 75 adults with autism spectrum disorder and 53 with attention deficit/hyperactivity
disorder were directly compared on autistic symptoms with the autism spectrum quotient,
and on the endophenotypic measure of temperament and character, using the Abbreviated
(Dutch: Verkorte) Temperament and Character Inventory. Based on the hypothesis that
attention deficit/hyperactivity disorder and autism spectrum disorder are disorders on a
continuous spectrum, autism spectrum quotient scores and abbreviated Temperament and
Character Inventory scores were expected to be different from normal controls in both
disorders in a similar direction. In addition, the autism spectrum quotient and abbreviated
Temperament and Character Inventory scores were expected to be closely correlated. These
conditions applied to only two of the seven Abbreviated Temperament and Character
Inventory scales (harm avoidance and self-directedness), suggesting that temperament and
character as an endophenotype of autism spectrum disorder and attention

deficit/hyperactivity disorder provides only partial support for the continuity hypothesis of
autism spectrum disorder and attention deficit/hyperactivity disorder.
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Abstract
This preliminary field trial examines the reliability and validity of a proposed research
algorithm for diagnosing International Classification of Diseases (ICD)-11 personality
disorders and its association with other psychiatric assessments for the primary classification
of a single dimension of the five severity levels of personality dysfunction. In total, 137
psychiatric patients (119 with personality disorders and 18 without personality disorders) in
Korea were assessed. In the first part of the study, inter-rater reliability was evaluated with
an independent assessment of personality (personality assessment schedule). In the second
part of the study, (1) the algorithm that identified any personality disturbance was compared
with the ICD-10 and DSM-IV personality disorder diagnostic equivalents, and (ii) the four
levels of severity were examined for their associations with clinical pathology and social
functioning. The results showed good agreement between the algorithm and the test
instruments for identifying a personality disorder. A graded increase in clinical pathology
and social dysfunction was observed with increasing severity of personality disorder. These
findings suggest that a simple algorithm for recording severity of a personality disturbance
had both construct validity and was useful in practice, which supports severity classification
as a valuable concept. These findings need to be confirmed in other cultures and ethnic
groups. Copyright © 2013 John Wiley & Sons, Ltd.
Copyright © 2013 John Wiley & Sons, Ltd.
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Abstract
OBJECTIVE:
The aims of this study were to examine the prevalence and comorbidities of personality
disorders among incarcerated juveniles and to investigate the validity of these results.
METHOD:
A sample of 790 incarcerated youth (650 boys and 140 girls; mean age = 16.8 years)
completed an assessment of Axis II diagnoses (Structured Interview for DSM-IV
Personality). Subjects also completed secondary questionnaires assessing anger-irritability
(Youth Self-Report (YSR)), aggression (YSR), delinquency (Massachusetts Youth Screening
Instrument-2), and distress and restraint (Weinberger Adjustment Inventory).
RESULTS:
Personality disorders can be found among incarcerated youth at high rates. Many meet the
criteria for more than one personality disorder. Those with personality disorders have
significant elevations of anger-irritability, aggression, delinquency, and distress and reduced
restraint compared with incarcerated youth without a personality disorder.
CONCLUSIONS:
Results indicate that personality disorders can be found in incarcerated youth at high rates.
These findings further our understanding of chronic psychiatric illness and possibly criminal
recidivism in this at-risk population. Addition of personality measures in the assessment of
delinquents may assist in the development of more effective interventions. Furthermore, the
supportive convergent validity of these findings in a population younger than 18 years may

indicate a need to reassess the current rationale for the diagnosis of Axis II disorders.
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Abstract
Childhood maltreatment increases the risk for adult personality disorders (PDs), but several
PDs or maltreatment types co-occur. Specificity of maltreatment-personality associations is
poorly understood. Using a representative US population sample, we identified specific
associations between maltreatment types (sexual, physical and emotional abuse and physical
and emotional neglect) and PDs after controlling for basic demographics, parental
psychopathology, co-occurring maltreatment types and comorbid PD. We then examined
interactions of gender and maltreatment in predicting PDs. Each maltreatment type
significantly predicted three-four PDs. Borderline and schizotypal PDs were most strongly
predicted by sexual abuse, antisocial by physical abuse and avoidant and schizoid by
emotional neglect. Specific vulnerabilities differ by gender; maltreated boys may respond
with attention seeking and girls with social withdrawal. Findings highlight the importance of
evaluating all forms of maltreatment even when they co-occur and can inform development
of interventions to prevent personality pathology in at-risk children. Copyright © 2013 John
Wiley & Sons, Ltd.
Copyright © 2013 John Wiley & Sons, Ltd.
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Abstract
Traumatic brain injury (TBI) can cause a myriad of sequelae depending on its type, severity,
and location of injured structures. These can include mood disorders, posttraumatic stress

disorder and other anxiety disorders, personality disorders, aggressive disorders, cognitive
changes, chronic pain, sleep problems, motor or sensory impairments, endocrine
dysfunction, gastrointestinal disturbances, increased risk of infections, pulmonary
disturbances, parkinsonism, posttraumatic epilepsy, or their combinations. The progression
of individual pathologies leading to a given phenotype is variable, and some progress for
months. Consequently, the different post-TBI phenotypes appear within different time
windows. In parallel with morbidogenesis, spontaneous recovery occurs both in
experimental models and in human TBI. A great challenge remains; how can we dissect the
specific mechanisms that lead to the different endophenotypes, such as posttraumatic
epileptogenesis, in order to identify treatment approaches that would not compromise
recovery? This article is part of a Special Issue entitled "NEWroscience 2013".
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Abstract
Pediatric traumatic brain injury (TBI) is a major public health problem. Psychiatric disorders
with onset before the injury are more common than population base rates. Novel (postinjury
onset) psychiatric disorders (NPD) are also common and complicate child function after
injury. Novel disorders include personality change due to TBI, secondary attentiondeficit/hyperactivity disorder, other disruptive behavior disorders, and internalizing
disorders. This article reviews preinjury psychiatric disorders as well as biopsychosocial risk
factors and treatments for NPD.
Copyright © 2014 Elsevier Inc. All rights reserved.
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Abstract
BACKGROUND:
It has been suggested that interpersonal sensitivity, a personality trait associated with
depression and anxiety disorders, is linked with attachment insecurity. To confirm this link,
we studied the correlations of interpersonal sensitivity with working models of the self and
other.
METHODS:
The subjects were 301 healthy Japanese. Interpersonal sensitivity and working models of the
self and other were assessed by the Interpersonal Sensitivity Measure (IPSM) and the
Relationship Scales Questionnaire, respectively. The correlations of the IPSM total scores
with the self-model or other-model scores were analyzed by the multiple regression analysis.
RESULTS:
The IPSM total scores were correlated negatively with the self-model scores (β = -0.48,
p < 0.001) and to a lesser extent with the other-model scores (β = -0.15, p < 0.01).
CONCLUSIONS:
The present study suggests that interpersonal sensitivity is correlated with negative working
models of the self and other, providing evidence for its link with attachment insecurity.
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Abstract
Epidemiological studies show relatively low rates of personality disorder (PD) in Asianorigin samples, but these low rates may result from a lack of understanding about what
constitutes PD in Asian cultural contexts. Research on etiology, assessment, and treatment
has rarely been extended to incorporate ways in which culture might shape PDs in general,
let alone among Asians in particular. PDs did not officially change in DSM-5, but an
alternative dimensional system may help link the Asian PD literature to non-clinical
personality research. Personality and culture are deeply intertwined, and the research
literature on Asian PDs - and on PDs more generally - would benefit greatly from more
research unpacking the cultural mechanisms of variation.
Copyright © 2013 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
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Abstract
Adults with substance use disorders (SUDs) report a high prevalence of childhood abuse.
Research in the general population suggests specific types of abuse lead to particular
negative outcomes; it is not known whether this pattern holds for adults with SUDs. We
hypothesized that specific types of abuse would be associated with particular behavioral and
emotional outcomes among substance users. That is, childhood sexual abuse would be
associated with risky sex behaviors, childhood physical abuse with aggression, and
childhood emotional abuse with emotion dysregulation. 280 inpatients (M age=43.3; 69.7%
male; 88.4% African American) in substance use treatment completed the Childhood
Trauma Questionnaire (CTQ), HIV Risk-Taking Behavior Scale, Addiction Severity Index,
Difficulties with Emotion Regulation Scale (DERS), Distress Tolerance Scale (DTS), and
Affect Intensity and Dimensions of Affiliation Motivation (AIM). Consistent with our
hypotheses, the CTQ sexual abuse subscale uniquely predicted exchanging sex for cocaine
and heroin, number of arrests for prostitution, engaging in unprotected sex with a casual
partner during the prior year, and experiencing low sexual arousal when sober. The physical
abuse subscale uniquely predicted number of arrests for assault and weapons offenses. The
emotional abuse subscale uniquely predicted the DERS total score, AIM score, and DTS
score. Among substance users, different types of abuse are uniquely associated with specific

negative effects. Assessment of specific abuse types among substance users may be
informative in treatment planning and relapse prevention.
Copyright © 2014 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.
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Abstract
Background: Personality disorders (PDs) are prevalent in about one in every 10 adults. Prior
to the introduction of the ICD-10 in Denmark, the incidence rate for PD (including
schizotypal) among psychiatric patients was approximately 12% and the prevalence rate
14%. Aims: The aim of the present clinical epidemiology study is to investigate the use of
ICD-10 PD as primary and secondary diagnoses in years 1995, 2000 and 2006, comorbid
disorders and their relation to age and gender. Methods: The study includes all adult patients
admitted to any psychiatric hospital (inpatients and outpatients) in Denmark. Results: Both
incidence and prevalence rates of PD diagnoses decrease over the study period. It is evident
that all specific diagnoses significantly decrease or remain stable whereas the unspecified
and mixed type significantly increases constituting up to 50% of diagnoses. Emotionally
unstable PD stands out as the single most prevalent covering around one third of PD
diagnoses. A decrease is found in the prevalence of patients receiving a PD diagnosis as a
primary diagnosis, but an increase as a secondary diagnosis (most often as comorbid to
depression or anxiety disorder). Differences are found in relation to gender and age.
Conclusion: PDs are among the most prevalent disorders; however, rates are decreasing in
psychiatric settings. There seem to be a rather huge gap between clinical evaluation and
research data on prevalence of PDs. Clinicians need more education and sufficient time for
in-depth personality assessment of PDs in all patient groups.
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Abstract
This study used model-based cluster analysis to identify subtypes of men who scored high in
overall psychopathy (i.e., ≥ 95th percentile on the Triarchic Psychopathy Measure; n = 193)
from a larger sample evaluated for service in the Finnish military (N = 4043). Cluster
variates consisted of scores on distinct facets of psychopathy together with a measure of
negative affectivity. The best-fitting model specified 2 clusters, representing "primary" (n =
110) and "secondary" psychopathy (n = 83) groups. Compared to a low-psychopathy
comparison group (n = 1878), both psychopathy subgroups showed markedly elevated levels
of externalizing symptoms and criminal behavior. Secondary psychopathic participants also
reported high levels of internalizing problems including anxiousness, depression, and
somatization, and scored higher on the disinhibition facet of psychopathy relative to the
primary group. By contrast, primary psychopathic individuals reported fewer internalizing
problems than either the secondary psychopathy or comparison groups and scored higher on
the boldness facet of psychopathy. Primary psychopathic participants also had higher rates of
violent crimes than the secondary psychopaths. Implications for conceptualizing and
studying psychopathy in nonforensic populations are discussed. (PsycINFO Database Record
(c) 2014 APA, all rights reserved).
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Abstract
Personality disorders are characterized as temporally stable patterns of symptoms (APA,
2000). However, evidence on the stability of narcissistic personality disorder (NPD) is
generally lacking. This study tracked the prevalence and remission rates of individual criteria
for NPD over the course of 2 years. In addition, the stability of dimensional personality
pathology in patients with NPD (assessed with the Dimensional Assessment of Personality
Pathology, DAPP-BQ) was assessed over time. A sample of 96 patients with a diagnosis of
NPD was recruited at baseline. Forty patients participated in the follow-up assessment 2
years later. Our results indicate a moderate remission rate (53%) for NPD as a categorical
diagnosis. However, single NPD criteria differed in their prevalence and temporal stability,
similar to findings for other personality disorders. Moreover, scores on dimensional
subscales of the DAPP-BQ remained stable over time. Theoretical implications are
discussed. (PsycINFO Database Record (c) 2014 APA, all rights reserved).
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Abstract
Narcissistic personality disorder (NPD) is associated with an assortment of characteristics
that undermine interpersonal functioning. A lack of empathy is often cited as the primary
distinguishing feature of NPD. However, clinical presentations of NPD suggest that empathy
is not simply deficient in these individuals, but dysfunctional and subject to a diverse set of
motivational and situational factors. Consistent with this presentation, research illustrates
that empathy is multidimensional, involving 2 distinct emotional and cognitive processes
associated with a capacity to respectively understand and respond to others' mental and
affective states. The goal of this practice review is to bridge the gap between our

psychobiological understanding of empathy and its clinical manifestations in NPD. We
present 3 case studies highlighting the variability in empathic functioning in people with
NPD. Additionally, we summarize the literature on empathy and NPD, which largely
associates this disorder with deficient emotional empathy, and dysfunctional rather than
deficient cognitive empathy. Because this research is limited, we also present empathy-based
findings for related syndromes (borderline and psychopathy). Given the complexity of
narcissism and empathy, we propose that multiple relationships can exist between these
constructs. Ultimately, by recognizing the multifaceted relationship between empathy and
narcissism, and moving away from an all or nothing belief that those with NPD simply lack
empathy, therapists may better understand narcissistic patients' behavior and motivational
structure. (PsycINFO Database Record (c) 2014 APA, all rights reserved).
PMID: 24512457 [PubMed - as supplied by publisher]
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Abstract
The Diagnostic and Statistical Manual of Mental Disorders, Fifth Edition (DSM-5) includes
an alternative diagnostic approach to the assessment of personality disorders (PDs) in
Section III with the aim of stimulating further research. Diagnosis of a PD using this
approach is predicated on the presence of personality impairment and pathological
personality traits. The types of traits present (e.g., callousness vs. emotional lability) are used
to derive DSM-IV PD scores. Concerns have been raised, however, that such a trait-based
approach will yield PD constructs that differ substantially from those generated using the
approaches articulated in previous iterations of the DSM. We empirically examined this
issue in a sample of 109 adults who were currently receiving mental health treatment. More
specifically, we examined the correlations between interview-based PD scores derived from
DSM-IV to DSM-5 PD trait counts, and tested them in relation to the 30 specific facets of
the five-factor model, as well as internalizing and externalizing symptoms. Overall, the
DSM-IV PD scores and DSM-5 PD trait counts correlated significantly with one another (Mr
= .63), demonstrated similar patterns of interrelations among the PDs, and manifested highly
similar patterns of correlations with general personality traits and symptoms of
psychopathology. These results indicate that the DSM-5 PD trait counts specified in the
alternative DSM-5 PD diagnostic approach capture the same constructs as those measured

using the more traditional DSM-IV diagnostic system. (PsycINFO Database Record (c) 2014
APA, all rights reserved).
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Abstract
Current DSM-based instruments for personality disorders (PDs) limit the investigation of the
course and outcome of treatment of these disorders. This study examined the validity of the
Shedler-Westen Assessment Procedure-200 (SWAP-200) and the Structured Clinical
Interview for DSM-IV Axis II PD (SCID-II) in a sample of forensic PD patients. Results
based on 66 participants indicated that the SWAP-200 Q-factors reduced the frequency of
diagnostic comorbidity of PD categories by half compared with the SCID-II. Only the
SWAP-200's Antisocial PD category showed good convergent and discriminant validity with
respect to other instruments describing aspects of PD. The validity of the cutoff score for
severe antisocial PD was confirmed, and this category predicted severe incidents in the
hospital at 1 year of follow-up. A violence risk scale was constructed, which differentiated
violent and nonviolent offenders. The results support the validity of the SWAP-200 and its
potential clinical utility with forensic PD patients.
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Abstract
Section III of DSM-5 includes an alternative model for personality disorders comprising five
higher-order pathological personality traits, four of which resemble domains from the Big
Five/Five-Factor Model of Personality (FFM). There has, however, been considerable debate
regarding the association of FFM Openness-to-Experience/Intellect (OE/I) with DSM-5
Psychoticism and Schizotypal Personality Disorder (STPD). The authors identify several
limitations in the literature, including inattention to (a) differences in the conceptualization
of OE/I in the questionnaire and lexical traditions and (b) the symptom heterogeneity of
STPD. They then address these limitations in two large patient samples. The results suggest
that OE/I per se is weakly associated with Psychoticism and STPD symptoms. However,
unique variance specific to the different conceptualizations of OE/I demonstrates much
stronger associations, often in opposing directions. These results clarify the debate and the
seemingly discrepant views that OE/I is unrelated to Psychoticism and contains variance
relevant to Psychoticism.
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Abstract

The authors investigated the structure and correlates of DSM-5 maladaptive personality traits
in two samples of 577 students and 212 inpatients using the German self-report form of the
Personality Inventory for DSM-5. They found that (a) the factor structure of DSM-5 trait
facets is largely in line with the proposed trait domains of Negative Affectivity, Detachment,
Antagonism, Disinhibition, and Psychoticism; (b) all DSM-5 trait domains except
Psychoticism are highly related to the respective domains of the Five-Factor Model of
personality; (c) the trait facets are positively associated with a self-report measure of general
personality dysfunction; and (d) the DSM-5 trait facets show differential associations with a
range of self-reported DSM-IV Axis I disorders. These findings give further support to the
new DSM-5 trait model and suggest that it may generalize to other languages and cultures.
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Abstract
Objective: Despite growing awareness of adult ADHD and its comorbidity with personality
disorders (PDs), little is known about sex- and subtype-related differences. Method: In all,
910 patients (452 females, 458 males) affected with persistent adult ADHD were assessed
for comorbid PDs with the Structured Clinical Interview of DSM-IV and for personality
traits with the revised NEO personality inventory, and the Tridimensional Personality
Questionnaire. Results: The most prevalent PDs were narcissistic PD in males and histrionic
PD in females. Affected females showed higher Neuroticism, Openness to Experience, and
Agreeableness scores as well as Harm Avoidance and Reward Dependence scores.
Narcissistic PD and antisocial PD have the highest prevalence in the H-type, while
Borderline PD is more frequent in the C-type. Conclusion: Sex- and subtype-related
differences in Axis II disorder comorbidity as well as impairment-modifying personality
traits have to be taken into account in epidemiological studies of persistent ADHD. (J. of Att.
Dis. XXXX; XX(X) XX-XX).
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Abstract
The fully dimensional approach to the relationship between schizotypal personality traits and
schizophrenia describes schizotypy as a continuum throughout the general population
ranging from low schizotypy (LoS) and psychological health to high schizotypy (HiS) and
psychosis-proneness. However, no biological markers have yet been discovered that reliably
quantify an individual's degree of schizotypy and/or psychosis. This study aimed to evaluate
quantitative electroencephalographic (qEEG) measures of power spectra as potential
biomarkers of the proneness towards the development of psychosis in schizotypal
individuals. The resting-state oscillatory brain dynamics under eyes-closed condition from
16 LoS and 16 HiS individuals were analysed for qEEG measures of background rhythm
frequency, relative power in δ, θ, low-α, high-α, low-β, high-β and low-γ frequency bands,
and the high-temporal cross-correlation of power spectra between low- and high-frequency
bands observed by averaging signals from whole-head EEG electrodes. HiS individuals at
rest locked the thalamocortical loop in the low-α band at a lower-frequency oscillation and
displayed an abnormally high level of neural synchronisation. In addition, the high-α band
was found to be positively correlated with both the high-β and low-γ bands unlike LoS
individuals, indicating widespread thalamocortical resonance in HiS individuals. The
increase of regional alpha oscillations in HiS individuals suggests abnormal high-level
attention, whereas the pattern of correlation between frequency bands resembles the
thalamocortical dysrhythmia phenomenon which underlies the symptomatology of a variety
of neuropsychiatric disorders including schizophrenia. These qEEG biomarkers may aid
clinicians in identifying HiS individuals with a high-risk of developing psychosis.
Copyright © 2014 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
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Abstract
BACKGROUND:
The circadian abnormality of delayed sleep phase has been suggested to characterise a
subgroup of depressed young adults with different risk factors and course of illness. We aim
to assess the prevalence and factors, particularly substance use, associated with such delay in
a large help seeking cohort of young people with mental health problems.
METHODS:
From a consecutively recruited sample of 802 help seeking young people, 305 (38%) had at
least moderate depressive symptoms (QIDS-C16 >10), sleep data and did not have a chronic
severe mental illness. Demographic and clinical characteristics were evaluated through self
report and clinical interview. Delayed sleep phase was defined as a sleep onset between the
hours of 02.00 - 06.00 and the characteristics of this group were compared to normal phase
sleepers.
RESULTS:
Delayed sleep onset was reported amongst 18% (n = 56/305) of the depressed group
compared to 11% of the non depressed young people. Amongst the depressed group, delayed
sleep onset was associated with tobacco, alcohol and cannabis misuse and short sleep
duration (x: 5.8 hrs vs. x: 7.8 hrs). There were no differences in demographic factors,
personality traits or symptoms. Tobacco smoking was very common: In logistic regression
analyses only tobacco use (OR 2.28, 95% CI: 1.04 - 5.01) was associated with delayed sleep
onset. There was no interaction with age.
CONCLUSIONS:

Delayed sleep was twice as common in depressed young people as the general population
and young people with other mental health problems, and is a potential marker for a
subgroup of mood disorders. Those with delayed sleep onset were not more severely
depressed but had short sleep duration, a risk for chronic psychological ill health, and higher
levels of tobacco use. Nicotine use was common in this group, has biological evidence as a
sleep disrupter, and requires specifically addressing in this population.
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Abstract
BACKGROUND:
Anxiety, depressive and substance use disorders account for three quarters of the disability
attributed to mental disorders and frequently co-occur. While programs for the prevention
and reduction of symptoms associated with (i) substance use and (ii) mental health disorders
exist, research is yet to determine if a combined approach is more effective. This paper
describes the study protocol of a cluster randomised controlled trial to evaluate the
effectiveness of the CLIMATE Schools Combined intervention, a universal approach to
preventing substance use and mental health problems among adolescents.Methods/design:
Participants will consist of approximately 8400 students aged 13 to 14-years-old from 84
secondary schools in New South Wales, Western Australia and Queensland, Australia. The
schools will be cluster randomised to one of four groups; (i) CLIMATE Schools Combined
intervention; (ii) CLIMATE Schools - Substance Use; (iii) CLIMATE Schools - Mental
Health, or (iv) Control (Health and Physical Education as usual).The primary outcomes of
the trial will be the uptake and harmful use of alcohol and other drugs, mental health

symptomatology and anxiety, depression and substance use knowledge. Secondary outcomes
include substance use related harms, self-efficacy to resist peer pressure, general disability,
and truancy. The link between personality and substance use will also be examined.
DISCUSSION:
Compared to students who receive the universal CLIMATE Schools - Substance Use, or
CLIMATE Schools - Mental Health or the Control condition (who received usual Health and
Physical Education), we expect students who receive the CLIMATE Schools Combined
intervention to show greater delays to the initiation of substance use, reductions in substance
use and mental health symptoms, and increased substance use and mental health
knowledge.Trial registration: This trial is registered with the Australian and New Zealand
Clinical Trials registry, ACTRN12613000723785.
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Abstract
Sleep problems often co-occur with psychopathological conditions and affective
dysregulation. Individuals with mood disorders have significantly higher rates of sleep
disturbances than healthy individuals, and among those with mood disorders, sleep problems
are associated with lower rates of remission and response to treatment. Sleep disruption may
itself be a risk factor for various forms of psychopathology, as experimental sleep
deprivation has been found to lead to increased affective, cognitive, and somatic symptoms
within healthy volunteers. However, little is known about the relationship between recurring
sleep complaints in a naturalistic environment and symptoms of psychopathology among
healthy individuals. In the present study, 49 healthy adults (21 males and 28 females)
reported sleep quality and completed the Personality Assessment Inventory, a standardized
self-report assessment of symptoms of psychopathology. Consistent with prior published

findings during total sleep deprivation, individuals endorsing self-reported naturally
occurring sleep problems showed higher scores on scales measuring somatic complaints,
anxiety, and depression. Furthermore, the reported frequency of sleep disturbance was
closely linked with the severity of self-reported symptoms. While causal directionality
cannot be inferred, these findings support the notion that sleep and emotional functioning are
closely linked.
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Abstract
Somatoform disorders are characterized by somatic symptoms that suggest a medical
condition when such a condition is not present. Recently, Thomas and Locke (2010) and
Jasper, Hiller, Rist, Bailer, and Witthöft (2012) found that the latent status of somatic
symptom reporting may be best viewed from a dimensional perspective in a student, primary
care, and an epilepsy-monitoring-unit setting using the Minnesota Multiphasic Personality
Inventory-2-Restructured Form Somatic Complaints (RC1) Scale and Patient Health
Questionnaire (PHQ-15). To determine whether the latent status of somatic symptom
reporting is dimensional in general population samples and across other measures, we
analyzed the latent status of somatic symptom reporting in 2 large general German
population samples using the PHQ-15 and Screening for Somatoform Symptoms (SOMS-7;
N1 = 2,469; N2 = 2,434). We applied 3 popular taxometric methods: MAXEIG, MAMBAC,
and L-Mode. In both samples, the analyses indicated a dimensional solution. Hence, the
latent structure of somatic symptom reporting encompasses differences in degree rather than
kind. Implications of the dimensional latent status of somatoform disorders regarding
assessment and causality are discussed. (PsycINFO Database Record (c) 2014 APA, all
rights reserved).
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Do Maladaptive Behaviors Exist at One or
Both Ends of Personality Traits?
Pettersson E, Mendle J, Turkheimer E, Horn EE, Ford DC, Simms LJ, Clark LA.

Abstract
In the Diagnostic and Statistical Manual of Mental Disorders (5th ed.; American Psychiatric
Association, 2013) personality disorder trait model, maladaptive behavior is located at one
end of continuous scales. Widiger and colleagues, however, have argued that maladaptive
behavior exists at both ends of trait continua. We propose that the role of evaluative variance
differentiates these two perspectives and that once evaluation is isolated, maladaptive
behaviors emerge at both ends of nonevaluative trait dimensions. In Study 1, we argue that
evaluative variance is worthwhile to measure separately from descriptive content because it
clusters items by valence regardless of content (e.g., lazy and workaholic; apathetic and
anxious; gullible and paranoid; timid and hostile, etc.), which is unlikely to describe a
consistent behavioral style. We isolate evaluation statistically (Study 2) and at the time of
measurement (Study 3) to show that factors unrelated to valence evidence maladaptive
behavior at both ends. We argue that nonevaluative factors, which display maladaptive
behavior at both ends of continua, may better approximate ways in which individuals
actually behave. (PsycINFO Database Record (c) 2014 APA, all rights reserved).
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Abstract
Comorbidity of personality disorders in addiction is common, and there is a need for efficient
detection methods. This study describes the use of two quick screening instruments: the selfreported versions of the Iowa Personality Disorder Screen (IPDS-SR) and the Standardised
Assessment of Personality Abbreviated Scale (SAPAS-SR). The sample included 53
inpatients dependent on alcohol and/or drugs, with a 42% prevalence of any DSM-IV
personality disorder. The Personality Assessment Schedule (PAS) was used as gold standard.
Receiver-Operant-Characteristic (ROC) was used for analysis. The Area Under the Curve for
the IPDS-SR was 0.84 (95% CI 0.72-0.93) and for the SAPAS-SR was 0.82 (95% CI 0.700.93). An IPDS-SR score of 5 or more correctly classified 77.4% of patients, with a sensitivity
of 86.4% and a specificity of 71%. A SAPAS-SR score of 4 or more correctly classified
73.6% of patients, with a sensitivity of 81.8% and a specificity of 67.7%. Both instruments
were quick, easy to administer, and acceptable to use by this population. They can be
implemented in routine clinical practice in busy substance misuse departments. However
further research into the implications of positive screenings is required.
Copyright © 2014 Elsevier Ireland Ltd. All rights reserved.
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Abstract
BACKGROUND:
A diagnosis of colorectal cancer (CRC) and its long-term treatment may lead to significant
psychological distress and impaired health-related quality of life (HRQoL) for a significant
proportion of patients.
METHODS:
We searched the PubMed/MEDLINE electronic database for available literature on the
associations between personality characteristics, depression, psychological distress and
HRQoL in CRC. Additional references were identified through the citation tracking of the
included articles.
RESULTS:
Recent evidence indicates that Type-D (distressed) personality may predict distress among
CRC patients. Additionally, other personality traits, such as specific ego defense mechanisms,
influence the coping responses and HRQoL. Although the presence of a stoma has been linked
to the development of depressive symptoms and impairment in HRQoL in CRC patients, more
prospective studies are necessary to confirm these associations. Sense of coherence (SOC) has

both a moderating and mediating effect on health (especially mental health and HRQoL), and
preliminary data indicate that SOC may be an independent predictor of CRC survival.
CONCLUSIONS:
The interplay between personality variables during the elaboration of "the impaired role" is
complex, and the assessment of personality traits may be incorporated into a comprehensive
psychosomatic evaluation of CRC patients. More well-designed prospective investigations are
necessary to establish the contributory role of personality dimensions for the development of
and protection from distress and impairment in the HRQoL of CRC patients, which could
eventually lead to the development of psychosocial interventions that are personalized to this
patient population (for example, manual-based psychotherapies).
Copyright © 2014 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.
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Abstract
ABSTRACT Dissociative amnesia (DA) among subjects with a dissociative disorder and/or
borderline personality disorder (BPD) recruited from a non-clinical population was examined.
The Steinberg Dissociative Amnesia Questionnaire (SDAQ), the Childhood Trauma
Questionnaire (CTQ), and the self-report screening tool of the BPD section of the Structured
Clinical Interview for DSM-IV (SCID-BPD) were administered to 1301 college students.
Eighty participants who were diagnosed with BPD according to the clinician-administered
SCID-BPD, and 111 non-borderline controls were evaluated using the Structured Clinical
Interview for DSM-IV Dissociative Disorders (SCID-D) by a psychiatrist blind to diagnosis
and scale scores. Internal consistency analyses and test-retest evaluations suggested that the

SDAQ is a reliable instrument for the studied population. Of the participants, 20.6% reported
a SDAQ score of 20 or above and impairment by DA. Those who had both dissociative
disorder and BPD (n = 78) had the highest SDAQ scores. Both disorders had significant
effects on the SCID-D total and amnesia scores in variance analysis. On SDAQ scores,
however, only BPD had this effect. There was significant interaction between two disorders
for the SCID-D total but not for the SDAQ and SCID-D amnesia scores. BPD represented the
severity of dissociation and childhood trauma in this study group. However, in contrast to the
dissociative disorders, BPD was characterized by better awareness of DA in self-report. The
discrepancies between self-report and clinical interview associated with BPD and dissociative
disorders are discussed in the context of betrayal theory (Freyd, 1994) of BPD and perceptual
theory (Beere, 2009) of dissociative disorders.
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Abstract
BACKGROUND:
Burden in dementia caregivers is a complex and multidimensional construct. Several models
of burden and other representations of burden like depression or mental health are described

in literature. To clarify the state of science, we systematically reviewed complex models that
include both patient and caregiver determinants of caregiver burden.
OBJECTIVE:
A review of determinant models of caregiver burden.
DESIGN:
Systematic review DATA SOURCES: Electronic databases PubMed, PsycInfo and EMbase
were searched in December 2013.
STUDY SELECTION AND ANALYSIS:
Research studies with quantitative outcome measures of caregiver burden or burden-related
concepts, including both patient and caregiver functional characteristics as determinants. We
categorized the determinant variables in the models and calculated the percentages of proven
determinants within each category.
RESULTS:
We found 32 studies with burden models and 24 depression and mental health models. Patient
behavioral problems, caregiver coping and personality traits and competence are most
consistent determinants of caregiver burden, depression and mental health. Behavioral
problems are more significant than cognitive disorders or lack of self-care. Of all measured
caregiver personality traits, neuroticism has the strongest impact on caregiver burden.
Regarding caregiver competences, feeling competent or enjoying higher self-efficacy in
general diminish caregiver burden and promote caregiver mental health.
Copyright © 2014. Published by Elsevier B.V.
PMID: 24675045 [PubMed - as supplied by publisher]
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Abstract
Pathological gambling, alongside addictive and antisocial disorders, forms part of a broad
psychopathological spectrum of externalizing disorders, which share an underlying genetic
vulnerability. The shared externalizing propensity is a highly heritable, continuously varying
trait. Disinhibitory personality traits such as impulsivity and novelty seeking (NS) function as
indicators of this broad shared externalizing tendency, which may reflect, at the
neurobiological level, variation in the reactivity of dopaminergic (DAergic) brain reward
systems centered on the ventral striatum (VS). Here, we examined whether individual
differences in ventral striatal dopamine (DA) synthesis capacity were associated with
individual variation in disinhibitory personality traits. Twelve healthy male volunteers
underwent 6-[(18)F]Fluoro-L-DOPA (FDOPA) positron emission tomography (PET)
scanning to measure striatal DA synthesis capacity, and completed a measure of disinhibited
personality (NS). We found that levels of ventral, but not dorsal, striatal DA synthesis
capacity were significantly correlated with inter-individual variation in disinhibitory
personality traits, particularly a propensity for financial extravagance and irresponsibility. Our
results are consistent with preclinical models of behavioral disinhibition and addiction
proneness, and provide novel insights into the neurobiology of personality based vulnerability
to pathological gambling and other externalizing disorders.
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Abstract
BACKGROUND:
Dissociation likely plays a key role in schizophrenia and borderline personality disorder
(BPD), although empirical studies that compare specific manifestations of these symptoms in
schizophrenia and BPD are rare. In this context, the purpose of this study was to compare the
occurrence of dissociative and other psychopathological symptoms in these disorders, and to
assess the possible influence of antipsychotic medication on the dissociative symptoms.
METHODS:
We assessed 31 patients with schizophrenia and 36 patients with BPD. Dissociative symptoms
were measured by the Dissociative Experiences Scale (DES), symptoms related to stress and
traumatic experiences were assessed using the Trauma Symptom Checklist-40 (TSC-40), and
other psychopathological symptoms were measured with the Health of the Nation Outcome
Scales (HoNOS). We also assessed actual daily doses of antipsychotic medication in
chlorpromazine equivalents in all participants.
RESULTS:
The results show that symptoms of traumatic stress measured by the TSC-40 had significantly
higher scores in the BPD group. The data also show that dissociative symptoms (DES) were
significantly correlated with symptoms of traumatic stress (TSC-40) and with symptoms
assessed by the HoNOS. Remarkably significant correlations were found between levels of
antipsychotic medication and the DES and between antipsychotic medication and the
depersonalization/derealization component of the DES in BPD patients.
CONCLUSION:
The results support an important role of dissociative processes in schizophrenia and BPD and
suggest a significant relationship between manifestations of dissociative symptoms in BPD
and antipsychotic medication.
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Abstract
IMPORTANCE Myotonic dystrophy type 1 (DM1), the most common muscular dystrophy
observed in adults, is a genetic multisystem disorder affecting several other organs besides
skeletal muscle, including the brain. Cognitive and personality abnormalities have been
reported; however, no studies have investigated brain functional networks and their
relationship with personality traits/disorders in patients with DM1. OBJECTIVE To use
resting-state functional magnetic resonance imaging to assess the potential relationship
between personality traits/disorders and changes to functional connectivity within the default
mode network (DMN) in patients with DM1. DESIGN, SETTING, AND PARTICIPANTS
We enrolled 27 patients with genetically confirmed DM1 and 16 matched healthy control
individuals. Patients underwent personality assessment using clinical interview and Minnesota
Multiphasic Personality Inventory-2 administration; all participants underwent resting-state
functional magnetic resonance imaging. Investigations were conducted at the Istituto di
Ricovero e Cura a Carattere Scientifico Santa Lucia Foundation, Catholic University of
Sacred Heart, and Azienda Ospedaliera San Camillo Forlanini. INTERVENTION Resting-

state functional magnetic resonance imaging. MAIN OUTCOMES AND MEASURES
Measures of personality traits in patients and changes in functional connectivity within the
DMN in patients and controls. Changes in functional connectivity and atypical personality
traits in patients were correlated. RESULTS We combined results obtained from the
Minnesota Multiphasic Personality Inventory-2 and clinical interview to identify a continuum
of atypical personality profiles ranging from schizotypal personality traits to paranoid
personality disorder within our DM1 patients. We also demonstrated an increase in functional
connectivity in the bilateral posterior cingulate and left parietal DMN nodes in DM1 patients
compared with controls. Moreover, patients with DM1 showed strong associations between
DMN functional connectivity and schizotypal-paranoid traits. CONCLUSIONS AND
RELEVANCE Our findings provide novel biological evidence that DM1 is a clinical
condition that also involves an alteration of functional connectivity of the brain. We speculate
that these functional brain abnormalities, similarly to frank psychiatric disorders, may account
for the atypical personality traits observed in patients with DM1.
PMID: 24664202 [PubMed - as supplied by publisher]
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Abstract
BACKGROUND:
SOC is associated with wellbeing and health. The Lundby Study is a cohort study of an
unselected population (n=3563) in whom mental health and personality traits have been
assessed since 1947, with follow ups in 1957, 1972, and 1997. Aim: To describe the
relationship of Antonovsky's 29-item sense of coherence scale (SOC) and its three subscales
(comprehensibility, manageability, and meaningfulness) to mental health and mortality in an
unselected middle-aged and elderly community cohort, controlling for gender, age, marital
status, and socioeconomic status. Another aim was to analyse the three-factor structure of the
SOC. Methods: Of the 1797 surviving subjects in 1997, 1559 participated in a semistructured
diagnostic interview, and 1164 subjects completed the SOC questionnaire. Psychiatrists
performed diagnostic evaluations. Collateral information was obtained from case notes and

registers. Dates of death from 1997-2011 were obtained from the cause of death register.
Results: SOC scores showed no sex differences, but were positively correlated with age. SOC
scores were higher in married relative to unmarried participants and in blue-collar workers
and self-employed individuals relative to white-collar workers. Total SOC and subscale scores
were negatively correlated with depressive, anxiety, organic, and psychotic disorders. Male
gender was positively correlated with comprehensibility and female gender was positively
correlated with manageability and meaningfulness. Higher comprehensibility scores were
correlated with lower mortality. Conclusions: SOC scores increased with age, were higher for
blue-collar workers, and were lower for individuals with psychiatric disorders. Higher
comprehensibility scores were associated with lower mortality. However, there was only weak
evidence for a three-factor structure.
PMID: 24662308 [PubMed - as supplied by publisher]
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Abstract
Reports an error in "Therapeutic Assessment Promotes Treatment Readiness but Does not
Affect Symptom Change in Patients With Personality Disorders: Findings From a
Randomized Clinical Trial" by Hilde De Saeger, Jan H. Kamphuis, Stephen E. Finn, Justin D.
Smith, Roel Verheul, Jan J. van Busschbach, Dine J. Feenstra and Eva K. Horn
(Psychological Assessment, Advanced Online Publication, Jan 27, 2014, np). A study from
Ackerman, Hilsenroth, Baity, & Blagys (2000), Hilsenroth, Ackerman, Clemence, & Strassle
(2002), and Hilsenroth, Peters, & Ackerman (2004) was misrepresented in the original text.
The text stated that the therapists and the assessors in this study were not the same person.
The evaluation of this study should appear as follows: "It is noteworthy that the therapists and
assessors were the same person, indicating that the techniques practiced by TA providers
foster a therapeutic alliance that is sustained in subsequent psychotherapy and might aid in
treatment readiness and success." (The following abstract of the original article appeared in
record 2014-02483-001.) The field of clinical personality assessment is lacking in published
empirical evidence regarding its treatment and clinical utility. This article reports on a
randomized controlled clinical trial (N = 74) allocating patients awaiting treatment in a
specialized clinic for personality disorders to either 4 sessions of (a) therapeutic assessment
(TA) or (b) a structured goal-focused pretreatment intervention (GFPTI). In terms of shortterm outcome, TA demonstrated superior ability to raise outcome expectancies and patient
perceptions of progress toward treatment (Cohen's d = 0.65 and 0.56, respectively) and
yielded higher satisfaction (d = 0.68). Moreover, patients reported marginally stronger
alliance to the TA clinicians than to GFPT clinicians (d = 0.46), even though therapists

perceived the alliance as equally positive in both groups. No differences in symptomatic
ratings were observed. Results are discussed with reference to treatment utility in this
particular patient group. (PsycINFO Database Record (c) 2014 APA, all rights reserved).
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Abstract
Objective: Analysis of the patient-therapist relationship (relationship work) is considered a
core active ingredient in dynamic psychotherapy. However, there are contradictory findings
as for whom and under what circumstances these interventions are beneficial. This study
investigates long-term effects of relationship work in the context of patients' level of
personality pathology and therapists' self-reported parental feelings. Method: One hundred
outpatients seeking psychotherapy for depression, anxiety, and personality disorders were
randomly assigned to weekly dynamic psychotherapy, either with or without relationship
work, for 1 year. Personality pathology was evaluated before treatment as the sum of
fulfilled personality disorder criteria items on the Structured Clinical Interview for DSM-IIIR Personality Disorders. Therapist feelings were assessed using the Feeling Word Checklist58. The outcome variables were the Psychodynamic Functioning Scales and Inventory of
Interpersonal Problems, measured at pretreatment, midtreatment, posttreatment, 1 year, and 3
years after treatment termination. Results: A significant interaction of treatment group
(relationship work vs. no relationship work) by personality pathology by parental therapist
feelings was present, indicating that parental feelings were differentially associated with
long-term effects of relationship work, depending on the level of personality pathology. In
the context of low parental feelings, relationship work was positive for all patients. However,
when parental feelings were stronger, the specific effects of such interventions were even
more positive for patients with high levels of personality pathology, but negative for patients
with low levels of personality pathology. Conclusion: The interaction of parental therapist
feelings and patients' personality pathology was strongly associated with the long-term
specific effects of analysis of the patient-therapist relationship. (PsycINFO Database Record
(c) 2014 APA, all rights reserved).
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Abstract
Objective:To examine the associations between beliefs about the causes of depression,
schizophrenia, social phobia and post-traumatic stress disorder (PTSD) and stigmatising
attitudes towards people with these disorders.Methods:In 2011, telephone interviews were
carried out with 6019 Australians aged 15 or over. Participants were presented with a case
vignette describing either depression, depression with suicidal thoughts, early schizophrenia,
chronic schizophrenia, social phobia or PTSD. Participants were asked about their beliefs
about the causes of these disorders and about their personally held stigmatising attitudes,
stigmatising attitudes perceived in others and the desire for social distance from the person
described in the vignette.Results:Belief in a weak or nervous personality as the cause of
mental disorders was most consistently associated with personal stigma, perceived stigma
and desire for social distance across vignettes. Belief in biogenetic causes was associated
with a decreased belief in mental disorders as due to weakness rather than sickness, but was
not linked to either a decreased or increased belief in dangerousness and unpredictability or
desire for social distance. Belief in physical causes was associated with an increased belief in
mental disorders as due to weakness rather than sickness. Belief in psychosocial causes had
no consistent associations with stigma.Conclusions:Explaining mental disorders as due to
personality characteristics is a more important factor in stigma than either biogenetic or
psychosocial explanations.
PMID: 24658293 [PubMed - as supplied by publisher]
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Abstract
Adult attention deficit hyperactivity disorder (ADHD) is frequently associated with
borderline personality disorder (BPD). As both disorders share some core clinical features
they are sometimes difficult to distinguish from one another. The present work aimed to
investigate differences in the expression of impulsivity, anger and aggression, quality of life
as well as the number and severity of the comorbidities between ADHD, BPD, comorbid
BPD-ADHD and control subjects. ADHD and BPD-ADHD patients showed a higher level of
impulsivity than BPD and control subjects. BPD-ADHD patients had higher levels of
substance abuse/dependence and higher levels of aggression than the other groups.
Comorbid BPD-ADHD patients showed high levels of impulsivity and aggression, a
characteristic that should draw the attention of clinicians on the necessity of providing an
accurate diagnosis. The question also arises as to whether they represent a distinct clinical
subgroup with specific clinical characteristics, outcomes and vulnerability factors.
Copyright © 2014 Elsevier Ireland Ltd. All rights reserved.
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Abstract
The presence of an intellectual disability (ID) is associated with a myriad of co-occurring
conditions, including psychiatric and genetic disorders, behavior problems, physical
disabilities, and seizure disorders. Often the most severely affected individuals reside in
residential treatment facilities, where they may obtain specialized treatment and management
of their challenging behavior. The present study examines the prevalence of psychiatric
disorders, seizures, and ID within the context of demographic categories in a sample of 101
individuals with mild to moderate ID living in a long-term residential treatment facility.
Autism spectrum disorders (ASDs) were more prevalent among individuals with moderate
ID, whereas personality disorders were more likely to be diagnosed in individuals with mild
ID. Impulse disorders were more frequently observed in females. Further research is needed
in order to determine appropriate treatment for such individuals, which should include
therapies that are targeted to the specific problems of this population.
Copyright © 2014 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.
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Abstract
BACKGROUND:
Personality traits are associated with depressive symptoms and psychiatric disorders.
Evidence for their value in predicting accumulation of future dysphoric episodes or clinical
depression in long-term follow-up is limited, however.
METHODS:

Within a 15-year longitudinal study of a general-population cohort (N=751), depressive
symptoms were measured at four time points using Beck׳s Depression Inventory. In addition,
93 primary care patients with DSM-IV depressive disorders and 151 with bipolar disorder,
diagnosed with SCID-I/P interviews, were followed for five and 1.5 years with life-chart
methodology, respectively. Generalized linear regression models were used to predict future
number of dysphoric episodes and total duration of major depressive episodes. Baseline
personality was measured by the Temperament and Character Inventory (TCI).
RESULTS:
In the general-population sample, one s.d. lower Self-directedness predicted 7.6-fold number
of future dysphoric episodes; for comparison, one s.d. higher baseline depressive symptoms
increased the episode rate 4.5-fold. High Harm-avoidance and low Cooperativeness also
implied elevated dysphoria rates. Generally, personality traits were poor predictors of
depression for specific time points, and in clinical populations. Low Persistence predicted
7.5% of the variance in the future accumulated depression in bipolar patients, however.
LIMITATIONS:
Degree of recall bias in life charts, limitations of statistical power in the clinical samples, and
21-79% sample attrition (corrective imputations were performed).
CONCLUSION:
TCI predicts future burden of dysphoric episodes in the general population, but is a weak
predictor of depression outcome in heterogeneous clinical samples. Measures of personality
appear more useful in detecting risk for depression than in clinical prediction.
Copyright © 2014 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
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Abstract
The term schizophrenia, which comes from the Greek roots "skhizein" and "phren," was
translated as "Jungshinbunyeolbyung" in East Asian Countries, including Japan, Korea, and
China. The term literally means "mind-splitting disease." This term has generated a
misconception of the disorder as an untreatable chaotic personality, thus instilling stigma and
causing suffering in patients and their families. This socio-cultural connotation has impeded
medical treatment of schizophrenia. Recent neuroscience research has suggested neural
network dysfunction in schizophrenia. Accordingly, a new term, "Johyeonbyung (attunement
disorder)", was coined in South Korea. This term literally refers to tuning a string instrument,
and metaphorically it describes schizophrenia as a disorder caused by mistuning of the
brain's neural network. We expect that the term Johyeonbyung will incite less prejudice and
that its metaphoric description of the disorder may help patients to access medical treatment
in the early phase. The name of a psychiatric disorder can influence others' attitudes toward
patients; thus, discretion is crucial in naming psychiatric disorders.
Copyright © 2014 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
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Abstract
We assessed both current maladaptive personality traits (MPTs) and, retrospectively,
premorbid MPTs in patients with schizophrenia spectrum disorders (SSDs). This was to
examine whether the patients had the impression that their personality had changed and
which traits were affected. We also wanted to determine whether the perceived changes
could be explained by SSD psychopathology. MPTs were assessed using the Structured
Clinical Interview for Diagnostic and Statistical Manual of Mental Disorders, Fourth Edition,
diagnoses, axis II disorders, screening questionnaire and interview, integrating questions on
subjective estimation of premorbid MPTs in moderately ill SSD patients. Forty-five patients
were included. Premorbid MPTs were remembered as significantly less pronounced than
current MPTs for the whole spectrum of personality traits (p < 0.001). Antisocial traits had
worsened significantly less (p < 0.001), and borderline and obsessive-compulsive traits had
worsened significantly more (both p < 0.01) than the mean increase. Associations between
MPT increase and SSD psychopathology were significant for schizotypal, avoidant, and
depressive traits. According to the patients' retrospective assessment, MPTs increased
through onset and course of SSDs. Memory bias, depressed mood, and SSD symptoms alone
could not sufficiently explain these differences. Subjective MPT increase may play a role for
the patients' concept of illness, quality of life, and adherence to therapeutic interventions. It
should be addressed in SSD treatment.
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Abstract
BACKGROUND:
Diarrhea is part of the postlaparoscopic cholecystectomy syndrome, but is not well defined.
Published reports have ignored possible associated factors such as the preoperative excretion
pattern, gastrointestinal disorders, personality disorders, the effect of drugs, unsanitary food,
and high-fat diets.
PURPOSE:
The aim of this study was to define the associated factors and predictors of postlaparoscopic
cholecystectomy diarrhea (PLCD) at different time intervals after the operation and to
identify the possible associated factors and predictors of PLCD. We also aimed to determine
the effectiveness of a low-fat diet in these patients and to educate the patients about their diet
after the operation.
METHODS:
Data were obtained from clinical records and preoperative interviews with patients, who
were also interviewed or contacted by telephone 1 week after the operation, and then
surveyed by telephone 3 months later using standardized questionnaires. A total of 125
consecutive patients who were adequately informed and who had assented to accepting a
prescription of a low-fat diet after undergoing laparoscopic cholecystectomy participated in
this prospective study.
RESULTS:
Thirty-eight patients (25.2%) had diarrhea 1 week after laparoscopic cholecystectomy and
seven patients (5.7%) had diarrhea 3 months after laparoscopic cholecystectomy. The
important predictors of PLCD at 1 week were a low-fat diet (B = -0.177, p = 0.000) and a
high score on a preoperative diarrhea scale (B = 0.311, p = 0.031). There was no predictor
for PLCD 3 months after laparoscopic cholecystectomy.
CONCLUSION:
We advise patients who have undergone laparoscopic cholecystectomy to follow a low-fat
diet for at least 1 week to reduce the possibility of diarrhea, especially when they are ≤45
years of age, of male sex, and had a high preoperative tendency for diarrhea.
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Abstract
Naturalistic psychotherapy effect studies commonly report effect sizes for the total sample.
However, a previous study of SCL-90 Global Severity Index (GSI) improvement in a large
outpatient sample used a cluster analytic strategy and reported clinical relevant outcome
trajectories that could be grouped into early within-treatment improvement, late
improvement in the follow-up period, and deteriorating patients with slight improvement that
was lost at follow-up. We explore GSI outcome trajectories and clinical significant change in
a sample of 320 patients at a public psychiatric outpatient psychodynamic group therapy
unit, the majority with anxiety, personality, and mood disorders. The study revealed large
discharge and follow-up effect sizes but more than one third of the patients were without
measurable improvement. The major clusters described above were confirmed, and revealed
unique clinical and socio-demographic characteristics. Late improvers, as compared with
early improvers, were characterized by anxiety symptoms and lack of network support after
controlling for GSI at admission. Similarly, deteriorating patients had longer duration of
illness and less favourable social characteristics compared with the other two groups. Early
improving patients were less likely to have participated in short-term groups, and only one
third participated in additional treatment compared with more than 69% of the other patients.
Severe and socially affected psychiatric patients, and patients with anxiety and agoraphobic
symptoms may be less optimally treated in short-term time limited psychodynamic groups.
There is an obvious need for diversity of treatment offers, better integration of psycho-social
treatment components, and long-term open ended treatment.
© 2014 Scandinavian Psychological Associations and John Wiley & Sons Ltd.
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Abstract
This study is the first to our knowledge to examine the cross-language consistency across the
original version of the Comprehensive Assessment of Psychopathy (CAPP) and a translated
version. The CAPP is a lexically based construct map of psychopathy comprising 33
symptoms from 6 broad domains of personality functioning. English-language CAPP
prototypicality ratings from 124 mental health workers were compared with ratings from 211
Norwegian mental health workers using the Norwegian translation. High agreement was
found across languages in regard to which symptoms where perceived as central to
psychopathy or not. Multigroup confirmatory factor analyses (MGCFA) indicated that,
overall, the symptoms had similar associations with the 6 proposed underlying dimensions
across the 2 language versions. Finally, in general, the probability for a given prototypicality
rating on an individual symptom was similar across language version samples at the same
level of the underlying trait, as analyzed with Item Response Theory (IRT). Together these
findings lend support to the validity of the construct of psychopathy, the validity of the
CAPP as a concept map of psychopathy, and the validity of the Norwegian translation of the
CAPP. (PsycINFO Database Record (c) 2014 APA, all rights reserved).
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Abstract
Difficulties with emotion regulation and behavioral instability, including impulsive
aggression, are seen as core dimensions underlying borderline personality disorder (BPD).
Although both BPD and antisocial personality disorder (ASPD) are associated with
impulsivity and aggressive behavior, difficulties regulating emotions may be associated
uniquely with BPD and may explain distinctive associations between BPD and aggression.
This study was designed to examine the unique prospective associations between BPD
symptoms at baseline, difficulties with emotion regulation and trait impulsivity, and
psychological and physical aggression (both perpetration and victimization) over the course
of a year after controlling for ASPD symptoms in a mixed clinical and community sample of
adults (N = 150). Results of a multivariate path analysis demonstrated that associations
between BPD symptoms at baseline and later psychological and physical aggression were
fully mediated by difficulties with emotion regulation. Although BPD symptoms also
predicted trait impulsivity, impulsivity did not predict aggression after controlling for
emotion dysregulation. ASPD symptoms were directly associated with physical assault
perpetration and victimization but were not associated with emotion dysregulation,
impulsivity, or psychological aggression. These findings suggest that although both BPD and
ASPD are associated with aggressive behaviors, associations between BPD symptoms and
aggression are mediated uniquely by difficulties regulating emotions. (PsycINFO Database
Record (c) 2014 APA, all rights reserved).
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Abstract
INTRODUCTION:
Alcohol dependence and anxiety disorders often co-occur. Yet, the effect of co-morbid
anxiety disorders on the alcohol relapse-risk after treatment is under debate. This study
investigated the effect of co-morbid anxiety disorders on relapse rates in alcohol dependence.
We hypothesized that co-morbid anxiety disorders would be particularly predictive for early
relapse, but not late relapse.
SUBJECTS AND METHODS:
In a prospective design, male alcohol dependent patients (n=189) were recruited from an
inpatient detoxification clinic. Psychiatric diagnoses and personality traits were assessed
using the Mini International Neuropsychiatric Interview for psychiatric disorders and the
Temperament and Character Inventory. The addiction severity index was used to assess
addiction severity and follow-up.
RESULTS:
One year after detoxification, 81 patients (53%) relapsed and nine patients (7%) were
deceased, due to alcohol related causes. Co-morbid anxiety disorder, marital status, addiction
severity, in particular legal problems, and harm avoidance predicted relapse. Anxiety
disorders specifically predicted early relapse.
CONCLUSION:
Alcohol dependence is a severe mental disorder, with high relapse rates and high mortality.
Alcohol dependent patients with co-morbid anxiety disorders are particularly prone to
relapse during the first three months of treatment. These patients may therefore require
additional medical and psychological attention.
Copyright © 2013 Elsevier Masson SAS. All rights reserved.
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Abstract
Borderline personality disorder (BPD) involves disruptions in attachment, self, and selfregulation, domains conceptually similar to developmental tasks of early childhood. Because
offspring of mothers with BPD are at elevated risk of developing BPD themselves (White,
Gunderson, Zanarini, & Hudson, 2003), studying them may inform precursors to BPD. We
sampled 31 children age 4-7 whose mothers have BPD and 31 normative comparisons. We
examined relationships between mothers' Adult Attachment Interview (AAI) representations
(George, Kaplan, & Main, 1984), mothers' observed parenting, and children's narrative
representations. Replicating previous studies, mothers with BPD were more likely to be
classified as preoccupied and unresolved on the AAI. In a larger sample, which included the
current one, we also replicated two underlying AAI dimensions found in normative samples
(Roisman, Fraley, & Belsky, 2007; Whipple, Bernier, & Mageau, 2011). Controlling for
current mood, anxiety, and other personality disorders, mothers with BPD were significantly
higher than were comparisons on the preoccupied/unresolved, but not the dismissive,
dimension. Children's narrative representations relevant to disruptions in attachment (fear of
abandonment and role reversal), self (incongruent child and self/fantasy confusion), and selfregulation (destruction of objects) were significantly correlated with the
preoccupied/unresolved, but not the dismissive, dimension. Furthermore, mothers' parenting
significantly mediated the relationship between the preoccupied/unresolved dimension and
their children's narrative representations of fear of abandonment.
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Abstract
Previous reviews of the literature from 1976 to 2000 documented two categories of
assaultive psychiatric patients: (1) male patients with schizophrenic illness and histories of
violence toward others and substance use disorder and (2) male/female patients with
personality disorders and histories of violence toward others, personal victimization, and
substance use. The present study reviewed the published findings on American assaultive
patients from 2000 to 2012. The present findings partially supported the earlier findings in
that patients with schizophrenic illness continued to present the greatest risk for assault.
However, personality disordered patients were not equal in assault risk to patients with
affective disorders. Possible explanations for these findings and a detailed methodological
review are presented.
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Abstract
In international reviews of psychiatric inpatient violence, one study of all types of patient
violence found hostility, involuntary admission, and longer hospital stays associated with
violence. A second study of comparison-group papers of patient assaults found younger
males with schizophrenia, past violence, and substance abuse assaultive. The present review
of raw assault data studies assessed characteristics of assaultive patients worldwide. It was
hypothesized that patients with schizophrenia would present greatest assault risk. There were
three analyses: International/no American studies (reviewed earlier), European studies, and
merged International/American studies. Results revealed that male and female patients with
schizophrenia, affective disorders, personality disorders, and other diagnoses presented

greatest worldwide risk. Results partially support earlier findings. Given that individual
institutional studies in this review reported significant assailant characteristics, a second
finding is the absence of most of these institutional characteristics in this international
review. Possible explanations for findings and a detailed methodological review are
presented.
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Abstract
Previous studies about personality changes in dementia suggest that they may be due to the
disruption of the biological basis of personality traits, and hence, that they are disease
specific and universal. However, evidence about its specificity is still limited and scarce
regarding culturally diverse populations. Accordingly, our aim was to compare personality
changes in Argentinean patients with Alzheimer disease, behavioral variant of
frontotemporal dementia, and primary progressive aphasia. The closest living relatives of
patients diagnosed with Alzheimer disease (n=19), behavioral variant of frontotemporal
dementia (n=16), and primary progressive aphasia (n=15) were asked to complete 2 versions
of the personality inventory NEO Personality Inventory-Revised, one for assessing patients'
premorbid personality traits, and the other for assessing current traits. All groups showed
changes in several domains and facets of the NEO Personality Inventory-Revised. Globally,
the observed pattern of changes was fairly consistent with previous studies based on the
same model of personality. Nevertheless, our results regarding disease-specificity were less
conclusive. Even if there were some indicators of specific differences between groups, most
traits varied similarly across the 3 groups, revealing a pattern of generalized changes in
personality expression after illness onset. More studies are needed that help to distinguish
real personality changes from other affective or cognitive symptoms that accompany
dementia, as well as further data from culturally diverse populations.
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Abstract
Clear evidence supports a genetic basis for substance use disorders (SUD). Yet, the search to
identify individual gene contributions to SUD has been unsuccessful. Here, we argue for the
study of endophenotypes within the frame of individual differences, and identify three highorder personality traits that are tied to specific brain systems and genes, and that offer a
tractable approach to studying SUD. These personality traits, and the genes that moderate
them, interact dynamically with the environment and with the drugs themselves to determine
ultimately an individual's vulnerability or resilience to developing SUD.
Published by Elsevier Ltd.
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Abstract
BACKGROUND:
The mechanisms leading to the development of functional motor symptoms (FMS) are of
pathophysiological and clinical relevance, yet are poorly understood.
AIM:
The aim of the present study was to evaluate whether impaired emotional processing at the
cognitive level (alexithymia) is present in patients affected by FMS. We conducted a crosssectional study in a population of patients with FMS and in two control groups (patients with
organic movement disorders (OMD) and healthy volunteers).
METHODS:
55 patients with FMS, 33 patients affected by OMD and 34 healthy volunteers were
recruited. The assessment included the 20-item Toronto Alexithymia Scale (TAS-20), the
Montgomery-Asberg Depression Rating Scale, the Reading the Mind in the Eyes' Test and
the Structured Clinical Interview for Personality Disorders.
RESULTS:
Alexithymia was present in 34.5% of patients with FMS, 9.1% with OMD and 5.9% of the
healthy volunteers, which was significantly higher in the FMS group (χ2 (2)=14.129,
p<0.001), even after controlling for the severity of symptoms of depression. Group
differences in mean scores were observed on both the difficulty identifying feelings and
difficulty describing feelings dimensions of the TAS-20, whereas the externally orientated
thinking subscale score was similar across the three groups. Regarding personality disorder,
χ2 analysis showed a significantly higher prominence of obsessive-compulsive personality

disorder (OCPD) in the FMS group (χ2 (2)=16.217, p<0.001) and 71.4% of those with OCPD
also reached threshold criteria for alexithymia.
CONCLUSIONS:
Because alexithymia is a mental state denoting the inability to identify emotions at a
cognitive level, one hypothesis is that some patients misattribute autonomic symptoms of
anxiety, for example, tremor, paraesthesiae, paralysis, to that of a physical illness. Further
work is required to understand the contribution of OCPD to the development of FMS.
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Abstract
Objective: This review aims to address concerns about the potential overinclusiveness and
vagueness of bipolar spectrum concepts, and also, concerns about the overlap between
bipolar illness and borderline personality. Method: Narrative review based on historical and
empirical studies. Results: Bipolar disorder (BD) and major depressive disorder (MDD)
came to be separate entities with the Diagnostic and Statistical Manual of Mental Disorders,
Third Edition (DSM III), in contrast to the Kraepelinian manic-depressive insanity (MDI)
concept, which included both. The bipolar spectrum concept is a return to this earlier
Kraepelinian perspective. Further, very different features differentiate the disease of bipolar
illness (family history of bipolar illness, severe recurrent mood episodes with psychomotor
activation) from the clinical picture of borderline personality (dissociative symptoms, sexual
trauma, parasuicidal self-harm). The term 'disorder' obfuscates an ontological difference
between diseases, such as manic-depressive illness, and clinical pictures, such as
hysteria/post-traumatic stress disorder/dissociation/borderline personality. Conclusions:
Bipolar spectrum concepts are historically rooted in Kraepelin's manic-depressive illness

concept, are scientifically testable, and can be clearly formulated. Further, they differ in kind
from traumatic/dissociative conditions in ways that can be both historically and scientifically
established.
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Abstract
BACKGROUND:
Splitting describes fragmentation of conscious experience that may occur in various
psychiatric disorders. A purpose of this study is to examine relationships between
psychological process of splitting and disturbed cognitive and affective functions in
schizophrenia and borderline personality disorder (BPD).
METHODS:
In the clinical study, we have assessed 30 patients with schizophrenia and 35 patients with
BPD. The symptoms of splitting were measured using self-reported Splitting Index (SI). As a
measure of semantic memory disorganization we have used verbal fluency test. Other
psychopathological symptoms were assessed using Health of the Nation Outcome Scale
(HoNOS).
RESULTS:

Main results show that SI is significantly higher in BPD group than in schizophrenia, and on
the other hand, verbal fluency is significantly lower in schizophrenia group.
Psychopathological symptoms measured by HoNOS are significantly higher in the BPD
group than in schizophrenia. Significant relationship was found between verbal fluency and
the SI "factor of others" (Spearman r = -0.52, p<0.01) in schizophrenia patients.
CONCLUSIONS:
Processes of splitting are different in schizophrenia and BPD. In BPD patients splitting
results to mental instability, whereas in schizophrenia the mental fragmentation leads to
splitting of associations observed as lower scores of verbal fluency, which in principle is in
agreement with Bleuler's historical concept of splitting in schizophrenia.
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Abstract
Remembering emotional autobiographical memories (AMs) is important for emotional wellbeing, and investigation of the role of emotion regulation (ER) during AM recollection has
relevance for understanding mental health issues. Although significant progress has been
made in understanding the brain mechanisms underlying ER and AM, less is known about
the role of ER during AM recollection. The present study investigated how focusing away
(or 'distracting') from the emotional response during AM recollection influences the
subjective re-experiencing of emotions and the associated neural correlates, by manipulating
the retrieval focus of participants who remembered emotional AMs while fMRI data were

recorded. Analyses revealed that focusing away from emotion led to decreased self-reported
emotional responses, along with increased engagement of ER-related regions (ventro-medial
prefrontal cortex-vmPFC), and reduced activity in emotion-related regions (amygdalaAMY). Moreover, mediation analysis identified vmPFC as a functional hub integrating
affective signals from AMY and mediating their impact on the subjective re-experiencing of
emotion, according to the current retrieval focus. Collectively, these findings shed light on
the neural mechanisms underlying the ability to effectively switch attentional focus away
from emotions during AM recollections, and have direct relevance for understanding,
preventing, and treating affective disorders, characterized by reduced ability to regulate
emotions.
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Abstract
OBJECTIVE:
The objective of this study is to examine the evidence for a new hypothesis explaining the
relationship between personality and mental state disorders.
DESIGN:
At present, the attribution of personality disorder as a primary diagnosis only applies to
patients who are antisocial, and particularly regarded as psychopathic, as in these patients,
the mental state disorder that are associated are regarded in many respects as atypical and not
representative of other mental disorders. The case is made in this paper that personality
dysfunction lies behind the persistence of all non-cognitive mental disorders and that our
failure to recognise this follows from our collective refusal to assess personality status early
in life.

METHOD:
Narrative review of relevant literature, which is limited as personality status is not often
assessed early in life.
RESULTS:
Support is adduced that personality dysfunction lies behind the persistence of all noncognitive mental disorders (i.e. those that are not specifically neurodevelopmental and linked
to cognitive impairment). The potential importance of this hypothesis is presented with
regard to treatment and management strategy, emphasising that without specific intervention
for personality dysfunction, many patients are destined for persistent morbidity. Copyright ©
2014 John Wiley & Sons, Ltd.
Copyright © 2014 John Wiley & Sons, Ltd.
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Abstract
OBJECTIVE:
Although several studies have established the beneficial effects of self-endorsed forms of
motivation for lasting therapeutic change, the way patients with an eating disorder can be
encouraged to volitionally pursue change has received less attention. On the basis of SelfDetermination Theory, this longitudinal study addressed the role of an autonomy-supportive

environment and psychological need satisfaction in fostering self-endorsed motivation for
change and subsequent weight gain.
METHOD:
Female inpatients (n = 84) with mainly anorexia nervosa and bulimia nervosa filled out
questionnaires at the onset of, during, and at the end of treatment regarding their perceived
autonomy support from parents, staff members, and fellow patients, their psychological need
satisfaction, and their reasons for undertaking change. Furthermore, the body mass index
(BMI) of the patients at the onset and end of treatment was assessed by the staff. Path
analyses were used to investigate the relations between these constructs.
RESULTS:
At the start of treatment, perceived parental autonomy support related positively to selfendorsed motivation through psychological need satisfaction. Perceived staff and fellow
patients autonomy support related to changes in self-endorsed motivation over the course of
treatment through fostering change in psychological need satisfaction. Finally, relative
increases in self-endorsed motivation related to relative increases in BMI throughout
treatment in a subgroup of patients with anorexia nervosa.
DISCUSSION:
These results point to the importance of an autonomy-supportive context for facilitating selfendorsed motivation. © 2014 Wiley Periodicals, Inc. (Int J Eat Disord 2014).
Copyright © 2014 Wiley Periodicals, Inc.
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Abstract
A lifetime history of alcohol dependence has been associated with elevations in neuroticism
in Mexican American young adults. The identification of genetic markers associated with
neuroticism and their influence on the development of alcohol use disorders (AUD) may
contribute to our understanding of the relationship between personality traits and the
increased risk of AUD in Mexican Americans. The purpose of this study was to investigate
associations between neuroticism and 13 single nucleotide polymorphisms (SNPs) in the
nicotinic acetylcholine (nAChR) α5-subunit (CHRNA5) and α3-subunit (CHRNA3) genes in
young adult Mexican American men and women. Participants were 465 young adult
Mexican American men and women who are literate in English and are residing legally in
San Diego County. Each participant gave a blood sample and completed a structured
diagnostic interview. Neuroticism was assessed using the Maudsley Personality Inventory.
The minor alleles of four CHRNA5 polymorphisms (rs588765, rs601079, rs680244 and
rs555018) and three CHRNA3 polymorphisms (rs578776, rs6495307 and rs3743078)
showed associations with neuroticism. Several of these SNPs also displayed nominal
associations with DSM-IV alcohol and nicotine dependence, but tests of mediation suggested
that these relations could be partially explained by the presence of co-occurring neuroticism.
These findings suggest that genetic variations in nicotinic receptor genes may influence the
development of neuroticism, which in turn is involved in the development of AUDs and
nicotine dependence in Mexican American young adults.
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Abstract
Viewing the brain as an organ of approximate Bayesian inference can help us understand
how it represents the self. We suggest that inferred representations of the self have a
normative function: to predict and optimise the likely outcomes of social interactions.
Technically, we cast this predict-and-optimise as maximising the chance of favourable
outcomes through active inference. Here the utility of outcomes can be conceptualised as
prior beliefs about final states. Actions based on interpersonal representations can therefore
be understood as minimising surprise - under the prior belief that one will end up in states
with high utility. Interpersonal representations thus serve to render interactions more
predictable, while the affective valence of interpersonal inference renders self-perception
evaluative. Distortions of self-representation contribute to major psychiatric disorders such
as depression, personality disorder and paranoia. The approach we review may therefore
operationalise the study of interpersonal representations in pathological states.
Copyright © 2014 The Authors. Published by Elsevier Inc. All rights reserved.
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Abstract
Paraphilias are recurrent, persistent, and intense sexual interests in atypical objects or
activities. The most commonly encountered paraphilias in sexological or forensic settings are
pedophilia, sexual sadism, exhibitionism, and voyeurism. Paraphilias are often comorbid with

other sexual, mood, and personality disorders. Assessment and diagnosis require an
integration of multiple sources of clinical information, given the limits and biases of selfreport (through clinical interview or questionnaires). Clinicians ideally have access to more
objective assessment methods, such as phallometric testing of sexual arousal. The accurate
assessment and diagnosis of paraphilias is essential to effective treatment and management.
Copyright © 2014 Elsevier Inc. All rights reserved.
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Abstract
The use of pro re nata (PRN; as needed) psychotropic medication in patients with borderline
personality disorder (BPD) has not been well characterized. This study had 3 purposes, which
are as follows: (1) to describe the prevalence of PRN psychotropic medication use among
patients with BPD and comparison subjects with other personality disorders (OPD) over 14
years of prospective follow-up, (2) to examine the rates reported by patients with BPD who
ever recovered and never recovered, and (3) to examine the reasons for taking PRN
medication reported by these patients. Overall, the prevalence of PRN psychotropic
medication use was initially approximately 3 times higher among patients with BPD than
comparison subjects with OPD, with a significant one-third decline in the use of PRN
medication reported by patients with BPD over time. In analyses restricted to patients with
BPD, patients with BPD who never recovered were approximately twice as likely to use PRN
medication than patients with BPD who ever recovered over time. In reasons for use, the rates

of PRN medication use to decrease agitation for both diagnostic groups declined significantly
over time, whereas they remained significantly higher among patients with BPD. Likewise,
patients with BPD who never recovered reported higher use of PRN medication to decrease
agitation than patients with BPD who ever recovered over time. The results of this study
indicate that PRN psychotropic medication is widely used for the treatment of patients with
BPD, particularly those who have not achieved a recovery in both the symptomatic and
psychosocial realms. They also suggest that patients with BPD use proportionally more PRN
medication to decrease agitation than comparison subjects with OPD, with lower proportional
use to reduce agitation found among recovered patients with BPD.
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Abstract
The s/s-genotype of the 5-HTTLPR polymorphism and the personality trait of neuroticism
have both been associated with experiences of negative affect, anxiety and mood disorders, as
well as an emotional processing bias towards negative facial emotions. On a neural level, this
bias can be characterized by altered amygdala and fusiform gyrus (FFG) activity during
perception of negative facial expressions. Using resting-state functional magnetic resonance
imaging in a multi-center-sample of 178 healthy subjects of European descent, this study
investigated the association of 5-HTTLPR (short s- and long l-allele) including the genotype
of the single nucleotide polymorphism (SNP) rs25531 (A/G) within this region
polymorphism, and trait neuroticism on resting-state functional connectivity (rs-FC) between
amygdala and the FFG. Moreover, we aimed to identify additional brain regions with

associations of 5-HTTLPR/rs25531 (combined according to its expression; low: s/s; high:
lA/lA; intermediate: s/lA, s/lG, lG/lG, lA /lG) and trait neuroticism to amygdala rs-FC. Separate
analyses for 5-HTTLPR/rs25531 and neuroticism (controlling for age, gender, handedness,
and research site) revealed that s/s-homozygotes and individuals high in neuroticism obtained
altered amygdala rs-FC in the right occipital face area, which is considered to be a "core
component" of the face processing system. Importantly, effects of neuroticism were replicated
across three independent research sites. Additionally, associations of 5-HTTLPR/rs25531
genotype and amygdala rs-FC were observed in the anterior and posterior cingulate cortex,
whereas neuroticism was not related to rs-FC in these areas. The presented data implies that 5HTTLPR/rs25531 variants and neuroticism are linked by resting state functional connectivity
of amygdala and fusiform gyrus and suggests that variants of 5-HTTLPR/rs25531 genotype
and different levels of neuroticism may partly account for altered processing of negative facial
emotions.
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Abstract
OBJECTIVES:
The SUN Project is an innovative, open access support group, based in the community, for
people experiencing personality disorders, developed in response to UK Department of Health
policy advocating improvements in personality disorders services. The aim of this article is to
critically explore where and how the theoretically informed model underpinning the SUN
Project is reflected in the view and experiences of people attending the project.
DESIGN:

This article reports an in-depth, qualitative interview-based study employing a critical realist
approach.
METHODS:
As part of a larger study about self-care and mental health, in-depth qualitative interviews
were held with 38 people new to the SUN Project, and again 9 months later. Data were
extracted that were relevant to core components of the project model and were subjected to
thematic analysis. The critical realist approach was used to move back and forth between
empirical data and theory underpinning the SUN project, providing critical insight into the
model.
RESULTS:
Participant accounts were broadly concordant with core components of the SUN Project's
underlying model: Open access and self-referral; group therapeutic processes; communitybased support; service users as staff. There were some tensions between interviewee accounts
and theoretical aspects of the model, notably around the challenges that group processes
presented for some individuals.
CONCLUSIONS:
The model underlying the SUN Project is useful in informing good practice in therapeutic,
community-based peer support groups for people experiencing personality disorders. Careful
consideration should be given to a limited multi-modal approach, providing focused one-toone support for vulnerable individuals who find it hard to engage in group processes.
PRACTITIONER POINTS:
Facilitated peer support groups based in the community may act as a powerful therapeutic
resource for people experiencing personality disorders. Promoting open access and selfreferral to support groups may increase feelings of empowerment and engagement for people
experiencing personality disorders. Some individuals experiencing personality disorders who
could potentially benefit from therapeutic groups may need focused one-to-one support to do
so.
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Abstract
PURPOSE:
Despite a growing body of knowledge on bipolar spectrum disorder (BSD), relatively little is
known about the clinical characteristics of BSD in elderly people. We investigated the
prevalence of BSD in elderly patients with recurrent depression.
PATIENTS AND METHODS:
A total of 65 elderly outpatients (≥60 years of age) who met the Diagnostic and Statistical
Manual of Mental Disorders IV criteria for recurrent major depressive disorder participated in
the study. BSD was diagnosed according to the criteria developed by Ghaemi et al and the
Mood Disorder Questionnaire (MDQ) was used to assess bipolarity.
RESULTS:
Of 65 subjects, eleven (16.9%) and 54 (83.1%) were diagnosed with BSD and unipolar
depression, respectively. A total of 32.3% (n=22) had a positive screen for bipolar disorder,
and we found a significant association between the BSD criteria and the criteria for a positive
MDQ (P<0.001). Patients with BSD had a longer duration of illness (P=0.040) and more prior
depressive episodes (P<0.001) than did those with unipolar depression. The BSD criteria of
first-degree relative with bipolar disorder (P=0.030), antidepressant-induced hypomania
(P=0.034), hyperthymic personality (P=0.001), and atypical depression (P=0.030) were highly
associated with MDQ-positive patients.

CONCLUSION:
Our results indicate that many depressed elderly patients have bipolar-related illness;
moreover, some features of the depression are associated with bipolarity.
PMCID: PMC4020892 Free PMC Article
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Abstract
BACKGROUND:
Generic preference-based measures (EuroQoL-5D (EQ-5D) and SF-6D) are used in the
economic evaluation of mental health interventions. However, there are inconsistent findings
regarding their psychometric properties.
AIMS:

To investigate the psychometric properties of the EQ-5D and SF-6D in different mental health
conditions, using seven existing data-sets.
METHOD:
The construct validity and responsiveness of the measures were assessed in comparison with
condition-specific indicators.
RESULTS:
Evidence for construct validity and responsiveness in common mental health and personality
disorders was found (correlations 0.22-0.64; effect sizes 0.37-1.24; standardised response
means 0.45-1.31). There was some evidence for validity in schizophrenia (correlations 0.050.43), but responsiveness was unclear.
CONCLUSIONS:
EQ-5D and SF-6D can be used in the economic evaluation of interventions for common
mental health problems with some confidence. In schizophrenia, a preference-based measure
focused on the impact of mental health should be considered.
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Abstract
The treatment for cocaine use constitutes a clinical challenge because of the lack of
appropriate therapies and the high rate of relapse. Recent evidence indicates that the immune
system might be involved in the pathogenesis of cocaine addiction and its co-morbid
psychiatric disorders. This work examined the plasma pro-inflammatory cytokine and
chemokine profile in abstinent cocaine users (n = 82) who sought outpatient cocaine treatment
and age/sex/body mass-matched controls (n = 65). Participants were assessed with the
diagnostic interview Psychiatric Research Interview for Substance and Mental Diseases
according to the Diagnostic and Statistical Manual of Mental Disorders, Fourth Edition, Text
Revision (DSM-IV-TR). Tumor necrosis factor-alpha, chemokine (C-C motif) ligand
2/monocyte chemotactic protein-1 and chemokine (C-X-C motif) ligand 12
(CXCL12)/stromal cell-derived factor-1 (SDF-1) were decreased in cocaine users, although
all cytokines were identified as predictors of a lifetime pathological use of cocaine.
Interleukin-1 beta (IL-1β), chemokine (C-X3 -C motif) ligand 1 (CX3CL1)/fractalkine and
CXCL12/SDF-1 positively correlated with the cocaine symptom severity when using the
DSM-IV-TR criteria for cocaine abuse/dependence. These cytokines allowed the
categorization of the outpatients into subgroups according to severity, identifying a subgroup
of severe cocaine users (9-11 criteria) with increased prevalence of co-morbid psychiatric
disorders [mood (54%), anxiety (32%), psychotic (30%) and personality (60%) disorders]. IL1β was observed to be increased in users with such psychiatric disorders relative to those users
with no diagnosis. In addition to these clinical data, studies in mice demonstrated that plasma
IL-1β, CX3CL1 and CXCL12 were also affected after acute and chronic cocaine
administration, providing a preclinical model for further research. In conclusion, cocaine
exposure modifies the circulating levels of pro-inflammatory mediators. Plasma
cytokine/chemokine monitoring could improve the stratification of cocaine consumers seeking
treatment and thus facilitate the application of appropriate interventions, including
management of heightened risk of psychiatric co-morbidity. Further research is necessary to
elucidate the role of the immune system in the etiology of cocaine addiction.
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Abstract
Objective: We previously reported an unexpectedly high seroprevalence (~10%) of N-methylD-aspartate-receptor subunit-NR1 (NMDAR1) autoantibodies (AB) in healthy and
neuropsychiatrically ill subjects (N=2817). This finding challenges an unambiguous causal
relationship of serum AB with brain disease. To test whether similar results would be obtained
for other brain antigen-directed AB previously connected with pathological conditions, we
systematically screened serum samples of 4236 individuals. Methods: Serum samples of
healthy (N=1703) versus neuropsychiatrically ill subjects (schizophrenia, affective disorders,
stroke, Parkinson, ALS, personality disorder, total N=2533) were tested. For analysis based on
indirect immunofluorescence, we used biochip mosaics of frozen brain sections (rat, monkey)
and transfected HEK293 cells expressing respective recombinant target antigens. Results:
Seroprevalence of all screened AB was comparable in healthy and ill individuals. None of
them, however, reached the abundance of NMDAR1-AB (again~10%; IgG~1%). Appreciable
frequency was noted for AB against Amphiphysin (2.0%), ARHGAP26 (1.3%), CASPR2
(0.9%), MOG (0.8%), GAD65 (0.5%), Ma2 (0.5%), Yo (0.4%), and Ma1 (0.4%), with titers
and Ig-class distribution similar among groups. All other AB were found in ≤0.1% of
individuals (anti-AMPAR-1/2, AQP4, CV2, Tr/DNER, DPPX-IF1, GABAR-B1/B2, GAD67,
GLRA1b, GRM1, GRM5, Hu, LGl1, Recoverin, Ri, ZIC4). The predominant Ig class
depended on antigen location, with intracellular epitopes predisposing to IgG (Chisquare=218.91, p=2.8x10-48 ). Interpretation: To conclude, the here tested brain antigendirected AB are comparably detectable in healthy subjects and the here studied disease
groups, thus questioning an upfront pathological role of these serum AB. ANN NEUROL
2014. © 2014 American Neurological Association.
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Abstract
Background: In general, religious/spiritual dimensions are found to be negatively correlated
with all kinds of psychiatric disorders such as depression, suicidal ideation and substance
abuse. Contrary to these findings, the goal of this study was to investigate the relationship
between dimensions of religious/spiritual well-being (RSWB) and less favorable aspects of
personality - the so-called 'dark triad' of personality traits, i.e. narcissism, machiavellianism
and psychopathy - together with general deficits in personality structure. Sampling and
Methods: A total of 312 college students (220 females) completed the Multidimensional
Inventory for RSWB, the revised Narcissistic Personality Inventory, the Machiavellianism
Inventory and the Levenson Self-Report Psychopathy Scale along with the 16-item Inventory
of Personality Organization. Results: RSWB was confirmed to be negatively correlated with
these negative aspects of personality, in particular with subclinical psychopathy. More
specifically, there were several notable overlaps; narcissism, for instance, was found to be
significantly positively associated with some RSWB subdimensions such as 'hope' or
'connectedness'. Conclusions: First deductions can be made from these data concerning an
ambivalent role of spirituality in impaired personality structure. These associations might be
further investigated especially in psychiatric patients diagnosed with personality disorders in
order to describe potential psychopathological facets of religion and spirituality more
adequately. © 2014 S. Karger AG, Basel.
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Abstract
Background: Because major depression and panic disorder are both more prevalent among
females and since several lines of evidence suggest that genetic factors might influence an
individual's vulnerability to panic disorder, gene-gender interactions are being examined in
such psychiatric disorders and mental traits. A number of studies have suggested that
specific genes, e.g. catechol-O-methyltransferase (COMT), might lead to distinct clinical
characteristics of panic disorder. Method: We compared gender-specific personality-related
psychological factors of 470 individuals with panic disorder and 458 healthy controls in
terms of their COMT Val158Met polymorphism and their scores on the Revised NEO
Personality Inventory (NEO PI-R) and State-Trait Anxiety Inventory (STAI) with a 1-way
analysis of covariance. Results: In the male panic disorder patients, the NEO PI-R score for
openness to experience was significantly lower in the Met/Met carrier group, whereas there
was no such association among the female panic disorder patients or the male or female
control groups. Conclusion: The gender-specific effect of the COMT genotype suggests that
the COMT Val/Met genotype may influence a personality trait, openness to experience, in
males with panic disorder. © 2014 S. Karger AG, Basel.
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Abstract
Dating violence is a complex phenomenon, and researchers continue to examine a wide
range of precursors and contributing factors. Evidence indicates that violent intimate partners
may be more likely to have personality disorders and dependency and attachment problems
compared with non-violent ones. The aim of the present study is to evaluate the interaction
between the personality profiles, pattern of psychopathology, and dating violence among
university students in Obafemi Awolowo University, Ile-Ife. The study utilized a crosssectional survey design with a total of 400 students selected using a multistage sampling
technique. They completed the Sociodemographic Data Schedule, the Conflict Tactic Scale
(CTS), Eysenck Personality Questionnaire (EPQ), and the General Health Questionnaire
(GHQ). Univariate analysis was used to determine the prevalence of dating violence,
psychopathology, and personality traits, and these were expressed in percentages.
Association at bivariate level was assessed using chi-square and at multivariate level using
logistic regression and correlations as was appropriate depending on the type of variable.
The age of the respondents ranged between 18 and 35 years (M = 21.44, SD = 2.99). The
prevalence of dating violence in the previous 12 months was 34%, and the prevalence of
psychopathology was 15%. In the logistic regression model constructed, it was found that the
significant predictors of dating violence were the psychoticism and neuroticism personality
traits, which were also found to be positive correlates of psychopathology. The magnitude of
dating violence found in this study is comparable with those found in other countries of the
world. This study found an association between dating violence and personality in the study
population and also between certain personality traits and psychopathology. The personality
profiles of students could affect their interpersonal relationships greatly, and this fact must
feature in dating violence prevention programs.
© The Author(s) 2014.
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Abstract
Borderline Personality Disorder (BPD) has been defined as a personality disorder in all
editions of DSM since 1980; namely, DSM III through V. The criteria are a mixture of
symptoms and traits; the etiology, a heterogeneous array of genetic, constitutional, and
environmental factors. Until recently the diagnosis relied on clinical descriptions. In the last
two decades, neurophysiological data, including MRIMRI and fMRI, have established
correlates in various brain regions, particularly those involving the frontal lobes and various
limbic structures, that show promise of providing a more substantial basis for diagnosisrelying primarily on (internal) brain changes, rather than on (external) clinical observation.
Some of the changes in BPD consist of decreased volume in the orbitofrontal and
dorsolateral prefrontal cortices and smaller volume in both the amygdala and hippocampus,
though with heightened reactivity in the amygdala. Similar abnormalities have been noted in
bipolar disorders (BDs) and in ADHD, both of which often accompany BPD and share
certain clinical features. Persons with strong genetic predisposition to BDs can develop BPD
even in the absence of adverse environmental factors; those with extreme adverse
environmental factors (chiefly, early sexual molestation) can develop BPD in the absence of
bipolar vulnerability. In some BPD patients, both sets of factors are present. As ideal
treatment depends on careful analysis of these factors, neurophysiological testing may permit
both more rational, brain-based diagnostic decisions and more appropriate therapeutic
strategies.
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Abstract
OBJECTIVE:
A large body of factor analytic research supports the idea that common mental disorders are
organized along correlated latent dimensions termed internalizing and externalizing. Eating
disorders (EDs) have been associated with both internalizing (mood and anxiety disorders)
and externalizing (substance use, antisocial personality disorder) forms of psychopathology.
Previous studies found that EDs are most strongly related to internalizing disorders.
However, no previous factor analytic studies of EDs and the internalizing/externalizing
dimensions have evaluated if EDs align with these spectra similarly for men and women. We
examined the location of anorexia nervosa (AN), bulimia nervosa (BN), and binge eating
disorder (BED) symptoms within this model of psychopathology among a sample of
veterans, a population traditionally understudied in EDs.
METHOD:
Data were from two studies of veterans and their intimate partners (N = 453 men and 307
women). Participants were administered the Structured Clinical Interview for DSM-IV
without skip-outs. Lifetime symptom severity scores were used in confirmatory factor
analytic models.
RESULTS:
A model with AN, BN, and BED symptoms loading onto the distress subfactor of the
internalizing domain fit the data best in the full sample and the male and female subsamples.
This model was statistically equivalent for men and women.
DISCUSSION:
All three EDs loaded onto distress, indicating that these conditions overlap with
psychopathology characterized by negative affect. Investigating latent dimensions of
psychopathology is one approach to identifying common factors that partially account for
patterns of comorbidity among psychiatric disorders, which may aid in translating research
findings into clinical practice. © 2014 Wiley Periodicals, Inc. (Int J Eat Disord 2014).
Copyright © 2014 Wiley Periodicals, Inc.
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Abstract
BACKGROUND:
Alcohol use disorder (AUD) is among the most stigmatized health conditions and is
frequently comorbid with mood, anxiety, and drug use disorders. Theoretical frameworks
have conceptualized stigma-related stress as a predictor of psychiatric disorders. We
described profiles of psychiatric comorbidity among people with AUD and compared levels
of perceived alcohol stigma across profiles.
METHODS:
Cross-sectional data were analyzed from a general population sample of U.S. adults with
past-year DSM-5 AUD (n = 3,368) from the National Epidemiologic Survey on Alcohol and
Related Conditions, which was collected from 2001 to 2005. Empirically derived psychiatric
comorbidity profiles were established with latent class analysis, and mean levels of
perceived alcohol stigma were compared across the latent classes while adjusting for
sociodemographic characteristics and AUD severity.
RESULTS:
Four classes of psychiatric comorbidity emerged within this AUD sample, including those
with: (i) high comorbidity, reflecting internalizing (i.e., mood and anxiety disorders) and
externalizing (i.e., antisocial personality and drug use disorders) disorders; (ii) externalizing
comorbidity; (iii) internalizing comorbidity; and (iv) no comorbidity. Perceived alcohol
stigma was significantly higher in those with internalizing comorbidity (but not those with
high comorbidity) as compared to those with no comorbidity or externalizing comorbidity.

CONCLUSIONS:
Perceived stigma, as manifested by anticipations of social rejection and discrimination, may
increase risk of internalizing psychiatric comorbidity. Alternatively, internalizing psychiatric
comorbidity could sensitize affected individuals to perceive more negative attitudes toward
them. Future research is needed to understand causal and bidirectional associations between
alcohol stigma and psychiatric comorbidity.
Copyright © 2014 by the Research Society on Alcoholism.
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Abstract
Introduction: Anxiety disorders are relatively common psychiatric illnesses in children and
adolescents. In young people, such disorders are likely to show severe outcomes and
adversely impact on multiple aspects of personality and social integration. Area covered:
This article aims to analyze systematically the efficacy of both old- and new-generation
antidepressants in children and adolescents diagnosed with non-obsessive-compulsive
disorder anxiety disorders. Expert opinion: Reviewed data demonstrate that social phobia is
the only pediatric anxiety disorder whose response to antidepressant medications has been
investigated in an adequate number of studies. In this clinical condition, venlafaxine and
fluoxetine (and fluvoxamine as second choice) are the only antidepressants that have shown
convincing reports on efficacy. In contrast, apart from preliminary observations suggesting
the efficacy of sertraline in pediatric generalized anxiety disorder, no evidence-based

information definitively supports the use of antidepressants for managing other juvenile
anxiety disorders.
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Abstract
Although interpersonal dysfunction is a defining feature of personality disorders (PDs),
relatively little is known about how features of PD are perceived by others. In the current
study, students (n = 225) reported on the traits and aversive interpersonal behaviors of
individuals with pathological personality features. Aversive behaviors were measured using
the Interpersonal Sensitivity Circumplex, and pathological personality features were assessed
using the DSM-5 Section 3 traits. The structural summary method for circumplex data was
used to evaluate how pathological traits related to both general and specific aversive
behaviors. Most traits associated with PDs were related to general aversive behaviors.
Specific associations suggested that young adults are most irritated when individuals with
personality pathology try to form or sustain attachments, as opposed to control, withdraw, or
submit to them. These results are consistent with the assumption that personality pathology
is broadly characterized by aversive behaviors and imply that individuals are most bothered
by maladaptive attempts by others to become or stay connected.
PMID: 24845225 [PubMed - as supplied by publisher]
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Abstract
Offspring of mothers with mood disorders are known to be at risk for a range of adverse
outcomes, but the prevalence of personality disorders (PDs) in this group is unknown. The
goal of this study was to assess risk of PD diagnoses and symptoms in offspring of mothers
with and without mood disorders, and to explore contributing factors to this risk. This
longitudinal study assessed PDs and symptoms of PDs in offspring of mothers with bipolar
disorder (O-BD), major depression (O-MDD), and no psychiatric diagnosis (O-WELL) in
mid-adolescence and in early adulthood. O-BD were more likely to develop a Cluster B PD
than O-MDD or O-WELL in adolescence, and more likely to develop a Cluster B PD then
O-WELL in early adulthood. Dimensional analyses revealed that O-BD had elevated
symptoms in PDs across all PD clusters at mid-adolescence and young adulthood. O-MDD
showed elevated symptoms of antisocial PD at both time points, and of obsessivecompulsive PD at young adulthood. Offspring of mothers with mood disorders, especially OBD, are at increased risk for PD diagnoses and symptoms in mid-adolescence and early
adulthood. Contributing factors to risk of PD symptoms in at-risk offspring are discussed.
Copyright © 2014. Published by Elsevier Ireland Ltd.
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Abstract
Anorexia nervosa (AN), obsessive-compulsive disorder (OCD), and obsessive-compulsive
personality disorder (OCPD) are often co-morbid; however, the aetiology of such comorbidity has not been well investigated. This study examined brain activation in women
with AN and in healthy control (HC) women during the provocation of symmetry/orderingrelated anxiety. During provocation, patients with AN showed more anxiety compared to
HCs, which was correlated with the severity of symmetry/ordering symptoms. Activation in
the right parietal lobe and right prefrontal cortex (rPFC) in response to provocation was
reduced in the AN group compared with the HC group. The reduced right parietal activation
observed in the AN group is consistent with parietal lobe involvement in visuospatial
cognition and with studies of OCD reporting an association between structural abnormalities
in this region and the severity of 'ordering' symptoms. Reduced rPFC activation in response
to symmetry/ordering provocation has similarities with some, but not all, data collected from
patients with AN who were exposed to images of food and bodies. Furthermore, the
combination of data from the AN and HC groups showed that rPFC activation during
symptom provocation was inversely correlated with the severity of symmetry/ordering
symptoms. These data suggest that individuals with AN have a diminished ability to
cognitively deal with illness-associated symptoms of provocation. Furthermore, our data also
suggest that symptom provocation can progressively overload attempts by the rPFC to exert
cognitive control. These findings are discussed in the context of the current neurobiological
models of AN.
PMCID: PMC4028263 Free PMC Article
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Abstract
AIM:
The literature on clinical characteristics associated with premature termination of treatment
(PTT) is beset with conflicting and non-replicated findings. This study explores clinical
characteristics potentially associated with PTT in a randomised controlled outpatient
psychotherapy trial for anorexia nervosa (AN).
METHODS:
Participants were 56 women aged 17-40 years with spectrum AN. The completer group
(n = 35) included those completing at least 15/20 planned sessions with the remainder of the
sample comprising the PTT group (n = 21). Variables examined included demographic
factors, psychosocial functioning, psychiatric history, lifetime comorbidity, temperament and
eating disorder characteristics. Logistic regression was used to examine significant variables.
A Kaplan-Meier survival curve was used to illustrate time taken to PTT.
RESULTS:
The mean number of sessions in the PTT group was 8.1. Lower self-transcendence scores on
the Temperament and Character Inventory were associated with PTT.
CONCLUSIONS:

Recognising and addressing personality factors have the potential to enhance retention in
treatment. Copyright © 2014 John Wiley & Sons, Ltd and Eating Disorders Association.
Copyright © 2014 John Wiley & Sons, Ltd and Eating Disorders Association.
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Abstract
OBJECTIVE:
Conduct disorder (CD) in females is associated with negative adult outcomes including
mental health problems and personality disorders. Although recent neuroimaging studies
have reported changes in neural activity during facial emotion processing in males with CD
or callous-unemotional (CU) traits, there have been no neuroimaging studies specifically
assessing females with CD. We addressed this gap by investigating whether female
adolescents with CD show atypical neural activation when processing emotional or neutral
faces.
METHOD:
We acquired functional magnetic resonance imaging (fMRI) data from 20 female
adolescents with CD and 20 female control participants while they viewed angry, sad, and
neutral faces.

RESULTS:
An omnibus group (CD, control) by facial emotion (angry, sad, neutral) analysis of variance
(ANOVA) revealed main effects of facial emotion in superior temporal cortex, fusiform
gyrus, ventrolateral prefrontal cortex and insula, and main effects of group in medial
orbitofrontal cortex (OFC) and right anterior insula. Female participants with CD showed
reduced medial OFC and increased anterior insula responses relative to healthy controls.
There were no significant group × facial emotion interactions. Lifetime CD symptoms were
negatively correlated with amygdala, superior temporal cortex, fusiform gyrus,
and dorsolateral prefrontal cortex activity for the contrast "all-faces versus fixation." CU
traits were negatively correlated with fusiform gyrus activity for the contrast sad versus
neutral faces.
CONCLUSION:
Females with CD showed atypical neural activation during the processing of all facial
expressions, irrespective of valence. Our results demonstrate that severity of CD symptoms
and CU traits is important in explaining abnormal patterns of neural activity.
Copyright © 2014 American Academy of Child and Adolescent Psychiatry. Published by
Elsevier Inc. All rights reserved.
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Abstract

OBJECTIVES:
Retention of individuals with co-occurring borderline personality disorder (BPD) and
substance use disorders in treatment is known to be difficult. An outcome study of a tobaccofree 90-day inpatient dual-diagnosis treatment programme that uses several evidenced-based
treatments in addition to ear acupuncture (acudetox) was undertaken to determine overall
treatment effectiveness.
METHODS:
Between January 2009 and December 2011, 231 patients were treated in the programme,
88% with nicotine dependence and 79% with personality disorder diagnoses. All patients
completing the programme were invited to enrol in a 1-year follow-up study in which they
responded to monthly questionnaires to assess outcomes.
RESULTS:
185 patients (80%) successfully completed the programme. There was no correlation
between successful programme completion and gender, race, age, primary drug dependence
diagnosis or primary psychiatric diagnosis. The use of acudetox was positively correlated
with successful completion (p=0.006). Of the 78 patients with BPD, 100% of men and 83%
of women successfully completed the programme. Their use of acudetox was positively
correlated with successful completion (p=0.026). At the end of the year, 140 questionnaires
were returned: 51 patients with BPD reported outcomes similar to the group as a whole, with
55% sober and doing well.
CONCLUSIONS:
The use of acudetox was positively correlated with both successful completion of the
programme for those with BPD as well as successful tobacco cessation, which ultimately
improves the ability to maintain sobriety.
Published by the BMJ Publishing Group Limited. For permission to use (where not already
granted under a licence) please go to http://group.bmj.com/group/rightslicensing/permissions.
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Abstract
PURPOSE:
The pattern of executive dysfunction reported in juvenile myoclonic epilepsy (JME)
resembles that of patients with cluster B personality disorders. This study examined whether
executive dysfunction and maladaptive behavior reported in patients with JME are related.
METHOD:
Sixty patients with drug-refractory JME were administered tests of intellect, memory, and
executive dysfunction. Anxiety, depression, personality traits, impact of epilepsy, and
perceived cognitive effects of antiepileptic drugs were measured.
RESULTS:
Half of the cohort exhibited moderate to severe anxiety symptoms. The patients performed
most poorly on naming ability and inhibition switching. Duration of epilepsy exacerbated
poor performance on inhibition switching. Females presented with pathological scores for
neurotic and introvert traits and males for introvert traits. Abnormal personality traits and
psychiatric disorders were associated with worse intellectual and executive functioning.
People with extreme Eysenck Personality Scale - Brief Version (EPQ-BV) scores
demonstrated the greatest level of executive impairment. Furthermore, the same degree of
dysfunction was not seen in any individual with unremarkable EPQ-BV scores.
CONCLUSION:

This study indicates that specific patterns of executive dysfunction are related to maladaptive
behavior in JME. Distinct behavioral patterns may be used to identify functional and
anatomical differences between people with JME and for stratification to enable gene
discovery.
Copyright © 2014. Published by Elsevier Inc.
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Abstract
Impulsivity is a multifaceted construct that has been linked to dysregulated eating and
problematic alcohol use. The UPPS model identifies five personality-based impulsivity traits
that have unique predictive utility: Negative Urgency, Perseverance, Premeditation,
Sensation Seeking, and Positive Urgency. Delayed reward discounting (DRD) is an index of
impulsive decision making characterized by preference for smaller immediate gains at the
cost of larger delayed gains. In the current study, we sought to refine the influence of
impulsive personality traits and DRD on disordered eating patterns and problematic
drinking. One hundred and eight treatment-seeking heavy drinkers were assessed for UPPS
impulsivity traits, DRD, disordered eating, alcohol use, and demographic information. With
regard to disordered eating patterns, DRD predicted higher levels of Dietary Restraint and
Weight and Shape Concerns. Negative Urgency predicted binge eating and Weight and
Shape Concerns. Positive Urgency predicted Eating Concerns. Female sex predicted Eating,
Weight, and Shape Concerns. When considering problematic alcohol use, only Negative
Urgency and Sensation Seeking were predictive. This is the first study to examine both
personality-based impulsivity and DRD in relation to pathological eating and drinking

behavior. The results suggest the importance of disentangling the contributions of various
impulsivity constructs on dysregulated eating.
Copyright © 2014. Published by Elsevier Ltd.
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Abstract
Prenatal estrogen/testosterone exposure is known to be involved in early brain development.
In this context, the ratio of the index finger to ring finger length (2D:4D) has been put
forward as an indicator of the intrauterine sex hormonal level. A previous study by Collinson
et al. (2010) examined 2D:4D ratios in Asian patients with schizophrenia and found an
increased 2D:4D pattern in male patients compared to male healthy controls. In the current
study, we tried to replicate the result of this study on the 2D:4D ratio in schizophrenia
patients and controls in a Chinese sample. Moreover, we investigated the link between
2D:4D ratios and schizotypal personality traits in the participants of the study. No significant
difference between cases and controls in 2D:4D ratios for both hands could be observed.

However, a positive association between right 2D:4D ratio and schizotypal personality traits
was found in healthy controls (both in the male and female subsamples) suggesting that a
high 2D:4D ratio could represent a vulnerability factor for schizophrenia in healthy males
and females. Same results were observed for the digit ratio of the left hand and the SPQ in
the healthy total and healthy female subsample. Therefore, the inclusion of personality
measures to study the link between the digit ratio and schizophrenia might help to provide
insights in a potential continuum from healthy to schizophrenic behavior.
Copyright © 2014 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
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Abstract
Abstract Background: Attention-deficit/hyperactivity disorder (ADHD) in adults can
resemble, and often co-occurs with, bipolar disorder (BD) and borderline personality
disorder (BPD). This can lead to mistaken diagnoses and ineffective treatment, resulting in
potentially serious adverse consequences. All three conditions can substantially impair wellbeing and functioning, while BD and BPD are associated with suicidality. Objectives: To
update clinicians on the overlap and differences in the symptomatology of ADHD versus BD
and BPD in adults; differential diagnosis of ADHD from BD and BPD in adults; and
diagnosis and treatment of adults with comorbid ADHD-BD or ADHD-BPD. Methods: We
searched four databases, referred to the new Diagnostic and Statistical Manual of Mental
Disorders, 5th edition, used other relevant literature, and referred to our own clinical
experience. Results: ADHD coexists in ∼20% of adults with BD or BPD. BD is episodic,
with periods of normal mood although not necessarily function. In patients with comorbid
ADHD-BD, ADHD symptoms are apparent between BD episodes. BPD and ADHD are

associated with chronic trait-like symptoms and impairments. Overlapping symptoms of
BPD and ADHD include impulsivity and emotional dysregulation. Symptoms of BPD but
not ADHD include frantically avoiding real/imagined abandonment, suicidal behavior, selfharm, chronic feelings of emptiness, and stress-related paranoia/severe dissociation.
Consensus expert opinion recommends that BD episodes should be treated first in patients
with comorbid ADHD, and these patients may need treatment in stages (e.g. mood
stabilizer[s], then a stimulant/atomoxetine). Data is scarce and mixed about whether
stimulants or atomoxetine exacerbate mania in comorbid ADHD-BD. BPD is primarily
treated with psychotherapy. Principles of dialectical behavioral treatment for BPD may
successfully treat ADHD in adults, as an adjunct to medication. No fully evidence-based
pharmacotherapy exists for core BPD symptoms, although some medications may be
effective for individual symptom domains, e.g. impulsivity (shared by ADHD and BPD). In
our experience, treatment of ADHD should be considered when treating comorbid
personality disorders. Conclusions: It is important to accurately diagnose ADHD, BD, and
BPD to ensure correct targeting of treatments and improvements in patient outcomes.
However, there is a shortage of data about treatment of adults with ADHD and comorbid BD
or BPD.
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Abstract
OBJECTIVE:
First, this study aimed to explore whether set-shifting is inefficient after full recovery of
anorexia nervosa (recAN). Second, this study wanted to explore the relation of set-shifting to
clinical and personality variables.
METHOD:

A total of 100 recAN women were compared with 100 healthy women. Set-shifting was
assessed with Berg's Card Sorting Test. Expert interviews yielded assessments for the
inclusion/exclusion criteria, self-ratings for clinical and personality variables.
RESULTS:
Compared with the healthy control group, the recAN participants achieved fewer categories,
showed more perseverations and spent less time for shifting set. Perfectionism is correlated
with set-shifting but in converse directions in the two groups.
DISCUSSION:
Our study supports the findings of inefficiencies in set-shifting after full recovery from AN.
Higher perfectionism in the recAN group is associated with better set-shifting ability,
whereas higher perfectionism in the healthy control group is related to worse set-shifting
ability. Copyright © 2014 John Wiley & Sons, Ltd and Eating Disorders Association.
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Abstract
DNA methylation allows for the environmental regulation of gene expression and is believed
to link environmental stressors to such mental-illness phenotypes as eating disorders.
Numerous studies have shown an association between bulimia nervosa (BN) and variations
in brain-derived neurotrophic factor (BDNF). BDNF has also been linked to borderline
personality disorder (BPD) and to such traits as reward dependence. We examined the extent
to which BDNF methylation corresponded to bulimic or normal-eater status, and also to the
presence of comorbid borderline personality disorder (BPD) and childhood abuse. Our
sample consisted of 64 women with BN and 32 normal-eater (NE) control women.
Participants were assessed for eating-disorder symptoms, comorbid psychopathology, and
childhood trauma, and then they were required to provide blood samples for methylation
analyses. We observed a significant site×group (BN vs. NE) interaction indicating that
women with BN showed increases in methylation at specific regions of the BDNF promoter.
Furthermore, examining effects of childhood abuse and BPD, we observed significant
site×group interactions such that groups composed of individuals with childhood abuse or
BPD had particularly high levels of methylation at selected CpG sites. Our findings suggest
that BN, especially when co-occurring with childhood abuse or BPD, is associated with a
propensity towards elevated methylation at specific BDNF promoter region sites. These
findings imply that hypermethylation of the BDNF gene may be related to eating disorder
status, developmental stress exposure, and comorbid psychopathology.
Copyright © 2014. Published by Elsevier Inc.
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Abstract
PURPOSE:
To determine whether personality disorders (PDs) are associated with increased risk of
disability pensioning in young adults, independent of other common mental disorders.
METHODS:
2,770 young adults from the general population were assessed for PDs by the Structured
Interview for DSM-IV Personality, and for common mental disorders by the Composite of
International Diagnostic Interview. These data were linked to the Norwegian National
Insurance Administration's recordings of disability benefits for a 10-year period. Logistic
regression analyses were applied to investigate the association between PDs and disability
pensioning. The analyses were conducted for three types of PD measures: categorical
diagnoses (any PD), dimensional scores of individual PDs and higher order components
retrieved by principal component analyses.
RESULTS:
Having any PD was strongly associated with disability pensioning, regardless of disability
diagnosis. The estimated odds ratio (OR) was substantially higher for PDs [OR 4.69 (95 %
confidence interval (CI) 2.6-8.5)] than for mood disorders [OR 1.3 (CI 0.7-2.3)] and anxiety
disorders [OR 2.3 (CI 1.3-4.3)]. Measured dimensionally, all PD traits except antisocial traits
were significantly associated with disability pensioning. After adjusting for co-occurring
traits of other PDs, only schizoid, dependent and borderline PD traits showed a significant
positive association with disability pension, while antisocial traits showed a significant
negative association. The principal component analyses showed that negative affectivity,
psychoticism, and detachment was associated with an increased risk of disability pensioning,
while antagonism/disinhibition and obsessivity were not.
CONCLUSIONS:
PDs are strongly associated with disability pensioning in young adults, and might be more
important predictors of work disability than anxiety and depressive disorders. Certain aspects
of pathologic personalities are particularly important predictors of disability.
PMID: 24791656 [PubMed - as supplied by publisher]
Related citations
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Abstract
BACKGROUND:

Adults with substance use disorders (SUDs) report higher rates of child abuse than adults
without SUDs. Prior work suggests that this abuse is associated with higher rates of psychosis,
posttraumatic stress disorder, physical health problems, alcohol dependence, and cannabis
dependence among substance users. Little is known about other problems associated with
child abuse experienced by substance users. We hypothesized that among adults with SUDs,
child abuse would be associated with elevated rates of all Diagnostic and Statistical Manual
(DSM-IV-TR) psychiatric disorders, substance dependencies, and comorbidities assessed.
METHOD:
We assessed 280 inpatients in substance use treatment with the Structured Clinical Interview
for the DSM-IV-TR, the Diagnostic Instrument for Personality Disorders, and Childhood
Trauma Questionnaire (CTQ). We used chi-square and regression analyses to establish
whether rates of psychiatric disorders, substance dependencies, and comorbidities differed as
a function of child abuse.
RESULTS:
Consistent with our hypotheses, higher scores on the CTQ were associated with elevated rates
of psychiatric disorders (mood disorders, anxiety disorders, psychotic symptoms, and
personality disorders) and substance dependencies (alcohol dependence and cocaine
dependence). Moreover, higher rates of all comorbidity patterns (e.g. comorbid alcohol
dependence and anxiety) were observed among individuals who reported experiencing child
abuse. Across all substance dependencies examined, individuals who had been abused had
significantly higher rates of all psychiatric disorders assessed.
CONCLUSIONS:
Individuals with substance use disorders who have been abused have particularly elevated
rates of psychiatric and substance use disorders as a function of their abuse experiences. These
findings have important treatment implications for individuals in residential substance use
treatment settings.
Copyright © 2013 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.
PMID: 24976457 [PubMed - as supplied by publisher]
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Abstract
Personality and its potential role in mediating risk of psychiatric disorders and suicidality are
assessed by sexual orientation, using data collected among young Swiss men (n=5875)
recruited while presenting for mandatory military conscription. Mental health outcomes were
analyzed by sexual attraction using logistic regression, controlling for five-factor model
personality traits and socio-demographics. Homo/bisexual men demonstrated the highest
scores for neuroticism-anxiety but the lowest for sociability and sensation seeking, with no
differences for aggression-hostility. Among homo/bisexual men, 10.2% fulfilled diagnostic
criteria for major depression in the past 2weeks, 10.8% for ADHD in the past 12months,
13.8% for lifetime anti-social personality disorder (ASPD), and 6.0% attempted suicide in the
past 12months. Upon adjusting (AOR) for personality traits, their odds ratios (OR) for major
depression (OR=4.78, 95% CI 2.81-8.14; AOR=1.46, 95% CI 0.80-2.65) and ADHD
(OR=2.17, 95% CI=1.31-3.58; AOR=1.00, 95% CI 0.58-1.75) lost statistical significance, and
the odds ratio for suicide attempt was halved (OR=5.10, 95% CI 2.57-10.1; AOR=2.42, 95%
CI 1.16-5.02). There are noteworthy differences in personality traits by sexual orientation, and
much of the increased mental morbidity appears to be accounted for by such underlying
differences, with important implications for etiology and treatment.
Copyright © 2014 Elsevier Masson SAS. All rights reserved.
PMID: 24972914 [PubMed - as supplied by publisher]
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Abstract
OBJECTIVE:
To investigate which parental mental illnesses are associated with eating disorders in their
offspring.
METHOD:
We used data from a record-linkage cohort study of 158,679 children aged 12-24 years at the
end of follow-up, resident in Stockholm County from 2001 to 2007, to investigate whether
different parental mental illnesses are risk factors for eating disorders in their offspring. The
outcome measure was diagnosis of any eating disorder, either from an ICD or DSM-IV code,
or inferred from an appointment at a specialist eating disorder clinic.
RESULTS:
Mental illness in parents is a risk factor for eating disorders in female offspring (Adjusted
Hazard Ratio (AHR) 1.57 (95% CI 1.42, 1.92), p < 0.0001). Risk of eating disorders is
increased if there is a parental diagnosis of bipolar affective disorder (AHR 2.28 (95% CI
1.39, 3.72), p = 0.004), personality disorder (AHR 1.57 (95% CI 1.01, 2.44), p = 0.043) or
anxiety/depression (AHR 1.57 (95% CI 1.32, 1.86), p < 0.0001). There is a lack of statistical
evidence for an association with parental schizophrenia (AHR 1.41 (95% CI 0.96, 2.07),
p = 0.08), and somatoform disorder (AHR 1.25 (95% CI 0.74, 2.13), p = 0.40). There is no
support for a relationship between parental substance misuse and eating disorders in children
(AHR 1.08 (95% CI 0.82, 1.43), p = 0.57).
DISCUSSION:
Parental mental illness, specifically parental anxiety, depression, bipolar affective disorder,
and personality disorders, are risk factors for eating disorders in their offspring. © 2014 Wiley
Periodicals, Inc. Int J Eat Disord 2014; (Int J Eat Disord 2014).
Copyright © 2014 Wiley Periodicals, Inc.
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Abstract
Abstract Purpose: Personality disorders (PDs) are associated with significant distress,
disability, and cause great difficulties in life. PDs have been suggested to influence adaptation
after major burns, but the potential relationship has not been fully elucidated. This study
aimed to describe the prevalence of PDs in 107 patients with major burn injury, and to
identify the impact of PDs on perceived patient outcome assessed as health-related quality of
life (HRQoL) one year after burn. Methods: One burn-specific instrument (Burn Specific
Health Scale-Brief (BSHS-B)) and two generic instruments (EuroQol Five Dimensions and
Short Form 36 Health Survey) were used, and Psychiatric Axis I and II disorders were
assessed one year post burn. Results: This study identified an above normal prevalence of PDs
among individuals afflicted by burn, and participants with PD had a significantly larger
lifetime burden of Axis I disorders compared to participants without PD. Participants with
PDs scored significantly lower than those without PD in the BSHS-B domain Skin
involvement, and the effect of having a PD was related to the subscale Treatment regimens.
There was no relationship between the presence of PD and generic HRQoL. Conclusions: An
implication of these observations is that special rehabilitation efforts including more tailored
interventions must be offered to these patients to ensure that the obstacles they perceive to
caring for themselves in this respect are eliminated. Implications for Rehabilitation This study
identified an above normal prevalence of PDs among individuals afflicted by burn and these
individuals reported poor burn-specific health-related quality of life. The identification of
difficulties with compliance and endurance regarding daily skin care may cause negative
consequences for optimal rehabilitation and underscore the importance of offering more
tailored interventions in rehabilitation. Inflexible behavioral patterns related to the PD
diagnosis imply the need for communication strategies by the rehabilitation team, which
include flexibility, creativity, and diplomacy. There is a need for further research focusing on

identifying the factors that facilitate the individual's own ability to take action and have
control.
PMID: 24963942 [PubMed - as supplied by publisher]
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Abstract
BACKGROUND:
We tested the hypothesis that high novelty seeking (NS) (a trait that promotes
experimentation) and sweet-liking (SL) (a phenotype that may reflect processing of hedonic
stimuli) act independently and synergistically to increase the risk of having alcohol-related
problems in young adults.
METHODS:
A sample of 163 young adults, ages 18 to 26, was recruited and balanced for gender and
evidence for presence of alcohol problems to yield 150 evaluable participants. NS was
evaluated using the Tridimensional Personality Questionnaire. Pleasurable response to sweet
taste was tested to identify sweet-likers and sweet-dislikers. Alcohol use and problems were
assessed by the Alcohol Use Disorders Identification Test and the Rutgers Alcohol Problem
Index.
RESULTS:
NS, but not SL, was positively and significantly associated with alcohol consumption and
alcohol problems; however, the effect of NS on alcohol problems was significantly enhanced

in the presence of the SL phenotype, thus showing a strong synergistic interaction. The
combination of SL and high NS was associated with increased odds of having alcohol
problems -20.64 (95% CI: -89.98, 4.74) compared to those with low NS and sweet-disliking.
Other combinations did not produce such odds ratios. SL and low NS showed OR = 1.88
(95% CI 0.44, 7.99), and sweet-dislikers and high novelty seekers had OR = 4.07 (95%, CI
1.01, 16.46).
CONCLUSIONS:
These results support and extend our hypothesis that as clinically distinct phenotypes, high NS
and the SL phenotype are associated with risk of alcohol-related problems. High NS is
associated with the use of alcohol, and the presence of the SL phenotype appears to bias an
individual to alcohol problems once alcohol use is initiated. Understanding the biology and
phenomenology of these phenotypes will allow a more complete picture of the processes that
lead to alcohol problems.
Copyright © 2014 by the Research Society on Alcoholism.
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Abstract
BACKGROUND:
Physicians experience high level of occupational burnout that exposes them to physical and
mental exhaustion as well as job dissatisfaction.

OBJECTIVE:
The association between different types of personality traits and occupational burnout among
a group of Iranian general practitioners is assessed.
METHODS:
One hundred general practitioners working in emergency wards of eight hospitals in Iran were
studied. Occupational burnout was measured using the Maslach Burnout Inventory and type
of personality was assessed using the Holland personality test.
RESULTS:
An average of 15.4% of personnel displayed high frequency in subscale of emotional
exhaustion, 14.5% displayed high frequency in subscale of depersonalization, and 10.2%
displayed high frequency in subscale of lack of personal accomplishment. Realistic
personality was revealed in 2%, social types in 41%, investigative type in 35%, enterprising
types in 6.0%, artistic type in 13% and conventional type of personality in 3.0% of them. The
subjects with social personality experienced the lowest burnout. There were negative
correlation between physician experiences and different subdivisions of
burnout.CONCLUSION: A notable number of Iranian general practitioners suffered
occupational burnout, especially emotional exhaustion. The majority of physicians had social
or investigative personalities.
PMID: 24962296 [PubMed - as supplied by publisher]
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Abstract
BACKGROUND:
Both genetic and environmental factors have been implicated in the etiology of attentiondeficit/hyperactivity disorder (ADHD). We had previously suggested that exposure to
maternal smoking during pregnancy (MSDP) may be a valid basis for delineating a distinct
subtype of ADHD, where children exposed to MSDP present with a more severe clinical
picture. Here, we examine the psychopathology of parents in this group, to better understand
the etiology of ADHD.
METHODS:
Using the Family Interview for Genetic Studies in a sample of 514 families of children with
ADHD, we collected data pertaining to lifetime parental psychopathology. Families were
stratified based on maternal smoking during the complete gestational period. The frequency of
different disorders was compared using the χ2 statistic.
RESULTS:
In the group where mothers smoked during pregnancy, both parents were significantly more
likely to have antisocial personality disorder, and problems with alcohol and drug abuse.
Mothers had a significantly higher frequency of major depressive disorder (MDD), while
fathers showed a trend for both MDD and bipolar disorder.
CONCLUSIONS:
Based on the pattern of psychopathology in parents of children exposed to MSDP, as well as
earlier reports of the severe clinical, behavioral, and cognitive phenotype in these children,
combined with the large body of epidemiological evidence, we propose that these children
present a distinct subtype of ADHD with comorbid conduct disorder. Furthermore, we
propose that MSDP may be a proxy measure to help delineate this subtype.
© 2014 The Authors. Journal of Child Psychology and Psychiatry. © 2014 Association for
Child and Adolescent Mental Health.
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Abstract
introduction and objective. Psychiatric disorders (and their high rates of prevalence) in
primary care have been widely analyzed, but the problem of underdiagnosis remains
unresolved. This becomes increasingly more important in rural health centres in the face of
lack of epidemiological data from these centres. The aim of this study is focused on the
relationship between general health, psychiatric symptomatology and personality
characteristics in the context of an adequate diagnosis. materials and methods. 518 primary
care patients in 6 Polish urban clinical centres were studied using (in order of administration):
a sociodemographic questionnaire, the General Health Questionnaire (GHQ-28) and Eysenck
Personality Questionnaire (EPQ-R). results. The investigated sample was representative for
urban primary care patients. The findings confirmed a significant association between
neuroticism and general health. The strongest relation with current functioning and mental
distress of the patients (GHQ general score) was observed in case of symptoms of anxiety and
insomnia. The symptoms of depression may be the most difficult to identify (psychiatric
symptoms assessed using GHQ sub-scales). conclusions. According to the GHQ assumptions
and confirmed by the presented study, sub-threshold psychiatric symptomatology affects the
functioning of primary care patients and their general health. This correlates with personality
factors. Improving adequacy of diagnosis becomes extremely important, as it may often be the
only chance for appropriate therapy of mental problems for people living in rural areas due to
lower availability of specialistic mental services. Further epidemiological studies concerning
rural primary care and prevalence of the spectrum of mental disorders need to be conducted.
Free Article
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Abstract
OBJECTIVE:
The aim of this study was to gain a broader appreciation of processes involved in treatment
dropout in adolescents with borderline personality disorder (BPD).
DESIGN:
A constructivist grounded theory was chosen using a multiple-case research design with three
embedded levels of analysis (adolescent, parent, and care setting).
METHOD:
Theoretical sampling and the different stages of analysis specific to grounded theory were
performed according to the iterative process of constant comparative analysis. Twelve cases
were examined (nine dropouts among adolescents with BPD and for the purpose of
falsification, one dropout of suicidal adolescent without BPD and two completed treatments
among adolescents with BPD). To document the cases, three groups of informants were
recruited (adolescents, parents, and therapists involved in the treatment) and 34 interviews
were conducted.
RESULTS:

Psychological characteristics, perception of mental illness and mental health care, and helpseeking context were the specific treatment dropout vulnerabilities identified in adolescents
with BPD and in their parents. However, their disengagement became an issue only when
care-setting response - including mitigation of accessibility problems, adaptation of services
to needs of adolescents with BPD, preparation for treatment, and concern for clinicians'
disposition to treat - was ill-suited to these treatment dropout vulnerabilities. Treatment
planning proves to be a key milestone to properly engage adolescents with BPD and their
parent.
CONCLUSIONS:
Systematic assessment of treatment dropout vulnerabilities before the intervention plan is laid
out could foster better-suited responses of the care setting thus decreasing the incidence of
treatment discontinuation in adolescents with BPD.
PRACTITIONER POINTS:
Treatment dropout vulnerabilities specific to adolescents with BPD and their parents can be
detected before the beginning of treatment. Premature treatment termination may be prevented
if the care setting considers these vulnerabilities at treatment planning. Fears and negative
reaction to treatment can be attenuated if the reasons behind the therapeutic orientation are
explained and if the adolescent understand how the treatment will affect his condition.
Concerns for autonomy of the adolescent, parental help-seeking context as well as ensuring
that the clinician has the skills, interest, and motivation to work with the family may have a
positive effect on families' commitment to treatment.
© 2014 The British Psychological Society.
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Abstract
BACKGROUND:
This study sought to identify predictors of attempting to quit and of successfully quitting
alcohol abuse or dependence in the general population.
METHODS:
Data were drawn from the National Epidemiologic Survey on Alcohol and Related
Conditions (NESARC).
RESULTS:
Approximately 10% of individuals with alcohol abuse and 18% of those with dependence
attempted to quit over the three year follow-up period. Of those who tried, 38% of
individuals with abuse and 30% of those with dependence successfully quit. Among
individuals with alcohol abuse or dependence, being single, younger than 40 years old,
having low income, a co-occurring psychiatric disorder and greater number of dependence
symptoms increased the likelihood of attempting to quit. Among individuals with alcohol
abuse, male gender and low educational attainment further increased the odds of quit
attempts. However, greater severity of alcohol use disorder, having a co-occurring drug use
disorder and greater number of psychiatric disorders decreased the odds of success among
individuals with alcohol abuse, while female gender, being married and older than 40 years
old increased the odds of success. Among individuals with alcohol dependence, having
nicotine dependence, greater number of psychiatric disorders and personality disorders
decreased the odds of success.
CONCLUSIONS:
Predictors of attempts to quit are different and sometimes opposite from those leading to
successful quitting probably indicating that some factors that increase motivation may
decrease ability to quit. These findings may help in the development of more targeted and
effective interventions for alcohol use disorders.

Copyright © 2014. Published by Elsevier Ireland Ltd.
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Abstract
Restless legs syndrome (RLS) is often associated with psychopathological symptoms. We
compared psychiatric diagnoses, psychological complaints, sleep and personality traits in
RLS patients and a control group The RLS patients also answered the IRLS, RLS-6, and
QoL-RLS. The RLS patients showed more depressive disorders, psychopathological
symptoms, and lower well-being than controls, but no differences in personality traits. The
slightly, but not significantly, higher neuroticism found in RLS patients can be explained by
the higher rates of depression among the patients. It is advisable to screen RLS patients for
psychiatric comorbidities. The design using a matched control group without sleep disorders
limits the conclusions that can be drawn regarding the frequency of psychiatric diagnoses
and controls with sleep problems.
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Abstract
Job strain results from a combination of high workload and few decision-making
opportunities in the workplace. There is inconsistent evidence regarding the association
between job strain and hypertension, and methodological shortcomings preclude firm
conclusions. Thus, a meta-analysis of observational studies on hypertension among
occupational groups was conducted to determine whether job strain was associated with
hypertension. In January 2012, we carried out a comprehensive, topic-specific electronic
literature search of the Ovid MEDLINE, EMBASE and PsychoINFO databases
complemented by individual help from non-communicable disease experts.
Experimental/interventional studies and studies on personality disorders were excluded. Nine
of 894 identified studies met the eligibility criteria and were included in the meta-analysis.
The pooled OR of the nine studies was 1.3 (95% CI 1.14 to 1.48; p<0.001), of case-control
studies 3.17 (95% CI 1.79 to 5.60; p<0.001) and of cohort studies 1.24 (95% CI 1.09 to 1.41;
p<0.001), all of which indicated statistically significant positive associations between job
strain and hypertension. In a subgroup analysis, cohort studies of good methodological
quality showed significant associations between job strain and hypertension, while those of
poor methodological quality showed no association or subgroup differences. We conclude
that despite methodological differences, case-control and cohort studies of good
methodological quality showed positive associations between hypertension and job strain.

Published by the BMJ Publishing Group Limited. For permission to use (where not already
granted under a licence) please go to http://group.bmj.com/group/rightslicensing/permissions.
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Abstract
Objectives: To test whether suicide attempters and suicide gesturers can be clinically
differentiated. Methods: 150 subjects who had attempted suicide at least once, had made a
suicide gesture, had suicidal ideation, and/or had engaged in non-suicidal self-injury were
recruited from the inpatient service of the Jiménez Díaz Foundation (Madrid, Spain). A
multinomial regression analysis was conducted. Results: Histrionic and antisocial personality
disorders were risk factors specific to suicide gestures. Narcissistic personality disorder was
specifically associated with suicide attempts. Borderline personality disorder was associated
with both suicide gestures and attempts. A high level of impulsiveness was a risk factor
specific to suicide attempts. Conclusion: Suicide attempters and suicide gesturers are two
distinct, although partially overlapping populations.
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Abstract
BACKGROUND:
Major depressive disorder is highly prevalent among Latinos with limited English language
proficiency in the United States. Although major depressive disorder is highly treatable,
barriers to depression treatment have historically prevented Latinos with limited English
language proficiency from accessing effective interventions. The project seeks to evaluate
the efficacy of behavioral activation treatment for depression, an empirically supported
treatment for depression, as an intervention that may address some of the disparities
surrounding the receipt of efficacious mental health care for this population.
METHODS/DESIGN:
Following a pilot study of behavioral activation treatment for depression with 10 participants
which yielded very promising results, the current study is a randomized control trial testing
behavioral activation treatment for depression versus a supportive counseling treatment for
depression. We are in the process of recruiting 60 Latinos with limited English language
proficiency meeting criteria for major depressive disorder according to the Diagnostic and
Statistical Manual of Mental Disorders 4th and 5th Edition for participation in a single-center
efficacy trial. Participants are randomized to receive 10 sessions of behavioral activation
treatment for depression (n = 30) or 10 sessions of supportive counseling (n = 30).
Assessments occur prior to each session and at 1 month after completing treatment.
Intervention targets include depressive symptomatology and the proposed mechanisms of
behavioral activation treatment for depression: activity level and environmental reward. We
will also examine other factors related to treatment outcome such as treatment adherence,
treatment satisfaction, and therapeutic alliance.
DISCUSSION:
This randomized controlled trial will allow us to determine the efficacy of behavioral
activation treatment for depression in a fast-growing, yet highly underserved population in
US mental health services. The study is also among the first to examine the effect of the

proposed mechanisms of change of behavioral activation treatment for depression (that is,
activity level and environmental reward) on depression over time. To our knowledge, this is
the first randomized controlled trial to compare an empirical-supported treatment to a control
supportive counseling condition in a sample of depressed, Spanish-speaking Latinos in the
United States.
TRIAL REGISTRATION:
Clinical Trials Register: NCT01958840; registered 8 October 2013.
PMCID: PMC4074338 Free PMC Article
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Abstract
Social proximity typically helps individuals meet their belongingness needs, but several
forms of psychopathology, including borderline and avoidant personality disorders (BPD and
APD, respectively) are characterized by social difficulties. This experience-sampling study is
one of the first to directly investigate the affective reactions of individuals with BPD and
APD (compared with healthy controls [HC]) to social proximity in daily life. We examined
both person-level and day-level reactions. At the person level, the rate of social proximity
across the diary period was associated with diminished feelings of rejection, isolation,
shame, and dissociation in the HC group. In contrast, it was not associated with any affective
reaction in the BPD group, and was associated with decreased rejection and isolation on the
one hand, but also with increased anxiety in the APD group. At the day level, we used
multilevel regression to examine affective reactions when in social proximity. The HC group
showed a consistent benefit when in social proximity. In contrast, both PD groups exhibited
mixed affective reactions to social proximity; specifically, benefits (increased positive affect,
decreased rejection, isolation, and dissociation) were interspersed with costs (increased
shame for both PD groups; increased anger for BPD; increased anxiety for APD). The mixed

reactions found in both PDs may contribute to the disturbed relationships of individuals with
these disorders. (PsycINFO Database Record (c) 2014 APA, all rights reserved).
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Abstract
This study surveyed over 400 individuals attending jury duty regarding various perceptions,
attitudes, and beliefs they had concerning psychopathic personality (psychopathy). The
protocol included (a) prototype ratings of what participants considered to be core features,
using the Comprehensive Assessment of Psychopathic Personality (CAPP) prototype rating
scale; (b) questions concerning knowledge and beliefs about psychopathy (e.g., prevalence in
society); and (c) attitudinal scales concerning potential associated features (e.g., criminality,
rehabilitation potential), etiological underpinnings, and moral judgments and legal sanctions.
Consistent with results of earlier studies using expert raters, jury panel members rated most
of the 33 individual CAPP items and all 6 CAPP scales as at least moderately prototypical,
with Self and Dominance domains obtaining the highest mean ratings. Many participants
also strongly endorsed symptoms of psychosis (e.g., delusions) as prototypical of
psychopathy. Despite this, they viewed psychopaths as responsible for their own actions, as
capable of determining right from wrong, and as generally not "insane." Our findings
indicate that jury panel members view the prototypical psychopath as highly dominant, selffocused, and lacking in remorse and empathy and reinforce the need for expert witnesses to
clearly differentiate between psychopathy and psychotic-spectrum disorders. (PsycINFO
Database Record (c) 2014 APA, all rights reserved).
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Psychopathy, DSM-5, and a Caution.
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Abstract
Recently developed models of psychopathy include such traits as fearlessness, boldness, and
invulnerability. Section III of Diagnostic and Statistical Manual of Mental Disorders (DSM5) includes as well a psychopathy specifier that is modeled after these traits. The purpose of
the current study was to test empirically the convergent and discriminant validity of the
Psychopathic Personality Inventory-Revised (PPI-R), the Triarchic Psychopathy Measure
(TriPM), the Elemental Psychopathy Assessment (EPA), and the Personality Inventory for
DSM-5 (PID-5) with respect to their relationship to one another, with traditional measures of
psychopathy and antisocial personality disorder, and with a measure of the 5-factor model.
Participants were 2 samples of community adults (280 and 196) who indicated that they have
engaged in criminal activities. The results indicated good convergent and discriminant
validity for the PPI-R, TriPM, EPA, and the PID-5 psychopathy specifiers, as well as
relationships with a measure of the 5 factor model that were quite distinct from the
relationships obtained for traditional measures of antisocial personality disorder and
psychopathy. However, concerns are raised with respect to a reliance on reverse-coded items
for the assessment of components of psychopathy. (PsycINFO Database Record (c) 2014
APA, all rights reserved).
PMID: 24932764 [PubMed - as supplied by publisher]
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Abstract
The "dual-hormone" hypothesis predicts that testosterone and cortisol will jointly regulate
aggressive and socially dominant behavior in children and adults (e.g., Mehta & Josephs,
2010). The present study extends research on the dual-hormone hypothesis by testing the
interaction between testosterone, cortisol, and personality disorder (PD) traits in predicting
externalizing problems in a community sample of adolescent males and females. Participants
were 106 youth from the community, ranging in age from 13-18 (Mage = 16.01 years,
SDage = 1.29), and their parents. Parents and youth provided ratings on an omnibus measure
of personality pathology and externalizing problems. Youth provided saliva samples via
passive drool from which testosterone and cortisol levels were obtained. Robust moderation
of the joint effects of testosterone and cortisol on parent-reported externalizing problems was
found for both higher-order PD traits associated with externalizing psychopathology

(Disagreeableness and Emotional Instability). Higher testosterone was associated with
externalizing outcomes, but only when cortisol was low, and only among youth with high
levels of Disagreeableness and Emotional Instability. These findings provide the first
evidence for the dual-hormone hypothesis in a mixed-sex sample of community adolescents,
but importantly offer novel evidence for the importance of personality traits. Examination of
the joint regulation of externalizing problems by testosterone and cortisol in the context of
adolescent personality may help to clarify inconsistent main effects of testosterone and
cortisol on clinical externalizing phenotypes. (PsycINFO Database Record (c) 2014 APA, all
rights reserved).
PMID: 24932763 [PubMed - as supplied by publisher]
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Abstract
Despite similarity in their disinhibited behaviors, the cognitive-affective mechanisms that
characterize psychopathy and externalizing are relatively distinct. One theoretical
perspective suggests that psychopathy is associated with an early attention bottleneck that
precludes the processing of contextual information, leading to a rigid goal-directed focus.
Alternatively, externalizing may be associated with an overallocation of processing resources
to motivationally salient information, which disrupts the use of cognitive control. In this
study, male prisoners assessed on psychopathic and externalizing traits performed a new
gaze detection task involving affective faces. As predicted, psychopathy but not
externalizing was associated with superior performance on the gaze-detection task when the
necessity of using contextual affect to regulate goal-directed behavior was minimized.
Conversely, externalizing but not psychopathy was associated with increased errors on trials
that required participants to use affective expressions, specifically fear, as a cue to inhibit
dominant responses. These results have theoretical and applied significance for both
psychopathic and externalizing forms of disinhibition. Recognition and utilization of facial
affect are important for socialization and interpersonal interactions; therefore, any cognitiveaffective processes that interrupt the fluency with which this information is processed may
be important for understanding the underpinnings of disinhibition. (PsycINFO Database
Record (c) 2014 APA, all rights reserved).
PMID: 24932762 [PubMed - as supplied by publisher]
Related citations
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Abstract
INTRODUCTION:
The aim of the current study was to assess the prevalence of symptoms of attention
deficit/hyperactivity disorder (ADHD) in adolescents and young adults diagnosed with other
primary psychiatric disorders, who had not responded to previous treatments.
MATERIAL AND METHODS:
A total of 795 outpatients aged 15 to 24 years were included. The presence of ADHD was
studied using DSM-IV criteria and the frequency of symptoms using the 18 item DuPaul
ADHD Rating Scale.
RESULTS:

ADHD (DSM-IV criteria) was present in 48 patients (6%), none of whom had previously
received the diagnosis. A total of 260 patients (32.7%) met the criteria for moderate ADHD
and between them, severity of primary psychiatric disorder was higher according to the CGIS (P=.007). Risk factors for moderate ADHD symptoms were the presence of substance use
disorders (SUD) (odds ratio=1.543, P=.01) and borderline personality disorders (odds ratio
=2.173, p=.0001).
CONCLUSION:
Unrecognized ADHD was present in 6% of patients; moreover 32.7% of the sample also
presented moderate symptoms of the disorder. Screening for ADHD in young patients with
refractory response to primary disorder treatment, mainly those with substance use disorders,
conduct and personality disorders is highly advisable, due to the high frequency of ADHD
comorbidity in these psychiatric disorders.
Copyright © 2013 SEP y SEPB. Published by Elsevier España. All rights reserved.
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Abstract
Autism spectrum and schizophrenia spectrum disorders are classified separately in the DSM5, yet research indicates that these two disorders share overlapping features. The aim of the
present study was to examine the overlap between autistic and schizotypal personality traits

and whether anxiety and depression act as confounding variables in this relationship within a
non-clinical population. One hundred and forty-four adults completed the Autism Spectrum
Quotient and the Schizotypal Personality Questionnaire and the Depression Anxiety Stress
Scales-21. A number of associations were seen between autistic and schizotypal personality
traits. However, negative traits were the only schizotypal feature to uniquely predict global
autistic traits, thus highlighting the importance of interpersonal qualities in the overlap of
autistic and schizotypal characteristics. The inclusion of anxiety and depression did not alter
relationships between autistic and schizotypal traits, indicating that anxiety and depression
are not confounders of this relationship. These findings have important implications for the
conceptualisation of both disorders.
Copyright © 2014 Elsevier Ireland Ltd. All rights reserved.
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Abstract
OBJECTIVE:
To assess the population impact of chronic conditions on the risk of road traffic crashes.
METHODS:
Data from three French national databases were extracted and matched: the national health
care insurance database, police reports and the national police database of injurious crashes.
Exposure to chronic conditions were compared between responsible and nonresponsible
drivers. Analysis was performed using the Lasso (least absolute shrinkage and selection
operator) method.
RESULTS:
69,630 drivers involved in an injurious crash in France between 2005 and 2008, were
included. 6210 (8.9%) were suffering from at least one long-term disease. When adjusted for
prescription of medicines, blood alcohol, demographic driver characteristics and crash
characteristics, increased risk of being responsible for a crash was found in drivers registered
in the French healthcare database with the following long-term diseases: epilepsy (odds ratio
[OR]=2.53 [1.53-4.20]), type 1 diabetes (OR=1.47) [1.12-1.92], alcoholic liver disease
(OR=3.37 [1.40-8.13]), asthma (OR=1.72 [1.13-2.60]) and specific personality disorders
(OR=1.35 [1.05-1.74]). No association was found for cardiovascular diseases or Alzheimer's
disease.
CONCLUSION:
The results update the list of medical conditions that may impair driving skills. However,
results should be considered cautiously with regards to potential regulatory driving
judgments that could have a negative impact on patients' social life.
Copyright © 2014 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.
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Abstract
ABSTRACT Cocaine use can induce transient psychotic symptoms that include
suspiciousness, paranoia, hallucinations, and other cocaine-related behaviors. In this
commentary, we provide an international perspective while reviewing the recent advances in
epidemiology, clinical features, and risk factors related to cocaine-induced psychosis
exhibited patients with cocaine use disorders. In some settings, the occurrence of cocaineinduced psychosis has been shown to be as high as 86.5%. Many risk factors have been
linked with cocaine-induced psychosis, including: the quantity of cocaine consumed, lifetime
amount of cocaine use, onset of cocaine dependence, years of use, routes of administration,
other substance use disorder comorbidity, weight, gender, comorbidity with other medical
and mental health disorders, genetics, and pharmacological interactions. Research has shown
that the evaluation of cocaine-induced psychosis in patients with cocaine use is clinically
relevant, especially in those patients who consume high amounts of cocaine, have a cannabis
dependence history, have antisocial personality disorder, use administration routes other than
intranasal, or exhibit ADHD comorbidity. Currently, the literature lacks information
regarding the evolution of cocaine dependence or cocaine-dependent patients' risk for
developing schizophrenia or other psychotic disorders. Furthermore, clinicians still do not
have an evidence-based pharmacological approach to management of cocaine dependence
available to them. Additional research is also needed regarding risk factors such as
neurobiological markers and personality traits. Finally, we recommend the development of
an integrative model including all of the risk factors and protective factors for cocaineinduced psychosis.
PMID: 24927026 [PubMed - as supplied by publisher]
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Abstract
According to self-report questionnaire studies, insomnia patients differ from healthy controls
with respect to several personality traits. The current study aimed at exploring how these
personality traits may translate into behavior. Insomnia patients' behavior during
psychometric testing (n = 163) was investigated in comparison to healthy controls (n = 81),
patients with other sleep disorders (n = 80), and patients with obsessive-compulsive disorder
(n = 36). In line with our hypotheses, insomnia patients made more additional comments
than healthy controls and more corrections than patients with other sleep disorders during
sleep-related questionnaire completion. Furthermore, insomnia patients calculated the sum
score of a depression questionnaire more frequently than both healthy controls and patients
with other sleep disorders. These findings further support the assumption of an altered
personality profile in patients with primary insomnia. Future work should aim to elucidate
what personality factors these novel behavioral markers may reflect.
PMID: 24925081 [PubMed - as supplied by publisher]
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Abstract
INTRODUCTION:
Patients with craniopharyngioma (CP) often suffer from obesity, but the underlying causes
are still not fully understood. We compared CP to patients with non-functioning pituitary
adenoma (NFPA) and to a control group (CG) by using standardized questionnaires to
investigate whether behavioural, mood or personality traits contribute to obesity.
METHODS:
We compared 31 CP (42% male, 53±15.1 years) to 26 NFPA patients (71% male, 63.2±10.3
years) and to age and gender matched local CG (ratio 2:1). Normative data from the
literature are included for reference. Patients were asked to complete eleven standardized
questionnaires. Two questionnaires were used to evaluate eating disorders (FEV, EDE-Q),
one depression (BDI), one anxiety (STAI), three health-related quality of life (SF-36,
EuroQoL, QoL-AGHDA), one sleepiness (Epworth Sleepiness Scale), two personality
(EPQ-RK, TPQ) and one body image (FKB-20).
RESULTS:
Patients with CP scored significantly higher in conscious hunger perception (FEV, CP
5.8±3.2 scores, NFPA 3.6±3.3 scores, CG 3.0±2.5, p<0.001). They had similar scores for
BDI compared to NFPA, but higher scores to CG (p<0.001, CP 10.6±8.3, NFPA 7.5±5.7,
CG 4.96±4.2). CP and NFPA scored higher than CG for anxiety and personality traits such
as harm avoidance, fatigability and asthenia and slightly higher for neuroticism. No
differences were seen for EDE-Q, quality of life, daytime sleepiness and body image
between CP and NFPA. However, differences could be observed to normative data from the
literature.
CONCLUSION:
Obesity in CP patients might be influenced by eating disorders, negative mood alterations
and increased anxiety-related personality traits. This article is protected by copyright. All
rights reserved.
This article is protected by copyright. All rights reserved.
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Abstract
Objectives. We modeled triple trajectories of tobacco, alcohol, and marijuana use from
adolescence to adulthood as predictors of antisocial personality disorder (ASPD) and
generalized anxiety disorder (GAD). Methods. We assessed urban African American and
Puerto Rican participants (n = 816) in the Harlem Longitudinal Development Study, a
psychosocial investigation, at 4 time waves (mean ages = 19, 24, 29, and 32 years). We used
Mplus to obtain the 3 variable trajectories of tobacco, alcohol, and marijuana use from time 2
to time 5 and then conducted logistic regression analyses. Results. A 5-trajectory group
model, ranging from the use of all 3 substances (23%) to a nonuse group (9%), best fit the
data. Membership in the trajectory group that used all 3 substances was associated with an
increased likelihood of both ASPD (adjusted odds ratio [AOR] = 6.83; 95% CI = 1.14, 40.74;
P < .05) and GAD (AOR = 4.35; 95% CI = 1.63, 11.63; P < .001) in adulthood, as compared
with the nonuse group, with control for earlier proxies of these conditions. Conclusions.
Adults with comorbid tobacco, alcohol, and marijuana use should be evaluated for use of
other substances and for ASPD, GAD, and other psychiatric disorders. Treatment programs
should address the use of all 3 substances to decrease the likelihood of comorbid
psychopathology. (Am J Public Health. Published online ahead of print June 12, 2014: e1-e8.
doi:10.2105/AJPH.2014.301880).
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Abstract
The aim of the study was to identify psychopathological similarities and differences in
borderline personality disorder (BPD) and schizophrenia. We compared 23 female patients
with a BPD and 21 female patients with schizophrenia according to auditory verbal
hallucinations (AVHs), dissociation, childhood trauma, and additional psychotic symptoms.
The character of AVH was similar with regard to commenting voices, location, and foreign
voices. Major differences were found in the prevalence of negative symptoms, bizarre
delusions, and formal thought disorder. These characteristics were more frequent in
schizophrenia and negatively correlated with childhood traumatization. A history of
childhood traumatization and dissociative symptoms was significantly more frequent in
BPD. AVHs in BPD and schizophrenia are not distinguishable in terms of the historically
grown criteria in Diagnostic and Statistical Manual of Mental Disorders, Fourth Edition,
Text Revision for diagnosing schizophrenia. Other symptoms such as delusions, negative
symptoms, formal thought disorder, and dissociative psychopathology could help to
differentiate between both groups.
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Abstract
Progress has been made in understanding the genetics and molecular biology of
frontotemporal dementia (FTD). Targets for intervention have been identified, therapies are
being developed, and clinical trials are advancing. A major challenge for FTD research is
that multiple underlying pathologies can be associated with heterogeneous phenotypes. The
neuropsychological profiles associated with FTD spectrum disorders often include executive
dysfunction, language impairments and behavioral disturbance. Behavioral variant FTD is
characterized by an initial presentation of changes in personality, behavior and/or emotion,
which are often difficult to objectively capture using traditional neuropsychological
measures. The two principal language variants of FTD are Progressive Nonfluent Aphasia
(PNFA) with predominant agrammatic/non-fluent impairments and Semantic Dementia (SD)
with semantic impairments and visual agnosia. Selection of appropriate endpoints for clinical
trials is critical to ensure that the measures are adequately sensitive to detect change, yet
specific enough to isolate signal from noise, and acceptable to regulatory agencies. Given the
anticipated potential for small effect sizes, measures must be able to identify small
incremental changes over time. It is also imperative that the measures provide adequate
coverage of the constructs or behaviors of interest. Selected outcome measures should be
suitable for repeat administration, yet relatively robust to practice effects to ensure that
observed changes reflect true signal variance and not residual effects due to repeated
measurement or poor reliability. To facilitate widespread adoption as an endpoint, measures
should be readily accessible. We provide several examples of potential global, composite,
and individual cognitive measures, as well as behavioral measures promising for FTD trials.
Development and application of appropriate trial outcomes is critically important to success
in advancing new treatments for FTD patients.
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Abstract
Trait neuroticism is suggested to be related to measures of volume and function of the
hippocampus, a brain structure located in the medial temporal lobe that is critical for human
navigation and orientation. In this study, we assessed whether measures of trait neuroticism
and self-concept are correlated with the human ability to orient by means of cognitive maps
(i.e. mental representations of an environment that include landmarks and their spatial
relationships). After controlling for gender differences, which are well-known in spatial
orientation abilities, we found that measures of neuroticism (i.e. negative affect, emotional
stability) and self-concept (i.e. self-esteem) were correlated with individual differences in the
rate at which cognitive maps were formed; the same measures were generally unrelated to
the ability to make use of cognitive maps, as well as the ability to orient using visual path
integration. The relationships (and lack thereof) between personality traits and the spatial
orientation skills, as reported in the present study, are consistent with specific neural
correlates underlying these factors, and may have important implications for treatment of
disorders related to them.
Copyright © 2014 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
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Abstract
OBJECTIVE:
To investigate the ambulatory mental health service profile of persons with intellectual
disability (ID) in a representative sample of New South Wales (NSW).
METHODS:
A statistical linkage key was used to link the Disability Services Minimum Data Set (DSMDS) and a community mental health services dataset (MH-COM) for a representative area
of NSW for the period 2005-2010. Linkage was undertaken in four NSW local health
districts (LHDs), covering 36.7% of the NSW population. The mental health profiles and
service use characteristics of people with an ID were compared to mental health service users
without an ID.
RESULTS:
Of the 89,262 people in the MH-COM over this 6-year period, 1,459 people (1.6 %) were
identified as having an ID. Compared to those without an ID, people with an ID were more
likely to have psychotic disorders, developmental disorders and personality disorders, and
more than twice as likely to have an 'unknown' diagnosis. Compared to those without an ID,

people with an ID were less likely to have depressive disorders, adjustment disorders and
other disorders. Service use profiles revealed that people with an ID had 1.6 times more faceto-face contacts, and a total face-to-face contact time which was 2.5 times longer than people
without an ID.
CONCLUSIONS:
Ambulatory mental health data from NSW indicates that people with an ID receive care for a
distinct range of mental disorders, and experience uncertainty regarding their diagnosis.
People with an ID have higher service needs which require recognition and the allocation of
specific resources. Such data provide a suitable baseline for future evaluation of the impact
of ambulatory mental health reforms for people with an ID.
© The Royal Australian and New Zealand College of Psychiatrists 2014.
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Abstract
BACKGROUND:
Bipolar disorder (BD) and borderline personality disorder (BPD) both are severe and chronic
psychiatric disorders. Both disorders have overlapping symptoms, and current research
shows that the presence of a BPD has an adverse effect on the course of BD. The limited
research available shows an unfavorable illness course, a worse prognosis and response to
medication, longer treatment duration, more frequent psychiatric admissions, higher dropout, increased risk of substance abuse, increased risk of suicide, and more impairment of

social and occupational functioning. However, there is no research available on the effect of
specific psychotherapeutic treatment for this patients.
METHODS/DESIGN:
This paper presents the protocol of a RCT to investigate the presence of borderline
personality features in patients treated for BD (study part 1) and the effectiveness of STEPPS
(Systems Training for Emotional Predictability and Problem Solving) added to treatment as
usual (TAU) for BD compared to TAU in patients with BD and comorbid borderline
personality features (study part 2). STEPPS is a validated and effective intervention for BPD.
The study population consists of patients treated for BD at specialized outpatient clinics for
BD in the Netherlands. At first the prevalence of comorbid borderline personality features in
outpatients with BD is investigated. Inclusion criteria for study part 2 is defined as having
three or more of the DSM-IV-TR diagnostic criteria of BPD, including impulsivity and anger
bursts. Primary outcomes will be the frequency and severity of manic and depressive
recurrences as well as severity, course and burden of borderline personality features.
Secondary outcomes will be quality of life, utilizing mental healthcare and psychopathologic
symptoms not primarily related to BD or BPD. Assessment will be at baseline, at the end of
the intervention, and at 12 and 18 months follow-up.
DISCUSSION:
This will be the first randomized controlled trial of a specific intervention in patients with
BD and comorbid BPD or borderline personality features. There are no recommendations in
the guideline of treatment of bipolar disorders for patients with this complex comorbidity.
We expect that a combined treatment aimed at mood disorder and emotion regulation will
improve treatment outcomes for these patients.
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Abstract
BACKGROUND:
Shoplifting is a serious problem among patients with eating disorders. For more than a
decade, we have treated many patients with eating disorders incarcerated in Hachioji
Medical Prison only for repeated shoplifting.
METHODS:
We analyzed the prison records and medical records of female psychiatric patients
transferred to Hachioji Medical Prison between 2002 and 2011. Based on the offense listed
at the time of sentencing, we extracted a shoplifting group and a drug-offense group from
among all patients with eating disorders. One patient from the former group who had used
substances and two from the latter group who had never shoplifted were excluded from the
study. The groups had 41 and 14 patients, respectively. A control group comprised patients
with other mental disorders (n = 34). We compared eating disorder histories and subtypes,
weight changes, comorbidities, life histories, past behavioral problems, and clinical
behavioral problems among the three groups.
RESULTS:
The shoplifting group exhibited less impulsive behavior, substance abuse, antisocial features,
borderline personality disorder, and past bulimia than did the drug-offense and control
groups. The shoplifting group had higher educational achievement and steadier employment;
however, their eating disorder histories and interpersonal dysfunction were more severe, and
they had a higher psychiatric treatment dropout rate. There were also significant
relationships with low body weight, anorexia nervosa-restricting type, obsessive-compulsive
behaviors, and obsessive-compulsive personality disorder in the shoplifting group. During
the clinical course, food refusal, excessive exercise, food hoarding, and falsification of
dietary intake amounts were more frequently observed in the shoplifting group. Conversely,
drug requests and occurrences of self-harm were less frequent in the shoplifting group than
in the drug-offense group.
CONCLUSIONS:
Although these results may be associated with specific characteristics of patients with eating
disorders in the medical prison setting, we concluded that the repeated shoplifting by these
patients is unrelated to antisocial or impulsive characteristics but is deeply rooted in these
patients' severe and undertreated eating disorder psychopathology. Strong supportive
treatment should be considered for patients with eating disorders who develop shoplifting

behaviors. Further research is required to elucidate the mechanisms responsible for the
relationship between shoplifting and eating disorders.
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Abstract
We present an unusual insatiable aesthetic/plastic surgery patient with borderline personality
disorder (BPD) who removed her upper eyelids by herself after we rejected her request for
revision blepharoplasty. This impulsive self-injury was attributed to anxiety from what the
patient considered to be abandonment by the surgeon. Even after the eyelid defects were
successfully treated, the patient requested several other revisions, including tattoo removal.
Compared with other mental disorders, including body dysmorphic disorder, preoccupation
with appearance in BPD is less profound and shifts from one body part to another. In an
aesthetic and plastic surgery practice, a different psychiatric approach should be used for
individuals with BPD, and the proper timing for a psychiatric referral should be established.
LEVEL OF EVIDENCE V:
This journal requires that authors assign a level of evidence to each article. For a full
description of these Evidence-Based Medicine ratings, please refer to the Table of Contents
or the online Instructions to Authors www.springer.com/00266 .
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Abstract
This paper provides an overview of narcissistic personality disorders as they present
clinically along a spectrum of severity ranging from the best functioning forms of
pathological narcissism to the most threatening to the patient's psychosocial and physical
survival. It proposes a general interpretive psychoanalytic stance with all these clinical
syndromes that range from standard psychoanalysis to a specific psychoanalytical
psychotherapy for the most repressive and life threatening conditions that may not respond to
standard psychoanalysis proper. This general psychoanalytic approach is placed into the
context of related developments in contemporary psychoanalytic understanding of
pathological narcissism and its treatment.
Copyright © 2014 Institute of Psychoanalysis.
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Abstract
OBJECTIVE:

Poor awareness of illness in anorexia nervosa (AN) may render the assessment of healthrelated quality of life (HRQoL) difficult. We aimed at evaluating severe AN patients'
HRQoL at discharge using different instruments and correlating this measure with clinical
variables.
METHODS:
We enrolled 71 adult AN inpatients admitted through the emergency department. At
admission, all participants completed the following: Medical Outcome Short Form Health
Survey, Eating Disorder Inventory-2 and Temperament and Character Inventory. At
admission and discharge, body mass index, EuroQoL Health Questionnaire/Visual Analogue
Scale and Clinical Global Impression were evaluated.
RESULTS:
The HRQoL was severely impaired at baseline, but it improved at discharge. HRQoL
correlated with eating psychopathology and personality, but not with body mass index or
Clinical Global Impression.
CONCLUSION:
The HRQoL effectively captured patients' improvement at discharge. Given its correlations
with clinical variables, this instrument may be useful in clinical practice. Copyright © 2014
John Wiley & Sons, Ltd and Eating Disorders Association.
Copyright © 2014 John Wiley & Sons, Ltd and Eating Disorders Association.
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Abstract
Rising global rates of pathological Internet use (PIU) and related psychological impairments
have gained considerable attention in recent years. In an effort to acquire evidence-based
knowledge of this relationship, the main objective of this study was to investigate the
association between PIU, psychopathology and self-destructive behaviours among schoolbased adolescents in eleven European countries. This cross-sectional study was implemented
within the framework of the European Union project: Saving and Empowering Young Lives
in Europe. A representative sample of 11,356 school-based adolescents (M/F: 4,856/6,500;
mean age: 14.9) was included in the analyses. PIU was assessed using the Young's
Diagnostic Questionnaire. Psychopathology was measured using the Beck Depression
Inventory-II, Zung Self-Rating Anxiety Scale and Strengths and Difficulties Questionnaire.
Self-destructive behaviours were evaluated by the Deliberate Self-Harm Inventory and
Paykel Suicide Scale. Results showed that suicidal behaviours (suicidal ideation and suicide
attempts), depression, anxiety, conduct problems and hyperactivity/inattention were
significant and independent predictors of PIU. The correlation between PIU, conduct
problems and hyperactivity/inattention was stronger among females, while the link between
PIU and symptoms of depression, anxiety and peer relationship problems was stronger
among males. The association between PIU, psychopathology and self-destructive
behaviours was stronger in countries with a higher prevalence of PIU and suicide rates.
These findings ascertain that psychopathology and suicidal behaviours are strongly related to
PIU. This association is significantly influenced by gender and country suggesting sociocultural influences. At the clinical and public health levels, targeting PIU among adolescents
in the early stages could potentially lead to improvements of psychological well-being and a
reduction of suicidal behaviours.
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Abstract
The Personality Inventory for DSM-5 (PID-5) was developed as a measure of the
maladaptive personality trait model included within Section III of the DSM-5. Although
preliminary findings have suggested the PID-5 has a five-factor structure that overlaps
considerably with the Five-Factor Model (FFM) at the higher order level, there has been
much less attention on the specific locations of the 25 lower-order traits. Joint exploratory
factor analysis of the PID-5 traits and the 30 facets of the NEO-PI-R were used to determine
the lower-order structure of the PID-5. Results indicated the PID-5's domain-level structure
closely resembled the FFM. We also explored the placement of several lower-order facets
that have not loaded consistently in previous studies. Overall, these results indicate that the
PID-5 shares a common structure with the FFM and clarify the placement of some interstitial
facets. More research investigating the lower-order facets is needed to determine how they fit
into the hierarchical structure and explicate their relationships to existing measures of
pathological traits. (PsycINFO Database Record (c) 2014 APA, all rights reserved).
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Abstract
Distress tolerance (DT), or the ability to withstand psychological distress, has been proposed
as a mechanism underlying multiple forms of psychopathology. However, research on DT is
limited in several areas. First, stability and change of DT over time has never been assessed
in adults. Second, it is unclear whether alternative conceptualizations of DT yield differences
in longitudinal stability and change. Third, gender differences in DT have yet to be examined

in nonclinical adult samples. And fourth, longitudinal predictive utility of DT has not been
adequately assessed. The purpose of this study was to investigate these 3 questions using
data collected at 3 time points over a 6-month period, examining borderline personality
disorder (BPD) features as an outcome. Using 3 different measures of DT, results indicated
that there is no mean level change in DT. Similarly, there was moderate rank-order stability
in DT and no significant individual level change across measures. These findings suggest
that DT is similar to other stable, trait-like constructs, as has been previously theorized.
Next, a series of cross-lagged panel models revealed that although DT had a cross-sectional
relationship with BPD features across all time points, DT did not predict BPD traits
longitudinally. These findings have implications for treatments for BPD. (PsycINFO
Database Record (c) 2014 APA, all rights reserved).
PMID: 24886052 [PubMed - as supplied by publisher]
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Abstract
BACKGROUND:
A diagnosis of colorectal cancer (CRC) and its long-term treatment may lead to significant
psychological distress and impaired health-related quality of life (HRQoL) for a significant
proportion of patients.
METHODS:

We searched the PubMed/MEDLINE electronic database for available literature on the
associations between personality characteristics, depression, psychological distress and
HRQoL in CRC. Additional references were identified through the citation tracking of the
included articles.
RESULTS:
Recent evidence indicates that Type-D (distressed) personality may predict distress among
CRC patients. Additionally, other personality traits, such as specific ego defense
mechanisms, influence the coping responses and HRQoL. Although the presence of a stoma
has been linked to the development of depressive symptoms and impairment in HRQoL in
CRC patients, more prospective studies are necessary to confirm these associations. Sense of
coherence (SOC) has both a moderating and mediating effect on health (especially mental
health and HRQoL), and preliminary data indicate that SOC may be an independent
predictor of CRC survival.
CONCLUSIONS:
The interplay between personality variables during the elaboration of "the impaired role" is
complex, and the assessment of personality traits may be incorporated into a comprehensive
psychosomatic evaluation of CRC patients. More well-designed prospective investigations
are necessary to establish the contributory role of personality dimensions for the
development of and protection from distress and impairment in the HRQoL of CRC patients,
which could eventually lead to the development of psychosocial interventions that are
personalized to this patient population (for example, manual-based psychotherapies).
Copyright © 2014 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.
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Abstract
Since the drop in the bed capacity of civil psychiatric hospitals, an increase in the bed capacity
of forensic psychiatric care and prison units has been reported in the United States and
Europe. However, in Canada, a decrease in the number of people with severe mental illness
(SMI) during the last two decades in penitentiaries has been reported. At the same time, an
increase in individuals found not criminally responsible on account of mental disorder
(NCRMD) was observed in forensic hospitals. The aim of this study is to compare
incarcerated severely mentally ill (I-SMI) individuals with forensic-hospitalized SMI
individuals in terms of their clinical profiles and service use in the province of Quebec
(Canada). A case-control study design was selected using a sample of 44 I-SMI individuals
and 59 forensic-hospitalized SMI individuals. Important findings include the following: I-SMI
persons had less schooling; they more often reported suicide attempts and violent and nonviolent crimes; and they had a higher level of comorbidity involving Cluster B personality
disorders and substance-use disorders. Forensic-hospitalized SMI persons were more likely to
have been receiving psychiatric follow-up before hospitalization. The final logistic regression
model showed that lifetime suicide attempts, non-violent crimes, and psychopathic traits were
higher among I-SMI individuals than among forensic-hospitalized SMI individuals. In
contrast, receiving regular psychiatric follow-up was associated with forensic-hospitalized
SMI individuals. Differences in psychopathological characteristics and the use of mental
health services were found for I-SMI persons. More research is needed to determine which

new initiatives might be efficacious in addressing the mental health needs of I-SMI
individuals.
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Abstract
OBJECTIVES:
To validate into Spanish the Wagnild and Young Resilience Scale - 25 (RS-25), assess and
compare the scores on the scale among women from the general population, eating disorder
(ED) patients and recovered ED patients.
METHOD:

This is a cross-sectional study. ED participants were invited to participate by their respective
therapists. The sample from the general population was gathered via an open online survey.
Participants (N general population=279; N ED patients=124; and N recovered ED
patients=45) completed the RS-25, the World Health Organization Quality of Life ScaleBREF and the Hospital Anxiety and Depression Scale. Mean age of participants ranged from
28.87 to 30.42years old. Statistical analysis included a multi-group confirmatory factor
analysis and ANOVA.
RESULTS:
The two-factor model of the RS-25 produced excellent fit indexes. Measurement invariance
across samples was generally supported. The ANOVA found statistically significant
differences in the RS-25 mean scores between the ED patients (Mean=103.13, SD=31.32) and
the recovered ED participants (Mean=138.42, SD=22.26) and between the ED patients and the
general population participants (Mean=136.63, SD=19.56).
DISCUSSION:
The Spanish version of the RS-25 is a psychometrically sound measurement tool in samples
of ED patients. Resilience is lower in people diagnosed with ED than in recovered individuals
and the general population.
Copyright © 2014 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.
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Abstract
School shooters are often described as narcissistic, but empirical evidence is scant. To provide
more reliable and detailed information, we conducted an exploratory study, analyzing police

investigation files on seven school shootings in Germany, looking for symptoms of
narcissistic personality disorder as defined by the Diagnostic and Statistical Manual of Mental
Disorders (4th ed.; DSM-IV) in witnesses' and offenders' reports and expert psychological
evaluations. Three out of four offenders who had been treated for mental disorders prior to the
offenses displayed detached symptoms of narcissism, but none was diagnosed with
narcissistic personality disorder. Of the other three, two displayed narcissistic traits. In one
case, the number of symptoms would have justified a diagnosis of narcissistic personality
disorder. Offenders showed low and high self-esteem and a range of other mental disorders.
Thus, narcissism is not a common characteristic of school shooters, but possibly more
frequent than in the general population. This should be considered in developing adequate
preventive and intervention measures.
© The Author(s) 2014.
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Abstract
The present study extends the body of evidence regarding the effectiveness of day hospital
Mentalization-Based Treatment (MBT) by documenting the treatment outcome of a highly
inclusive group of severe borderline personality disorder (BPD) patients, benchmarked by a
carefully matched group who received other specialized psychotherapeutic treatments (OPT).
Structured diagnostic interviews were conducted to assess diagnostic status at baseline.
Baseline, 18-month treatment outcome and 36-month treatment outcome (after the
maintenance phase) on psychiatric symptoms (Brief Symptom Inventory) and personality
functioning (118-item Severity Indices of Personality Problems) were available for 29 BPD

patients assigned to MBT, and an initial set of 175 BPD patients assigned to OPT. Propensity
scores were used to determine the best matches for the MBT patients within the larger OPT
group, yielding 29 MBT and 29 OPT patients for direct comparison. Treatment outcome was
analysed using multilevel modelling. Pre to post effect sizes were consistently (very) large for
MBT, with a Cohen's d of -1.06 and -1.42 for 18 and 36 months, respectively, for the
reduction in psychiatric symptoms, and ds ranging from 0.81 to 2.08 for improvement in
domains of personality functioning. OPT also yielded improvement across domains but
generally of moderate magnitude. In conclusion, the present matched control study, executed
by an independent research institute outside the UK, demonstrated the effectiveness of day
hospital MBT in a highly inclusive and severe group of BPD patients, beyond the benchmark
provided by a mix of specialized psychotherapy programmes. Interpretation of the (large)
between condition effects warrants cautionary caveats given the non-randomized design, as
well as variation in treatment dosages. Copyright © 2014 John Wiley & Sons, Ltd.
Copyright © 2014 John Wiley & Sons, Ltd.
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Abstract
Although one of the main aims of dialectical behavior therapy (DBT) for borderline
personality disorder (BPD) is to increase the retention rates, premature termination rates for
DBT inpatient programs were found to be over 30%. The aim of the study was to identify the
reasons for, and to analyze, patient characteristics that are associated with premature

termination. We studied 541 inpatients with BPD, who were consecutively admitted for an
open-door 3-month DBT inpatient treatment in Berlin, Germany. All participants completed
several self-rating measures and participated in clinical interviews. Fourteen percent, who did
not complete the full 84 days of assigned treatment, were expelled, mainly due to treatmentdisturbing behaviors, or substance abuse or possession. Nearly 19% dropped out of treatment,
mostly due to lack of motivation, arguments with others, and poor tolerance of emotional
distress. Using non-parametric conditional inference trees, expulsion was associated with
anorexia nervosa and alcohol abuse, whereas more than 9 suicide attempts, antisocial
personality disorders, and more than 86 weeks in a psychiatric hospital were risk factors for
dropout. We discussed measures and interventions that might lead to an adaptation of DBT
inpatient programs. Future research should examine the symptom course and utilization of
health-care services of non-completers.
Copyright © 2014. Published by Elsevier Ltd.
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Abstract
Personality disorders are common among depressed patients. While there is considerable
research demonstrating that such patients may respond less optimally to antidepressant
medications, there is a relative dearth of research on the outcomes of depressed personalitydisordered patients treated with electroconvulsive therapy (ECT). In this review, the author
summarizes the available reports and concludes that there is reasonably robust evidence that
patients with borderline personality disorder experience lesser antidepressant responses to
ECT acutely and probably higher post-ECT relapse rates than depressed patients with other or
no personality disorders. Some of the complex issues involved in selecting and treating such

patients are discussed, and recommendations are provided for clinical practice and future
research.
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Abstract
BACKGROUND:

Difficulty recognizing facial emotions is an important social-cognitive deficit associated with
psychotic disorders. It also may reflect a familial risk for psychosis in schizophrenia-spectrum
disorders and bipolar disorder.
OBJECTIVE:
The objectives of this study from the Bipolar-Schizophrenia Network on Intermediate
Phenotypes (B-SNIP) consortium were to: 1) compare emotion recognition deficits in
schizophrenia, schizoaffective disorder and bipolar disorder with psychosis, 2) determine the
familiality of emotion recognition deficits across these disorders, and 3) evaluate emotion
recognition deficits in nonpsychotic relatives with and without elevated Cluster A and Cluster
B personality disorder traits.
METHOD:
Participants included probands with schizophrenia (n=297), schizoaffective disorder
(depressed type, n=61; bipolar type, n=69), bipolar disorder with psychosis (n=248), their
first-degree relatives (n=332, n=69, n=154, and n=286, respectively) and healthy controls
(n=380). All participants completed the Penn Emotion Recognition Test, a standardized
measure of facial emotion recognition assessing four basic emotions (happiness, sadness,
anger and fear) and neutral expressions (no emotion).
RESULTS:
Compared to controls, emotion recognition deficits among probands increased progressively
from bipolar disorder to schizoaffective disorder to schizophrenia. Proband and relative
groups showed similar deficits perceiving angry and neutral faces, whereas deficits on fearful,
happy and sad faces were primarily isolated to schizophrenia probands. Even non-psychotic
relatives without elevated Cluster A or Cluster B personality disorder traits showed deficits on
neutral and angry faces. Emotion recognition ability was moderately familial only in
schizophrenia families.
CONCLUSIONS:
Emotion recognition deficits are prominent but somewhat different across psychotic disorders.
These deficits are reflected to a lesser extent in relatives, particularly on angry and neutral
faces. Deficits were evident in non-psychotic relatives even without elevated personality
disorder traits. Deficits in facial emotion recognition may reflect an important social-cognitive
deficit in patients with psychotic disorders.
Copyright © 2014 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
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Abstract
BACKGROUND:
Comorbidity between ADHD and Bipolar Disorder (BD) is associated with greater severity of
BD. The current study aims at investigating, in a specialized mood disorders clinic, the
percentage of comorbid ADHD-BD subjects and assessing the impact of ADHD on the
severity of BD.
METHODS:
Out of 539 mood disorders subjects, the medical records of 138 BD subjects were scrutinized
in terms of their clinical and demographic characteristics, and their scores at the Adult ADHD
Self-Report Scale (ASRS-v1.1) Symptom Checklist were logged. Those positively scoring at
the ASRS-v1.1 underwent clinical assessment by a senior psychiatrist specialized in ADHD.
Comorbid ADHD-BD subjects were then compared with BD sufferers without ADHD.
RESULTS:
Sixty-three (45.65%) of the participants were screened positive at the ASRS-v1.1. 49 were
clinically assessed for the presence of ADHD. Only 27 (55%) received a diagnosis of ADHD.

Comorbid ADHD-BD subjects were found to be younger at the onset of BD, showed higher
numbers of depressive episodes, more anxiety and substance use disorders, more borderline
personality traits and greater cyclothymic temperament. Comorbid BD-ADHD subjects
reported more childhood emotional abuse.
LIMITATIONS:
Some subjects were unreachable and thus not clinically assessed for ADHD.
CONCLUSIONS:
More than 20% of BD subjects were suffering from ADHD. The comorbidity of the two
disorders was associated with worse outcomes, possibly resulting from stressful early-life
events. More than 40% of the subjects who scored positively at the ASRS-v1.1 did not suffer
from ADHD, which suggests that this scale should be used with caution in BD subjects.
Copyright © 2014. Published by Elsevier B.V.
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Abstract
BACKGROUND:
Hypospadias (aberrant opening of the urethra on the underside of the penis) occurs in 1 per
300 newborn boys. It has been previously unknown whether this common malformation is
associated with increased psychiatric morbidity later in life. Studies of individuals with
hypospadias also provide an opportunity to examine whether difference in androgen signaling

is related to neurodevelopmental disorders. To elucidate the mechanisms behind a possible
association, we also studied psychiatric outcomes among brothers of the hypospadias patients.
METHODS:
Registry study within a national cohort of all 9,262 males with hypospadias and their 4,936
healthy brothers born in Sweden between 1973 and 2009. Patients with hypospadias and their
brothers were matched with controls by year of birth and county. The following outcomes
were evaluated (1) any psychiatric (2) psychotic, (3) mood, (4) anxiety, (5) eating, and (6)
personality disorders, (7) substance misuse, (8) attention-deficit hyperactivity disorder
(ADHD), (9) autism spectrum disorders (ASD), (10) intellectual disability, and (11) other
behavioral/emotional disorders with onset in childhood.
RESULTS:
Patients with hypospadias were more likely to be diagnosed with intellectual disability (OR
3.2; 95% CI 2.8-3.8), ASD (1.4; 1.2-1.7), ADHD (1.5; 1.3-1.9), and behavioral/emotional
disorders (1.4; 1.2-1.6) compared with the controls. Brothers of patients with hypospadias had
an increased risk of ASD (1.6; 1.3-2.1) and other behavioral/emotional disorders with onset in
childhood (1.2; 0.9-1.5) in comparison to siblings of healthy individuals. A slightly higher,
although not statistically significant, risk was found for intellectual disability (1.3; 1.0-1.9).
No relation between other psychiatric diagnosis and hypospadias was found.
CONCLUSIONS:
This is the first study to identify an increased risk for neurodevelopmental disorders in
patients with hypospadias, as well as an increased risk for ASD in their brothers, suggesting a
common familial (genetic and/or environmental) liability.
© 2014 The Authors. Journal of Child Psychology and Psychiatry. © 2014 Association for
Child and Adolescent Mental Health.
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Abstract
Borderline personality disorder (BPD) and its core Diagnostic and Statistical Manual of
Mental Disorders (DSM) factor-analytically derived phenotypes aggregate in families. To
potentially inform future conceptualizations of BPD, this study examined the familial
aggregation and co-aggregation with BPD of 3 additional candidate phenotypes for BPD
psychopathology: anxiousness, aggressiveness, and cognitive dysregulation. Participants
included 347 probands (126 with BPD, 128 without BPD, and 93 with major depressive
disorder) and 814 parents and siblings of probands. All participants completed diagnostic
assessments and scales assessing the candidate phenotypes. The familial aggregation of
phenotypes (correlation of level of phenotype between family members), the familial coaggregation of phenotypes with BPD (correlation of phenotype with BPD between family
members), and the within-individual correlation of phenotypes with BPD were assessed. All
3 candidate phenotypes showed high levels of familial aggregation (rs = .14 - .53, ps < .001),
the magnitudes of which were comparable with DSM-based core sectors of
psychopathology. Anxiousness and cognitive dysregulation showed strong within-individual
associations with BPD (rs = .55 and .46, respectively; ps < .001) and substantial familial coaggregation with BPD (rs = .12 and .13, respectively; ps ≤ .002). In contrast, aggressiveness
showed a weak within-individual association with BPD (r = .11, p = .12) and little familial
co-aggregation with BPD (r = .05, p = .21). These findings suggest that anxiousness and
cognitive dysregulation are promising phenotypes for BPD psychopathology that move
beyond factor-analytically based conceptualizations. In contrast, aggressiveness was only
weakly related to BPD, suggesting that this phenotype may not represent an essential feature
of this disorder. (PsycINFO Database Record (c) 2014 APA, all rights reserved).
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Abstract
OBJECTIVE:

Patients with borderline personality disorder (BPD) frequently present to primary care
physicians and specialists with pain problems. The aims of the current study are to (1)
examine the prevalence of pain symptoms in patients with a diagnosis of BPD compared
with a diagnosis of another personality disorder and (2) identify the factors that predict pain
experienced in patients with BPD.
METHODS:
Two hundred and ninety inpatients meeting Revised Diagnostic Interview for Borderlines
and DSM-III-R criteria for BPD and 72 patients who met DSM-III-R criteria for another
personality disorder were assessed at baseline using semistructured interviews and selfreport measures. Ratings of pain were assessed 16 years after baseline diagnosis and
compared between diagnostic groups using t-tests. Regression analyses were used to identify
predictors of pain among patients with BPD.
RESULTS:
Patients with BPD are more likely to experience pain and rate their pain as more severe than
patients with other personality disorders. In multivariable regression models, there were
three significant predictors of severity of pain among patients with BPD: older age, the
presence of major depressive disorder, and the severity of childhood abuse other than sexual
abuse.
CONCLUSION:
Patients with BPD report significant pain, which interferes with their lives. A focus on the
management of medical and psychiatric comorbidities may improve their long-term
functioning. Copyright © 2014 John Wiley & Sons, Ltd.
Copyright © 2014 John Wiley & Sons, Ltd.
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Abstract
Recently, the severity of general personality dysfunction has gained broad interest in
personality disorder (PD) research. We analysed data of 511 participants aged 20-41 years
from a comprehensive psychiatric survey in the general population of Zurich, Switzerland.
We added the trait-scores from all DSM-IV PDs, as assessed by a self-report questionnaire,
to provide a measure of general personality dysfunction. Adjusting for the Big Five
personality domains as a proxy for stylistic PD elements, this composite PD score exhibited
strong associations with neuroticism and schizotypy. General personality dysfunction
additionally revealed a moderate detrimental association with psychosocial functioning and a
strong effect on coping resources, on heavy drinking and drug use and on most
psychopathological syndromes. Of particular interest is the strong association with total
psychopathological distress and co-occurrence of multiple disorders, suggesting that
increasing PD severity relates to the degree of global impairment independent of specific PD
traits. Discussed herein are implications for public mental health policies, classification,
conceptualization and treatment of PDs. Copyright © 2014 John Wiley & Sons, Ltd.
Copyright © 2014 John Wiley & Sons, Ltd.
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Abstract
The serotonin receptor 5-HT2A (encoded by HTR2A) is an important regulator of fetal brain
development and adult cognitive function. Environmental signals that induce epigenetic

changes of serotonin response genes, including HTR2A, have been implicated in adverse
mental health outcomes. The objective of this perspective article is to address the medical
implications of HTR2A epigenetic regulation, which has been associated with both infant
neurobehavioral outcomes and adult mental health. Ongoing research has identified a region
of the HTR2A promoter that has been associated with a number of medical outcomes in
adults and infants, including bipolar disorder, schizophrenia, chronic fatigue syndrome,
borderline personality disorder, suicidality, and neurobehavioral outcomes. Epigenetic
regulation of HTR2A has been studied in several different types of tissues, including the
placenta. The placenta is an important source of serotonin during fetal neurodevelopment,
and placental epigenetic variation of HTR2A has been associated with infant
neurobehavioral outcomes, which may represent the basis of adult mental health disorders.
Further analysis is needed to identify intrinsic and extrinsic factors modulate HTR2A
methylation, and the mechanism by which this epigenetic variation influences fetal growth
and leads to altered brain development, manifesting in psychiatric disorders. © 2014 Wiley
Periodicals, Inc.
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Abstract
AIMS:

To examine the genetic overlap between borderline personality features (BPF) and substance
use disorders (SUDs) and the extent to which variation in personality traits contributes to this
covariance.
DESIGN:
Genetic structural equation modelling was used to partition the variance in and covariance
between personality traits, BPF, and SUDs into additive genetic, shared, and individualspecific environmental factors.
SETTING:
All participants were registered with the Australian Twin Registry.
PARTICIPANTS:
A total of 3,127 Australian adult twins participated in the study.
MEASUREMENTS:
Diagnoses of DSM-IV alcohol and cannabis abuse/dependence (AAD; CAD), and nicotine
dependence (ND) were derived via computer-assisted telephone interview. BPF and fivefactor model personality traits were derived via self-report questionnaires.
FINDINGS:
Genetic factors were responsible for 49% (95%CI: 42%-55%) of the variance in BPF, 3842% (95%CI range: 32%-49%) for personality traits and 47% (95%CI: 17%-77%), 54%
(95%CI: 43%-64%), and 78% (67%-86%) for ND, AAD and CAD, respectively. Genetic
and individual-specific environmental correlations between BPF and SUDs ranged from .33.56 (95%CI range: .19-.74) and .19-.32 (95%CI range: .06-.43), respectively. Overall, there
was substantial support for genetic influences that were specific to AAD, ND and CAD
(31%-69%). Finally, genetic variation in personality traits was responsible for 11%
(Extraversion for CAD) to 59% (Neuroticism for AAD) of the correlation between BPF and
SUDs.
CONCLUSIONS:
Both genetic and individual-specific environmental factors contribute to comorbidity
between borderline personality features and substance use disorders. A substantial proportion
of this comorbidity can be attributed to variation in normal personality traits, particularly
Neuroticism.
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Abstract
Impulsive-disinhibited personality (IDP) is a behavioral trait mainly characterized by
seeking immediate gratification at the expense of more enduring or long-term gains. This
trait has a major role in the development of several disinhibitory behaviors and syndromes,
including psychopathy, attention-deficit and hyperactivity disorder, cluster-B personality
disorders, criminality and alcoholism. Available data consistently support a strong heritable
component, accounting for 30-60% of the observed variance in personality traits. A genomewide analysis of copy-number variants was designed to identify novel genetic pathways
associated with the IDP trait, using a series of 261 male participants with maximized
opposite IDP scores. Quantitative trait locus analysis of candidate copy-number variants
(CNVs) was conducted across the entire IDP continuum. Functional effects of associated
variants were evaluated in zebrafish embryos. A common CNV mapping to the immunerelated gene SIRPB1 was significantly associated with IDP scores in a dose-dependent
manner (β = -0.172, P < 0.017). Expression quantitative trait locus analysis of the critical
region revealed higher SIRPB1 mRNA levels associated with the haplotype containing the
deleted allele (P < 0.0007). Epigenetic marks highlighted the presence of two potential
insulators within the deleted region, confirmed by functional assays in zebrafish embryos,
which suggests that SIRPB1 expression rates are affected by the presence/absence of the
insulator regions. Upregulation of SIRPB1 has been described in prefrontal cortex of patients
with schizophrenia, providing a link between SIRPB1 and diseases involving disinhibition
and failure to control impulsivity. We propose SIRPB1 as a novel candidate gene to account
for phenotypic differences observed in the IDP trait.
© 2014 John Wiley & Sons Ltd and International Behavioural and Neural Genetics Society.
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Abstract
Psychopathy is one of the more well-established personality disorders. However, its
relationship with the American Psychiatric Association's Diagnostic and Statistical Manual
of Mental Disorders (DSM) has been controversial. The purpose of this paper is to trace and
discuss the history of this relationship from the very first edition of the DSM to the current
fifth edition. Emphasized in particular is the problematic relationship of DSM antisocial
personality disorder with the diagnosis of psychopathy by Cleckley (1941, 1976) and the
Psychopathy Checklist- Revised (Hare, 2003), as well as with the more recently developed
models of psychopathy by Lilienfeld and Widows (2005), Lynam et al. (2011), and Patrick,
Fowles, and Krueger (2009).
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Abstract
BACKGROUND/PURPOSE:
Diagnosis disclosure is an important clinical issue in developmental disabilities, which may
influence parents' ability to cope with their child's conditions. This paper presents the content
and patterns of diagnosis-informed counseling for mothers of children with autism and
investigates the determinants for maternal satisfaction with this counseling, in order to
improve clinical practice.
METHODS:
Mothers of 151 children, aged 3-12 years, with DSM-IV autistic disorder, confirmed by the
Chinese version of the Autism Diagnostic Interview-Revised, were assessed. We collected
information about the mothers' experience with diagnosis-informed counseling, their
personality characteristics, and the extent to which they were satisfied with the counseling.
RESULTS:
Satisfaction with diagnosis-informed counseling was related more to the context of the
counseling, including the attitude of the counselors and the timing and duration of
counseling, than to its content. Parents' social desirability, educational level, and
employment status were negatively associated with their satisfaction with counseling.
However, immediate emotion, neuroticism, and extroversion did not have a significant effect
on the satisfaction with counseling. Approximately 60% of the mothers preferred to be
informed of having an autistic child after the diagnosis had been confirmed.
CONCLUSION:
Our findings suggest that more efforts are needed to improve the quality of diagnosisinformed counseling in autism, particularly in the context of breaking the news to mothers of
children with autism. Future study could further examine the moderating effect of diagnostic
subtype of autism spectrum disorders, treatment response, or social support on maternal
satisfaction with diagnosis-informed counseling (ClinicalTrials.gov number,
NCT00494754).
Copyright © 2012. Published by Elsevier B.V.
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Abstract
An individual's susceptibility to psychological and physical disorders associated with chronic
stress exposure, for example, cardiovascular and infectious disease, may also be predicted by
their reactivity to acute stress. One factor associated with both stress resilience and health
outcomes is personality. An understanding of how personality influences responses to acute
stress may shed light upon individual differences in susceptibility to chronic stress-linked
disease. This study examined the relationships between personality and acute responses to
stress in 125 healthy adults, using hierarchical linear regression. We assessed personality
traits using the Multidimensional Personality Questionnaire (MPQ-BF), and responses to
acute stress (cortisol, heart rate, blood pressure, mood) using a standardized laboratory
psychosocial stress task, the Trier Social Stress Test. Individuals with high Negative
Emotionality exhibited greater emotional distress and lower blood pressure responses to the
Trier Social Stress Test. Individuals with high agentic Positive Emotionality exhibited
prolonged heart rate responses to stress, whereas those with high communal Positive
Emotionality exhibited smaller cortisol and blood pressure responses. Separate personality
traits differentially predicted emotional, cardiovascular, and cortisol responses to a
psychosocial stressor in healthy volunteers. Future research investigating the association of
personality with chronic stress-related disease may provide further clues to the relationship
between acute stress reactivity and susceptibility to disease.
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Abstract
Background:Anxiety and depression are associated with altered ocular exploration of facial
stimuli, which could play a role in the misinterpretation of ambiguous emotional stimuli.
However, it is unknown whether a similar pattern is seen in individuals at risk for
psychopathology, and whether this can be modified by pharmacological interventions used
in these disorders.Methods:In Study 1, eye gaze movement during face discrimination was
compared in volunteers with high vs. low neuroticism scores on the Eysenck Personality
Questionnaire. Facial stimuli either displayed a neutral, happy or fearful expression. In Study
2, volunteers with high neuroticism were randomised in a double-blind design to receive the
selective serotonin reuptake inhibitor citalopram (20 mg) or placebo for 7 days. On the last
day of treatment, eye gaze movement during face presentation and the recognition of
different emotional expressions was assessed.Results:In Study 1, highly neurotic volunteers
showed reduced eye gaze towards the eyes vs. mouth region of the face compared to low
neurotic volunteers. In Study 2, citalopram increased gaze maintenance over the face stimuli
compared to placebo and enhanced recognition of positive vs. negative facial expressions.
Longer ocular exploration of happy faces correlated positively with recognition of positive
emotions.Conclusions:Individuals at risk for psychopathology presented an avoidant pattern
of ocular exploration of faces. Short-term SSRI administration reversed this bias before any
mood or anxiety changes. This treatment effect may improve the capacity to scan social
stimuli and contribute to the remediation of clinical symptoms related to interpersonal
difficulties.Neuropsychopharmacology accepted article preview online, 18 July 2014;
doi:10.1038/npp.2014.159.
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Abstract
Objective:
The objective was to assess the prevalence and impact of anxiety disorders on service
utilization among Veterans Health Administration (VHA) patients with schizophrenia.
Methods:
This cross-sectional study examined diagnostic, utilization, and medication records included
in the VHA National Psychosis Registry. Relationships between schizophrenia and anxiety
disorders were evaluated along demographic and service utilization dimensions.
Results:
During fiscal year 2011, 23.8% (N=20,722) of 87,006 VHA patients with schizophrenia
were diagnosed as having a comorbid anxiety disorder; 15.2% of the sample had a
posttraumatic stress disorder (PTSD) diagnosis and 8.6% a non-PTSD anxiety disorder.
Comorbid anxiety disorders were associated with increased psychiatric comorbidity
(depression, personality disorder, and substance use disorder), higher rates of psychiatric and
medical hospitalization, and increased utilization of outpatient mental health services.
Conclusions:
Anxiety disorders are common among individuals with schizophrenia within the VHA and
appeared in this study to convey additional disability in terms of psychiatric comorbidity and
the need for increased psychiatric care. Future research should investigate ways to improve
detection and enhance treatment provided to this population.
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Abstract
Differentiating autism spectrum disorders (ASDs) without accompanying intellectual
impairment from personality disorders is often challenging. Identifying personality traits and
personality pathology specific to ASD might facilitate diagnostic procedure. We recruited a
sample of 59 adults with ASD without accompanying intellectual impairment, 62 individuals
with narcissistic personality disorder, 80 individuals with borderline personality disorder,
and 106 nonclinical controls. Personality traits, measured with the neo-personality inventoryrevised (NEO-PI-R), and personality pathology, measured with the dimensional assessment
of personality pathology (DAPP-BQ), were assessed. Personality traits and personality
pathology specific to ASD could be identified. ASD individuals scored significantly lower
on the NEO-PI-R scales extraversion and openness to experience and significantly higher on
the DAPP-BQ scales inhibitedness and compulsivity relative to all other groups. Diagnostic
implications are discussed.
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Abstract
OBJECTIVE:
The mechanisms leading to the development of functional motor symptoms (FMS) are of
pathophysiological and clinical relevance, yet are poorly understood. The aim of the present
study was to evaluate whether impaired emotional processing at the cognitive level
(alexithymia) is present in patients affected by FMS. We conducted a cross-sectional study
in a population of patients with FMS and in two control groups [patients with organic
movement disorders (OMD) and healthy volunteers].
METHOD:
Fifty-five patients with FMS, 33 patients affected by OMD and 34 healthy volunteers were
recruited. The assessment included: the 20-item Toronto Alexithymia Scale (TAS-20), the
Montgomery-Asberg Depression Rating Scale (MADRS), the Reading the Mind in the Eyes'
Test and the Structured Clinical Interview for Personality Disorders (SCID II).
RESULTS:
Alexithymia was present in 34.5% of patients with FMS, 9.1% with OMD and 5.9% of the
healthy volunteers, which was significantly higher in the FMS group (Ï‡ square (2)=14.129.
CONCLUSION:
Alexithymia, a personality construct denoting the inability to identify emotions at a cognitive
level, may explain why some patients misattribute autonomic symptoms of anxiety, e.g.
tremor, paraesthesiae, paralysis, to that of a physical illness.
Published by the BMJ Publishing Group Limited. For permission to use (where not already
granted under a licence) please go to http://group.bmj.com/group/rightslicensing/permissions.
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Abstract
OBJECTIVE:
This systematic review determined whether there are specific types of Personality disorders
(PD) cluster(s) and/or specific PD disorder(s) that is more likely to occur in people with
Non-epileptic attack disorders (NEAD) without epileptic seizures (ES) comorbidity,
compared to those with NEAD and comorbid ES, or compared to people with ES only? An
ancillary question is: is any such association characteristically affected by comorbidity of the
sister axis-1 mental disorders?
METHOD:
A systematic search of 4 major databases and reference lists identified 15 studies comprising
of a mix of prospective -, controlled-cross-sectional -, non-controlled cross-sectional -,
retrospective(of which 2 were controlled studies)-, and 2 case- studies. The main eligibility
criteria were that study participants had diagnoses of NEAD and PD made with video-EEG
and DSM (III to IV-TR) - respectively, and the relationship between the 2 aforementioned
disorders was primarily or secondarily investigated.
RESULTS:
The result of this systematic review suggests that people with NEAD-only are more likely to
have Cluster-B personality disorders and cluster-C PD (as shown by 9 and 4 studies
respectively), compared to people with comorbidity of NEAD and ES (2 studies and 1 study
showing predominance of cluster B and C respectively). People with NEAD-only and NEAD
with ES are much more likely to have cluster-B PD than people with ES. Borderline PD,
followed by histrionic PD are the most frequent cluster-B, PDs in NEAD-only and NEAD
plus ES patients. People with ES are much more likely to have cluster-C PD than people
with NEAD-only or NEAD with ES. Axis-I disorders did not appear to have any pattern of
association or influence in regards the link between NEAD and PD.

CONCLUSION:
Though the results suggest some specific association between NEAD and PD which is, in the
main, in keeping with findings of previous studies, the quality of the individual studies
examined in this review was too poor for any firm conclusions to be drawn.
Published by the BMJ Publishing Group Limited. For permission to use (where not already
granted under a licence) please go to http://group.bmj.com/group/rightslicensing/permissions.
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Abstract
OBJECTIVE:
Valproate is currently licensed for use in epilepsy and, in mental health practice, for the
treatment of acute mania. It is also commonly used for the maintenance treatment of bipolar
disorder, though on an unlicensed basis. Though few guidelines exist to support its wider
"off-label" use, clinicians have extrapolated from licensed indications to a range of others
that encompass mood instability or problems with impulse control at their core. We aimed to
assess available evidence on the efficacy and risks of valproate in adult psychiatric practice,
either as monotherapy or adjunctive treatment, in unlicensed indications, aside from bipolar
disorder.
METHOD:
A systematic review was conducted on 193 published paper (31 randomised control trials)
using the MEDLINE, EMBASE and Cochrane databases to identify the various unlicensed

uses of valproate in mental health care, and analyse extracted data on valproate's efficacy and
safety. A meta-analysis was undertaken on extracted data where appropriate.
RESULTS:
Relevant literature was identified considering the unlicensed uses of valproate in aggression,
alcohol-associated disorders, borderline personality disorder, dependence disorders
(including cannabis, cocaine and nicotine), depressive disorders and schizophrenia.
CONCLUSION:
Analysis of results depicts a limited efficacy of valproate in schizophrenia, acute alcohol
withdrawal, depressive disorders, pathological gambling, suicidal behaviour, and
benzodiazepine, cannabis and cocaine dependence. Nevertheless, evidence exists to suggest
efficacy in hostility amongst patients with acute alcohol-associated hallucinosis or
schizophrenia, and in aggressive behaviour, either alone, or in the context of comorbid
bipolar disorder or personality disorder. Common side effects of valproate include elevated
liver enzymes, thrombocytopenia and weight gain. The documentation of adverse events and
side effects considering valproate is inconsistent. It would improve our understanding of the
risk-benefit balance of valproate if future studies reported "common" and treatmentemergent side effects in a more standardised manner.
Published by the BMJ Publishing Group Limited. For permission to use (where not already
granted under a licence) please go to http://group.bmj.com/group/rightslicensing/permissions.
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Abstract

The fronto-limbic network interaction, driven by glutamatergic and dopaminergic
neurotransmission, represents a core mechanism of motivated behavior and personality traits.
Reward seeking behavior undergoes tremendous changes in adolescence paralleled by
neurobiological changes of this network including the prefrontal cortex, striatum and
amygdala. Since fronto-limbic dysfunctions also underlie major psychiatric diseases
beginning in adolescence, this investigation focuses on network characteristics separating
adolescents from adults. To investigate differences in network interactions, the brain reward
system activity (slot machine task) together with frontal glutamate concentration (anterior
cingulate cortex, ACC) was measured in 28 adolescents and 26 adults employing functional
magnetic resonance imaging and magnetic resonance spectroscopy, respectively. An inverse
coupling of glutamate concentrations in the ACC and activation of the ventral striatum was
observed in adolescents. Further, amygdala response in adolescents was negatively
correlated with the personality trait impulsivity. For adults, no significant associations of
network components or correlations with impulsivity were found. The inverse association
between frontal glutamate concentration and striatal activation in adolescents is in line with
the triadic model of motivated behavior stressing the important role of frontal top-down
inhibition on limbic structures. Our data identified glutamate as the mediating
neurotransmitter of this inhibitory process and demonstrates the relevance of glutamate on
the reward system and related behavioral traits like impulsivity. This fronto-limbic coupling
may represent a vulnerability factor for psychiatric disorders starting in adolescence but not
in adulthood.
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Abstract
OBJECTIVE:
To assess the prevalence of personality disorders in general medical geriatric admissions.
METHODS:
Forty of 508 general medical geriatric admissions screened at a large tertiary hospital, who
were eligible as defined by a Mini-Mental State Examination score of over 23 and capable of
informed consent, were assessed by direct interview and discussion with the patient's family
or close contact to determine personality traits.
RESULTS:
Eight (20%) of these patients were found to satisfy DSM-IV criteria for a personality
disorder. They were found to have significantly lower global assessments of functioning,
impaired overall functioning and lower quality of life compared with non-personality
disordered patients. None of their personality disorders had been recognised by their treating
teams.
CONCLUSIONS:
This study supports the need for systematic research into the area and the need for increased
clinical awareness of the issues.
© The Royal Australian and New Zealand College of Psychiatrists 2014.
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Abstract
BACKGROUND:
Suicidal and violent behaviours are interlinked and share common biological underpinnings.
In the present study we analysed the association between violent behaviour as a child,
childhood trauma, adult psychiatric illness, and substance abuse in relation to interpersonal
violence as an adult in suicide attempters with mood disorders.
METHODS:
A total of 161 suicide attempters were diagnosed with Structured Clinical Interviews and
assessed with the Karolinska Interpersonal Violence Scale (KIVS) measuring exposure to
violence and expressed violent behaviour in childhood (between 6-14 years of age) and
during adult life (15 years or older). Ninety five healthy volunteers were used as a
comparison group. A logistic regression analysis was conducted with the two KIVS
subscales, expressed violent behaviour as a child and exposure to violence in childhood
together with substance abuse, personality disorder diagnoses and age as possible predictors
of adult interpersonal violence in suicide attempters.
RESULTS:
Violent behaviour as a child, age and substance abuse were significant predictors of adult
interpersonal violence. ROC analysis for the prediction model for adult violence with the
KIVS subscale expressed violence as a child gave an AUC of 0.79. Using two predictors:
violent behaviour as a child and substance abuse diagnosis gave an AUC of 0.84. The
optimal cut-off for the KIVS subscale expressed violence as a child was higher for male
suicide attempters.

CONCLUSIONS:
Violent behaviour in childhood and substance abuse are important risk factors for adult
interpersonal violent behaviour in suicide attempters.
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Abstract
BACKGROUND:
Among individuals with anxiety disorders, comorbid personality disorders (PDs) increase
cross-sectional symptom severity and decrease functioning. Little is known, however, about
how PDs influence the course of anxiety disorders over time. The purpose of this study was
to examine the effect of PDs on the persistence of four anxiety disorders in a nationally
representative sample in the United States.
METHODS:
Two waves of data were collected on 34,653 participants, 3 years apart. At both waves,
participants were evaluated for generalized anxiety disorder (GAD), social and specific
phobias, and panic disorder. Predictors of persistence included all DSM-IV PDs. Control
variables included demographics, comorbid PDs, age at onset of the anxiety disorder,

number of prior episodes, duration of the current episode, treatment history, and cardinal
symptoms of exclusionary diagnoses for each anxiety disorder.
RESULTS:
Any PD, two or more PDs, borderline PD, schizotypal PD, mean number of PD criteria met,
and mean number of PDs diagnosed predicted the persistence of all four anxiety disorders.
Narcissistic PD predicted persistence of GAD and panic disorder. Schizoid and avoidant PDs
also predicted persistence of GAD. Finally, avoidant PD predicted persistence of social
phobia. Particular patterns of cross-cluster PD comorbidity were strong predictors of the
persistence of individual anxiety disorders as well.
CONCLUSIONS:
In this national sample, a variety of PDs robustly predicted the persistence of anxiety
disorders over 3 years, consistent with the results of recent prospective clinical studies.
Personality psychopathology should be assessed and addressed in treatment for all patients
with anxiety disorders.
© 2014 Wiley Periodicals, Inc.
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Abstract
Abstract Objectives: Neuroticism is an important personality trait that is often associated
with mental disorders. It has been reported that lower levels of neuroticism is associated with
better cognitive function later in life; however, the concurrent association is unclear.
Methods: 184 healthy participants, 84 males and 100 females, completed the Wechsler
Memory Scale-Revised version and the 24-item neuroticism subscale of the Maudsley
personality inventory. Results: Neuroticism score was found to be positively associated with
verbal memory, general memory, and delayed recall, particularly among healthy females,

independent of the effect of age. Conclusion: The mechanisms of this association remain to
be elucidated. Additional attention from clinicians should be paid to this phenomenon.
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Abstract
Objective. Patients with both major depression and personality disorders have a high risk of
suicidal behavior. Lithium is meant to have anti-suicidal properties in patients with affective
disorders. The anti-suicidal effect of lithium in patients with affective disorders and
comorbid personality disorders has not been investigated yet. Methods. A post-hoc analysis
of a subsample of patients with depression and comorbid personality disorder (PD) and a
recent suicide attempt (n = 19) from the prospective, placebo-controlled lithium intervention
study (N = 167), was conducted. Results. Three patients in the lithium group (n = 8) and two
patients in the placebo group (n = 11) presented a suicide attempt throughout the course of
the study. No differences related to suicidal behavior could be detected between the placebo
group and the group with lithium intervention. Conclusions. On the basis of the small sample
size, among patients with comorbid PD, lithium does not seem to have an effect on suicidal
behavior in contrast to patients with affective disorders without comorbid PD.
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Abstract
ABSTRACT Background: Short-term group schema cognitive behavior therapy (SCBT-g)
showed improvements in overall symptomatology, early maladaptive schemas (EMS) and
schema modes, both in adults and adolescents with personality disorder (PD) features and
long-standing mood disorders. However, no research has yet been carried out on the effect in
older adults. Therefore, in a proof of concept study, we explored the effect of SCBT-g in
older outpatients with PD features and longstanding mood disorders. Method: Thirty-one
older outpatients, aged 60-78 years with PD features and/or longstanding mood disorders
were included in a proof of concept study with pre-mid-post design. Primary outcome was
psychological distress (Brief Symptom Inventory) and intermediate outcomes were EMS
(Young Schema Questionnaire) and schema modes (Schema Mode Inventory), assessed at
baseline, mid-treatment and end-of-treatment. Paired samples t-tests were conducted, and
Cohen's d effect sizes reported for pre mid- and post-treatment. As proof of concept analysis,
hierarchical regression analyses with residual change scores were used to analyse whether
early process changes in EMS (intermediate outcomes) predicted later outcome changes in
symptoms. Results: SCBT-g led to significant improvement in all three measures of
psychological symptoms, EMS and modes with medium effect sizes. Pre-treatment to midtreatment changes in schema severity predicted symptom improvement from mid- to end-oftreatment. Conclusion: This proof of concept study shows that SCBT-g has potential to
change EMS and to show significant effect at symptom level in older outpatients with PD
features. A control condition in a randomized controlled trial is a necessary step for further
research.
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Abstract
BACKGROUND:
Bipolar disorder type I (BP-I) belongs to a spectrum of affective disorders that are expressed
in many different ways and therefore can be difficult to distinguish from other conditions,
especially unipolar depression, schizoaffective disorder, schizophrenia (SZ), but also anxiety
and personality disorders. Since early diagnosis and treatment have shown to improve the
long-term prognosis, complementary specific biomarkers are of great value. The auditory
brainstem response (ABR) has previously been applied successfully to identify specific
abnormal ABR patterns in SZ and Asperger syndrome.
METHODS:
The current study investigated the early auditory processing of complex sound stimuli e.g.
forward masking, in BP-I compared to SZ patients. The ABR curves of BP-I patients (n=23)
and SZ patients (n=20) were analyzed in terms of peak amplitudes and correlation with an
ABR norm curve based on a non-psychiatric control group (n=20).
RESULTS:
BP-I patients had significantly higher wave III (p=0.0062) and wave VII (p=0.0472)
amplitudes compared with SZ patients. Furthermore, BP-I patients, and to a lesser extent SZ
patients, showed low correlation with the norm ABR curve in the part of the curve comprising
waves VI-VII.

LIMITATIONS:
Sample size was relatively small and study groups were not matched for age and gender.
CONCLUSIONS:
BP-I patients showed specific aberrances, specifically in the latter part of the ABR curve,
implicating abnormalities in thalamocortical circuitry. The abnormal ABR wave patterns
significantly separated BP-I patients from SZ patients suggesting that ABR might serve as a
biomarker for BP-I.
Copyright © 2014 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
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Abstract
The behavioral inhibition system (BIS) and the behavioral activation system (BAS) are two
fundamental motivational systems which are not only responsible for affective states,

behavior and personality, but also related to predispositions for various forms of
psychopathology. A wide range of previous studies revealed sex differences in both BIS/BAS
and affective disorders (e.g., anxiety disorder) and externalizing disorders (e.g., addictive and
impulsive behaviors), and a close link might exist between them. It remains to be clarified,
however, whether the relationships between neuroanatomical characteristics and BIS/BAS
exhibit sex differences. To investigate, voxel-based morphometry (VBM) was used to
examine sex differences in the correlations between regional gray matter volume (rGMV) and
scores on the Behavioral Inhibition System/Behavioral Activation System (BIS/BAS) scale in
a large sample of healthy young adults (n=353). Results showed that females displayed a
negative correlation between BIS sensitivity and rGMV in the parahippocampal gyrus (PHG),
as well as positive correlations between BAS sensitivity and rGMV in the ventromedial
prefrontal cortex (vmPFC) and inferior parietal lobule (IPL), whereas males showed the
opposite pattern. These findings suggest that the brain regions associated with processing of
negative emotions (PHG) and reward-related information (vmPFC and IPL) may contribute to
sex-related differences in rGMV correlates of BIS and BAS, respectively. The present
findings demonstrated the evidence of sex-linked neuroanatomical background of BIS and
BAS among non-clinical subjects and might encourage future research into the genderspecific relationships between BIS/BAS and related affective disorders and externalizing
disorders.
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Abstract

This is the first study to investigate whether parent-reported social and behavioral problems
on the Child Behavior Checklist (CBCL) can be used for psychosis risk screening and the
identification of at-risk youth in the general population. This longitudinal investigation
assessed 122 adolescent participants from three groups (at-risk, other personality disorders,
non-psychiatric controls) at baseline and one year follow-up. The findings indicate that two
individual CBCL rating scales, Withdrawn/Depressed and Thought Problems, have clinical
and diagnostic utility as an adjunctive risk screening measure to aid in early detection of atrisk youth likely to develop psychosis. Furthermore, the findings shows that a cost-effective,
general screening tool with a widespread use in community and pediatric healthcare settings
has a promise to serve as a first step in a multi-stage risk screening process. This can
potentially facilitate increased screening precision and reduction of high rate of false-positives
in clinical high-risk individuals who present with elevated scores on psychosis-risk measures,
but ultimately do not go on to develop psychosis. The findings of the present study also have
significant clinical and research implications for the development of a broad-based psychosis
risk screening strategy, and novel prevention and early intervention approaches in at-risk
populations for the emergence of severe mental illness.
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Abstract
While many previous studies assumed the functional connectivity (FC) between brain regions
to be stationary, recent studies have demonstrated that FC dynamically varies across time.
However, two challenges have limited the interpretability of dynamic FC information. First, a
principled framework for selecting the temporal extent of the window used to examine the
dynamics is lacking and this has resulted in ad-hoc selections of window lengths and
subsequent divergent results. Second, it is unclear whether there is any behavioral relevance to
the dynamics of the functional connectome in addition to that obtained from conventional
static FC. In this work, we address these challenges by first proposing a principled framework
for selecting the extent of the temporal windows in a dynamic and data-driven fashion based

on statistical tests of the stationarity of time series. Further, we propose a method involving
three levels of clustering - across space, time and subjects - which allow for group-level
inferences of the dynamics. Next, using a large resting state fMRI and behavioral dataset from
the Human Connectome Project, we demonstrate that metrics derived from dynamic FC can
explain more than twice the variance in 75 behaviors across different domains (alertness,
cognition, emotion and personality traits) as compared to static FC in healthy individuals.
Further, we found that individuals with brain networks exhibiting greater dynamics performed
more favorably in behavioral tasks. This indicates that the ease with which brain regions
engage or disengage may provide potential biomarkers for disorders involving altered neural
circuitry.
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Abstract
Years after injury, pruritus is a common and severe problem for many burn patients. However,
its characteristics and consequences are often only partially described. The authors therefore
performed a prospective detailed examination of burn- and individual-related factors and
considered those in relation to pruritus severity. Sixty-seven consecutive burn patients were
assessed during acute care, and at 3 and 12 months postburn regarding preburn psychiatric
disorders, health-related quality of life, post traumatic stress disorder, and personality traits.
Postburn pruritus was subsequently assessed 2 to 7 years postburn using the Questionnaire for
Pruritus Assessment. Fifty-one individuals, 76% of the participants, reported burn pruritus any
time after the burn. Thirty-three individuals, 49% of the participants, reported ongoing
pruritus the last 2 months. Information on the characteristics of pruritus was obtained from 32
of these individuals. Most perceived pruritus as bothersome or annoying and as present every
day, 16 (50 %) were considered to have severe pruritus, and 11 (34 %) scratched themselves
to the point of bleeding. In logistic regressions, this was independently related to TBSA fullthickness burn and health-related quality of life at 3 months, and to TBSA full thickness burn
and the personality trait impulsiveness, respectively. About half of the previous burn patients
experienced ongoing pruritus on an average of 4.5 years after injury, and half of them had

severe pruritus. Scratching oneself to the point of bleeding is linked both to a certain
personality and to pruritus. It is suspected that many patients are left without access to the best
available treatment.
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Abstract
Part 1 of this paper discussed several more general aspects of Diagnostic and Statistical
Manual of Mental Disorders (DSM-5) and offered a detailed, paradigmatic analysis of
changes made to the chapter on depressive disorders. This second part focusses on several
other disorders, including bipolar and schizophrenia spectrum disorders. The respective
changes and their possible consequences are discussed under consideration of traditional
psychiatric classification, particularly from the perspective of European traditions and on the
basis of a PubMed search and review papers. The general conclusion is that even seemingly
small changes such as the introduction of the mixed feature specifier can have far-reaching

consequences. Contrary to the original plans, DSM-5 has not radically changed to become a
primarily dimensional diagnostic system but has preserved the categorical system for most
disorders. The ambivalence of the respective decision-making becomes apparent from the last
minute decision to change the classification of personality disorders from dimensional back to
categorical. The advantages and disadvantages of the different approaches are discussed in
this context. In DSM-5, only the chapter on addictive disorders has a somewhat dimensional
structure. Also in contrast to the original intentions, DSM-5 has not used a more
neurobiological approach to disorders by including biological markers to increase the
objectivity of psychiatric diagnoses. Even in the most advanced field in terms of biomarkers,
the neurocognitive disorders, the primarily symptom-based, descriptive approach has been
preserved and the well-known amyloid-related and other biomarkers are not included. This is
because, even after so many years of biomarker research, the results are still not considered to
be robust enough to use in clinical practice.
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Abstract
A growing body of evidence suggests that the amygdala is central to handling the demands of
complex social life in primates. In this paper, we synthesize extant anatomical and functional
data from rodents, monkeys, and humans to describe the topography of three partially distinct
large-scale brain networks anchored in the amygdala that each support unique functions for
effectively managing social interactions and maintaining social relationships. These findings
provide a powerful componential framework for parsing social behavior into partially distinct
neural underpinnings that differ among healthy people and disintegrate or fail to develop in

neuropsychiatric populations marked by social impairment, such as autism, antisocial
personality disorder, and frontotemporal dementia.
Copyright © 2014. Published by Elsevier Ltd.
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Abstract
Despite highly prevalent use of drug combinations in psychiatry, combination products are not
commonly available. We aimed to systematically review the evidence for the use and efficacy
of combination products in the practice of psychiatry. Systematic search of major data bases
yielded nine double-blind randomized controlled trials, which generated 15 comparisons of
combination products against a single therapeutic agent, that included a placebo. All these
studies included 2827 participants: 976 in their combination products arms and 1851 patients
in the comparator arms. The number of combination products were identified, but all except
two studies tested only one combination drug (e.g. olanzapine and fluoxetine (OFC)). All
combined formulations were significantly superior to a single agent, with standardized mean
distance (SMD) of - 0.29 (confidence interval (CI) = - 0.43, - 0 .14; p < 0.001) in improving
depression. In the subgroup analysis, the OFC combination was significantly superior to a
single therapeutic agent for bipolar depression (SMD = - 0.32; CI = - 0.45, - 0.19; p < 0.001)
and for treatment-resistant depression (SMD = - 0.29; CI = - 0.49, - 0.08; p < 0.005), but not
for borderline personality nor major depressive disorder (MDD). The evidence in general
medicine suggests that combination products can offer significant advantage in improving
efficacy and treatment adherence; but in psychiatry, research and development in fixed-dose
combinations has been limited.
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Abstract
The HCR-20 may be a better predictor of inpatient aggression for selected demographic and
clinical groups but homogeneity of study samples has prevented definitive conclusions. The
aim of this study, therefore, was to test the predictive validity of the HCR-20 as a function of
gender, diagnosis, age, and ethnicity while controlling for potential covariates. A pseudoprospective cohort study (n=505) was conducted in a UK secure/forensic mental health setting
using routinely collected data. The HCR-20 predicted aggression better for women than men,
and for people with schizophrenia and/or personality disorder than for other diagnostic
groups. In women, the presence of the risk management items (R5) was important while men׳s
aggression was best predicted solely by current clinical features from the C5 scale. R5 items
were better than C5 items for predicting aggression in people with organic and developmental
diagnoses. Our data provide additional information on which HCR-20 raters can formulate
overall summary judgements about risk for inpatient aggression based on important
demographic and clinical characteristics.
Copyright © 2014 Elsevier Ireland Ltd. All rights reserved.
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Abstract
An interesting paradox has emerged from the literature regarding schizotypy-defined as the
personality organization reflecting a putative liability for schizophrenia-spectrum disorders.
Across certain cognitive, emotional, quality of life, and other functional variables,
individuals with schizotypy report experiencing relatively severe levels of pathology.
However, on objective tests of these same variables, individuals with schizotypy perform
largely in the healthy range. These subjective impairments are paradoxical in that individuals
with schizotypy, typically recruited from undergraduate college populations, should be
healthier in virtually every conceivable measure compared to chronic, older outpatients with
severe mental illness. The present study evaluated the idea that the subjective deficits
associated with schizotypy largely reflect a lack of illusory superiority bias-a normally
occurring bias associated with an overestimation of self-reported positive qualities and
underestimation of negative qualities compared to others. In the present study, both statemeasured using laboratory emotion-induction methods-and trait positive and negative
emotion was assessed across self (e.g., how do you feel at this moment?) and other (e.g.,
how do most people feel at this moment?) domains in 39 individuals with self-reported
schizotypy and 39 matched controls. Controls demonstrated an illusory superiority effect
across both state and trait measures whereas individuals with schizotypy did not. These
results were not explained by severity of mental health symptoms. These results suggest that
a cognitive bias, or lack thereof, is a marker of schizotypy and a potential target for further
research and therapy. (PsycINFO Database Record (c) 2014 APA, all rights reserved).
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Abstract
BACKGROUND:
Neurological abnormalities including a variety of subtle deficits such as discrete impairments
in sensory integration, motor coordination (MOCO), and sequencing of complex motor acts
are frequently found in patients with schizophrenia (SZ) and commonly referred to as
neurological soft signs (NSS). Asperger-syndrome (AS) is characterized by sensory-motor
difficulties as well. However, the question whether the two disorders share a common or a
disease-specific pattern of NSS remains unresolved.
METHOD:
A total of 78 age- and education-matched participants [26 patients with recent-onset SZ, 26
individuals with AS, and 26 healthy controls (HC)] were recruited for the study. Analyses of
covariance (ANCOVAs), with age, years of education, and medication included as
covariates, were used to examine group differences on total NSS and the five subscale
scores. Discriminant analyses were employed to identify the NSS subscales that maximally
discriminate between the three groups.
RESULTS:
Significant differences among the three groups were found in NSS total score and on the five
NSS subscales. The clinical groups differed significantly in the NSS subscale MOCO. The
correct discriminant rate between patients with SZ and individuals with AS was 61.5%. The
correct discriminant rate was 92.3% between individuals with AS and HC, and 80.8%
between SZ patients and HC, respectively.
CONCLUSION:
Our findings provide new evidence for the presence of NSS in AS and lend further support
to previously reported difficulties in movement control in this disorder. According to the

present results, SZ and AS seem to be characterized by both quantitative and qualitative NSS
expression.
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Abstract
BACKGROUND:
The major disorders of the brain (MDBs), in terms of their prevalence and the burdens of ill
health, disability and financial cost that they impose on individuals and society, are
headache, depression and anxiety. No population-based studies have been conducted in
Nepal.
AIM:
Our purpose was to assess the prevalence and burden attributable to MDBs in Nepal in order
to inform health policy. Here we report the methodology.
METHODS:
The unusual sociocultural diversity and extreme geographical variation of the country
required adaptation of standard methodology. We ran pre-pilot and pilot studies before
embarking on the main study. The study design was cross-sectional. The population of
interest were adults aged 18-65 years who were Nepali speaking and living in Nepal. We

selected, employed and trained groups of interviewers to visit randomly selected households
by cold-calling. Households were selected from 15 representative districts out of 75 in the
country through multistage cluster sampling. One participant was selected randomly from
each household. We used structured questionnaires (the HARDSHIP questionnaire, Hospital
Anxiety and Depression Scale, and Eysenck Personality Questionnaire -Neuroticism),
culturally adapted and translated into Nepali. We recorded blood pressure, weight, height
and waist circumference, and altitude of each household. We implemented various qualityassurances measures.
RESULTS:
We completed the survey in one month, prior to onset of the monsoon. Among 2,210
selected households, all were contacted, 2,109 were eligible for the study and, from these,
2,100 adults participated. The participation rate was 99.6%.
CONCLUSION:
Standard methodology was successfully applied in Nepal, with some adaptations. The
sociocultural and extraordinary geographic diversity were challenging, but did not require us
to compromise the scientific quality of the study.
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Abstract

OBJECTIVES:
Whether personality characteristics have an impact on treatment outcome is an important
question in psychotherapy research. One of the most common approaches for the description
of personality is the five-factor model of personality. Only few studies investigated whether
patient personality as measured with the NEO-Five-Factor Inventory (NEO-FFI, Costa &
McCrae [1992b]. Revised NEO-PI-R and NEO-FFI. Professional manual. Odessa, FL:
Psychological Assessment Recources) predicts outcome. Results were inconsistent. Studies
reporting personality to be predictive of outcome did not control for baseline symptoms,
while studies controlling initial symptoms could not support these findings. We hypothesized
that after taking into account baseline symptoms, the NEO-FFI would not predict outcome
and tested this in a large sample of inpatients at a psychosomatic clinic.
DESIGN:
Naturalistic, non-controlled study using patients' data for multiple regression analysis to
identify predictors of outcome.
METHODS:
Data of 254 inpatients suffering primarily from depressive, anxiety, stress, and somatoform
disorders were analysed. Personality was assessed at the beginning of therapy. For
psychotherapy outcome, changes in anxiety and depression (Hospital Anxiety and
Depression Scale; HADS), overall psychopathology (Symptom Checklist-90-R Global
Severity Index [GSI]), and interpersonal problems (Inventory of Interpersonal Problems; IIP)
were measured.
RESULTS:
The treatment resulted in significant decreases on all outcome measures corresponding to
moderate to large effect sizes (HADS: d = 1.03; GSI: d = 0.90; IIP: d = 0.38). Consistent
with our hypothesis, none of the personality domains predicted outcome when baseline
symptoms were controlled for.
CONCLUSIONS:
Personality assessment at baseline does not seem to have an added value in the prediction of
inpatient psychotherapy outcome beyond initial symptoms.
PRACTITIONER POINTS:
Clinical implications Personality dimensions overlap with symptomatic distress. Rather than
serve as predictors of outcome, the domains tapped by the NEO-FFI reflect current
psychological symptomatology in inpatients with depressive, anxiety, stress or somatoform
disorders. From a clinician's point of view monitoring individual progress by using actuarial
measures is more valuable than trying to predict who will benefit from treatment using

personality assessments. Limitations of the study Diagnostic assessment was solely based on
clinical evaluation rather than structured interviews. Twenty-five per cent of the original
sample had to be excluded due to missing data. There was a focus on only one set of client
characteristics (i.e., five-factor model personality traits). Assessment of personality domains
in the acute phase of a mental disorder may be problematic and could have influenced
findings.
© 2014 The British Psychological Society.
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Abstract
Traumatic brain injury (TBI) leads to many undesired problems and complications, including
immediate and long-term seizures/epilepsy, changes in mood, behavioral, and personality
problems, cognitive and motor deficits, movement disorders, and sleep problems. Clinicians
involved in the treatment of patients with acute TBI need to be aware of a number of issues,
including the incidence and prevalence of early seizures and post-traumatic epilepsy (PTE),
comorbidities associated with seizures and anticonvulsant therapies, and factors that can
contribute to their emergence. While strong scientific evidence for early seizure prevention
in TBI is available for phenytoin (PHT), other antiepileptic medications, eg, levetiracetam
(LEV), are also being utilized in clinical settings. The use of PHT has its drawbacks,
including cognitive side effects and effects on function recovery. Rates of recovery after TBI
are expected to plateau after a certain period of time. Nevertheless, some patients continue to
improve while others deteriorate without any clear contributing factors. Thus, one must ask,
'Are there any actions that can be taken to decrease the chance of post-traumatic seizures and
epilepsy while minimizing potential short- and long-term effects of anticonvulsants?' While
the answer is 'probably,' more evidence is needed to replace PHT with LEV on a permanent
basis. Some have proposed studies to address this issue, while others look toward different

options, including other anticonvulsants (eg, perampanel or other AMPA antagonists), or
less established treatments (eg, ketamine). In this review, we focus on a comparison of the
use of PHT versus LEV in the acute TBI setting and summarize the clinical aspects of
seizure prevention in humans with appropriate, but general, references to the animal
literature.
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Abstract
Corrigendum to Personality disorders in a community sample in Turkey: Prevalence,
associated risk factors, temperament and character dimensions published in International
Journal of Social Psychiatry, Volume 60 Issue 2, March 2014, pages 139-147. On page 139
of this article "Participants with PD were more likely to have higher self-directedness and
cooperativeness scores" should be "Participants with PD were more likely to have lower selfdirectedness and cooperativeness scores". On page 145-146 of this article "As indicated by
large effect sizes, we observed a strong association for all three PD clusters with higher TCI
self-directedness sub-scale (SD total) scores; for cluster A and B diagnoses with higher
cooperativeness sub-scale (C total) scores; and for cluster B diagnoses with higher SD1
(responsibility vs blaming), SD2 (purposefulness vs lack of goal direction), C4 (compassion
vs revengefulness) and C5 (fairness/principles vs self-serving opportunism) sub-scale
scores." should be "As indicated by large effect sizes, we observed a strong association for
all three PD clusters with lower TCI self-directedness sub-scale (SD total) scores; for cluster
A and B diagnoses with lower cooperativeness sub-scale (C total) scores; and for cluster B
diagnoses with lower SD1 (responsibility vs blaming), SD2 (purposefulness vs lack of goal
direction), C4 (compassion vs revengefulness) and C5 (fairness/principles vs self-serving
opportunism) sub-scale scores."
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Abstract
Objectives. To characterize lifetime psychiatric diagnosis groups among methadone
maintenance treatment (MMT) patients and associations of diagnosis to long-term (up to 20
years) retention and survival either during treatment or post discontinuation. Methods. A
total of 758 patients with available psychiatric diagnosis (98% of those ever admitted
between June 1993 and June 2012) were followed-up until June 2013. Lifetime psychiatric
diagnosis was assessed according to DSM-IV-TR (Axis I, II, I & II, or none). Observed urine
samples at 1 and 13 months were positive for drugs if at least one was positive. Survival data
were based on the Israel National Population Registry. Survival and retention in MMT were
compared (Kaplan Meier) between groups. Results. The Axis II (personality disorders) group
had the worst mean long-term retention (5.8 years, 95% Confidence Interval (CI) 5.0-6.5)
compared with the Axis I, Axis I & II or no psychiatric diagnosis groups (9.6 years, 95% CI
8.8-10.4) (P < 0.0005). Mean survival since admission (16.4 years, 95% CI 15.9-16.9) was
similar for all groups. Axis II patients included more males, more drug injectors, were
younger at initial opiate use and more likely left treatment before 1 year. Conclusions.
Personality and coping mechanisms (Axis II) could be significant obstacles to the success of
MMT, warranting special interventions to overcome them.
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Abstract
Strong evidence links the 5-HTTLPR genotype to the modulation of amygdala reactivity,
which is considered to convey the increased vulnerability for anxiety disorders in s-allele
carriers. In addition to amygdala reactivity, the 5-HTTLPR has been shown to be related to
alterations in structural and effective connectivity. The aim of this study was to investigate
the effects of 5-HTTLPR genotype on amygdala reactivity and effective connectivity during
fear conditioning, as well as structural connectivity (as measured by diffusion tensor
imaging). In order to integrate different classification strategies, we used the bi-allelic (sallele vs. l/l-allele group) as well as the tri-allelic (low-functioning vs. high-functioning)
classification approach. S-allele carriers showed exaggerated amygdala reactivity and
elevated amygdala-insula coupling during fear conditioning (CS+ > CS-) compared with the
l/l-allele group. In addition, DTI analysis showed increased FA-values in s-allele carriers
within the uncinate fasciculus. approach, increased amygdala reactivity and amygdala insula
coupling were observed in the low-functioning compared the high-functioning group. No
significant differences between the two groups were found in structural connectivity. The
present results add to the current debate on the influence of the 5-HTTLPR on brain
functioning. These differences between s-allele and l/l-allele carriers may CONTRIBUTE: to
altered vulnerability for psychiatric disorders.
© The Author (2014). Published by Oxford University Press. For Permissions, please email:
journals.permissions@oup.com.
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Abstract
Dysfunctional interpersonal behavior is thought to underlie a wide spectrum of psychiatric
disorders; however, the neurobiological underpinnings of these behavioral disturbances are
poorly understood. Previous molecular imaging studies have shown associations between
striatal dopamine (DA) D2-receptor binding and interpersonal traits, such as social
conformity. The objective of this study was to explore, for the first time, the role of DA D1receptors (D1-Rs) in human interpersonal behavior. Twenty-three healthy subjects were
examined using positron emission tomography and the radioligand [11C]SCH23390, yielding
D1-R binding potential values. Striatal D1-R binding was related to personality scales
selected to specifically assess one dimension of interpersonal behavior, namely a
combination of affiliation and dominance (i.e., the Social Desirability, Verbal Trait
Aggression and Physical Trait Aggression scales from Swedish Universities Scales of
Personality). An exploratory analysis was also performed for extrastriatal brain regions. D1R binding potential values in the limbic striatum (r=.52; p=.015), associative striatum (r=.55;
p=.009), and sensorimotor striatum (r=.67; p=.001) were positively related to Social
Desirability scores. D1-R binding potential in the limbic striatum (r=-.51; p=.019) was
negatively associated with Physical Trait Aggression scores. For extrastriatal regions, Social
Desirability scores showed positive correlations in the amygdala (r=.60; p=.006) and medial
frontal cortex (r=.60; p=.004). This study provides further support for the role of DA
function in the expression of disaffiliative and dominant traits. Specifically, D1-R
availability may serve as a marker for interpersonal behavior in humans. Associations were

demonstrated for the same dimension of interpersonal behavior as for D2-R, but in the
opposite direction, suggesting that the two receptor subtypes are involved in the same
behavioral processes, but with different functional roles.
Copyright © 2014 Elsevier Inc. All rights reserved.
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Abstract
People who inject drugs (PWID) and have mental health conditions, such as major
depression, an anxiety disorder, or antisocial or borderline personality disorder, may have
elevated risk for HIV and HCV infection. This study examined the associations between
psychiatric disorders and risky injection behavior in an out-of-treatment sample of young
PWID. We recruited participants through outreach and respondent-driven sampling (RDS).
Participants completed a computer-assisted self-interview and a psychiatric interview.
Interviews took place at a community-based field site of the Community Outreach
Intervention Projects. Participants were 570 young adults (18 to 25 years) who injected drugs
in the previous 30 days. Psychiatric diagnoses were based on interviews using the
Psychiatric Research Interview for Substance and Mental Disorders (PRISM). Injection
behavior was classified into 3 categories: receptive syringe sharing, other equipment sharing
only, and no sharing. Associations between injection risk behavior and psychiatric diagnoses
were tested using RDS-weighted multinomial regressions. Substance-induced lifetime and
past-year major depression, and borderline personality disorder, were significantly associated
with a greater likelihood of receptive syringe sharing (p < .001). Substance-induced major
depression in the past year was also associated with nonsyringe equipment sharing (p < .01).
Primary major depression, antisocial personality disorder, and anxiety disorders other than
posttraumatic stress disorder were slightly more prevalent among injectors who shared
syringes; however, the associations were not statistically significant. Substance-induced
major depression and borderline personality disorder are common among young PWID and
are associated with risky injection behavior. (PsycINFO Database Record (c) 2014 APA, all
rights reserved).
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Abstract
Objective: The current study examines associations between five factor personality traits and
average sleep duration, sleep deficiency, and sleep problems. Method: The participants were
from two population-based samples from Australia (n = 1,104, age range 31-41) and Finland
(n = 1,623, age range 30-45). Self-reports of sleep behavior, sleep problems (Jenkin's scale),
and five factor model personality traits (NEO-FFI) were collected. Associations between
personality traits and sleep were analyzed with linear regressions. Results: The results
showed that higher extraversion, agreeableness, and conscientiousness were, in general,
associated with better sleep, whereas higher neuroticism was associated with sleeping less
well. Openness was not associated with sleep. Most of the associations were replicable
between the samples from the two countries, but personality traits explained only small part
of the variance in sleep behavior. Conclusions: Increasing the knowledge on personality and
sleep may benefit more personalized treatment of sleep disorders and help in personnel
selection to jobs in which it is critical to stay alert. However, longitudinal research is needed
to confirm the current findings. (PsycINFO Database Record (c) 2014 APA, all rights
reserved).
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Abstract
Borderline personality disorder, conversion disorder and obsessive compulsive disorder
frequently have dissociative symptoms. The literature has demonstrated that the level of
dissociation might be correlated with the severity of obsessive compulsive disorder (OCD)
and that those not responding to treatment had high dissociative symptoms. The structured
clinical interview for DSM-IV dissociative disorders, dissociation questionnaire, somatoform
dissociation questionnaire and dissociative experiences scale can be used for screening
dissociative symptoms and detecting dissociative disorders in patients with OCD. However,
a history of neglect and abuse during childhood is linked to a risk factor in the pathogenesis
of dissociative psychopathology in adults. The childhood trauma questionnaire-53 and
childhood trauma questionnaire-40 can be used for this purpose. Clinicians should not fail to
notice the hidden dissociative symptoms and childhood traumatic experiences in OCD cases
with severe symptoms that are resistant to treatment. Symptom screening and diagnostic
tools used for this purpose should be known. Knowing how to treat these pathologies in
patients who are diagnosed with OCD can be crucial.
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Abstract
This study aims to contribute to the understanding of underlying causes for the development
of Internet Addiction Disorder (IAD) and assess comorbidity with other mental disorders
through the analysis of data from a clinical sample of college students who presented for
treatment of IAD. The clinical sample of our study has demonstrated a high percentage of
comorbidity with Axis I and II disorders, while the temporal precedence of the establishment
of those disorders cannot lead to specific conclusions. Half of the sample (25/50) presented
with comorbidity of another Axis I disorder and 38% (19/50) with a concurrent Axis II
personality disorder. The majority of Axis I disorders (51.85%) were reported before the
onset of IAD, 33.3% after the onset while it was unclear in 14.81% of cases. The
examination of a path model demonstrated that important contributions to the understanding
of this disorder can be made through concepts from the neurobiological, trait personality
paradigm, as well as from the psychodynamic defense style paradigm. Comorbid
psychopathology can further exacerbate the presentation of IAD through a direct link,
regardless of the underlying personality structure. The clinician treating IAD patients should
complete a clinical evaluation for comorbid Axis I and II diagnoses since their presence may
signify a more serious presentation.
Copyright © 2014 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.
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Abstract
Several personality disorders have been prominent in the clinical literature but have been
inadequately recognized in the diagnostic manuals. This group includes masochistic, selfdefeating, depressive, and vulnerably narcissistic personality disorders. The theoretical and
empirical relationship of these disorders is reviewed. It is proposed that the construct of
malignant self-regard may account for the similarities among them. The construct describes
these personality types as being fundamentally related through problematic manifestations of
self-structure. The article discusses the diagnostic value of such a construct and the
implications of a psychodynamically informed framework for classifying personality
pathology.
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Abstract
BACKGROUND:

Much of the research on the prevalence of psychiatric disorders among sex offenders has
been conducted in the USA or Europe. Less is known about it in other regions, particularly
in Asia.
AIMS:
The objective of this study is to determine the prevalence of psychiatric disorders among sex
offenders in Taiwan and their associations with offender characteristics and criminal history.
METHODS:
Participants were randomly selected from men serving sentences in Taiwan's prison for
serious sex offenders. Consenting men were assessed using the structured clinical interviews
for DSM-IV-TR Axis I and II disorders. Demographics and criminal history were also
recorded.
RESULTS:
Over two-thirds of the 68 participants met criteria for one or more lifetime Axis I disorders,
and nearly 60% met criteria for one or more Axis II disorder. The higher the number of Axis
I and cluster B personality disorders, the higher was the total number of convictions.
CONCLUSIONS:
Our study adds to the literature that suggests that psychiatric assessment is likely to have an
important role in the management and treatment of sex offenders. The finding that multiple
disorders are common in this group and associated with more convictions for sex offences
suggests that failure to include psychiatric assessment in planning the management of sex
offenders may increase the risk of recidivism. Copyright © 2014 John Wiley & Sons, Ltd.
Copyright © 2014 John Wiley & Sons, Ltd.
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Abstract
The aim of this study was to examine the latent clusters in non-suicidal self-injury (NSSI)
based on childhood adversity. Data were derived from Waves I (2001-2002) and II (20042005) of the National Epidemiologic Survey on Alcohol and Related Conditions, a nationally
representative sample of U.S. adults. Individuals engaging in NSSI (N = 672) comprised the
analytic sample. Latent class statistical analysis was undertaken to elucidate the latent
structure of NSSI based on child experiences of physical and sexual abuse, neglect, and
family violence. Four-classes of respondents were identified vis-à-vis childhood adversities.
A low abuse/neglect class (35.7 % of respondents, 91.1 % male) demonstrated less mental
health and substance use comorbidity and antisocial behavior. A sexual abuse class (43.1 %
of respondents, 98.6 % female) evinced somewhat lower levels of antisocial behavior than
the other classes but similarly high levels of mental health disorder and a non-sexual
abuse/neglect class (8.3 % of respondents, 91.5 % male) characterized by varied and
intensive forms of antisocial and externalizing behaviors. Finally, a severe high
abuse/neglect/family violence class (12.95 % of respondents, 100 % female) demonstrated
high levels of clinical psychiatric and personality disorders. The current project is a
nationally representative study of NSSI latent clusters and extends and validates the
existence of NSSI subtypes revealed by prior research.
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Abstract
The free-exploratory paradigm has been proposed as a model of trait anxiety and as such has
been proven stable over time, which is a sine qua non condition for any model proposing to
evaluate a personality trait. However this stability has only been shown for male rats.
Considering that anxiety disorders are most prevalent in women, it's crucial that females are
tested in animal models. With this in mind, the stability over time of female rats in the freeexploratory paradigm was evaluated using a test-retest procedure. The behaviour of drugnaive, adult, female, Wistar rats was measured in the free-exploratory apparatus on two
occasions two months apart. The following parameters were evaluated: percentage of
distance travelled in the novel compartment; number of attempts to enter the novel
compartment; percentage of time spent in the novel compartment; and percentage of time
rearing in the novel compartment. Subsequently, the intraclass correlation coefficient (ICC)
and the kappa index (κ) were calculated for each of these parameters. The "percentage of
time spent in the novel compartment" (ICC=0.727; κ=0.457), the "percentage of distance
travelled in the novel compartment" (ICC=0.680; κ=0.370), and the "percentage of time
rearing in the novel compartment" (ICC=0.648; κ=0.309) were found to be stable over time.
Analysis of these parameters indicated fair to substantial reliability over time in two-month
inter-trial interval. Therefore, our results support the idea of the free-exploratory paradigm as
an animal model of trait anxiety for female rats.
Copyright © 2014 Elsevier Ireland Ltd. All rights reserved.
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Abstract
BACKGROUND:
By definition, personality disorders (PDs) are evident in late childhood and adolescence, but
evidence for personality pathology occurring after adolescence is unclear.
AIM:
We aimed to review extant literature on personality change following exposure to
catastrophic trauma in adults in order to identify the prevalence and clinical features of any
long-term personality pathology.
METHOD:
Relevant studies were identified by searching three bibliographic databases (MEDLINE,
EMBASE and PsychINFO) from inception to November 2011 using terms related to
personality and trauma.
RESULTS:
No prospective studies that investigated long-term personality change following exposure to
trauma in adults were found. Two retrospective studies reported the prevalence of enduring
personality change of 2.6% and 6% (weighted prevalence 4.6%, 95% confidence interval
3.4-6.3%), and one study reported 20% increase in adult-onset antisocial behaviour
following exposure to trauma. Findings from cross-sectional studies that examined the
prevalence of PDs in people exposed to catastrophic trauma reported that Cluster C and
Cluster A were the most common with avoidant, paranoid and obsessive-compulsive PDs
among those most frequently reported.
CONCLUSION:
A minority of adults who are exposed to severe trauma appear to go on to develop significant
personality pathology. The observed personality disturbance is multifarious and more
extensive than the prototype described in ICD-10. Copyright © 2014 John Wiley & Sons,
Ltd.
Copyright © 2014 John Wiley & Sons, Ltd.
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Abstract
Deportations from the Unites States (US) to Mexico increased substantially during the last
decade. Considering deportation as a stressful event with potential consequences on mental
health, we aimed to (1) estimate the prevalence of common mental disorders (CMD) among
deported migrants; and (2) explore the association between migratory experience, social
support and psychological variables, and CMD in this group. In repatriation points along the
border, a probability sample of deportees responded to the Self Reporting Questionnaire
(SRQ). The prevalence of CMD was 16.0 % (95 % CI 12.3, 20.6). There was a U-shaped
association between time in the US and SRQ score. Times returned to Mexico, having a
spouse in the US, number of persons in household, less social support, anxiety as a
personality trait, and avoidant coping style were directly associated with SRQ score. Public
health policies should address the need for mental health care among deported migrants.
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Abstract
OBJECTIVES:
Bipolar disorder (BPD) shares genetic components with other psychiatric disorders;
however, uncertainty remains about where in the psychiatric spectra BPD falls. To
understand the etiology of BPD, we studied the familial aggregation of BPD and coaggregation between BPD and schizophrenia, depression, anxiety disorders, attention-deficit
hyperactivity disorder, drug abuse, personality disorders, and autism spectrum disorders.
METHODS:
A population-based cohort was created by linking several Swedish national registers. A total
of 54,723 individuals with BPD were identified among 8,141,033 offspring from 4,149,748
nuclear families. The relative risk of BPD in relatives and the co-occurrence of other
psychiatric disorders in patients with BPD and their relatives were compared to those of
matched-population controls. Structural equation modeling was used to estimate the
heritability and tetrachoric correlation.
RESULTS:
The familial risks for relatives of BPD probands were 5.8-7.9 in first-degree relatives, and
decreased with genetic distance. Co-occurrence risks for other psychiatric disorders were
9.7-22.9 in individuals with BPD and 1.7-2.8 in full siblings of BPD probands. Heritability
for BPD was estimated at 58%. The correlations between BPD and other psychiatric
disorders were considerable (0.37-0.62) and primarily due to genetic effects. The correlation
with depression was the highest (0.62), and was 0.44 for schizophrenia.
CONCLUSIONS:
The high familial risks provide evidence that genetic factors play an important role in the
etiology of BPD, and the shared genetic determinants suggest pleiotropic effects across
different psychiatric disorders. Results also indicate that BPD is in both the mood and
psychotic spectra, but possibly more closely related to mood disorders.
© 2014 John Wiley & Sons A/S. Published by John Wiley & Sons Ltd.
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Abstract
Major depression is among the most common comorbid conditions in problem gambling.
However, little is known about the effects of comorbid depression on problem gambling. The
present study examined the prevalence of current major depression among problem gamblers
(N = 105) identified from a community sample of men and women in Alberta, and examined
group differences in gambling severity, escape motivation for gambling, family functioning,
childhood trauma, and personality traits across problem gamblers with and without comorbid
depression. The prevalence of major depression among the sample of problem gamblers was
32.4 %. Compared to problem gamblers without depression (n = 71), problem gamblers with
comorbid depression (n = 34) reported more severe gambling problems, greater history of
childhood abuse and neglect, poorer family functioning, higher levels of neuroticism, and
lower levels of extraversion, agreeableness, and conscientiousness. Furthermore, the problem
gamblers with comorbid depression had greater levels of childhood abuse and neglect, worse
family functioning, higher neuroticism, and lower agreeableness and conscientiousness than
a comparison sample of recreational gamblers with depression (n = 160). These findings
underscore the need to address comorbid depression in assessment and treatment of problem
gambling and for continued research on how problem gambling is related to frequently cooccurring disorders such as depression.
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Abstract
BACKGROUND:
Information on psychopathological characteristics of sexual homicide offenders is scarce.
AIMS:
To investigate criminal, paraphilic and personality trait differences between serial and singlevictim sexual homicide offenders.
METHODS:
All 73 single-victim and 13 serial sexual homicide offenders presenting within a cohort of
671 men sentenced for sexual crimes between 1994 and 2005 and serving their sentence in
one high-security Canadian prison and who consented to interview were assessed and
compared on their offending patterns, personality pathology and paraphilic behaviours.
RESULTS:
Serial sexual homicide offenders were more likely than the single offenders to report deviant
sexual fantasies, having selected victims with distinctive characteristics, to have targeted
strangers, structured premeditation and/or verbal humiliation of their victims during the
offences. Personality pathology, defined by at least two Diagnostic and Statistical Manual of
Mental Disorders IV criteria for personality disorder, was common in both groups, but the
serial offenders were more likely to have narcissistic, schizoid and/or obsessive-compulsive
traits; they were also more likely to engage in sexual masochism, partialism, homosexual
paedophilia, exhibitionism and/or voyeurism.
IMPLICATIONS FOR PRACTICE:
Samples of serial sexual homicide offenders will, fortunately, always be small, and it may be
that more could be learned to assist in preventing such crimes if data from several studies or
centres were pooled. Our findings suggest that an investigation of sexual homicide offenders
should include strategies for evaluating premeditation as well as personality and paraphilic
characteristics. Crime scene features that should alert investigators should include similar
characteristics between victims and particular aspects of body exposure or organisation.
Copyright © 2014 John Wiley & Sons, Ltd.
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Abstract
In the recent Diagnostic and Statistical Manual of Mental Disorders (DSM-5), the official
personality disorder (PD) classification system remains unchanged. However, DSM-5 also
includes an alternative hybrid categorical-dimensional PD system in Section III to spur
additional research. One defining feature of the alternative system is the incorporation of a
trait model with PD-specific trait configurations, but relatively little work has evaluated how
these traits map onto official PD diagnoses or their implications for diagnosis rates. To that
end, we compared official PD criteria to Section III PD traits in a sample of current or recent
psychiatric patients. We (a) evaluated the extent to which PD traits predicted traditional PD
criterion counts, and (b) computed trait-based diagnosis rates and compared them to those
reported in several published outpatient and epidemiological samples. Overall, PD traits
generally predicted PD criterion counts, but with less than ideal specificity. In addition, we
identified differences in diagnosis rates across approaches. These results provide some
support for the Section III approach, but they also identify important areas in need of
refinement and future study before the field could reasonably switch to a hybrid PD
classification approach like that in Section III. (PsycINFO Database Record (c) 2014 APA,
all rights reserved).
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Abstract
Perceived social support emphasizes subjective feeling of provisions offered by family,
friends and significant others. In consideration of the great significance of perceived social
support to health outcomes, attempt to reveal the neural substrates of perceived social
support will facilitate its application in a series of mental disorders. Perceived social support
potentially relies on healthy interpersonal relationships calling for cognitive processes like
perspective taking, empathy and theory of mind. Interestingly, functional activations and
connectivity within the default mode network (DMN) are extensively involved in these
interpersonal skills. As a result, it is proposed that synchronous activities among brain
regions within the DMN will correlate with self-report of perceived social support. In the
present study, we tried to investigate the associations between coherence among the DMN
regions and perceived social support at resting state. A total of 333 (145 men) participants
were directed to fulfill the Multidimensional Scale of Perceived Social Support (MSPSS)
after a 484-s functional magnetic resonance imaging (fMRI) scanning without any task. As a
result, seed-based functional connectivity and power spectrum analyses revealed that
heightened synchronicity among the DMN regions was associated with better performance
on perceived social support. Moreover, results in the present study were independent of
different methods, structural changes, and general cognitive performance.
Copyright © 2014 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.
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Abstract
The concept of 'clinical expertise' is described as a part of evidence-based practice (EBP)
together with 'external scientific evidence' and 'patient values and perspectives'. However,
clinical expertise in the management of voice disorders has not been described or discussed
in much detail. The expertise seems to consist partly of silent know-how that, from the
outside, may seem improperly related to the personality of the speech-language pathologist
or exclusively dependent on the number of years in the field. In this paper, it is suggested
that clinical expertise in voice therapy consists of specific skills that can be explicitly
described and trained. These skills are discussed together with educational aspects that
contribute to the development of clinical expertise. The skills are also discussed from the
perspectives of the past, present, and future.
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Abstract
The Triarchic model (Patrick, Fowles, & Krueger, 2009) was formulated to reconcile
contrasting conceptions of psychopathy reflected in historic writings and contemporary
assessment instruments, and to address persisting unresolved issues in the field. The model
conceives of psychopathy as encompassing three distinct but interrelated phenotypic
dispositions-disinhibition, boldness, and meanness-with biological referents. These
dispositional constructs can be viewed as building blocks for alternative conceptions of
psychopathy, and various existing psychopathy measures are presumed to index these
constructs to differing degrees. This article summarizes the bases of the Triarchic model in
the conceptual and empirical literatures on psychopathy, and describes linkages between the
constructs of the model and established structural frameworks for personality and
psychological disorders. Alternative methods for indexing the constructs of the model are
described and evidence regarding their interrelations and criterion-related validity is
reviewed. Promising aspects of the model for ongoing research on psychopathy are
discussed, along with current gaps in knowledge/methods and recommended avenues for
future research.
This article is protected by copyright. All rights reserved.
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Abstract
Child abuse has been associated with risk of mental illness, including schizophrenia and
other psychotic disorders and, among those with mental illness, with a more severe clinical
profile. Using an extensively characterised and epidemiologically representative sample of
1825 Australians with a psychotic illness aged 18-64 years and in contact with mental health
services, we estimated the proportion of individuals with psychotic disorders who selfreported child abuse and examined its relationship with clinical and other characteristics. The
prevalence of child abuse in this nationally representative sample of people with psychotic
illness was 30.6%. Women were almost three times more likely to report child abuse
compared to males (OR, 2.8, 95% CI 2.3-3.4). When adjusted for age at interview and socioeconomic status, there was no significant relationship between self-reported child abuse and
type of psychosis or course of illness. Participants with child abuse were significantly more
likely to have subjective thought disorder, lifetime suicide attempt and premorbid personality
disorder (females only) and anxiety (males only). Our findings demonstrate that child abuse
is relatively common across the range of psychotic disorders, with an elevated risk for
women in particular, compounding the already high burden associated with psychotic illness.
Clinicians need to inquire routinely about child abuse in order to develop appropriate
treatment plans tailored to individual needs.
Copyright © 2014 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
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Abstract
Abstract Background: Prescription opioid (PO) misuse is a significant concern in the United
States. Objectives: This study describes the prevalence and timing of PO misuse, diagnoses
of opiate abuse and dependence, and their associations with psychiatric disorders in a sample
of young people who inject drugs (PWID). Methods: Participants were 570 young (18-25
years) PWID, primarily heroin users, recruited through outreach and respondent-driven
sampling. Trained interviewers administered a semi-structured psychiatric interview.
Diagnoses of substance use and mental disorders were based on DSM-IV diagnostic criteria.
Results: Estimated rates of lifetime PO abuse and dependence were 19% and 17%,
respectively. Past year PO misuse was significantly associated with anti-social personality
disorder (ASPD, OR = 2.15, 95% CI 1.43-3.24), past year substance-induced major
depression (SIMD, OR = 1.81, 95% CI 1.16-2.83), and prior post-traumatic stress disorder
(PTSD, OR = 2.45, 95% CI 1.31-4.60). Among male PO users, PTSD was a significant
predictor of PO abuse (prior, OR = 7.62, 95% CI 2.16-26.88; past year, OR = 21.67 95% CI
2.46-190.75), and dependence (prior, OR = 4.82, 95% CI 1.48-15.67; past year, OR = 9.65,
95% CI 1.75-53.32). Conclusion: Among young PWID, PTSD is a significant risk factor for
PO misuse for both men and women, and men with PTSD are in addition at increased risk
for PO abuse and dependence. These findings have implications for harm reduction and
substance abuse prevention efforts.
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Abstract
Background Care pathways for women needing expensive, secure hospital care are poorly
understood. Aims To characterise women in low and medium security hospitals in England
and Wales and to compare populations by security and service provider type. Method Census
data from all specialist commissioning areas. Sociodemographic, clinical, medico-legal,
criminological and placement needs data were requested on all women in low and medium
secure hospital beds. Parametric tests were used for continuous data and chi-square or
Fisher's exact tests for categorical data. Thematic analysis was used for free text data.
Results The independent sector is the main service provider. A third of all women (n = 1149)
were placed outside their home region despite spare local National Health Service (NHS)
capacity. The independent sector provides for women with relatively rare disorders,
including intellectual disability. The NHS admits most serious offenders. One in 20 are
detained because of self-harm alone. Conclusions Patient-specific factors (notably the
diagnosis of personality disorder) and organisational inadequacy (commissioner and service
provider) contribute to placements that compromise rehabilitation. Responses should include
local solutions for women whose main risk is self-harm and a national approach to women
with highly specialist needs.
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Abstract

Patients often bring transitional objects (TO) to inpatient units. The authors quantified the
frequency of TO possession in an inpatient psychiatric setting and assessed whether TO use
is specific to a personality disorder (PD) diagnosis, focusing on borderline PD (BPD). TO
possession was assessed using the Transitional Objects Questionnaire, and PD diagnosis was
established using standard DSM-IV clinical interviews. Of the 104 female patients assessed,
57.7% showed TO use; 84% of BPD patients, 71% of BPD-trait patients, 65% of patients
with PD traits (other than BPD), and 56% of PD patients (other than BPD) displayed TO use,
whereas 30.6% of patients without PD showed TO use. Patients with TOs were significantly
younger and had significantly longer hospital stays. The specificity and sensitivity for TO
use in the BPD group were 0.506 and 0.84, respectively. The authors conclude that TO use is
closely related to PD diagnosis, but is not specific to BPD.
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Abstract
BACKGROUND:
Endocannabinoids and temperament traits have been linked to both physical activity and
body mass index (BMI) however no study has explored how these factors interact in females.
The aims of this cross-sectional study were to 1) examine differences among distinct BMI
groups on daytime physical activity and time spent in moderate-vigorous physical activity
(MVPA), temperament traits and plasma endocannabinoid concentrations; and 2) explore the
association and interaction between MVPA, temperament, endocannabinoids and BMI.
METHODS:
Physical activity was measured with the wrist-worn accelerometer Actiwatch AW7, in a
sample of 189 female participants (43 morbid obese, 30 obese, and 116 healthy-weight

controls). The Temperament and Character Inventory-Revised questionnaire was used to
assess personality traits. BMI was calculated by bioelectrical impedance analysis via the
TANITA digital scale. Blood analyses were conducted to measure levels of
endocannabinoids and endocannabinoid-related compounds. Path-analysis was performed to
examine the association between predictive variables and MVPA.
RESULTS:
Obese groups showed lower MVPA and dysfunctional temperament traits compared to
healthy-weight controls. Plasma concentrations of 2-arachidonoylglyceryl (2-AG) were
greater in obese groups. Path-analysis identified a direct effect between greater MVPA and
low BMI (b = -0.13, p = .039) and high MVPA levels were associated with elevated
anandamide (AEA) levels (b = 0.16, p = .049) and N-oleylethanolamide (OEA) levels
(b = 0.22, p = .004), as well as high Novelty seeking (b = 0.18, p<.001) and low Harm
avoidance (b = -0.16, p<.001).
CONCLUSIONS:
Obese individuals showed a distinct temperament profile and circulating endocannabinoids
compared to controls. Temperament and endocannabinoids may act as moderators of the low
MVPA in obesity.
PMCID: PMC4125187 Free PMC Article
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Abstract
PURPOSE:
To test if a collaborative care program (CCP) with nurses in a coordinating position is
beneficial for patients with severe personality disorders.
DESIGN AND METHODS:
A pilot study with a comparative multiple case study design using mixed methods
investigating active ingredients and preliminary results.
FINDINGS:
Most patients, their informal caregivers, and nurses value (parts of) the CCP positively;
preliminary results show a significant decrease in severity of borderline symptoms.
PRACTICE IMPLICATIONS:
With the CCP, we may expand the supply of available treatments for patients with (severe)
personality disorders, but a larger randomized controlled trial is warranted to confirm our
preliminary results.
© 2014 Wiley Periodicals, Inc.
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Abstract
BACKGROUND:
Bipolar disorder type I (BP-I) belongs to a spectrum of affective disorders that are expressed
in many different ways and therefore can be difficult to distinguish from other conditions,
especially unipolar depression, schizoaffective disorder, schizophrenia (SZ), but also anxiety
and personality disorders. Since early diagnosis and treatment have shown to improve the
long-term prognosis, complementary specific biomarkers are of great value. The auditory
brainstem response (ABR) has previously been applied successfully to identify specific
abnormal ABR patterns in SZ and Asperger syndrome.
METHODS:
The current study investigated the early auditory processing of complex sound stimuli e.g.
forward masking, in BP-I compared to SZ patients. The ABR curves of BP-I patients (n=23)
and SZ patients (n=20) were analyzed in terms of peak amplitudes and correlation with an
ABR norm curve based on a non-psychiatric control group (n=20).
RESULTS:

BP-I patients had significantly higher wave III (p=0.0062) and wave VII (p=0.0472)
amplitudes compared with SZ patients. Furthermore, BP-I patients, and to a lesser extent SZ
patients, showed low correlation with the norm ABR curve in the part of the curve comprising
waves VI-VII.
LIMITATIONS:
Sample size was relatively small and study groups were not matched for age and gender.
CONCLUSIONS:
BP-I patients showed specific aberrances, specifically in the latter part of the ABR curve,
implicating abnormalities in thalamocortical circuitry. The abnormal ABR wave patterns
significantly separated BP-I patients from SZ patients suggesting that ABR might serve as a
biomarker for BP-I.
Copyright © 2014 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
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Abstract
The behavioral inhibition system (BIS) and the behavioral activation system (BAS) are two
fundamental motivational systems which are not only responsible for affective states,
behavior and personality, but also related to predispositions for various forms of
psychopathology. A wide range of previous studies revealed sex differences in both BIS/BAS
and affective disorders (e.g., anxiety disorder) and externalizing disorders (e.g., addictive and
impulsive behaviors), and a close link might exist between them. It remains to be clarified,
however, whether the relationships between neuroanatomical characteristics and BIS/BAS
exhibit sex differences. To investigate, voxel-based morphometry (VBM) was used to
examine sex differences in the correlations between regional gray matter volume (rGMV) and
scores on the Behavioral Inhibition System/Behavioral Activation System (BIS/BAS) scale in
a large sample of healthy young adults (n=353). Results showed that females displayed a
negative correlation between BIS sensitivity and rGMV in the parahippocampal gyrus (PHG),
as well as positive correlations between BAS sensitivity and rGMV in the ventromedial
prefrontal cortex (vmPFC) and inferior parietal lobule (IPL), whereas males showed the
opposite pattern. These findings suggest that the brain regions associated with processing of
negative emotions (PHG) and reward-related information (vmPFC and IPL) may contribute to
sex-related differences in rGMV correlates of BIS and BAS, respectively. The present
findings demonstrated the evidence of sex-linked neuroanatomical background of BIS and
BAS among non-clinical subjects and might encourage future research into the genderspecific relationships between BIS/BAS and related affective disorders and externalizing
disorders.
Copyright © 2014. Published by Elsevier B.V.
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Abstract
This is the first study to investigate whether parent-reported social and behavioral problems
on the Child Behavior Checklist (CBCL) can be used for psychosis risk screening and the
identification of at-risk youth in the general population. This longitudinal investigation
assessed 122 adolescent participants from three groups (at-risk, other personality disorders,
non-psychiatric controls) at baseline and one year follow-up. The findings indicate that two
individual CBCL rating scales, Withdrawn/Depressed and Thought Problems, have clinical
and diagnostic utility as an adjunctive risk screening measure to aid in early detection of atrisk youth likely to develop psychosis. Furthermore, the findings shows that a cost-effective,
general screening tool with a widespread use in community and pediatric healthcare settings
has a promise to serve as a first step in a multi-stage risk screening process. This can
potentially facilitate increased screening precision and reduction of high rate of false-positives
in clinical high-risk individuals who present with elevated scores on psychosis-risk measures,
but ultimately do not go on to develop psychosis. The findings of the present study also have
significant clinical and research implications for the development of a broad-based psychosis
risk screening strategy, and novel prevention and early intervention approaches in at-risk
populations for the emergence of severe mental illness.
Copyright © 2014 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
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Abstract
While many previous studies assumed the functional connectivity (FC) between brain regions
to be stationary, recent studies have demonstrated that FC dynamically varies across time.
However, two challenges have limited the interpretability of dynamic FC information. First, a
principled framework for selecting the temporal extent of the window used to examine the

dynamics is lacking and this has resulted in ad-hoc selections of window lengths and
subsequent divergent results. Second, it is unclear whether there is any behavioral relevance to
the dynamics of the functional connectome in addition to that obtained from conventional
static FC. In this work, we address these challenges by first proposing a principled framework
for selecting the extent of the temporal windows in a dynamic and data-driven fashion based
on statistical tests of the stationarity of time series. Further, we propose a method involving
three levels of clustering - across space, time and subjects - which allow for group-level
inferences of the dynamics. Next, using a large resting state fMRI and behavioral dataset from
the Human Connectome Project, we demonstrate that metrics derived from dynamic FC can
explain more than twice the variance in 75 behaviors across different domains (alertness,
cognition, emotion and personality traits) as compared to static FC in healthy individuals.
Further, we found that individuals with brain networks exhibiting greater dynamics performed
more favorably in behavioral tasks. This indicates that the ease with which brain regions
engage or disengage may provide potential biomarkers for disorders involving altered neural
circuitry.
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Abstract
Years after injury, pruritus is a common and severe problem for many burn patients. However,
its characteristics and consequences are often only partially described. The authors therefore
performed a prospective detailed examination of burn- and individual-related factors and
considered those in relation to pruritus severity. Sixty-seven consecutive burn patients were
assessed during acute care, and at 3 and 12 months postburn regarding preburn psychiatric
disorders, health-related quality of life, post traumatic stress disorder, and personality traits.
Postburn pruritus was subsequently assessed 2 to 7 years postburn using the Questionnaire for
Pruritus Assessment. Fifty-one individuals, 76% of the participants, reported burn pruritus any
time after the burn. Thirty-three individuals, 49% of the participants, reported ongoing
pruritus the last 2 months. Information on the characteristics of pruritus was obtained from 32
of these individuals. Most perceived pruritus as bothersome or annoying and as present every

day, 16 (50 %) were considered to have severe pruritus, and 11 (34 %) scratched themselves
to the point of bleeding. In logistic regressions, this was independently related to TBSA fullthickness burn and health-related quality of life at 3 months, and to TBSA full thickness burn
and the personality trait impulsiveness, respectively. About half of the previous burn patients
experienced ongoing pruritus on an average of 4.5 years after injury, and half of them had
severe pruritus. Scratching oneself to the point of bleeding is linked both to a certain
personality and to pruritus. It is suspected that many patients are left without access to the best
available treatment.
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Abstract
Part 1 of this paper discussed several more general aspects of Diagnostic and Statistical
Manual of Mental Disorders (DSM-5) and offered a detailed, paradigmatic analysis of
changes made to the chapter on depressive disorders. This second part focusses on several

other disorders, including bipolar and schizophrenia spectrum disorders. The respective
changes and their possible consequences are discussed under consideration of traditional
psychiatric classification, particularly from the perspective of European traditions and on the
basis of a PubMed search and review papers. The general conclusion is that even seemingly
small changes such as the introduction of the mixed feature specifier can have far-reaching
consequences. Contrary to the original plans, DSM-5 has not radically changed to become a
primarily dimensional diagnostic system but has preserved the categorical system for most
disorders. The ambivalence of the respective decision-making becomes apparent from the last
minute decision to change the classification of personality disorders from dimensional back to
categorical. The advantages and disadvantages of the different approaches are discussed in
this context. In DSM-5, only the chapter on addictive disorders has a somewhat dimensional
structure. Also in contrast to the original intentions, DSM-5 has not used a more
neurobiological approach to disorders by including biological markers to increase the
objectivity of psychiatric diagnoses. Even in the most advanced field in terms of biomarkers,
the neurocognitive disorders, the primarily symptom-based, descriptive approach has been
preserved and the well-known amyloid-related and other biomarkers are not included. This is
because, even after so many years of biomarker research, the results are still not considered to
be robust enough to use in clinical practice.
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Abstract
A growing body of evidence suggests that the amygdala is central to handling the demands of
complex social life in primates. In this paper, we synthesize extant anatomical and functional

data from rodents, monkeys, and humans to describe the topography of three partially distinct
large-scale brain networks anchored in the amygdala that each support unique functions for
effectively managing social interactions and maintaining social relationships. These findings
provide a powerful componential framework for parsing social behavior into partially distinct
neural underpinnings that differ among healthy people and disintegrate or fail to develop in
neuropsychiatric populations marked by social impairment, such as autism, antisocial
personality disorder, and frontotemporal dementia.
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Abstract
Despite highly prevalent use of drug combinations in psychiatry, combination products are not
commonly available. We aimed to systematically review the evidence for the use and efficacy
of combination products in the practice of psychiatry. Systematic search of major data bases
yielded nine double-blind randomized controlled trials, which generated 15 comparisons of
combination products against a single therapeutic agent, that included a placebo. All these
studies included 2827 participants: 976 in their combination products arms and 1851 patients
in the comparator arms. The number of combination products were identified, but all except
two studies tested only one combination drug (e.g. olanzapine and fluoxetine (OFC)). All
combined formulations were significantly superior to a single agent, with standardized mean
distance (SMD) of - 0.29 (confidence interval (CI) = - 0.43, - 0 .14; p < 0.001) in improving
depression. In the subgroup analysis, the OFC combination was significantly superior to a
single therapeutic agent for bipolar depression (SMD = - 0.32; CI = - 0.45, - 0.19; p < 0.001)
and for treatment-resistant depression (SMD = - 0.29; CI = - 0.49, - 0.08; p < 0.005), but not

for borderline personality nor major depressive disorder (MDD). The evidence in general
medicine suggests that combination products can offer significant advantage in improving
efficacy and treatment adherence; but in psychiatry, research and development in fixed-dose
combinations has been limited.
© The Author(s) 2014.
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Abstract
The HCR-20 may be a better predictor of inpatient aggression for selected demographic and
clinical groups but homogeneity of study samples has prevented definitive conclusions. The
aim of this study, therefore, was to test the predictive validity of the HCR-20 as a function of
gender, diagnosis, age, and ethnicity while controlling for potential covariates. A pseudoprospective cohort study (n=505) was conducted in a UK secure/forensic mental health setting
using routinely collected data. The HCR-20 predicted aggression better for women than men,
and for people with schizophrenia and/or personality disorder than for other diagnostic
groups. In women, the presence of the risk management items (R5) was important while men׳s
aggression was best predicted solely by current clinical features from the C5 scale. R5 items
were better than C5 items for predicting aggression in people with organic and developmental
diagnoses. Our data provide additional information on which HCR-20 raters can formulate
overall summary judgements about risk for inpatient aggression based on important
demographic and clinical characteristics.
Copyright © 2014 Elsevier Ireland Ltd. All rights reserved.
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Abstract
An interesting paradox has emerged from the literature regarding schizotypy-defined as the
personality organization reflecting a putative liability for schizophrenia-spectrum disorders.
Across certain cognitive, emotional, quality of life, and other functional variables,
individuals with schizotypy report experiencing relatively severe levels of pathology.
However, on objective tests of these same variables, individuals with schizotypy perform
largely in the healthy range. These subjective impairments are paradoxical in that individuals
with schizotypy, typically recruited from undergraduate college populations, should be
healthier in virtually every conceivable measure compared to chronic, older outpatients with
severe mental illness. The present study evaluated the idea that the subjective deficits
associated with schizotypy largely reflect a lack of illusory superiority bias-a normally
occurring bias associated with an overestimation of self-reported positive qualities and
underestimation of negative qualities compared to others. In the present study, both statemeasured using laboratory emotion-induction methods-and trait positive and negative
emotion was assessed across self (e.g., how do you feel at this moment?) and other (e.g.,
how do most people feel at this moment?) domains in 39 individuals with self-reported
schizotypy and 39 matched controls. Controls demonstrated an illusory superiority effect
across both state and trait measures whereas individuals with schizotypy did not. These
results were not explained by severity of mental health symptoms. These results suggest that
a cognitive bias, or lack thereof, is a marker of schizotypy and a potential target for further
research and therapy. (PsycINFO Database Record (c) 2014 APA, all rights reserved).
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Abstract
BACKGROUND:
Neurological abnormalities including a variety of subtle deficits such as discrete impairments
in sensory integration, motor coordination (MOCO), and sequencing of complex motor acts
are frequently found in patients with schizophrenia (SZ) and commonly referred to as
neurological soft signs (NSS). Asperger-syndrome (AS) is characterized by sensory-motor
difficulties as well. However, the question whether the two disorders share a common or a
disease-specific pattern of NSS remains unresolved.
METHOD:
A total of 78 age- and education-matched participants [26 patients with recent-onset SZ, 26
individuals with AS, and 26 healthy controls (HC)] were recruited for the study. Analyses of
covariance (ANCOVAs), with age, years of education, and medication included as
covariates, were used to examine group differences on total NSS and the five subscale
scores. Discriminant analyses were employed to identify the NSS subscales that maximally
discriminate between the three groups.
RESULTS:
Significant differences among the three groups were found in NSS total score and on the five
NSS subscales. The clinical groups differed significantly in the NSS subscale MOCO. The
correct discriminant rate between patients with SZ and individuals with AS was 61.5%. The

correct discriminant rate was 92.3% between individuals with AS and HC, and 80.8%
between SZ patients and HC, respectively.
CONCLUSION:
Our findings provide new evidence for the presence of NSS in AS and lend further support
to previously reported difficulties in movement control in this disorder. According to the
present results, SZ and AS seem to be characterized by both quantitative and qualitative NSS
expression.
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Abstract
BACKGROUND:
The major disorders of the brain (MDBs), in terms of their prevalence and the burdens of ill
health, disability and financial cost that they impose on individuals and society, are
headache, depression and anxiety. No population-based studies have been conducted in
Nepal.
AIM:

Our purpose was to assess the prevalence and burden attributable to MDBs in Nepal in order
to inform health policy. Here we report the methodology.
METHODS:
The unusual sociocultural diversity and extreme geographical variation of the country
required adaptation of standard methodology. We ran pre-pilot and pilot studies before
embarking on the main study. The study design was cross-sectional. The population of
interest were adults aged 18-65 years who were Nepali speaking and living in Nepal. We
selected, employed and trained groups of interviewers to visit randomly selected households
by cold-calling. Households were selected from 15 representative districts out of 75 in the
country through multistage cluster sampling. One participant was selected randomly from
each household. We used structured questionnaires (the HARDSHIP questionnaire, Hospital
Anxiety and Depression Scale, and Eysenck Personality Questionnaire -Neuroticism),
culturally adapted and translated into Nepali. We recorded blood pressure, weight, height
and waist circumference, and altitude of each household. We implemented various qualityassurances measures.
RESULTS:
We completed the survey in one month, prior to onset of the monsoon. Among 2,210
selected households, all were contacted, 2,109 were eligible for the study and, from these,
2,100 adults participated. The participation rate was 99.6%.
CONCLUSION:
Standard methodology was successfully applied in Nepal, with some adaptations. The
sociocultural and extraordinary geographic diversity were challenging, but did not require us
to compromise the scientific quality of the study.
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Abstract
OBJECTIVES:
Whether personality characteristics have an impact on treatment outcome is an important
question in psychotherapy research. One of the most common approaches for the description
of personality is the five-factor model of personality. Only few studies investigated whether
patient personality as measured with the NEO-Five-Factor Inventory (NEO-FFI, Costa &
McCrae [1992b]. Revised NEO-PI-R and NEO-FFI. Professional manual. Odessa, FL:
Psychological Assessment Recources) predicts outcome. Results were inconsistent. Studies
reporting personality to be predictive of outcome did not control for baseline symptoms,
while studies controlling initial symptoms could not support these findings. We hypothesized
that after taking into account baseline symptoms, the NEO-FFI would not predict outcome
and tested this in a large sample of inpatients at a psychosomatic clinic.
DESIGN:
Naturalistic, non-controlled study using patients' data for multiple regression analysis to
identify predictors of outcome.
METHODS:
Data of 254 inpatients suffering primarily from depressive, anxiety, stress, and somatoform
disorders were analysed. Personality was assessed at the beginning of therapy. For
psychotherapy outcome, changes in anxiety and depression (Hospital Anxiety and
Depression Scale; HADS), overall psychopathology (Symptom Checklist-90-R Global
Severity Index [GSI]), and interpersonal problems (Inventory of Interpersonal Problems; IIP)
were measured.
RESULTS:
The treatment resulted in significant decreases on all outcome measures corresponding to
moderate to large effect sizes (HADS: d = 1.03; GSI: d = 0.90; IIP: d = 0.38). Consistent
with our hypothesis, none of the personality domains predicted outcome when baseline
symptoms were controlled for.

CONCLUSIONS:
Personality assessment at baseline does not seem to have an added value in the prediction of
inpatient psychotherapy outcome beyond initial symptoms.
PRACTITIONER POINTS:
Clinical implications Personality dimensions overlap with symptomatic distress. Rather than
serve as predictors of outcome, the domains tapped by the NEO-FFI reflect current
psychological symptomatology in inpatients with depressive, anxiety, stress or somatoform
disorders. From a clinician's point of view monitoring individual progress by using actuarial
measures is more valuable than trying to predict who will benefit from treatment using
personality assessments. Limitations of the study Diagnostic assessment was solely based on
clinical evaluation rather than structured interviews. Twenty-five per cent of the original
sample had to be excluded due to missing data. There was a focus on only one set of client
characteristics (i.e., five-factor model personality traits). Assessment of personality domains
in the acute phase of a mental disorder may be problematic and could have influenced
findings.
© 2014 The British Psychological Society.
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Abstract
Traumatic brain injury (TBI) leads to many undesired problems and complications, including
immediate and long-term seizures/epilepsy, changes in mood, behavioral, and personality
problems, cognitive and motor deficits, movement disorders, and sleep problems. Clinicians
involved in the treatment of patients with acute TBI need to be aware of a number of issues,

including the incidence and prevalence of early seizures and post-traumatic epilepsy (PTE),
comorbidities associated with seizures and anticonvulsant therapies, and factors that can
contribute to their emergence. While strong scientific evidence for early seizure prevention
in TBI is available for phenytoin (PHT), other antiepileptic medications, eg, levetiracetam
(LEV), are also being utilized in clinical settings. The use of PHT has its drawbacks,
including cognitive side effects and effects on function recovery. Rates of recovery after TBI
are expected to plateau after a certain period of time. Nevertheless, some patients continue to
improve while others deteriorate without any clear contributing factors. Thus, one must ask,
'Are there any actions that can be taken to decrease the chance of post-traumatic seizures and
epilepsy while minimizing potential short- and long-term effects of anticonvulsants?' While
the answer is 'probably,' more evidence is needed to replace PHT with LEV on a permanent
basis. Some have proposed studies to address this issue, while others look toward different
options, including other anticonvulsants (eg, perampanel or other AMPA antagonists), or
less established treatments (eg, ketamine). In this review, we focus on a comparison of the
use of PHT versus LEV in the acute TBI setting and summarize the clinical aspects of
seizure prevention in humans with appropriate, but general, references to the animal
literature.
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Abstract
Corrigendum to Personality disorders in a community sample in Turkey: Prevalence,
associated risk factors, temperament and character dimensions published in International
Journal of Social Psychiatry, Volume 60 Issue 2, March 2014, pages 139-147. On page 139
of this article "Participants with PD were more likely to have higher self-directedness and
cooperativeness scores" should be "Participants with PD were more likely to have lower selfdirectedness and cooperativeness scores". On page 145-146 of this article "As indicated by
large effect sizes, we observed a strong association for all three PD clusters with higher TCI
self-directedness sub-scale (SD total) scores; for cluster A and B diagnoses with higher
cooperativeness sub-scale (C total) scores; and for cluster B diagnoses with higher SD1
(responsibility vs blaming), SD2 (purposefulness vs lack of goal direction), C4 (compassion
vs revengefulness) and C5 (fairness/principles vs self-serving opportunism) sub-scale
scores." should be "As indicated by large effect sizes, we observed a strong association for
all three PD clusters with lower TCI self-directedness sub-scale (SD total) scores; for cluster

A and B diagnoses with lower cooperativeness sub-scale (C total) scores; and for cluster B
diagnoses with lower SD1 (responsibility vs blaming), SD2 (purposefulness vs lack of goal
direction), C4 (compassion vs revengefulness) and C5 (fairness/principles vs self-serving
opportunism) sub-scale scores."
© The Author(s) 2014.
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Abstract
Objectives. To characterize lifetime psychiatric diagnosis groups among methadone
maintenance treatment (MMT) patients and associations of diagnosis to long-term (up to 20
years) retention and survival either during treatment or post discontinuation. Methods. A
total of 758 patients with available psychiatric diagnosis (98% of those ever admitted
between June 1993 and June 2012) were followed-up until June 2013. Lifetime psychiatric
diagnosis was assessed according to DSM-IV-TR (Axis I, II, I & II, or none). Observed urine
samples at 1 and 13 months were positive for drugs if at least one was positive. Survival data
were based on the Israel National Population Registry. Survival and retention in MMT were
compared (Kaplan Meier) between groups. Results. The Axis II (personality disorders) group
had the worst mean long-term retention (5.8 years, 95% Confidence Interval (CI) 5.0-6.5)
compared with the Axis I, Axis I & II or no psychiatric diagnosis groups (9.6 years, 95% CI
8.8-10.4) (P < 0.0005). Mean survival since admission (16.4 years, 95% CI 15.9-16.9) was
similar for all groups. Axis II patients included more males, more drug injectors, were
younger at initial opiate use and more likely left treatment before 1 year. Conclusions.
Personality and coping mechanisms (Axis II) could be significant obstacles to the success of
MMT, warranting special interventions to overcome them.
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Abstract
Strong evidence links the 5-HTTLPR genotype to the modulation of amygdala reactivity,
which is considered to convey the increased vulnerability for anxiety disorders in s-allele
carriers. In addition to amygdala reactivity, the 5-HTTLPR has been shown to be related to
alterations in structural and effective connectivity. The aim of this study was to investigate
the effects of 5-HTTLPR genotype on amygdala reactivity and effective connectivity during
fear conditioning, as well as structural connectivity (as measured by diffusion tensor
imaging). In order to integrate different classification strategies, we used the bi-allelic (sallele vs. l/l-allele group) as well as the tri-allelic (low-functioning vs. high-functioning)
classification approach. S-allele carriers showed exaggerated amygdala reactivity and
elevated amygdala-insula coupling during fear conditioning (CS+ > CS-) compared with the
l/l-allele group. In addition, DTI analysis showed increased FA-values in s-allele carriers
within the uncinate fasciculus. approach, increased amygdala reactivity and amygdala insula
coupling were observed in the low-functioning compared the high-functioning group. No
significant differences between the two groups were found in structural connectivity. The
present results add to the current debate on the influence of the 5-HTTLPR on brain

functioning. These differences between s-allele and l/l-allele carriers may CONTRIBUTE: to
altered vulnerability for psychiatric disorders.
© The Author (2014). Published by Oxford University Press. For Permissions, please email:
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Abstract
Dysfunctional interpersonal behavior is thought to underlie a wide spectrum of psychiatric
disorders; however, the neurobiological underpinnings of these behavioral disturbances are
poorly understood. Previous molecular imaging studies have shown associations between
striatal dopamine (DA) D2-receptor binding and interpersonal traits, such as social
conformity. The objective of this study was to explore, for the first time, the role of DA D1receptors (D1-Rs) in human interpersonal behavior. Twenty-three healthy subjects were
examined using positron emission tomography and the radioligand [11C]SCH23390, yielding
D1-R binding potential values. Striatal D1-R binding was related to personality scales
selected to specifically assess one dimension of interpersonal behavior, namely a
combination of affiliation and dominance (i.e., the Social Desirability, Verbal Trait
Aggression and Physical Trait Aggression scales from Swedish Universities Scales of
Personality). An exploratory analysis was also performed for extrastriatal brain regions. D1-

R binding potential values in the limbic striatum (r=.52; p=.015), associative striatum (r=.55;
p=.009), and sensorimotor striatum (r=.67; p=.001) were positively related to Social
Desirability scores. D1-R binding potential in the limbic striatum (r=-.51; p=.019) was
negatively associated with Physical Trait Aggression scores. For extrastriatal regions, Social
Desirability scores showed positive correlations in the amygdala (r=.60; p=.006) and medial
frontal cortex (r=.60; p=.004). This study provides further support for the role of DA
function in the expression of disaffiliative and dominant traits. Specifically, D1-R
availability may serve as a marker for interpersonal behavior in humans. Associations were
demonstrated for the same dimension of interpersonal behavior as for D2-R, but in the
opposite direction, suggesting that the two receptor subtypes are involved in the same
behavioral processes, but with different functional roles.
Copyright © 2014 Elsevier Inc. All rights reserved.
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Abstract
People who inject drugs (PWID) and have mental health conditions, such as major
depression, an anxiety disorder, or antisocial or borderline personality disorder, may have
elevated risk for HIV and HCV infection. This study examined the associations between
psychiatric disorders and risky injection behavior in an out-of-treatment sample of young
PWID. We recruited participants through outreach and respondent-driven sampling (RDS).
Participants completed a computer-assisted self-interview and a psychiatric interview.
Interviews took place at a community-based field site of the Community Outreach
Intervention Projects. Participants were 570 young adults (18 to 25 years) who injected drugs
in the previous 30 days. Psychiatric diagnoses were based on interviews using the
Psychiatric Research Interview for Substance and Mental Disorders (PRISM). Injection
behavior was classified into 3 categories: receptive syringe sharing, other equipment sharing
only, and no sharing. Associations between injection risk behavior and psychiatric diagnoses
were tested using RDS-weighted multinomial regressions. Substance-induced lifetime and
past-year major depression, and borderline personality disorder, were significantly associated
with a greater likelihood of receptive syringe sharing (p < .001). Substance-induced major

depression in the past year was also associated with nonsyringe equipment sharing (p < .01).
Primary major depression, antisocial personality disorder, and anxiety disorders other than
posttraumatic stress disorder were slightly more prevalent among injectors who shared
syringes; however, the associations were not statistically significant. Substance-induced
major depression and borderline personality disorder are common among young PWID and
are associated with risky injection behavior. (PsycINFO Database Record (c) 2014 APA, all
rights reserved).
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Abstract
Objective: The current study examines associations between five factor personality traits and
average sleep duration, sleep deficiency, and sleep problems. Method: The participants were
from two population-based samples from Australia (n = 1,104, age range 31-41) and Finland
(n = 1,623, age range 30-45). Self-reports of sleep behavior, sleep problems (Jenkin's scale),
and five factor model personality traits (NEO-FFI) were collected. Associations between
personality traits and sleep were analyzed with linear regressions. Results: The results
showed that higher extraversion, agreeableness, and conscientiousness were, in general,
associated with better sleep, whereas higher neuroticism was associated with sleeping less
well. Openness was not associated with sleep. Most of the associations were replicable
between the samples from the two countries, but personality traits explained only small part
of the variance in sleep behavior. Conclusions: Increasing the knowledge on personality and
sleep may benefit more personalized treatment of sleep disorders and help in personnel
selection to jobs in which it is critical to stay alert. However, longitudinal research is needed
to confirm the current findings. (PsycINFO Database Record (c) 2014 APA, all rights
reserved).
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Abstract
Borderline personality disorder, conversion disorder and obsessive compulsive disorder
frequently have dissociative symptoms. The literature has demonstrated that the level of
dissociation might be correlated with the severity of obsessive compulsive disorder (OCD)
and that those not responding to treatment had high dissociative symptoms. The structured
clinical interview for DSM-IV dissociative disorders, dissociation questionnaire, somatoform
dissociation questionnaire and dissociative experiences scale can be used for screening
dissociative symptoms and detecting dissociative disorders in patients with OCD. However,
a history of neglect and abuse during childhood is linked to a risk factor in the pathogenesis
of dissociative psychopathology in adults. The childhood trauma questionnaire-53 and
childhood trauma questionnaire-40 can be used for this purpose. Clinicians should not fail to
notice the hidden dissociative symptoms and childhood traumatic experiences in OCD cases
with severe symptoms that are resistant to treatment. Symptom screening and diagnostic
tools used for this purpose should be known. Knowing how to treat these pathologies in
patients who are diagnosed with OCD can be crucial.
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Abstract
This study aims to contribute to the understanding of underlying causes for the development
of Internet Addiction Disorder (IAD) and assess comorbidity with other mental disorders
through the analysis of data from a clinical sample of college students who presented for
treatment of IAD. The clinical sample of our study has demonstrated a high percentage of
comorbidity with Axis I and II disorders, while the temporal precedence of the establishment
of those disorders cannot lead to specific conclusions. Half of the sample (25/50) presented
with comorbidity of another Axis I disorder and 38% (19/50) with a concurrent Axis II
personality disorder. The majority of Axis I disorders (51.85%) were reported before the
onset of IAD, 33.3% after the onset while it was unclear in 14.81% of cases. The
examination of a path model demonstrated that important contributions to the understanding
of this disorder can be made through concepts from the neurobiological, trait personality
paradigm, as well as from the psychodynamic defense style paradigm. Comorbid
psychopathology can further exacerbate the presentation of IAD through a direct link,
regardless of the underlying personality structure. The clinician treating IAD patients should
complete a clinical evaluation for comorbid Axis I and II diagnoses since their presence may
signify a more serious presentation.
Copyright © 2014 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.
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Abstract
Several personality disorders have been prominent in the clinical literature but have been
inadequately recognized in the diagnostic manuals. This group includes masochistic, selfdefeating, depressive, and vulnerably narcissistic personality disorders. The theoretical and
empirical relationship of these disorders is reviewed. It is proposed that the construct of
malignant self-regard may account for the similarities among them. The construct describes
these personality types as being fundamentally related through problematic manifestations of
self-structure. The article discusses the diagnostic value of such a construct and the
implications of a psychodynamically informed framework for classifying personality
pathology.
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Abstract
BACKGROUND:
Much of the research on the prevalence of psychiatric disorders among sex offenders has
been conducted in the USA or Europe. Less is known about it in other regions, particularly
in Asia.
AIMS:
The objective of this study is to determine the prevalence of psychiatric disorders among sex
offenders in Taiwan and their associations with offender characteristics and criminal history.
METHODS:
Participants were randomly selected from men serving sentences in Taiwan's prison for
serious sex offenders. Consenting men were assessed using the structured clinical interviews
for DSM-IV-TR Axis I and II disorders. Demographics and criminal history were also
recorded.
RESULTS:
Over two-thirds of the 68 participants met criteria for one or more lifetime Axis I disorders,
and nearly 60% met criteria for one or more Axis II disorder. The higher the number of Axis
I and cluster B personality disorders, the higher was the total number of convictions.
CONCLUSIONS:
Our study adds to the literature that suggests that psychiatric assessment is likely to have an
important role in the management and treatment of sex offenders. The finding that multiple
disorders are common in this group and associated with more convictions for sex offences
suggests that failure to include psychiatric assessment in planning the management of sex
offenders may increase the risk of recidivism. Copyright © 2014 John Wiley & Sons, Ltd.
Copyright © 2014 John Wiley & Sons, Ltd.
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Abstract
The aim of this study was to examine the latent clusters in non-suicidal self-injury (NSSI)
based on childhood adversity. Data were derived from Waves I (2001-2002) and II (20042005) of the National Epidemiologic Survey on Alcohol and Related Conditions, a nationally
representative sample of U.S. adults. Individuals engaging in NSSI (N = 672) comprised the
analytic sample. Latent class statistical analysis was undertaken to elucidate the latent
structure of NSSI based on child experiences of physical and sexual abuse, neglect, and
family violence. Four-classes of respondents were identified vis-à-vis childhood adversities.
A low abuse/neglect class (35.7 % of respondents, 91.1 % male) demonstrated less mental
health and substance use comorbidity and antisocial behavior. A sexual abuse class (43.1 %
of respondents, 98.6 % female) evinced somewhat lower levels of antisocial behavior than
the other classes but similarly high levels of mental health disorder and a non-sexual
abuse/neglect class (8.3 % of respondents, 91.5 % male) characterized by varied and
intensive forms of antisocial and externalizing behaviors. Finally, a severe high
abuse/neglect/family violence class (12.95 % of respondents, 100 % female) demonstrated
high levels of clinical psychiatric and personality disorders. The current project is a
nationally representative study of NSSI latent clusters and extends and validates the
existence of NSSI subtypes revealed by prior research.
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Abstract
The free-exploratory paradigm has been proposed as a model of trait anxiety and as such has
been proven stable over time, which is a sine qua non condition for any model proposing to
evaluate a personality trait. However this stability has only been shown for male rats.
Considering that anxiety disorders are most prevalent in women, it's crucial that females are
tested in animal models. With this in mind, the stability over time of female rats in the freeexploratory paradigm was evaluated using a test-retest procedure. The behaviour of drugnaive, adult, female, Wistar rats was measured in the free-exploratory apparatus on two
occasions two months apart. The following parameters were evaluated: percentage of
distance travelled in the novel compartment; number of attempts to enter the novel
compartment; percentage of time spent in the novel compartment; and percentage of time
rearing in the novel compartment. Subsequently, the intraclass correlation coefficient (ICC)
and the kappa index (κ) were calculated for each of these parameters. The "percentage of
time spent in the novel compartment" (ICC=0.727; κ=0.457), the "percentage of distance
travelled in the novel compartment" (ICC=0.680; κ=0.370), and the "percentage of time
rearing in the novel compartment" (ICC=0.648; κ=0.309) were found to be stable over time.
Analysis of these parameters indicated fair to substantial reliability over time in two-month
inter-trial interval. Therefore, our results support the idea of the free-exploratory paradigm as
an animal model of trait anxiety for female rats.
Copyright © 2014 Elsevier Ireland Ltd. All rights reserved.
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Abstract
BACKGROUND:
By definition, personality disorders (PDs) are evident in late childhood and adolescence, but
evidence for personality pathology occurring after adolescence is unclear.
AIM:
We aimed to review extant literature on personality change following exposure to
catastrophic trauma in adults in order to identify the prevalence and clinical features of any
long-term personality pathology.
METHOD:
Relevant studies were identified by searching three bibliographic databases (MEDLINE,
EMBASE and PsychINFO) from inception to November 2011 using terms related to
personality and trauma.
RESULTS:
No prospective studies that investigated long-term personality change following exposure to
trauma in adults were found. Two retrospective studies reported the prevalence of enduring
personality change of 2.6% and 6% (weighted prevalence 4.6%, 95% confidence interval
3.4-6.3%), and one study reported 20% increase in adult-onset antisocial behaviour
following exposure to trauma. Findings from cross-sectional studies that examined the
prevalence of PDs in people exposed to catastrophic trauma reported that Cluster C and
Cluster A were the most common with avoidant, paranoid and obsessive-compulsive PDs
among those most frequently reported.

CONCLUSION:
A minority of adults who are exposed to severe trauma appear to go on to develop significant
personality pathology. The observed personality disturbance is multifarious and more
extensive than the prototype described in ICD-10. Copyright © 2014 John Wiley & Sons,
Ltd.
Copyright © 2014 John Wiley & Sons, Ltd.
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Abstract
Deportations from the Unites States (US) to Mexico increased substantially during the last
decade. Considering deportation as a stressful event with potential consequences on mental
health, we aimed to (1) estimate the prevalence of common mental disorders (CMD) among
deported migrants; and (2) explore the association between migratory experience, social
support and psychological variables, and CMD in this group. In repatriation points along the
border, a probability sample of deportees responded to the Self Reporting Questionnaire
(SRQ). The prevalence of CMD was 16.0 % (95 % CI 12.3, 20.6). There was a U-shaped
association between time in the US and SRQ score. Times returned to Mexico, having a
spouse in the US, number of persons in household, less social support, anxiety as a
personality trait, and avoidant coping style were directly associated with SRQ score. Public
health policies should address the need for mental health care among deported migrants.
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Abstract
OBJECTIVES:
Bipolar disorder (BPD) shares genetic components with other psychiatric disorders;
however, uncertainty remains about where in the psychiatric spectra BPD falls. To
understand the etiology of BPD, we studied the familial aggregation of BPD and coaggregation between BPD and schizophrenia, depression, anxiety disorders, attention-deficit
hyperactivity disorder, drug abuse, personality disorders, and autism spectrum disorders.
METHODS:
A population-based cohort was created by linking several Swedish national registers. A total
of 54,723 individuals with BPD were identified among 8,141,033 offspring from 4,149,748
nuclear families. The relative risk of BPD in relatives and the co-occurrence of other
psychiatric disorders in patients with BPD and their relatives were compared to those of
matched-population controls. Structural equation modeling was used to estimate the
heritability and tetrachoric correlation.
RESULTS:
The familial risks for relatives of BPD probands were 5.8-7.9 in first-degree relatives, and
decreased with genetic distance. Co-occurrence risks for other psychiatric disorders were
9.7-22.9 in individuals with BPD and 1.7-2.8 in full siblings of BPD probands. Heritability
for BPD was estimated at 58%. The correlations between BPD and other psychiatric
disorders were considerable (0.37-0.62) and primarily due to genetic effects. The correlation
with depression was the highest (0.62), and was 0.44 for schizophrenia.
CONCLUSIONS:
The high familial risks provide evidence that genetic factors play an important role in the
etiology of BPD, and the shared genetic determinants suggest pleiotropic effects across

different psychiatric disorders. Results also indicate that BPD is in both the mood and
psychotic spectra, but possibly more closely related to mood disorders.
© 2014 John Wiley & Sons A/S. Published by John Wiley & Sons Ltd.
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Abstract
Major depression is among the most common comorbid conditions in problem gambling.
However, little is known about the effects of comorbid depression on problem gambling. The
present study examined the prevalence of current major depression among problem gamblers
(N = 105) identified from a community sample of men and women in Alberta, and examined
group differences in gambling severity, escape motivation for gambling, family functioning,
childhood trauma, and personality traits across problem gamblers with and without comorbid
depression. The prevalence of major depression among the sample of problem gamblers was
32.4 %. Compared to problem gamblers without depression (n = 71), problem gamblers with
comorbid depression (n = 34) reported more severe gambling problems, greater history of
childhood abuse and neglect, poorer family functioning, higher levels of neuroticism, and
lower levels of extraversion, agreeableness, and conscientiousness. Furthermore, the problem
gamblers with comorbid depression had greater levels of childhood abuse and neglect, worse
family functioning, higher neuroticism, and lower agreeableness and conscientiousness than
a comparison sample of recreational gamblers with depression (n = 160). These findings
underscore the need to address comorbid depression in assessment and treatment of problem
gambling and for continued research on how problem gambling is related to frequently cooccurring disorders such as depression.
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Abstract
BACKGROUND:
Information on psychopathological characteristics of sexual homicide offenders is scarce.
AIMS:
To investigate criminal, paraphilic and personality trait differences between serial and singlevictim sexual homicide offenders.
METHODS:
All 73 single-victim and 13 serial sexual homicide offenders presenting within a cohort of
671 men sentenced for sexual crimes between 1994 and 2005 and serving their sentence in
one high-security Canadian prison and who consented to interview were assessed and
compared on their offending patterns, personality pathology and paraphilic behaviours.
RESULTS:
Serial sexual homicide offenders were more likely than the single offenders to report deviant
sexual fantasies, having selected victims with distinctive characteristics, to have targeted
strangers, structured premeditation and/or verbal humiliation of their victims during the
offences. Personality pathology, defined by at least two Diagnostic and Statistical Manual of
Mental Disorders IV criteria for personality disorder, was common in both groups, but the
serial offenders were more likely to have narcissistic, schizoid and/or obsessive-compulsive
traits; they were also more likely to engage in sexual masochism, partialism, homosexual
paedophilia, exhibitionism and/or voyeurism.
IMPLICATIONS FOR PRACTICE:

Samples of serial sexual homicide offenders will, fortunately, always be small, and it may be
that more could be learned to assist in preventing such crimes if data from several studies or
centres were pooled. Our findings suggest that an investigation of sexual homicide offenders
should include strategies for evaluating premeditation as well as personality and paraphilic
characteristics. Crime scene features that should alert investigators should include similar
characteristics between victims and particular aspects of body exposure or organisation.
Copyright © 2014 John Wiley & Sons, Ltd.
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Abstract
In the recent Diagnostic and Statistical Manual of Mental Disorders (DSM-5), the official
personality disorder (PD) classification system remains unchanged. However, DSM-5 also
includes an alternative hybrid categorical-dimensional PD system in Section III to spur
additional research. One defining feature of the alternative system is the incorporation of a
trait model with PD-specific trait configurations, but relatively little work has evaluated how
these traits map onto official PD diagnoses or their implications for diagnosis rates. To that
end, we compared official PD criteria to Section III PD traits in a sample of current or recent
psychiatric patients. We (a) evaluated the extent to which PD traits predicted traditional PD
criterion counts, and (b) computed trait-based diagnosis rates and compared them to those
reported in several published outpatient and epidemiological samples. Overall, PD traits
generally predicted PD criterion counts, but with less than ideal specificity. In addition, we
identified differences in diagnosis rates across approaches. These results provide some
support for the Section III approach, but they also identify important areas in need of
refinement and future study before the field could reasonably switch to a hybrid PD
classification approach like that in Section III. (PsycINFO Database Record (c) 2014 APA,
all rights reserved).
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Abstract
Perceived social support emphasizes subjective feeling of provisions offered by family,
friends and significant others. In consideration of the great significance of perceived social
support to health outcomes, attempt to reveal the neural substrates of perceived social
support will facilitate its application in a series of mental disorders. Perceived social support
potentially relies on healthy interpersonal relationships calling for cognitive processes like
perspective taking, empathy and theory of mind. Interestingly, functional activations and
connectivity within the default mode network (DMN) are extensively involved in these
interpersonal skills. As a result, it is proposed that synchronous activities among brain
regions within the DMN will correlate with self-report of perceived social support. In the
present study, we tried to investigate the associations between coherence among the DMN
regions and perceived social support at resting state. A total of 333 (145 men) participants
were directed to fulfill the Multidimensional Scale of Perceived Social Support (MSPSS)
after a 484-s functional magnetic resonance imaging (fMRI) scanning without any task. As a
result, seed-based functional connectivity and power spectrum analyses revealed that
heightened synchronicity among the DMN regions was associated with better performance
on perceived social support. Moreover, results in the present study were independent of
different methods, structural changes, and general cognitive performance.
Copyright © 2014 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.
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Abstract
The concept of 'clinical expertise' is described as a part of evidence-based practice (EBP)
together with 'external scientific evidence' and 'patient values and perspectives'. However,
clinical expertise in the management of voice disorders has not been described or discussed
in much detail. The expertise seems to consist partly of silent know-how that, from the
outside, may seem improperly related to the personality of the speech-language pathologist
or exclusively dependent on the number of years in the field. In this paper, it is suggested
that clinical expertise in voice therapy consists of specific skills that can be explicitly
described and trained. These skills are discussed together with educational aspects that
contribute to the development of clinical expertise. The skills are also discussed from the
perspectives of the past, present, and future.
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Abstract
The Triarchic model (Patrick, Fowles, & Krueger, 2009) was formulated to reconcile
contrasting conceptions of psychopathy reflected in historic writings and contemporary
assessment instruments, and to address persisting unresolved issues in the field. The model
conceives of psychopathy as encompassing three distinct but interrelated phenotypic
dispositions-disinhibition, boldness, and meanness-with biological referents. These
dispositional constructs can be viewed as building blocks for alternative conceptions of
psychopathy, and various existing psychopathy measures are presumed to index these
constructs to differing degrees. This article summarizes the bases of the Triarchic model in
the conceptual and empirical literatures on psychopathy, and describes linkages between the
constructs of the model and established structural frameworks for personality and
psychological disorders. Alternative methods for indexing the constructs of the model are
described and evidence regarding their interrelations and criterion-related validity is
reviewed. Promising aspects of the model for ongoing research on psychopathy are
discussed, along with current gaps in knowledge/methods and recommended avenues for
future research.
This article is protected by copyright. All rights reserved.
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Abstract
Child abuse has been associated with risk of mental illness, including schizophrenia and
other psychotic disorders and, among those with mental illness, with a more severe clinical
profile. Using an extensively characterised and epidemiologically representative sample of
1825 Australians with a psychotic illness aged 18-64 years and in contact with mental health
services, we estimated the proportion of individuals with psychotic disorders who selfreported child abuse and examined its relationship with clinical and other characteristics. The
prevalence of child abuse in this nationally representative sample of people with psychotic
illness was 30.6%. Women were almost three times more likely to report child abuse
compared to males (OR, 2.8, 95% CI 2.3-3.4). When adjusted for age at interview and socioeconomic status, there was no significant relationship between self-reported child abuse and
type of psychosis or course of illness. Participants with child abuse were significantly more
likely to have subjective thought disorder, lifetime suicide attempt and premorbid personality
disorder (females only) and anxiety (males only). Our findings demonstrate that child abuse
is relatively common across the range of psychotic disorders, with an elevated risk for
women in particular, compounding the already high burden associated with psychotic illness.
Clinicians need to inquire routinely about child abuse in order to develop appropriate
treatment plans tailored to individual needs.
Copyright © 2014 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
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Abstract
Abstract Background: Prescription opioid (PO) misuse is a significant concern in the United
States. Objectives: This study describes the prevalence and timing of PO misuse, diagnoses
of opiate abuse and dependence, and their associations with psychiatric disorders in a sample
of young people who inject drugs (PWID). Methods: Participants were 570 young (18-25
years) PWID, primarily heroin users, recruited through outreach and respondent-driven
sampling. Trained interviewers administered a semi-structured psychiatric interview.
Diagnoses of substance use and mental disorders were based on DSM-IV diagnostic criteria.
Results: Estimated rates of lifetime PO abuse and dependence were 19% and 17%,
respectively. Past year PO misuse was significantly associated with anti-social personality
disorder (ASPD, OR = 2.15, 95% CI 1.43-3.24), past year substance-induced major
depression (SIMD, OR = 1.81, 95% CI 1.16-2.83), and prior post-traumatic stress disorder
(PTSD, OR = 2.45, 95% CI 1.31-4.60). Among male PO users, PTSD was a significant
predictor of PO abuse (prior, OR = 7.62, 95% CI 2.16-26.88; past year, OR = 21.67 95% CI
2.46-190.75), and dependence (prior, OR = 4.82, 95% CI 1.48-15.67; past year, OR = 9.65,
95% CI 1.75-53.32). Conclusion: Among young PWID, PTSD is a significant risk factor for
PO misuse for both men and women, and men with PTSD are in addition at increased risk
for PO abuse and dependence. These findings have implications for harm reduction and
substance abuse prevention efforts.
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Abstract
Background Care pathways for women needing expensive, secure hospital care are poorly
understood. Aims To characterise women in low and medium security hospitals in England
and Wales and to compare populations by security and service provider type. Method Census
data from all specialist commissioning areas. Sociodemographic, clinical, medico-legal,
criminological and placement needs data were requested on all women in low and medium
secure hospital beds. Parametric tests were used for continuous data and chi-square or
Fisher's exact tests for categorical data. Thematic analysis was used for free text data.
Results The independent sector is the main service provider. A third of all women (n = 1149)
were placed outside their home region despite spare local National Health Service (NHS)
capacity. The independent sector provides for women with relatively rare disorders,
including intellectual disability. The NHS admits most serious offenders. One in 20 are
detained because of self-harm alone. Conclusions Patient-specific factors (notably the
diagnosis of personality disorder) and organisational inadequacy (commissioner and service
provider) contribute to placements that compromise rehabilitation. Responses should include
local solutions for women whose main risk is self-harm and a national approach to women
with highly specialist needs.
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Abstract
Patients often bring transitional objects (TO) to inpatient units. The authors quantified the
frequency of TO possession in an inpatient psychiatric setting and assessed whether TO use
is specific to a personality disorder (PD) diagnosis, focusing on borderline PD (BPD). TO
possession was assessed using the Transitional Objects Questionnaire, and PD diagnosis was
established using standard DSM-IV clinical interviews. Of the 104 female patients assessed,
57.7% showed TO use; 84% of BPD patients, 71% of BPD-trait patients, 65% of patients
with PD traits (other than BPD), and 56% of PD patients (other than BPD) displayed TO use,
whereas 30.6% of patients without PD showed TO use. Patients with TOs were significantly
younger and had significantly longer hospital stays. The specificity and sensitivity for TO
use in the BPD group were 0.506 and 0.84, respectively. The authors conclude that TO use is
closely related to PD diagnosis, but is not specific to BPD.
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Abstract
BACKGROUND:
Endocannabinoids and temperament traits have been linked to both physical activity and
body mass index (BMI) however no study has explored how these factors interact in females.
The aims of this cross-sectional study were to 1) examine differences among distinct BMI
groups on daytime physical activity and time spent in moderate-vigorous physical activity
(MVPA), temperament traits and plasma endocannabinoid concentrations; and 2) explore the
association and interaction between MVPA, temperament, endocannabinoids and BMI.
METHODS:
Physical activity was measured with the wrist-worn accelerometer Actiwatch AW7, in a
sample of 189 female participants (43 morbid obese, 30 obese, and 116 healthy-weight
controls). The Temperament and Character Inventory-Revised questionnaire was used to
assess personality traits. BMI was calculated by bioelectrical impedance analysis via the
TANITA digital scale. Blood analyses were conducted to measure levels of
endocannabinoids and endocannabinoid-related compounds. Path-analysis was performed to
examine the association between predictive variables and MVPA.
RESULTS:
Obese groups showed lower MVPA and dysfunctional temperament traits compared to
healthy-weight controls. Plasma concentrations of 2-arachidonoylglyceryl (2-AG) were
greater in obese groups. Path-analysis identified a direct effect between greater MVPA and
low BMI (b = -0.13, p = .039) and high MVPA levels were associated with elevated
anandamide (AEA) levels (b = 0.16, p = .049) and N-oleylethanolamide (OEA) levels
(b = 0.22, p = .004), as well as high Novelty seeking (b = 0.18, p<.001) and low Harm
avoidance (b = -0.16, p<.001).
CONCLUSIONS:
Obese individuals showed a distinct temperament profile and circulating endocannabinoids
compared to controls. Temperament and endocannabinoids may act as moderators of the low
MVPA in obesity.
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Abstract
PURPOSE:
To test if a collaborative care program (CCP) with nurses in a coordinating position is
beneficial for patients with severe personality disorders.
DESIGN AND METHODS:
A pilot study with a comparative multiple case study design using mixed methods
investigating active ingredients and preliminary results.
FINDINGS:
Most patients, their informal caregivers, and nurses value (parts of) the CCP positively;
preliminary results show a significant decrease in severity of borderline symptoms.
PRACTICE IMPLICATIONS:
With the CCP, we may expand the supply of available treatments for patients with (severe)
personality disorders, but a larger randomized controlled trial is warranted to confirm our
preliminary results.
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